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introduction

from march to september 1997 many of the artifacts exca-
vated by yigael yadinbadin at masada in the 1960s will be on display at
the BYU museum of art that exhibition from the hebrew univer-
sity of jerusalem will be supplemented by an adjoining exhibition
of actual dead sea scrolls and other ancient jewish items BYU
studies is one of the principal sponsors of these exhibits as these
rare pieces come to the united states

in connection with these exhibitions which offer the oppor-
tunity to see original artifacts from the awe inspiring fortress of
masada which fell to the romans in AD 73 and from nearby qumaum
ran BYU studies offers two special publications first is the en-
glish translation of the hebrew catalog for the masada exhibition
edited by gila hurvitz of the hebrew university the catalog con-
tains numerous color photographs and concise reports by leading
scholars who have devoted their careers to excavating preserving
and analyzing the archaeological remains of masada the second
publication is this special issue of BYU studies which focuses on
masada and the world of the new testament this volume strives
to take readers back into the first century world of herod jose-
phus peter and jesus

every item from the ruins at masada or qumranquaran suggests some-
thing about the broader setting in which early christianity arose
for example the sandals from masada are no doubt similar to the
sandals worn by john the baptist jesus and his disciples the oil
lamps found at masada illustrate the kinds of lamps that may have
been carried by the young women in the parable of the ten virgins
herodshernds dinnerware evokes images of the parables ofjesus involving

9
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great aristocratic banquets the roman weapons found on that site
remind us of the strength of rome throughout the province of
judea and so on we hope that each ancient artifact and its mod-
ern explication will give the reader concrete images and new
insights that will enrich the understanding of individual passages
as well as the overall context of many details mentioned in the
new testament

the following studies offer solid information about the mate-
rial culture of first century judea even though the story of masada
itself has recently become significantly politicized and rightly re-
examined in the scholarly literature these developments do not
diminish the importance of this archaeological site as a source of
information about the world of the new testament because our
primary interests lie in discussing the ancient artifacts themselves
we have not attempted in this volume to homogenize the diversity
of opinions that exist concerning the final hours at masada or what
motivated the overzealous people who died there

in organizing and editing these materials we have grouped
them according to the main divisions of the masada exhibition
the first section deals with herodian times and culture the essays
in this section ask such questions as what kind of person was
king herod the great the main builder of masada and the king of
the jews mentioned early in the gospels of matthew and luke
how rich was he how many construction projects did he under-
take and what was his influence in judea and galilee what hel-
lenisticlenistic influences did he and others bring into palestine around
the birth of christ

the next two sections discuss the people who died at masada
and some of the artifacts from their daily life sometimes these jew-
ish rebels are called zealotszealousZealots but josephus more specifically calls
them the sicariisicardi the dagger men from the latin sica which
means dagger although the use of the latter term has recently
become more politically and academically correct it seems unlikely
that the sicariisicardi called themselves by this pejorative roman
moniker what they actually called themselves remains unknown
to be sure this confusion only reflects the complicated political sit-
uation that existed in palestine throughout the first century AD
many questions about these people remain to be explored who
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were these people were they outlaws brigandsbrigandebrigands freedom fighters
or social heroes how did they live what daily artifacts did they use
keys lamps sandals coins wine jars how religious were these

people where did they worship were their pools used for ritual
immersion baths what sacred texts did they use what do the
remains of their time at masada tell us about the typical daily or
religious life of people in this part of the world during the new
testament era

next the masada exhibition displays several roman artifacts
leleftft from the roman siege and conquest of masada these objects
raise questions about the roman presence in judea how when
and why did the romans establish control over judea how intru-
sive was the roman military presence how was the army orga-
nized what weapons did they use these details may remind the
readers of references to roman governors soldiers and weapons
in the new testament and of the disastrous end of the jewish
revolt fulfilling the prophetic warningwarningof of jesus to jerusalem that
there shall not be left here one stone upon another matt 242

the dramatic end of masada as told bybyjosephusjosephus is borne out
in large part by the archaeology yet to the very end questions
remain what was the role of lots and divination in the ancient
world and did yadinbadin find the actual lots drawn at masada to deter-
mine the order of the final suicides how reliable is josephus in his
history of masada and by implication in his records generally all

of which are very important in reconstructing the history of the
world of the new testament

we hope the essays in this volume will provide interesting
discussions of questions such as these our intention is to engage
and explore these topics without being exhaustive or absolute also
because so much of our limited knowledge about masada and the
history of first century judea ultimately runs back to the accounts
ofofjosephusjosephus a certain amount of overlap exists from one study in
this volume to the next we trust that any repetition will be a
friendly and helpful redundancy unless otherwise indicated all

citations ofofjosephusjosephus are to the loeb library edition
we express great appreciation to the authors and editors who

have responded promptly and enthusiastically to the tasks involved
in producing this special issue ofofbyustudiesBYU studies nancy R lund managing
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editor of BYU studies has copyeditedcopyedited and coordinated the project
as a whole many interns and volunteers have assisted with source
checking and formatting individual details karl FE batdorff and
marny K parkin have gone the extra mile in typesetting executive
editor doris R dant has done the final copyeditingcopyediting supervised the
graphics and provided numerous polishing touches

BYU studies is honored to collaborate with the hebrew uni-
versity in many aspects of the masada exhibition As a neighbor of
the hebrew university on mount scopus in jerusalem and as a
friend to many throughout the middle east brigham young uni-
versity is pleased to be associated with the hebrew university and
the israel antiquities authority as this fascinating and informative
material comes from masada to the united states

john W welch
john FE hall

february 1997
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masada herodshernds fortress
and the Zeazealotszealots9zealouslots last stand

A BYU forum address

yigael yadinbadin
introduced and edited by S kent brown

from 1963 to 1977 before professor yigael kudintadineudin entered
politics and became deputy prime minister of israel he held the
most distinguished chair of archaeology at the hebrew univer-
sity in jerusalem a chair which was established in the name of
his father professor E L sukenik who was in his own right a
noted archaeologist and linguist and who performed the initial
work on three of the seven dead sea scrolls discovered in cave I11

at quaranqumran an indication of the remarkable abilities of profes-
sor kudineudin can be seen in his notable military career without
receiving any formal military training he rose through the
ranks of the israel defense forces to become the chief of staff
when israel became a state all that hebe learned about military
affairs he learned on his own through reading and by practicalbypractical

experience a remarkable record considering the fact that he
retiredretiredfromtromfrom the army as a lieutenant general

professor kadin became israels foremost field archaeolo-
gist having conducted extensive excavations at hazor megideomegiddoMegiddo
and masada the last siteformssite forms rhethethefocusfocus of rhethethefollowingforumfollowing forumjorum
address delivered in 1976 in addition during his life he distin-
guished bimshimshimselfhimseyaseyasas one of the foremost scholars of the dead sea
scrolls he edited andpublishedand published a number of these texts includ-
ing his three volume work on the temple scroll published in both
hebrew and english

15
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dr badinyadin was the recipient of numerous awards among
them he delivered the schweich lectures of the british academy
and just before coming to BYU hebe delivered the prestigious
haskell lectures at oberlin college in addition he receivedreceivedfourjourfour
honorary doctorate degrees

the following piece I1I1 have edited with a light touch profes-
sor kadin deliveredthisdelivered this illustrated lecture atbyuonmayat BYUbyh on may 419764 1976

I1 feel highly honored to speak in this forum on this day which
is also the memorial day for the fallen in israel on the eve of the
independence day tomorrow I1 am happy to speak about a fortress
situated on the other salt lake on the dead sea thousands of miles
from here and thousands of feet below where we are standing the
lowest spot on earth and the subject as was said is the rock
fortress masada and its story on the dead sea

one of the strangest phenomena in human history is the strug-
gle of the jewish people for their spiritual independence always
the few against the many and one of the most amazing heroic alas
tragic episodes in this struggle is no doubt the story of masada

in AD 73 three years after the destruction of the temple of
jerusalem by titus when arches of triumph were erected in
rome to commemorate the great victory of rome over judea
when coins with the inscription the judges captacalta were in cur-
rency throughout the roman empire on one spot and one spot
only 960 jewish zealotszealouszealots patriots men women and children
held that isolated rock fort near the dead sea in the judean desert
against the whole might of rome headed by its crack tenth legion
commanded by their famous general silva and when the in-
evitable and bitter end was near they could not hold out any-
more they decided and it is not for us to criticize them now to
take their lives with their own hands rather than to submit their
spiritual and physical independence

this amazing story until recently was in a way semilegendary
because our sole source of information was the writings of jose-
phus flavius an unfortunate jew I1 would say and a brilliant histo-
rian he himself was a very important commander in this great war
against the romans in AD 66 but then for his own reasons he de-
fected to the romans when he sat in the court in rome maybe
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he had a guilty conscience he repented perhaps and wrote his
two major works the war of thethejewstewsjewstems and the antiquities of the
jews and it is only therein that we have a description of what hap-
pened in masada on the eve of passover AD 7573

1I cannot repeat what he says this book is available today
in paperback I1 think that because of his guilty conscience this
chapter of his describing masada is the best butwhatbut what I1 would
like to say is that from my childhood at that time I1 didnt ever
dream that I1 would have the privilege to excavate masada I1 used
to read like anyone in israel the chapter on masada 1 and I1 used to
visit masada of the whole big speech which josephus puts into
the mouth of eleazar ben yair the commander of these zealotszealouszealots 2211

was particularly impressed by a few passages that always looked to
me to be real and human ben yair says to his fellows as hes trying
to persuade them to take their lives do it quickly before you hear
your children crying daddy daddy and you wont be able to
help them before you see your wives being violated and you will
be helpless that I1 imagined could have happened then could
have happened anytime anywhere he says at the very end when
they decided to do that they embraced each other and kissed his
wife his children everyone they collected everything and set it
anqnon fire lest it fall into the hands of the romans he says they drew
lots as to who would be the last ten people to see that everybody
complied with this order these last ten or eleven people drew lots
to see who was to be the last and the last went to the palace and
set the whole fortress on fire these were the salient points of the
description which were always in my mind from childhood you
can well imagine therefore that when in 19651963 1I was asked by the
archaeological institutions of israel to lead an excavation of that
site I1 considered myself rather privileged because masada is not
really just another archaeological site for many of us it is a sort of
mausoleum of the nations martyrs

now how to dig such a site to hire labor we had an idea we
thought that masada and its story would appeal to people and
we asked for volunteers the amazing response was that thousands
of people from all religions from all the continents from all walks of
life from twenty eight countries rockedflocked to help us I1 said from allanail
walks of life from professors to hippies although in those days it
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was impossible to distinguish who was who just by the look of it
the amazing thing was that when we appealed for volunteers we
promised them three things we promised them bad food and
we promised that they would sleep ten in a tent we also promised
them or rather told them that they had to pay their own fare
needless to say we kept all our promises nevertheless all of them
came and really helped us it was because of these volunteers that
we managed to excavate that site in eleven months of very hard
work which I1 reckon otherwise would have taken us twentyfivetwenty five
years in the normal procedures of excavating they were volun-
teers and you know very well that there is no one better than a vol-
unteer to do any job 1I remember one industrialist was asked how
many people worked in his plant he thought for awhile and he said
about 60 percent if I1 were asked I1 wouaouwouldid say 100 percent of our
volunteers worked not all of them came of course for the same
motives some said they came to slim down to lose weight and
they were very successful I1 must say nevertheless when they left
masada they all felt emotionally the way we did

now I1 would like to take you to the top of masada not only
to show you what we found there but how we found it this was
part of an experience which for me was the greatest in my life
before doing that I1 must discuss two points otherwise I1 think it
would be perhaps incomprehensible for some of you to under-
stand what we found there josephus tells us that the first to fortify
that rock was king herod the great and he says that there were
two motives one he was not really jewish but he became with
the help of rome the king of the jews therefore he could not
really rely on his citizens so he built this rock fort in the desert as
a potential asylum wellweltweitweil that made sense the other reason ac-
cording to josephus was that herod the great was afraid of cleo-
patra who reigned in egypt As we know she had some shall we
say intimate relations with the great men of rome at the time and
coveted judea herod so said josephus was afraid that one day
she would get what she wanted so he built the fortress now that
was a bit difficult to grasp I1 remember when I1 used to talk to each
new batch of volunteers telling them that herod the great was
afraid of cleopatra the youngsters particularly couldnt really
understand that herod the great was afraid of elizabeth taylor
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the more serious scholars thought that the first reason really was
more correct whatever the reason our excavations proved quite
clearly that the masada of herod was not just a fort it was really a
royal fort built by a great king otherwise we cannot understand
why we found there on this isolated rock one palace after another
adorned with frescos and mosaics he built it for himself just in
case and of course also fortified it

the second point is that we knew what happened on the
passover ofofadefadAD 73 this great tragic deed of the zealotszealous which turns
masada into masada yet we asked ourselves what we were going
to find archaeologically of these last events which occurred within
just a few days although we did not find mosaics or frescos of this
period the poor remains that we found of the zealotszealous their
clothes the womens sandals the coins and the stoves for us
these were really the greatest finds these then are the two facets
of masada the herodian one and if I1 might say the heroic one

first of all I1 would like to acquaint you with masada and how
it looks looking at masada from the south the dead sea is on the
right to the east the judean desert is on the left to the west
masada is a natural rock standing twelve hundred feet above the
level of the dead sea but since the dead sea is twelve hundred
feet below the ocean level the top of masada is really at zero so to
say from the ocean point of view

strange as it may sound our first problem was to determine
where to base our operation the most natural spot would have
been on the east because there was a hostel electricity and a
road but that would have meant daily climbing what josephus
rightly calls the snake path a rise of twelve hundred feet al-
though I1 was younger twelve years ago it was too difficult for me
to think of climbing twice daily from this side more than that we
needed to use heavy equipment and therefore we reluctantly
decided to locate our operation on the western side on the west
was the huge ramp the assault ramp which the romans built and
by means of which in the end they managed to reach masada
the difference in altitude between the hill on the west and the top
is only one hundred yards or three hundred feet in comparison to
twelve hundred I1 said reluctantly because on the west we were
completely handicapped there was no road no water no electricity
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however the israeli army helped us very much and we were able
to do everything that we needed

there was another problem where to put our camp the
whole desert was ours nevertheless the only good spot to pitch a
camp had already been taken by silva the commander of the tenth
legion he was first to come first to choose and he chose well he
chose his place on the west and one can still see how his camp looks
even today without excavating it is remarkably well preserved far
from the maddening crowd silva was the destroyer of masada his
camp today is a fine archaeological object and we did not want to
destroy it so we pitched our camp nearby we also had something
which silva didnt have we had the bulldozers of the engineers of
the israeli army they flattened the area and we pitched our camp
just to the south of silvas for many of us it was symbolic on the
north was the camp of those who destroyed masada two thousand
years ago on the south was the camp of newly born israel who was
coming to reconstruct the ruins of masada

while working we used to climb up to masada along the top
of the ramp at the crack of dawn we and all the volunteers used
to climb this earthen ramp to the top we installed a simple cable
car for our equipment but while we walked to the top of masada
and looked to the south masada took on a slightly different ap-
pearancepearance for us although you cant see them easily to the south of
the ramp are two rows in the cliff of what look like little holes
actually each of them is a huge water reservoir A royal fort or no
royal fort without water means nothing like today in those days

there was no spring of water at the site herodshernds engineer had an
ingenious idea in the desert it doesnt rain it pours the idea
was to build two little dams collect the winter runoff water and
divert it by gravitation into big reservoirs when you stand there
today in the heat you dare not believe that such a thing could hap-
pen there are about twelve of these reservoirs cut out of the rock
and as you stand there as I1 said in the scorching sun you wont
believe that they can be filled

when we were excavating though there were two terrible
winters our tents were torn to pieces and blown about but
we were fortunate to see how the whole system would have
worked were it not that the channels are now destroyed A half an



the masada fortress 1 northern palace 2 water gate 3 bathhouse
4 storehouses 5 synagogue 6 western palace 7 southern miqveh

or ritual immersion pool 8 large underground cistern and 9 aqueduct
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hour after the rain started the deep dry gullies were filled with
gushing water I1 managed to photograph a rare picture because the
water currently falls off the cliffs of masada in breathtaking water-
falls into the dead sea rather than into the reservoirs we were also
compensated by these rains for two weeks afterward the whole
desert blossomed as the bible said even the top of masada looked
briefly like a park for a short time everything was blossomingblossoming
but then returned to desert again

talking so much about the weather you would think I1 came
straight from london maybe im giving you the wrong idea as if
the main problem in masada is the rain just the contrary eleven
months of the year its the scorching sun the volunteers particu-
larly the women who came from scandinavia and the northern
countries found it extremely difficult to cope with the heat
nevertheless I1 want to tell you it was these men and women who
did the work the results of which im going to show you now

before the excavation the stumps of the walls could be seen
one could also see the double wall of masada the casemate wall
as we call it we shall have a word to say about that wall because it
was here that we found the most interesting discoveries con-
nected with the zealotszealouszealots

now our first problem was to locate herodshernds fantastic palace
josephus goes out of his way in his description to say that herod
built a hidden palace with a hidden staircase decorated with fres-
coes until our excavation all scholars identified that building with
the biggest structure on the site however there was one big fly

in the ointment the location of that large building did not tally

withwithjosephussjosephussjosephuesjosephuss description he said it was in the north but the large
building was in the west he said the palace was under the wall but
this structure was within the wall he said there was a hidden stair-
case but this building was flat unfortunately as it happens with us
scholars when the theory does not tally with the facts we come to
the conclusion that the facts in the texts are wrong this was how
it was left for many years until it was suggested by youngsters in
the early fifties that the palace was not on the west but rather in an
incredible spot two youngsters climbed masada not along the
ramp or snake path but up the narrow bluff on the north when
they climbed there they saw three terraces a lower a middle and
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an upper having readreadjosephusjosephus one of them ventured to publish an
article in a semiscientific journal suggesting that this was the palace
that josephus had described and they were right therefore the
first real objective in our dig you can well imagine was to excavate
this palace we proved that this was the palace however I1 do not
call it the palace I1 call it the villa only the megalomaniac herod
I1 mean he was a great king with great lust for building could have
built a villa on this narrow bluff on these three terraces it was a
place only for himself or one of his nine known wives all the rest
was just for pleasure and luxury

we started at the lower terrace and had removed only the top
debris when a very crucial moment arrived pillars began to ap-
pear ifjosephusifjosephus was correct then the wall paintings would appear
from this point downwards whatnatvat we found in that spot two
weeks later was the lower part of the wall covered with well
preserved wall paintings they are not beautiful perhaps accord-
ing to our modernmodem taste but that was the fashion in rome in those
days including pompeii and elsewhere the idea was to imitate by
painting the lower part of the wall as if it were built of marble pan-
els in fact the desperate efforts of these artists can be seen in the
inner peristylesperistylosperistyles where the artist tried to imitate the veins of the mar-
ble all was remarkably well preserved after two thousand years
and it showed that josephus was right in his description of the lux-
ury of the buildings which herod built

however this was merely one facet before I1 was able to pho-
tograph that wall we had to remove three meters of debris con-
sisting of complete fire damage in the fire level we found coins
with the inscription the freedom of zion3zion13ziona struck by these same
zealotszealous fighting rome we found many pieces of clothing sandals
and jewelry belonging to the zealotszealouszealots so we knew who built the
latest structure and we also knew who were the last to die here
and just to the left of this spot of wall herod built for himself a
little bath hot room cold room and a tepid room since this area
was lower it was covered by much more debris when we
removed the debris even the most cynical members of our expe-
dition could not go on working because on the floor there were
three skeletons a man who looked to be an officer and warrior a
young woman and a child
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the man as I1 said was an officer for we found near him hun-
dreds of scales of armor and arrows with their wooden shafts be-
cause of the lack of humidity everything was well preserved the
man must have been a very important commander his young
wifeswivescifes scalp was found still intact with the beautiful plats of hair
and her kerchief stained with blood these are things you dont
normally find in excavations but even if you do you do not know
the story behind them we asked ourselves if it were possible that
we had found the very last person as josephus tells us who went
down to the palace killed his family and set the whole palace on
fire probably yes of course we shall never be able to prove it but
I1 think the circumstances and the analogy to what josephus said
are really striking

this was our first encounter with the two facets of masada
the beautiful buildings of herod and the poor remains of the
zealotszealouszealots as such but with an amazing story behind them

the other two parts of this villa are not very important for us
the lower villa includes the bath where we found the skeletons
there is a middle terrace with the circular kiosk or overlook for
pleasure on the upper one there were four rooms with a beauti-
ful semicircular balcony this was the bedroom there were also
some guest rooms how many people were killed to build it I1

dont know but it is a fantastic villa
to the south of that villa was a large complex all the visitors

who had came to masada in the last one hundred years had identi-
fied these with the storeroomsstorerooms because josephus also talks about
the storeroomsstorerooms which herod built certainly they looked like
storeroomsstorerooms and we decided to excavate them easier said than
done what one could see were the lower stumps of the wall all
the fallen stones some of them weighing three or four hundred
pounds were lying on the ground if it were not masada we
would just take the stones and throw them away but it was ma-
sada and we had to think about future visitors so we decided to
use a different technique to restore first and excavate later

in a typical area before excavation one can see the lower
walls and fallen stones we recruited good masons and told them to
take these stones and build them back into the walls I1 cannot pre-
tend that we put each stone in its exact spot but amazingly when
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they finished their work all the walls were of the same height this
shows that we were not too far wrong in our reconstruction hav-
ing removed the stones we started to dig again A few inches under
the surface we again encountered the terrible fire layer which the
zealotszealous left behind them sometimes with charred beams and thou-
sands of broken jars these were the signs of the last moments as
josephus says when ben yair told them to set the whole fortress on
fire lest it fall into the hands of the romans we didnt excavate all

of the storeroomsstorerooms I1 left a few for future archaeologists as great as
the temptation was to check everything

if we move further to the west we come to the building
which was thought to be the palace described by josephus it was
really the palace par excellence not the villa which josephus
described but the ceremonial building four thousand square
meters we started our excavations in order to find the main court
of the palace it took a group of volunteers eleven months to clear
the whole area including the layers of ash it turned out to be the
central court of the palace revealing two pillars upon a beautiful
plaster floor of the court

it was a big palace indeed with its own court and its own
storeroomsstorerooms in fact the longest storeroom is seventy meters in
length there were also workshops and administrative rooms to
prove that this was the great palace of a great king we found the
throne room of herod and nearby there was a room filled with
stones about four or five yards deep when we removed those we
were rewarded it turned out to be the waiting room for the
VIPs who came to see herod this was the only place which herod
bothered to pave with a beautiful mosaic floor multicolored
the earliest mosaic floor ever found in the holy land its beauti-
ful the interesting thing is that although it is the earliest its
simple another interesting thing is that although herod was not a

jew he married the last of the maccabean queens even here on
top of masada although the whole style is hellenistic and pagan
instead of adopting pagan images as was normal throughout the
near east he used the patterns that were popular in jewish art
like the pomegranate and the vine leaf so this really was a great
palace nearby he had a bathroom he had bathrooms everywhere
like a good roman and in the corridor leading to the bathroom
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we also found a mosaic floor now its not as nice as the floor of the
waiting room but I1 dont think too many of us can boast of having
mosaic floors in corridors leading to our bathrooms

when one looks at the mosaic floor typically one does not
notice the other rough stones I1 left these in place every visitor
can see them because they give the true picture of masada one
sees the mosaics of herod the great and on top of them the few
stones that are part of a bin or a stove which the zealotszealous built
when they came they had priorities other than just to admire the
beautiful mosaics of herod they came as squatters and this stone
really tells a great story as in the bible when joshua placed the
stones he asked god why he should put the twelve stones near
the jordan river god said when your children come they will ask
what these stones mean and then you will tell them josh 43743 7
today when people come to masada they ask what these stones
mean and the whole story is really there

now before we wenttorenttowent to masada we asked ourselves if we
were going to find the skeletons of the 960 jews we knew we had
very little chance because we knew that the romans had stationed
a garrison there who must have disposed of the bodies for hy-
gienic reasons nevertheless we looked for them from the very
beginning one promising site was on the southeast sheer cliff of
masada we could see a number of little caves from there this was
a sheer cliff of twelve hundred feet we decided to explore some of
them with the help of ladders and ropes in the little cave on the
south when we removed the top fifteen or twenty inches we
were confronted by an ugly sight a heap of skeakeskeletonsletonslegons were these
the skeletons of the zealotszealouszealots were these skeletons of the romans
were these the skeletons of some christian monks who lived at
masada in the sixth century at that time I1 didnt know but now allanailali

these skeletons have been examined they are skeletons of men
women children and even an embryo that was found near its moth-
ers skeleton I1 believe this dismisses the possibility these were
monks or that these were roman soldiers whether these were of
the zealotszealouszealots I1 dont know

in a different vein I1 mentioned that there was this double
wall surrounding masada from the air we could see that it was a

double wall but on site it was one huge heap of stone one thousand
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three hundred yards long I1 decided to excavate one spot just to
know how it was built once I1 started I1 couldnt stop the excava-
tion revealed two walls the outer wall and the inner wall and
then occurred to me what I1 should have thought of before where
did the zealotszealous live with their families masada had been built with
palaces with storeroomsstorerooms the one hundred and ten rooms within
this double wall really were a blessing I1 wouldnt say even in dis-
guise for the zealotszealouszealots it was there that they lived it was there that
we uncovered the most moving discoveries related to the zealotszealous

because unlike the public buildings which they set on fire they
did not burn the walls sometimes we had the feeling that we were
entering rooms that had been lived in only yesterday for example
we would enter a room finding a clay stove with the soot still on
the wall in another case we found the stove with unused faggotsmaggots

of wood along with a jar for flour or oil these scenes freeze the
last moments before life came to a standstill

yet the most moving thing for us was that in the rooms them-
selves which were not burned there was a heap of ashes but only
in the corner then we remembered what josephus said how
these people embraced each other and then took their belongings
their private belongings and set them on fire it was in these fire
heaps that we found the jewelry and other things A heap of ashes
like that means nothing anywhere else but the story at masada of
course was great further on the floor we found a lot of objects
and because of the lack of humidity even objects made of organic
matter were found in abundance for example we found clothing
the earliest pieces of clothing ever found in the holy land tunics
and other garments we found of course many objects of dailydaffydaliy
life like spindle whorls and spoons made of ivory we even found
a die im ashamed to say that this die is loaded I1 give the zealotszealous
the benefit of the doubt I1 say they took it from the roman sol-
diers but who knows we found of course a lot of metal objects
on the floor cosmetic objects of women perfume bottles a comb
a mirror sticks to paint the eyes and the cheeks human nature
hasnt changed in the last two thousand years I1 must say and of
course we found metal buckles and other metal objects the more
precious ones we found buried under the floor on the floor we
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found huge quantities of food we assumed that they did not die of
hunger there were nuts dates olives cereal pomegranates and
salt huge huge quantities

when we went to masada we asked ourselves we didnt
ask we just dreamt whether we were going to find scrolls of the
bible or not we knew it would be difficult for there are no caves

there we also knew that the zealotszealous wouldnt burn the holy scrip-
tures but where to look for them was hope against hope weeks
passed and we found nothing and then one day a volunteer came
and on his trembling palm was a black piece of leather we couldnt
see anything except for a few letters but with the infrared photo-
graph this fragment turned out to be part of the book of psalms
psalms 82 and 85 beautifully written these texts come from the
oldest part of the biblical psalms there can be no doubt about this
manuscripts date AD 7573 at the latest and it was obviously writ-
ten before the destruction of masada perhaps sixty or seventy years
before that date the strength of tradition the division into chap-
ters the spelling of the words are exactly like the hebrew bible
which we all still use to this day in all we found fourteen scrolls

one of the buildings looked suspicious to us this was built
into the casemate wall that was divided into rooms from the very
beginning we saw that one part of the wall protruded inward
when we excavated it we found that this building had benches all

around the inside of it I1 immediately suspected that this was a syn-
agogue but I1 didnt dare utter that because if I1 were right this
was not only the oldest synagogue known but the only one ever
discovered from the time of second temple or the time of jesus
it was oriented toward jerusalem and on the day that we finished
clearing it we had a group of rabbis who came to inspect the ritual
bath the time for praying came and I1 said to one you know
rabbi I1 found a building perhaps it is a synagogue but I1 cant
guarantee it its your responsibility if you want to pray there and
the rabbi said I1 dont care what you say im going to pray from
now on it will be a synagogue it was really quite an emotional
sight for me because I1 knew that it was a synagogue these jews
were praying again in this synagogue after two thousand years
looking towards jerusalem
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the plan of the synagogue is very simple with benches and
an orientation towardjerusalem but the room at the back was ssus-
picious

us
picious so we cut a section to see where the missing pillars were
when we cut into that section a scroll fell into our hands we
looked carefully and we saw that there was originally a pit cut into
the floor the scroll had been buried and the pit filled in then we
knew that this was a genizah the hiding place in a synagogue
where jews used to hide their books we decided to remove the
whole floor and I1 gave this task to a volunteer from our marines
when he removed the floor another pit appeared at that mo-
ment he received an order to go back to his army camp for three
days he cried like a baby this sturdy soldier and said this is my
pit this was one of the most difficult decisions I1 had to make but
because he had worked very hard I1 said ill wait it waited two
thousand years itll wait another three days when he came back
he cleaned the pit and at the bottom there was a scroll it was not
well preserved eaten by moths it turned out to be the book of
ezekiel the miracle if you like a coincidence is that of all the
pages that were preserved only the page with the famous proph-
esy of ezekiel about the resurrection of the dry bones of israel was
extremely well preserved ezek 375713711 10

near this synagogue stood another building that was rather
strange we called it the apartment house because it was built with
one big room and two small rooms maybe these were the apart-
ments or flats of the officers of the administration of course
we decided to excavate it while I1 was in the synagogue taking
out the remnants of ezekiel I1 saw that there was a commotion
among the volunteers in the other buildings I1 saw that all of them
were looking at a girl with a bikini and I1 thought this was the
attraction however when I1 came nearer I1 saw that she had been
cleaning the floor of the two smaller rooms 1I wish her mother
would have seen how thoroughly a cleaning job she did she over
did it rather and scratched a bit of the mud floor under the floor
she found a cache of coins this is what they were all watching
these coins were unusual because the patina indicated that these
were silver coins with a touch of cleaning in the laboratory they
turned out to be so to say brand new they turned out to be ssixty
silver shekels struck in this very war against the romans for the
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first time found in their pure archaeological context because they
were not used the zealotszealous had buried them under the floor lest
they fall into the hands of the romans they looked beautiful after
cleaning and they are the typical ones with the holy chalice say-
ing year two year three year four year five of the revolt with the
inscription the shekel of israel and on the other side jerusalem
the holy unlike the silver coinscoms on top of the floor we found hun-
dreds of thousands of pennies the zealotszealous simply threw them on
the floor they didnt care whether they fell into the hands of the
romans these too were covered with holy symbols and with
the hebrew inscription for the freedom ofofzionzion the inscriptions
said year two and on the other side they said for the freedom
of zion these were the coins that were struck by the jews in the
great war against rome so there was no doubt whatsoever who
the last defenders of masada were as in factfactjosephusjosephus tells us

in conclusion I1 want to tell you something that I1 was always
asked when I1 had visitors at masada and I1 showed them the palaces
there is always someone who will ask a very annoying question
vatwhatnat is the most important thing that you discovered im not
going to tell you what the most important thing is that I1 discovered
because I1 dont know I1 dont know whether one scroll is more im-
portant than the other whether these coins are more important or
the frescos more than the mosaics the whole thing is important

but I1 would like to end with a find which perhaps if not the
most important was definitely the one which electrified all of us
there archaeologists andlayaddlayand lay workers between the storeroomsstorerooms and
the villa there were typical groups of volunteers working when
one group came to a layer of ashes suddenly they found eleven
small pieces of pottery or sherdsshards each of them with an inscription
of one name in ink one name only it was interesting to see the vol-
unteers and us without talking to each other say Is it possible that
we have found the actual lots of the last ten or eleven people
which josephus described this possibility was strengthened when
the names which we read there were nicknames rather than
proper names names of commanders for example one was called
the hunter another was called joab like the commander in chief

of david one was called the one from the valley and so on the
possibility became a probability when on one of these we found
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the magic name of ben yairyahmah the very commander of the zealotszealous

ben yair the one who according to josephus was the head
now whether this is really the same ben yair as I1 believe or

not it is because of ben yair it is because of the fire that the
zealotszealous left behind them everywhere on top of masada that ma-

sada today for many of us for all of us in israel and for many of us
in the world is not just an archaeological site it is a symbol it is a
challenge and it is also a reminder this is why to this very day 4

three or four times a year the recruits of the armored corps of the
israeli army take the oath of allegiance to the state of israel on top
of masada saying three times masada shall not fall again thank
you very much
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introduction

herod visited masada a hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean mountain stronghold sit-
uated near the dead sea on at least two occasions before he began
his remarkable career as king of the jews I11 popularly known today
as herod the great herod eventually became connected with this
site when he indelibly placed his architectural mark on its isolated
rocky plateau standing at an elevation of about thirteen hundred
feet above the level of the dead sea the fortress now called hor-
vot mezadabezada ruins of masada 2 is extremely difficult to access
because of its steep and sometimes vertical sides

herodshernds first recorded visit to masada occurred during a fratri-
cidal war between two hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean claimants to the jewish throne
hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus II11il and aristobulusAristo bulus 11II 3 herod was sent by the jerusalem
government in 42 BC to recapture the fortress from the rebels 4

the second visit occurred two years later in a completely different
setting with support from the parthiansparthianaParthians who were romes chief
rivals in the east and the successors to the persian empire in
present day iran aristobuluss son antigonus sought to depose
his uncle hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus and oust the romans

with his betrothed hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean princess mariammemariamneMariamme her
mother alexandra his mother cypros his sister salome his
youngest brother pherorasPheroras and some servants supporters and
soldiers herod a supporter of rome fled jerusalem in an effort to
escape capture and certain death he left his family and supporters
holed up at masada while he continued on to alexandria rhodes
and eventually to rome itself to gain additional support to oust the
parthiansparthianaParthians and their appointed king antigonus mariammesMariammes uncle

5535
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in 40 BC during his visit to rome herodshernds first to the impe-
rial capital the roman senate under the direction of the triumviritriumvirs
antony and octavius named him king ofofjudeajudea galilee perea and
idumea nevertheless herod took several years to secure his rule
this effort to stabilize his kingdom began upon his return to the
region in the following year

herod landed at ptolemaisptolemaicPtolemais present day acco in early 39 BC

to begin the difficult task of imposing order and authority over the
nation following a successuccessfulsU galilean campaign herod turned his
face toward masada once again taking the via maris down the
coast herod captured the city ofjoppa present day yafobafo and pro-
ceeded to masada bypassing jerusalem herod eventually broke
antigonussAntigonuss siege of masada and freed his family and supporters

the survival of herodshernds entourage during the long siege was
complicated by the lack of water their capitulation was averted
only because a sudden rainfall filled their cisterns As a result of
this near disaster herod eventually added twelve huge cisterns to
provide the fortress with a sufficient water supply the cisterns were
carved into the northwest side of the cliff and connected to the
mountains top by a system of paths

during his reign herod built walls and other new structures
including the northern palace at the remote site renowned for
his palaces and fortifications herodshernds efforts to improve masada
made the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean stronghold his own 5 herodshernds ambitious efforts
to transform masada are symbolic of what he did to the religious
economic and social landscape of the region during his reign as
king ofjudea

herodshernds kingdom had experienced repression revolt and tur-
moil for several hundred years it had been ruled from egypt by the
ptolemiesPtolemies for over a hundred years after the death of alexander
the great in 323 BC it became part of the seleucid kingdom
around 200 BC and eventually achieved a considerable degree of
independence for nearly a century under the hasmoneansHasmoneans how-
ever from 63 BC onwards the whole region judea and syria was
effectively under roman control as a client kingdom of rome
although judea and samaria did not become organized roman
provinces until AD 6 and galilee and perea not until AD 44 while
herod was alive his world was part of the greco roman world 6



herodshernds northern palace sometimes called a villa this complex was
built on the northern tip of the masada plateau and two lower terraces
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although the influence of his life changed the history of his
land and his people in the broader historic fabric of this period
herod may be considered simply as a minor client king of the
roman empire nevertheless his life deserves consideration not
only in its own right but also for several other cogent reasons
first herodshernds life crossed the paths of many influential people for
example julius caesar augustus mark antony cleopatra marcus
agrippa and jesus of nazareth 7 second his descendants and rel-
atives such as archelaus herod philip herod antipas herodias
salome agrippa 1I and agrippa 11II continued to occupy positions
of power and influence into the second century AD and several
made appearances in the new testament 8 third herod left the
modern world important cultural artifacts including archaeologi-
cal remains at jericho hebron caesarea maritinamaritimaMaritima herodiumherodiusHerodium and
masada that enable scholars to reconstruct the social setting of his
world fourth herodshernds judea occupied a critical position in the
region controlling the only land route between syria and egypt
finally herodshernds life illuminates much about his world the world
that saw the birth and rise of christianity

sources for herodshernds history

just as herodshernds life reveals much about his age his age eluci-
dates much about his life surprisingly the sources available to
reconstruct herodshernds life literature archaeology numismatics and
inscriptions may be better than those for seneca or even for paul

louis feldman argues there is no figure in all antiquity about
whom we have more detailed information than herod 9

josephus the primary literary source on herodshernds life is flav
iusjosephusjosephusiuslus yoseph ben matatyahu in hebrew 10 his booksbooksjewjew-
ish war published sometime between AD 75 and 79 andjewishand jewish
antiquities published between AD 93 and 94 contain a wealth of
information about herod n josephus virtually stands alone as the
written witness of herod and his times while his reports in injewisbjewish
war and antiquities are sometimes inconsistent and contradictory
josephussjosephuesJosephuss histories reveal much about this period of time and
herodshernds position in it
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apparently josephussjosephuesJosephuss main source on herodshernds life was the
now nonextant writings of nicholas of damascus a non jew and
intimate friend of augustus 12 nicholas not only tutored herod in
philosophy but acted as a court advisor and court historian jose-
phus also had access to herodshernds no longer extant memoirs which
in all likelihood provided additional information 13 finally most
scholars agree thatthatjosephusjosephus utilized archival sources in rome par-
ticularlyticularly in his later work antiquities

using josephus to reconstruct historical events in herodshernds life

is somewhat problematic as already noted since his assessment of
the king is often contradictory 14 josephus was the descendent of a

hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean princess and was conscious of this pedigree As a result
of family pride one could expect from josephus a biased interpre-
tation of the conflict between the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean side of herodshernds fam-
ily and the idumeanidumaean side

three basic questions arise when consulting josephus on
herod first the reliability of his sources second josephussjosephuesJosephuss own
reliability and third his historical balance in treating events in the
life of herod josephussjosephuesJosephuss lack of balance is nowhere more evident
than in his decision to dedicate in his writings three times more
space to herodshernds family problems than to other important events
of his reign

furthermore one may be puzzled by josephussjosephuesJosephuss access to
speeches and private conversations such as discussions between
herod and octavian and remarks made by herod and his wives in
their bedroom certainly josephus followed the practice intro-
duced by the ancient greek historian thucydides thucydides
stated that since it was impossible to always give a verbatim report
of speeches he put into the speakers mouth the thoughts given
in the language in which as it seemed to me the several speakers
would express on the subjects under consideration the senti-
ments most befitting the occasion though at the same time I1 have
adhered as closely as possible to the general sense of what was
actually said 3215111515 smallwood argues with regard to the speeches in
jewish war those attributed to herod need not be rejected as

purepurejosephanjosephanjosenhanJosephan fantasy since herodshernds memoirs and the writings of
nicolas of damascus could have given intimate information that
josephus included in his works 16
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strabo and other ancient writers after josephus other
ancient writers such as strabo left information about herod often
writers particularly christians portrayed herod in a negative light
fiction and legends created over time eventually were accepted as
fact in many cases 17

modern sources just as it is difficult to find a coherent
assessment of herodshernds life and reign in ancient sources people liv-
ing two thousand years after herodshernds death also vary in their points
of view modern descriptions for herod range anywhere from a
genius to a lunatic and from a despot to a well meaning king with
his countryscountrys best interests at heart

stewart perowneperonne notes that herod has been for 2000 years
detested as one of the most wicked men 111818 while perownesPerownes descrip-
tion of herod varies somewhat from this commonly held view he
nevertheless concludes his biography with this observation reveal-
ing the lenses by which many judge herodshernds life and administration

herod did not realize the spiritual world in which he lived
some centuries before herodshernds day the prophets had propounded a
spiritual view of religion herod perceived none of these things
he was bent solely on the affairs of this world his great crime against
jewry for which he had done so much was not that he repressed
nationalism but that he never realized its spiritual destiny herodshernds
tragedy was not that he saw the vanity of the dream but that he
never beheld the glory of the vision 19

another perspective a jewish one is found in the work of
samuel sandmel he states categorically that herod was hated
and he was cruel 2010 yet sandmel attempts to place herod in con-
text and as a result softens some of the prevailing views of herod
giving more depth to his portrait than has been done in the past

david M rhoads assesses herod as a halfjew from idu
maea who with the help of mercenary troops conquered
jewish territory and succeeded in establishing himself as king of
the jews he concludes the needs of the country were sec-
ondary to his efforts to maintain a place for himself within the
empire having forced his rule upon the nation he reigned like

1121302121a tyrant
A more recent account by lee levine begins to move beyond

many earlier interpretations 22 he states the herodian period
was a distinct improvement over its predecessors including
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hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean kings all in all levine continues herod offered the
jews an unwavering political policy which advocated cooperation
and integration within the pax romana he concludes that the
consequences of the collapse of this policy seventy years later
proved to be catastrophic and tragic for the jewish people 112323

peter richardson offers another example in the shift from the
old paradigm to date richardson provides the most radical reassess-
ment of herodshernds life and reign he argues that far from being a
usurping alien or halfjew herod was a third generation jew

who was attentive to his religion a jew however who was a
roman citizen and a hellenist who shared the religious outlook of
most roman citizens 112424

the new testament despite current scholarly reassess-
ment popular views of herod are still primarily based on another
ancient document the new testament book of matthew it pre-
sents a vivid dramatic and horrifying image of herod one that is
found only in matthew

after jesus was born in bethlehem in judea during the time of
king herod magi from the east came to jerusalem and asked
where is the one who has been born king of the jews we saw

his star in the east and have come to worship him when king
herod heard this he was disturbed and all jerusalem with him
when he had called together all the peoples chief priests and
teachers of the law he asked them where the christ was to be
born in bethlehem in judea they replied for this is what the
prophet has written but you bethlehem in the land ofofjudahjudah are
by no means least among the rulers of judah for out of you will
come a ruler who will be the shepherd of my people israel then
herod called the magi secretly and found out from them the exact
time the star had appeared he sent them to bethlehem and said
go and make a careful search for the child As soon as you find

him report to me so that I1 too may go and worship him new
international version NIV matthew 2211 825

the magi departed and found the house where joseph mary
and the young child jesus were living and after presenting their
gifts they departed for home without informing herod joseph
warned by an angel left bethlehem and fled into egypt to escape a
death decree similar to the one issued by pharaoh ex 122

when herod realized that he had been outwitted by the magi he
was furious and he gave orders to kill all the boys in bethlehem
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and its vicinity who were two years old and under in accordance
with the time he had learned from the magi then what was said
through the prophet jeremiah was fulfilled A voice is heard in
ramah weeping and great mourning rachel weeping for her chil-
dren and refusing to be comforted because they are no more
NIV matthew 216216 18261821

the new testament informs the reader that when herod died
an angel of the lord appeared in a dream to joseph in egypt and

said get up take the child and his mother and go to the land of
israel for those who were trying to take the childs life are dead
NIV matthew 219 20

this image of herod and its subsequent fusing with the lives
of other descendants with the same name mentioned in the new
testament only reinforce the stereotype so prevalent today 2717 the
often quoted statement supposedly made by augustus 1 I would
rather be herodshernds pig than his son capsulizes the most prevalent
attitude towards king herod 28 however like most other historical
figures of the past the portrait of herod is far more complex than
is this superficial view

herodshernds background and rise to power

ancestry herod herodes magnus in latin and herodes in
greek was the son of antipaterantipatesAntipater of idumea idumea called edom
in the old testament was a relatively small area stretching approx-
imately from the southern portion ofofthejudeanthe judean hill country to the
northern part of the negev to the east idumea bordered thethejudeanjudean
desert and the dead sea and its territory reached west into the
provinces of the port cities gaza and ashkelonAshkelon the area formed a
vital power base for herodshernds eventual rise to power

apparently idumea was annexed not conquered by the
hasmoneansHasmoneans in about 120 BC and the conversion of the inhabi-
tants to judaism was voluntary not forced as has been tradition-
ally argued 29 idumea shared the jewish allegiance to the nation
religion and jewish culture as demonstrated in their unity with
judea against the romans in war in AD 66 this is an important
point that helps underscore herodshernds own piety and will be dis-
cussed later
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during this period of conquest and annexation the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean
leaders established themselves as greek style absolute monarchs
eliminating opponents and adopting the greek practice of crucify-
ing political enemies there were of course those who supported
them and those who did not approve of their reign particularly of
their hellenizingHellenizing tendencies

herodshernds father and grandfather were men of experience and
prominence and rose to importance during the reign of the has
moneandonean queen alexandra salome herodshernds grandfather antipas was
appointed strategosstratigos praetor or general over idumea by alexandra
salome and alexander jannaeusJannaeus her husband salome and alexan-
der had two sons the older hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus 11II and the younger aristobu
lus II11 following alexanders death salome retained the throne
but hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus was appointed high priest when salome died sud-
denly in 70 BC hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus was crowned king herodshernds father an
tipater was a wealthy man who eventually made his home in
jerusalem where he advised the hasmoneanHasmonhasmonaeanean court of hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus if
herod was bornbom in jerusalem while his father served in hyrcanussHyrcanuss
court which is certainly possible herod would have been an eth-
nic idumeanidumaean only

the integration of the idumeanidumaean nobility with the hasmoneansHasmoneans
is demonstrated in hyrcanussHyrcanuss marriage to an idumeanidumaean and in
herodshernds later marriage to a hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean princess most impor-
tantly josephus affirms many positive qualities possessed by an
tipatertipamer and clearly blames the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean court for giving away its
authority and power 30

cypros herodshernds mother apparently came from a distinguished
nabatean family possibly the royal family ofofaretasaretas IIIin111ililii or obodasobolas DED

whether or not cypros was a converted jew is unknown and the
extent of herodshernds jewish education is lost to us however at this
period of time identification of a child with judaism came through
the father not the mother herod was therefore a third generation
jew bornbom into this aristocratic family in the late 70s BC usually
dated at 7573 BC he had three brothers phasaelPhasael joseph and phero
ras and one sister salome two of his siblings joseph and salome
had jewish names another indication of the familysfamilys close associ-
ation with judaism
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younger years josephus suggests that as a young man
herod was athletic agile tall and strong As a member of the
upper class he played soldier hunted and learned to ride horses
apparently while herod was still a young boy the essene manae
mos prophesied that herod would eventually become king train-
ing education and family connections prepared herod to serve
his nation but events beyond his control eventually gave him
the throne

A decade after herodshernds birth aristobulusAristobulus and hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus each
struggled to establish himself as the legitimate successor to the
throne and in the process instituted civil war in the land the
inability of the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmon ean royal family to solve their civil dynastic
and religious affairs led roman general pompey to take advantage
of the situation by expanding roman hegemony in the region 31

many jews were relieved to have rome intervene in what had
become a chaotic situation but there was some early resistance
against the occupation government particularly in galilee where
many gentiles had become enthusiastic converts to judaism

pompey eventually sided with hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus and occupied jeru-
salem in the autumn of 63 BC 3212 the roman general then appomappodappointedi ted

hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus high priest and ethnarch hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus served basically from
6563 to 40 BC with several periods of interruption during this time
aristobulusAristobulus was captured twice and taken to rome in both cases
upon his second release in 49 BC aristobulusAristobulus headed towards
judea desiring to depose his brother however his intercession in
judean affairs was halted when he was apparently poisoned under
orders of quintus metelus scipio governor of syria

herodshernds father antipaterantipatesAntipater supported not only hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus but
also the roman alliance he demonstrated his loyalty to rome by
providing troops and paying for supplies notably for a roman
campaign in egypt rome gradually drew power away from the
hasmoneansHasmon eans and while hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus retained his position as high
priest antipaterantipatesAntipater increasingly dominated the political life ofjudea
herodshernds own rise to prominence was greatly enhanced when
his father was made a roman citizen an honor transmitted to
herod and his children and appointed epitropos procurator
or governor in 47 BC by julius caesar three years before cae
sars assassination 33
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antipaterantipatesAntipater asked his two sons to help in the difficult task of
establishing order herod and his brother phasael were soon there-
after appointed governors herod of galilee and his brother ofjeru-
salem the northern region was a difficult assignment since the
borders were infested by brigandsbybrigandsbrigandebrigands 34 herod was twentyfivetwenty five years
of age at the time but gained a reputation for his military and admin-
istrativeistrative abilities when he imposed order in galilee by putting
down the revolt of hezekiah ezechias in greek sources he was
admired by the galilean jews and the roman officials in syria for
his service

at this young age herod succeeded in establishing order but
was also challenged by some ofjerusalemsJerusalems elite who were appar-
ently disturbed by antipatersAntipaters rise to power when summoned to
answer for his actions in summarily executing hezekiah herod
arrived in jerusalem to stand trial before the sanhedrin 35 one of
the sanhedrins fearless members Samainas told the gathering that
if they did not check herod now some day he would be king this
was the second time this prediction had been made under pres-
sure from rome through hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus the sanhedrin cleared herod of
charges and he continued serving in appointed positions

family and marriages during this period herod married
doris one of his ten wives this was a time when jewish families
unlike their roman and greek counterparts were endogamous
community families characterized by equality of brothers cohabi-
tation of married sons with parents frequent marriage between
children of brothers and occasionally polygamy 36 throughout his
life herod demonstrated intense family loyalty to his parents
brothers and sister such fidelity and allegiance was a hallmark of
antipatersAntipaters family that continued among his children even after he
was murdered

arch rival malichusgalichusMalichus poisoned antipaterantipatesAntipater in 43 BC an act that
set back herodshernds career eventually with permission from his roman
patrons herod had malichusgalichusMalichus killed even hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus was apparently
relieved fearing that malichusgalichusMalichus wanted to depose him also herod
made himself indispensable to hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus thereby cementing his
position in the kingdom as the successor to antipaterantipatesAntipater in addition
loyalty to antipatersAntipaters memory and to herodshernds own abilities kept
the romans from deserting herod when members of the jerusalem
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aristocracy tried to remove him from his position of power follow-
ing his fathers murder in 42 BC cassius reappointed herod gov-
ernor of coele syria the area around damascus herod had been
first appointed to this position in 46 BC by sextus caesar

in the same year herod divorced doris also divorcing a niece
and a cousin both of whom he had apparently married before
doris following his divorces he prepared to marry iammemariammemariamneMar I1

a hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean princess and granddaughter of both hasmoneanHasmonhasmonaeanean
rivals aristobulusAristobulus II11 and hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus 11II while herod certainly mar-
ried Mariamme in an effort to connect himself with the has
moneandonean family he apparently truly loved her although approved
by hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus the marriage was not sanctioned by mariammesMariammes
mother alexandra

his marriage to mariammemariamneMariamme represents herodshernds first attempt to
connect himself to the royal family 37 later he married a daughter
of a jewish temple priest thus connecting himself to the impor-
tant religious segment of his kingdom the effort to make proper
connections with other families was not limited to his own mar-
riages As richardson demonstrated in his insightful construction
of herodshernds family tree the herodian family was intermarriedintermarried in
complex and multiple ways in a web of royal lineages an attempt
to provide some stability in the region 3831

herod king ofjudea

aristobuluss son antigonus joined forces with the parthiansparthianaParthians
in an effort to supplant hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus and therefore herod and roman
influence in the region hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus was captured and disfigured
preventing him from serving as high priest being warned of the

impending attempt to capture him herod nnedfledredned jerusalem eventu-
ally he made his way to rome in spite of the dangers of winter sea
travel and the chaotic atmosphere in rome at the time apparently
his subsequent nomination in 40 BC by marc antony to become
king of judea was a complete surprise

josephus provides a dramatic picture of herod walking out of
the senate house in rome between marc antony and octavian cae-
sar the meeting was dissolved and antony and caesar left the
senate house with herod between them preceded by the consuls
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and the other magistrates as they went to offer sacrifice and to lay
up the decree in the capitol on this the first day of his reign
herod was given a banquet by antony 39 herod was thirty three
years of age and faced a promising future as king ofjudea

the struggle to secure the kingdom herod lived his life
in a period when ambitious people were sometimes brutal and
lacking in compassion it was an era of fratricide savagery killing
conspiracy civil disturbances and international plots and coun
terplotsterplots most importantly it was a period when security was
often nonexistent

during this period jews were defined by three separate and
distinct categories ethnic political and religious herod could
claim the title king of the jews by virtue of his religious adher-
ence additionally he could claim the title king of judea by
virtue of his political status as a resident of judea 40 however
because his ancestry was idumeanidumaeanIdumean he could not claim either title
based on ethnicity

like others during this period herod apparently chose depen-
dency on rome as the best strategy for assuring the welfare of the
nation and of judaism in general this may have been his most
important and successful decision As future events seem to prove
herodshernds prudence in accepting the political realities of romes
dominance in the first century was a better alternative to the irre-
sponsibility and impulsiveness of the political and religious zealotszealous
that brought judea in direct and open conflict with rome in
AD 66 his commitment to rome and to judaism penetrated his
policies in various degrees

after two and one half decades of strife in the region herod
sought to unify the people and establish tranquillity within the
nation for romes part the region was important because it served
as a buffer state between themselves and their nemesis the parthibarthi
ans the parthian empire was the only remaining formidable threat
to the extensive dominance of rome in the mediterranean world

following his landing at ptolemaisptolemaicPtolemais in 39 BC herod secured
galilee moved south and captured joppa masada and orhesaorheta khir
bet khoreisaKhoreisa south ofofhebronhebron his successes encouraged many to
join his cause enlarging his army considerably his attempt to secure
jerusalem was halted however in the following year he captured
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sepphorisSepphoris and routed the rebels in thethearbelaarbelaarbeia caves in galilee
demonstrating ingenious military strategy and callous effectiveness
by lowering soldiers in cages from above the cave rather than
attempting an attack from below

however his throne was not secure until he finally stormed
jerusalem with roman assistance in 5737 BC this time herod pre-
vented the roman general from desecratingdesecrating the temple and stopped
the complete plunder of the city jerusalem was the most signifi-
cant city in the region and was an important symbol it became the
capital of herodshernds kingdom and continued to be the religious cen-
ter for jews including diaspora judaism

often herodshernds reign is identified as beginning when jerusalem
was taken instead of when he was appointed three years earlier
herod married iammemariammemariamneMar just before jerusalem capitulated in
another important action taken at this time to help insure the sta-
bility of the fledgling regime marc antony executed antigonus
who was aristobuluss last surviving son and herodshernds chief rival

among herodshernds efforts to secure his kingdom was an ambi-
tious building program that included building walls and fortifica-
tions apparently herodshernds first building effort in the herodian
capital was the antonia fortress named in honor of marc antony
who had nominated him for the throne 41 the antonia was a com-
bination of palace and fortress with high walls and towers moat
courtyards baths and quarters for a large number of troops 42

later herod built his largest most impressive palace fortress
at the western edge of the upper city called the central palace it
was an architectural achievement as well as a strong fortress
it was comprised of the city fortification wall itself on the western
side and an inner wall forty five feet high in the south and east
with towers at regular intervals on the north side was still a
stronger fortress or citadel formed by three multistoried towers
named for a friend slain in battle hippicusHippicus a son also killed in
war phasaelPhasael and his hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean wife iammemariammemariamneMar

another defensive measure undertaken by herod was the
construction or reinforcement ofjerusalemsJerusalems massive walls herod
also sought to add to the security of his kingdom by building
fortresses at masada machaerusmachaeriusMachaerus hyrcanianhyrcaniaHyrcania cypros alexandriumAlexandrium
jericho and herodiumherodiusHerodium 4311 these efforts at security did not always



ruins of herodshernds western palace at masada aerial view looking south
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building ruins at masada

prove successful especially when territory was confiscated with
consent of his roman patrons

in 26 BC cleopatra who desired to annex arabia judea and
southern syria into her own kingdom gained iturea samaritissamarinisSamaritis
some independent coastal cities and parts of nabateanabatedNabatea further
pressing herodshernds control of the region court intrigues continued
within the family who utilized outside forces to help sway the bal-
ance in 34 cleopatra gained jericho and parts of the coastal plain
increasing pressure on herodshernds land claims again she apparently
associated with anti herodian forces in jerusalem which caused
herod more concern about increased political pressure from within
and without the state

another apparent setback occurred when herod chose to sup-
port marc antony against octavian when a rift between the two
roman leaders escalated to open conflict on september 2 31 BC

octavians forces defeated antony and cleopatra at actium mak-
ing octavian the sole ruler of the roman empire during the fol-
lowing year herod succeeded in what might be considered a most
remarkable comeback the forty three year old herod proceeded
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to rhodes where octavian had made public his decision toto sup-
port wherever possible existing client kings herod risked every-
thing on this one opportunity by placing his crown aside dressing
as a commoner and appealing to octavian personally josephus
records herodshernds defense

1 I was made king by antony and I1 acknowledge that I1 have in all
things devoted my services to him nor will I1 shrink from saying that
had not the arabs detained me you would assuredly have found me
in arms inseparable from his side I1 sent him however such auxiliary
troops as I1 could and many thousand measures of corn nor even
after his defeat at actium did I1 desert my benefactor when no longer
useful as an ally I1 became his best counsellor I1 told him the one rem-
edy for his disasters the death of cleopatra would he but kill her
I1 promised him money walls to protect him an army and myself as
his brother in armsanusanns in the war against you but his ears it seems
were stopped by his infatuation for cleopatra and by god who has
granted you the mastery I1 share antonysanthonysAntonys defeat and with his down-
fall lay down my diadem I1 am come to you resting my hope of safety
upon my integrity and presuming that the subject of inquiry will be
not whose friend but how loyal a friend I1 have been 44

octavian realized that the loyalty shown by herod to his patron
antony who had been the legitimate roman ruler in the east was
not only natural but commendable herod was romes mostmosmostactivetactiveactive
proponent in the region and octavian believed herodshernds loyalty
could be transferred to him herod therefore emerged from the
crisis stronger than ever

soon after antony and cleopatrascleopatrisCleopatras final defeat herod received
cleopatrascleopatrisCleopatras bodyguards some four hundred gauis and the terri-
tory once confiscated by her in addition to the coastal cities of
gaza anthedonAnthedon andandjoppajoppa stratos tower future site ofofcaesareacaesarea
samaria and the transjordanic cities of gadara and hippos herod
thus advanced his nation from being a small landlocked state to one
that rivaled the ancient israelite kingdoms of david and solomon

the struggle to maintain the kingdom both octavian
who by this time was the emperor augustus and marcus agrippa
made state visits to judea herod also visited italy on several occa-
sions helping cement the herodian relationship with rome a rela-
tionshiptionship that spanned nearly two hundred years from antipatersAntipaters
assistance to julius caesar to herodshernds grandchildren and great
grandchildren wellweilweliwenn into the early second century AD
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renewed in his determination to establish law and order in
his kingdom as rome required and as he believed was in the best
interest ofofjudeajudea herod moved to eliminate all domestic opposi-
tion to his rule and control any institution which might threaten
his ability to rule effectively herod carried out proscriptionsprescriptionsproscript ions of the
leading hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean courtiers forty five notables of antigonussAntigonuss
party were executed and all others disappeared from the histori-
cal record herod made the sanhedrin whatever their function
had been before more like the privy councils of other hellenistic
kings convened at his request and made up largely of family
friends and close associates

herod appointed the high priest and ended the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean
practice of uniting the political and religious authority in one per-
son the high priest had also been king while certainly this move
helped consolidate power into his hand it may also suggest a
respect for jewish law and tradition since he was not a descendent
of aaron and therefore could not assume the role of high priest

against his own wishes but under pressure from antony who
was in turn pressured by cleopatra herod had appointed his
brother in law aristobulusAristobulus 111IIIliilil as high priest entrusting the posi-
tion of high priest to the surviving male member of the has
moneandonean dynasty proved too destabilizing and in 35 BC herod had
aristobulusAristobulus killed in jericho it had become obvious that aristobu
lus was becoming the focus of an effort to reassert a hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean
claim to the throne from that point forward herod appointed
some six high priests who came from alexandria and babyloniababeloniaBabylonia
from families with no special connection with judean politics
their only qualification for office it appears came from the purity
of their priestly lineage 45 it must be recalled that the hasmoneansHasmoneans
had also controlled the office of high priest and were vocally criti-
cized by the essenesespenes for this policy

As attested by josephus on numerous occasions herod did
not fail to forestall any attempt to overthrow him even if he had
to execute family members 46 including his wifescifes grandfather hyrayr
canusbanus II11 his mother in law alexandra his brother in law costo
bar and eventually his wife mariammemariamneMariamme evidence suggests that
alexandra costobarcostobalCostobar and mariammemariamneMariamme plotted against herod instead
of legitimizing his regime herodshernds marriage to mariammemariamneMariamme had
revealed reflected and intensified strains within the political
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cultural and societal confines of his kingdom during this turbulent
period of history his marriage into the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean dynasty had
been intended to transcend and relieve the stresses between reli-
gion and ethnicity priesthood and kingship insiders and out-
siders and between generations instead the marriage had become
a source of nationalist intrigue and enmity

his execution ofmariammeofmariammemariamneMariammelamme however was the beginning of a
long downward spiral of trouble in his own family a family para-
lyzed with rivalries and strains he was vexed with her death until
his own death in 4 BC demonstrating a persistent love hate rela-
tionshiptionship with his young wife but in light of mariammesMariammes capital
offense against the state herod apparently felt he had no other
choice but to execute her

later alexander and aristobulusAristobulus his sons by mariammemariamneMariamme were
executed when accused by other family members of planning to
assassinate their father tragically another son antipaterantipatesAntipater was con-
victed of plotting against his father and was executed shortly before
herodshernds own death in 4 BC far from being simply capricious acts
based solely on anger or resentment certainly these emotions were
involved his actions were calculated to preserve the stability of
the region and in family matters were also based on a kinship sys-
tem deeply rooted in the notions of honor and shame 47 betrayal by
family members brought shame on the king and undermined his
authority additionally jewish tradition gave him recourse against
his rebellious sons 48

however these incidents as noted in josephus reveal the
problematic nature of herodshernds methods of maintaining security
particularly that of a widely used means of extracting informa-
tion physical torture 49 confessions given under duress could
yield extremely questionable information which created a vicious
cycle that made it nearly impossible for herod to clearly define the
extent and exact nature of subversion within his realm and family

much like dynastic struggles in rome and ptolemaic egypt
herodshernds family seethed with infighting as competing factions within
the family sought to advance their cause for succession 50 of herodshernds
fifteen known children ten were sons richardson argues

with ten wives and an embarrassment of male children as potential
successors the rivalry within the palace walls for precedence was
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intense along with the poisoned palace atmosphere that afflicted
immediate family relationships therewerethere were strong pressures to form
alliances beyond the palace walls that would create a firm base
for succession 51

herod may have altered his will on six occasions an indica-
tion of the struggle between family members vying for power and
position certainly this betrays a regime plagued by chronic suspi-
cion as potential claimants to the line of succession accused each
other of disloyalty to herod and the state

josephus takes an inordinate amount of space reviewing the
details of the infighting obscuring other important events of herodshernds
reign yet even in his personal life herod tried to promote harmony
reconciling with wives and children on several occasions he also
attempted to prepare his sons to rule judea following his death
for example he sent several of them to rome to be educated and
prepared for future service to their nation even when augustus
chastenedchasteneychastened herod for believing all the accusations brought against
family members he also censured family members regarding the
actions that brought about such allegations

herodshernds relationship with rome and with judaism
through herodshernds influence rome demonstrated a respect for
judaism and its institutions on numerous occasions sosiusjosius the
governor of syria who captured jerusalem for herod in 37 BC

gave gold to the temple before he left in 15 BC augustuss friend
and soninlawson in law marcus agrippa sacrificed a hecatomb at the temple
to the delight of the populace and apparently all the roman emper-
ors welcomed and perhaps paid for sacrifices offered on their
behalf in jerusalem

in 22 21 BC herod remitted one third of the taxes following
the sabbatical year octavian now known as caesar augustus
rewarded herod by adding gaulanitisGaulanitis hulata and panias to his ter-
ritory herod was appointed epitropos of coele syria for the third
time herod received many honors including such titles as a
friend and ally as well as friend of the romans and friend of

caesar 15252 also herod the hiswas given rare opportunity to name
own successor requiring only the confirmation of caesar with
new titles honors and territory herod moved to expand judeasgudeas
influence in the region
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having created the first judean navy herod joined marcus
agrippa who was now coregent with augustus in an expedition
to the black sea and pontus in 14 BC herod again remitted taxes
after the sabbatical year of 1615 BC in 12 BC augustus gave
herod half of the income of the cyprus copper mines and the
management of the other half thus facilitating herodshernds building
programs that year with his increased economic power herod
apparently saved the olympic games by providing badly needed
funding the trustees of the olympic games appointed him presi-
dent of the games a post without precedent 53 during the same
year the great architectural and engineering wonder the mediter-
ranean seaport caesarea was opened 5414

another apparent contribution to the prosperity and security
of the nation was herodshernds effort to discourage sectarian strife and
division by emphasizing jewish worship at the temple in jerusalem
furthermore herod did much to protect jews outside judea who
were relatively more numerous in the greco roman world than at
present representing as much as 10 percent of the population
seven million out of seventy millionmilhon 55 with herodshernds help and

influence the jews of the diaspora were guaranteed freedom to
worship to follow their dietary and sabbatical laws to send the
temple tax to jerusalem as prescribed in the law and to avoid mili-
tary service in the roman army herod may have even helped
finance a synagogue in the imperial capital itself at least the jews
there named a synagogue in his honor because herod was a friend
of rome the jews of the diaspora experienced an unprecedented
time of prosperity and security in the empire it seems obvious
why diaspora jews were favorable to herod in addition they of
course were engaged in the same balancing act of trying to prac-
tice judaism while living in the roman world

herodshernds greatest achievement for his nation and for judaism
was the construction of the temple in the capital city 56 apparently
he paid the complete cost to train and support the priests doing
the work of gathering the building materials from various parts
of the region and rebuilding the temple it was a magnificent struc-
ture innovative in its design for example herodshernds temple included
provisions for women and gentiles 57
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drawing of mosaic pavement at masada As is the case with all the
mosaics at masada no images of animals or humans are worked into
the design this particular mosaic is multicolored and is located inin the
antechamber leading into the reception room of the western palace
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while herod undoubtedly hoped this huge project would
ingratiate himself to his jewish subjects he also hoped this monu-
mental work project would stimulate the economy certainly it
was a manifestation of his commitment to his jewish faith other
acts reflect his devotion for example he constructed memorials to
the patriarchs and matriarchspatriarchs at hebron to abraham at mamre
and to king david in jerusalem 58 the walls surrounding the ancient
oak tree at mamre and the herodian buildings over the caves of
machpelahMachpelah located in idumea may also demonstrate herodshernds belief
that no fundamental contradiction existed between his idumeanidumaean
heritage and his judaism

another manifestation of herodshernds commitment to his jewish
heritage is the absence of any animal or human representations on
his coins and in his buildings 59 in particular the design of one coin
minted during the third year of his appointment to kingship the
first year of his effective reign utilizes motifs from the temple sym-
bolic of his deep seated attachment to his heritage other symbols
found on herodian coins differ little from hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean iconography

mosaic on the floor of room 449 at masada post herodian inhabitants
partially built over the mosaic
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herodshernds sympathy with jew-
ish law and tradition is demon-
strated by the favor herod showed
the essenesespenes as a result of an Es

senes prophetic blessing given
herod in his youth some evidence
suggests that the essenesespenes reentered
jewish life during herodshernds reignreign6060

as a result another evidence of
herodshernds adherence to jewish law
is that he required circumcision of
nonjewish males who wanted to
marry members of his family

herod like his father would
have resented being identified as
halfjewish he demonstrated his

loyalty to judaism and to judea on
many occasions if one takes an-
other position many of herodshernds masada mosaic
actions are unintelligible

economy culture and religion herodshernds construction proj-
ects throughout the region walls shops towers palaces cisterns
theaters stadiums aqueducts fortresses amphitheaters and pub-
lic buildings strengthened judeasgudeas economy he improved trade
routes enlarged harbors and created new markets for dates wine
olive oil asphalt and opobalsam other industries such as glass

pottery and perfume expanded significantly during his reign
resettlement programs agricultural development and work relief
gave the nation an unprecedented era of productivity

As noted tax relief and gifts of grain to his subjects following
sabbatical years and natural disasters helped the citizens of judea
he apparently even melted his gold and silver jewelry into bullion
for trade during economic crises and allocated food supplies to
neighboring states in need his concern was also directed to the
infirm and elderly herodshernds efforts to improve thefhe quality of life in
his kingdom included efforts to enact new laws improving social

justice while encouraging the application of the torah in everyday
life such actions gained him not only the support of his subjects
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and the good will of his neighbors but also an international repu-
tation of generosity and innovation

moreover herod attempted to be fair to his non jewish sub-
jects he demonstrated that it was possible for a jewish king to
remain on friendly terms with local pagans in the greek cities
around and within judea the difficulties inherent in ruling two
distinct groups of people within the region jews and non jews
cannot be overemphasized 61 hostilities between the jews of the
judean and galilean hills and the pagan inhabitants of the greek
cities on the coastal plan and in the decapolis went back to has
moneandonean times in the second and early first centuries BC the ag-
gressivegressive hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean state had expanded into surrounding areas
and suppressed the freedom of city states such as gaza and ashkelonAshkelon
to such an extent that when pompey conquered the jews and
restricted their state to the hill country the cities greeted him as a
liberator the hasmoneansHasmoneans found their greek subjects immutably
alien unlike the hill peoples of galilee and idumea attempts to
convert them to judaism proved ineffective

for herod attempts to steer a middle course between the
competing cultural communities was challenging his gentile sub-
jects thought of him as a jewish king nevertheless he supported
nonjewish citizens of the regions in their rights and furnished
funds to build greek cities and temples further his army was
composed of both gentiles and jews 6261 assuming that this army
was typical it not only checked rebellion from within but also
protected the inhabitants of judea from attack from without 63

certainly herod encouraged the adoption of many aspects of
greek culture even among his jewish subjects 64 art and architec-
ture were copied from the surrounding culture greek archi-
tecture adorned the entirely israelite temple in jerusalem greek
was widely spoken though doubtless more so in cosmopolitan
jerusalem than in the galilean and judean countryside helleniza-
tion had come about neither through imposition from outside nor
through the spontaneous adoption of greek culture wholesale
nor through gradual assimilation but through the deliberate inte-
gration of greek elements to enrich the indigenous society and
culture 65 apparently herod amassed a sizable greek library
and surrounded himself with competent individuals including
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romans and greeks to help run the affairs of state and manage
increasing resources

in the hellenistic and roman periods the leading families of
the cities of asia enjoyed greater wealth than ever before 66 the
herodian dynasty was one of these families herod used his resources
to move beyond his own kingdom herod donated funds to build
facilities for festivals and games at berytusberylusBerytus damascus delos ptole
mais sidon and tripodistripolisTripolis inscriptions and monuments in herodshernds
honor were located in athens chios cilicia cos lycia perga

mum phaselisphaselinPhaselis and samos he helped improve public buildings at
antioch balaneabalancaBalanea bybulusbibulusBybulus laodicia on the sea sparta and tyre
herod built temples to roma and augustus in caesarea panias
caesarea philippi and sebaste he reconstructed a temple in

rhodes and helped complete a temple in siasfasrasla

many studies of herodshernds life emphasize his building projects
for the obvious reason that they have endured they are observ-
able by even the most casual tourist and are certainly the most
easily appreciated aspect of his career stunning in any way one
chooses to categorize them size location or purpose he was a

remarkable patron matching even augustus and marcus agrippa
his only two rivals the significant absence of any references to
architects suggests that herod played a crucial architectural role in
his building program

of course like many other aspects of his life the purposes of
his massive building programs have been examined and reexam-
ined on numerous occasions in an attempt to reveal herodshernds per-
sonalitysonality fears tastes and ambitions 6717 some believe that the palace
and fortress complexes reveal herodshernds paranoia the jewish proj-
ects a crafty plan to ingratiate himself with the religious element
of his nation and the non jewish construction projects his deep
commitment to hellenism even paganism whatever purposes
these structures were intended to fulfill they represent an ambi-
tious enterprise superbly implemented

herodshernds death and the aftermath in spite of these many
successes herodshernds last year was difficult and full of confusion
betrayal and stress apparently for the new testament authors
luke and matthew herodshernds last days were significant to early chris-
tians as an important historical reference point luke sets the
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historical stage of his gospel by identifying the announcement of
john the baptists birth in the time of herod king ofofjudeajudea there
was a priest named zechariah who belonged to the priestly divi-
sion of abijah his wife elizabeth was also a descendant of aaron
nivNIVNTV luke 15 matthew also identifies the historical setting of
jesus birth injudeajudeain after jesus was born in bethlehem injudeajudeain
during the time of king herod magi from the east came to
jerusalem NIV matt 21

sometime between the events discussed in matthew 21 18

and 19 23 josephus records that it was rumored that herod was
about to die in his seventieth year about 4 BC 68 upon hearing
this news the rabbis judas judah ben zipporizipperiZippori and mathias
matthias ben margalit incited their students to tear down a

roman eagle that had been placed probably some ten to twenty
years earlier on the outside of what is now called wilsonsvilsonsWilsons arch
an entrance to the temple complex 6919

herod was incensed at their apparent ingratitude he had
built the temple and made every effort to balance the demands of
jewish tradition and roman requirements on march 12 rabbi
judas and rabbi matthias the instigators and leaders of the action
and some of the students involved in the protest were executed
on the following night there was an eclipse of the moon a sym-
bol of the changes that were to befall the kingdom shortly there-
after herod died at his winter palace in jericho his last struggles
are vividly described by josephus

from this time onwards herodshernds malady began to spread to his
whole body and his sufferings took a variety of forms he had fever
though not a raging fever an intolerable itching of the whole skin
continuous pains in the intestines tumours in the feet as in dropsy
inflammation of the abdomen and gangrene of the privy parts
engendering worms in addition to asthma with great difficulty in
breathing and convulsions in all his limbs 7071

As in life herodshernds last sickness is surrounded by contro-
versy various diagnoses have been suggested for his complaint
ranging from arteriosclerosis to syphilis whatever the cause of his
last illness herod went to his winter palace at jericho where he
distributed fifty drachmas71drachmas71 to his soldiers and greater gifts to com-
manders and friends
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according to josephus one of herodshernds final acts was to gather
jewish leaders from throughout his kingdom into the hippodrome
at jericho he then ordered that they all be killed when he died
josephus suggests that herod wanted his subjects to mourn at his
death sandmel argues that this story like the mattheanmatthaeanMatthean account
regarding the slaughter of the innocents 7 is nothing more than
an attempt to malign him 7271 ironically both stories have largely
shaped the artistic and popular view of herod in modern judaism
and christianity

certainly of the two stories the mattheanmatthaeanMatthean narrative is the
most plausible since herod continually eliminated subversive or
radical elements within the state in an attempt to assure continued
stability in the region 73 such internecine struggles were paralleled
in the roman provinces and in rome itself it is just that herodshernds
life is better documented than the lives of many client kings of
rome thus revealing the reality rather than an imagined ideal

whatever the truth may be about his last days and his death
herodshernds body was taken two hundred furlongs to herodiumherodiusHerodium where
in accordance with the directions of the deceased it was interred
so ended herodshernds reign 5174117474 ironically the burial place of one of the
best documented personalities in the ancient world remains hid-
den to archaeologists today 7571

while josephus often renders a harsh verdict on the life of
herod another ancient source gives a more positive one strabo a

contemporary of herod notes that he was so superior to his pre-
decessorsdecess ors particularly in his intercourse with the romans and in
his administration of affairs of state that he received the title of
king 117676 in all likelihood strabo was in rome on at least two occa-
sions when herod was there and he may have traveled through
judea during herodshernds reign thereby having a more personal view
than that ofjosephus

while it is impossible to access herodshernds inner motives which
were naturally complex and perplexing external events do repre-
sent one means of understanding the meaning of his life and his
career as king of the jews however one assesses his reign herodshernds
death signaled the end of an era that witnessed romes most suc-
cessful attempt to impose order on judea
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bronze coin from the reign of herod 37 BC the obverse on left
shows a tripod with a basin the reverse a helmet with palm branches
the palm branches were a typical jewish hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean symbol the
absence of animal or human figures on the coin may also represent
herodshernds commitment to his jewish heritage the inscription around the
obverse proclaims herod the king rather than herod the great perhaps
indicating how he referred to himself

the herodian dynasty sought to renew itself through the suc-
cession of the sons to the fathers kingdom when herod died in
4 BC his kingdom was divided among three sons archelaus as
king ofjudeajudeaof herod antipas as tetrarch of galilee and herod philip
as tetrarch of trachonitisTrachonitis this effort to maintain a family dynasty
may be one of herodshernds greatest failures the following decades
reveal the internal weakness within the fabric of the herodian
dynasty and the failure of herodshernds successors to legitimatize them-
selves with their subjects andor with rome the sporadic and
often nonviolent manifestations of resistance to herodshernds rule and to
his patron rome gradually increased and eventually engulfed the
entire nation in war against the most powerful state in the mediter-
ranean world in AD 66 77

conclusion

the fall ofjerusalem in AD 70 was the death knell to herodshernds
dreams and to his efforts to bring peace and prosperity to judea
and establish his family securely upon the throne the devastating
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result of the war included the consignment of the judean ruling
class to oblivion and the end of sacrificial worship of god in the
temple many rich landowners were imprisoned enslaved or exe-
cuted priests who surrendered when the temple was already on
fire were put to death most of the jews who escaped without
physical punishment lost their land jews were required to pay the
poll tax of two drachmas annually to capitoline jupiter just as

the tax had formerly been paid to the temple this tax thefiscusthe fiscus
judaicusJudaicus symbolized the deliberate destruction not just of the
jewish nation but of the religion and society ofofjudeajudea

finally jewish rebels fleeing the formidable roman army
made their last stand at masada in AD 70 after the fall ofieofjerusalemofierusalemrusalem
to titus the defensive infrastructure at masada so well imple-
mented by the hasmoneansHasmoneans but fortified mainly by herod was
eventually breached by the romans evidently refusing to surren-
der to flavius silva and the roman legio X fretensisFretensis the defenders
took their own lives on masada making it a symbol of jewish
nationalism and a popular tourist site today

to king herod the jew found at masada this inscription from an
amphora one of thirteen with similar inscriptions specifies the destina-
tion for the jar of wine the inscription can also be translated as to the
jewish king herod
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among the many artifacts discovered by archaeologists at
masada were several jars from a shipment of wine apparently sent
in 19 BC from southern italy 7871 on the jars which were found scat-
tered in several locations on the mountain fortress were thirteen
latin inscriptions that refer to king herod the jew or the jewish
king herod regi berodiherodi iudaicoiudaico rather than herod king of the
jews not only do these inscriptions reveal how others viewed
herod but they also represent his own self definition he was a
jewish king king ofjudea including jews and non jews

through his political acumen and his consummate diplomacy
herod exercised considerable freedom in his countryscountrys internal
affairs promoting the wellbeingwell being of his own subjects gentiles and
jews and of jews throughout the roman empire as he sought to
makemakejudeajudea the premier province in the roman empire

richard neitzel holzapfel is assistant professor of church history at brigham
young university

NOTES

except where noted otherwise all the information about herodshernds life and
activities comes from josephus

erodherod is the name of several members of a dynasty that were appointed to
govern jewish palestine under roman rule today king herod is known popu-
larly as herod the great and even jewish scholar stephen wylen argues he
designated himself herod the great and by this name he has gone down in his-
tory stephen M wylen theibejewstewsjewstems in the time ofjesusof jesus an introduction new
york paulist 1996 70 however no contemporary historical record accords
him this title and likewise no available data suggest that he ever wished to be so
identified apparently the title crept into usage after his death as a means to dis-
tinguish him from his descendants who shared his name in that sense it simply
meant herod the elder instead of the connotation suggested by the titles given
to macedonian leader alexander alexander the great or to the russian leader
peter peter the great see peter richardson herod king of the jews and
friend of the romans columbia university of south carolina press 1996 12

the3theathe hasmoneansHasmon eans maccabeansMaccabeans were a family of high priests and kings
descended from mattathiasMattathias the father of judas maccabeusmaccabeesMaccabeus they influenced the
political and religious life ofofjudeajudea from 165 until 37 BC under their political
leadership between 142 and 63 BC judea became in the period of seleucid
decline and before the rise of rome an independent state this rise to power
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began in mattathiass rebellion against the anti jewish decrees of antiochusantilochusAntiochus IV

epiphanesEpiphanes in 167 BC when he and his five sons fled into the hills attracting a siz-
able guerrilla force and organizing an effective resistance to the syrian occupa-
tion the goal of achieving religious toleration eventually grew into a desire for
national independence which was eventually achieved scholars are divided
about which maccabean leader josephus refers to as the one who established the
fortress on the plateau and gave it the name masada mountain stronghold
jonathan the brother of judas maccabeusmaccabeesMaccabeus mid second century BC or alexan-
der jannaeusJannaeus whose hebrew name was also jonathan

most readers are accustomed to dating ancient events as eitelteithereltherherADAD anno
domini latin for year of our lord orbcorbaor BC before christ today many scholars
present an alternative designation of CE the common era meaning common to
all people who utilize the traditional western calendar andbceanduceand BCE before the
common era in terms of the older abbreviation then CE correspondscorrespondstOto AD

andbceanduceand BCE to BC

foror example noted israeli archaeologist yigael yadinbadin notes there was
no controversy at all about the man who turned masada into the formidable fort it
became king herod the great yigael yadinbadin masada herodshernds fortress and the
zealotslastzealouszealotsZea lolslots lustlast stand new york random house 1966 11

theeibe greco roman world is a term used by scholars to describe the lands
surrounding the mediterranean from the time of alexander the great through the
first three or four centuries of the roman empire

alusaciusaius julius caesar was bomborn on july 12 100 BC in rome appointed dic-
tator for ten years in 47bc47 BC and for life on february 14 44bc44 BC assassinated on
march 15 44bc44 BC and delfied in 42bc42 BC gaius julius caesar octavianusOctavianus augustus
was bomborn on september 23 63bc63 BC in rome a son of julius caesarscaesaraCaesars niece was
adopted by caesar effectively became emperor in 27bc27 BC extended his powers
in 23bc23 BC died on august 19 AD 14 and was delfied on september 17 AD 14
marcus antonius marc antony was bomborn around 83 BC was appointed with
lepidus and octavian tresviritresviri rei publicarpublicaepublicae constituendae triumvirate was
defeated at actium in september 31 BC after an open breach with octavian ear-
lier and eventually committed suicide on august 30 bccleopatraBC cleopatra VII was bom
in 69 BC became joint ruler of egypt with ptolemy XIII in 51 sided with marc
antony against octavian augustus and committed suicide on august 10 30 BC
marcus vipsaniusVipsanius agrippa was bomborn in 64 or 63bc63 BC becamepraetorbecame praetor urbanus in
40 BC was appointed tribuniciatribuniciapotestastribunicia potestas making him second only to augustus
in 18bc18 BC and died in march 12bcjesus12 BC jesus of nazareth was bomborn in 4bcnbc4 BC at beth-
lehem shortly before herodshernds death and began teaching throughout galilee and
judea before being executed in jerusalem inad30in AD 30

herodiaserodias was the daughter of herodshernds son aristobulusAristobulus and herodshernds niece
berniceBemice she married herodshernds son herod philip who ruled as tetrarch from 4bcnbc4 BC

to AD 3334 and she later married another of herodshernds sons herod antipas who
ruled as tetrarch from 4bcnbc4 BC to AD 39 as noted and discussed in mark 617 29
matthew 14312143 12 and luke 31920319 20 agrippa I1 identified simply as herod in the
new testament was the son of herodshernds son aristobulusAristobulus and is discussed in
acts 121 23 agrippa II11il and bernice were children of agrippa I1 and interviewed
paul at caesarea as noted in acts 2513 2632 drusilla third and youngest daugh-
ter of agrippa 1I was married to the roman procurator of palestine felix and is
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mentioned in acts 2424 the philip mentioned in luke 31 was the son of
herod and cleopatra of jerusalem and he founded the city of caesarea philippi
mark 827 salome unnamed in the new testament was the daughter of hero-

dias and herod philip and stepdaughter of herod antipas and is mentioned in the
story of herodias noted above mark 617 29

9louisalouisouis H feldman josephus in the anchor bible dictionary ed david
noel freedman 6 vols new york doubleday 1992 3989 additionally mary
smallwood suggests that because of these same sources we have more informa-
tion about herodshernds land than we do about any other part of the roman empire
during this period of transition E mary smallwood introduction in injosephusjosephus
thethejewishjewish wars rev ed new york penguin books 1981 181918 19

he was a priest of royal descent and pharisaic persuasion bom in jeru-
salem in AD 37 just after pontius pilate was removed as provincial governor
apparently he took a leading but reluctant part in the revolt of AD 66 73 and
after he surrendered to the romans in galilee he witnessed the last stages of the
revolt from the roman camp later josephus attached himself to the flavian fam-
ily obtained roman citizenship and spent the second half of his life at the impe-
rial capital where he composed his historical works which were written mostly
in greek

originally the titles of josephussjosephuesJosephuss works were in greek but modem
scholarship regularly follows the convention of translating the titles of greek
works into latin for reference purposes an excellent english translation of
war that is readily accessible to the general public is josephus theyhejewishjewish war
trans G A williamson introduction by E mary smallwood rev ed new york
penguin books 1981

see S safraisafran and M stem eds the jewish people in the first century
in compendiacomPendia rerumjudaicarumberumrerum judaicarumJudaicarum adadnovumnocumnovum testamentumYestumentumamentum 2 vols assen van
gorcumforcum 1974 121 and following

13josephus antiquities 15.17415174
some of the contradictions may indicate how josephussjosephuesJosephuss archival research

in the imperial capital offered him an alternative interpretation of events other
than nicolass and herodshernds histories which were josephussjosephuesJosephuss main sources in his
earlier work

thucydides peloponnesian war ed and trans charles F smith loeb clas-
sical library cambridge harvard university press 1980 122.11221

smallwood introduction 24
for example eusebius citing julius africanusafricansAfricanus states that herod burned

the archives ofofjewishjewish families so that he would not be embarrassed by references
to his own origins see eusebius ecclesiastical history trans krisopp lake loeb
classical library cambridge harvard university press 1980 17.131713 such an
act is highly unlikely since josephus indicates that the information was available
josephus against aaionapion 1.31313151311.311511

stewart perowneperonnePerowne ydethe life and times of herod the great london hod-
der and stoughton 1956 176

perowne19perowneperonnePerowne herod the great 179 80
samuel sandmel herod in the interpreters dictionary of the bible

4 vols nashville abingdon 1962 2585 94 samuel sandmel herod profile of
a tyrant philadelphia and new york J B lippincottUppincott 1967 261
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david M rhoads israel in revolution 6746 74 CE A political history
based on the writings of josephus philadelphia fortress 1976 23 24

12 L I1 levine herod the great in anchor bible dictionary 3161 69
23 levine23levine herod the great 165 169
24richardson herod king of tbejewsthe tewsjewstems xiii
2525kingking of the jews is a political phrase which certainly would make

herod and jerusalemsJerusalems elite duly troubled later after herodshernds death joseph
decided to go to galilee and avoid herodshernds son archalausarchalavsArchalaus who was then ruling
overjudeaover judea

26the261be story would have sounded familiar to most of matthews jewish readers
for matthew jesus life was a fulfillment of the stories of moses see exodus 1 20

herods27herodsherndsHerods son herod antipas was responsible for the execution of john
the baptist and played a role in the passion narrative and herodshernds grandson
herod agrippa I1 was responsible for the arrest of peter and the execution of
james agrippa I1 was apparently a devotedjewdevoted jew and is still honored as a genuinely
pious jew whom his subjects loved see wylenjewswylen jemsjews 75 he is identified sim-
ply as herod in the book of acts see acts 12121111211 11

2thisathisthis statement may reveal something about herodshernds religious proclivities
as it suggests that he observed jewish dietary law including abstinence from eat-
ing pork

29aA kasherjewskasher jemsjews idumaeansIdumaeans and ancient arabs tilttlTiitubingenbingen J C B mohr
1988 46 47 see also richardson herod king of thetbejewstewsjewstems 545554 55

31mostmost scholars agree that later legends making antipas the son of a temple
slave of apollo at ashkelonAshkelon are mere fiction see sandmel herod 586

3evenbeveneven josephus blames the two hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmon ean claimants as responsible for
roman intervention see josephus jewish war 1191.191 19

32in the process the holy of holies in the temple was exposed a desecra-
tion in the eyes of the jews many defenders of the capital were killed albeit
mostly by aristobuluss rebels even though pompey ordered the cleansing of the
temple and a resumption of rituals and worship the occupation of jerusalem may
have initiated a hostility to roman rule among some of the jews

33additionally33additionally he was exempted from taxes these favors were a reward
for despatchingpatchingdispatchingdes jewish troops to help julius caesar at alexandria apparently the
jews were genuinely loyal to him especially during the civil war which pitted
caesar against pompey their support through antipaterantipatesAntipater was not forgotten
as caesar made judaism a legal religion and offered them several concessions
excusing them from emperor worship which he understood was impossible for
monotheistsmonotheists instead the jews were to offer an additional morning sacrifice to
god in honor of the emperor and he excused them from agricultural taxes dur-
ing the sabbatical year when the jews neither planted nor harvested crops

34see john W welch legal and social perspectives on robbers in first
century judea in this volume

herods35herodsherndsHerods first reaction to the trial which could have imposed the death
penalty if the accused were found guilty of violating the law was to inflict a retal-
iatory strike against jerusalem however his father and brother persuaded him to
refrain arguing among other things that it would be a violation of jewish law
this is one example of the use of piety as a successful argument for or against an
act which may reveal herodshernds personal commitment to judaism
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31kK C hanson the herodian and mediterranean kinship part I1 geneal-
ogy and descent biblical theology bulletin 19 no 3 1989 77

37apparently37apparently herod arranged for his brother pherorasPheroras to marry mariammesMariammes
sister and his son antipaterantipatesAntipater to marry antigonussAntigonuss daughter richardson identifies
many other such marriages see richardson herod king of thejewsthe tewsjewstems 46- 54651511

38richardson herod king of the jews 465146- 5511
39josephusosephus jewish war 1.2851285
jesus40jesus of nazareth was a jew because of his acceptance of judaism reli-

gious and because of his ethnicity mary and joseph were descendants ofjudahjudahof
but he did not live in judea he was a galilean

41thethe antonia fortress was more of a major reconstruction and expansion
of the existing hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean fortress known as barisbans bira hebrew for fortress

42 for a detailed description of the antonia fortress see andrew teasdale
herod the greats building program in this volume

interestingly enough this is the only site herod named after himself
herodiumherodiusHerodium was a complex in the barren judean hills south ofjerusalem and east of
bethlehem whennenven herod fled jerusalem as the parthianaparthiansParthians prepared to attack the
city he met a group of rebels at this site in 40 BC this may explain why he later
built the complex

josephusoscphus jewish war 1.388901388901388 90
41thethe longest serving high priest about 24 through 5 BC was simon ben

boethusboetiusBoethus who became herodshernds father in law mariamnemariammeMariamme II11

familial4617amilial rivalries also existed in the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmon ean dynasty for example
aristobulusAristobulus I1 seized power from his mother and starved her to death he also
incarcerated several of his family members alexandra salome wife of aristobu
lus I1 arranged to kill her brother in law antigonus as her husband lay dying fol-
lowing aristobuluss death she freed her other brothers in law and married the
youngest alexander jannaaeus he killed one of his brothers and later his anti
pharasispharazisPharasis policy led to an unsuccessful rebellion in which some fifty thousand
people were killed later those assisting alexander jannaaeus in implementing
his policies were executed or brutally murder with the consent of alexandra
after their deaths her two sons aristobulusAristobulus II11il and john hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus divided the
nation into factions causing a long and deadly civil war full of intrigue and politi-
cal murders including the murder of herodshernds father

47seesee K C hanson the herodiansHerodians and mediterranean kinship part 111IIIililii
economics biblical theology bulletin 20 no 1 1990 20

deuteronomy 2118 21

torture was commonly practiced in the ancient world the ancient greek
practice of torturing slaves to obtain information influenced early roman laws
in which torture gave the testimonies of slaves and those of low social status
more validity

51seesee michael grant from alexander to cleopatra the hellenistic world
london weidenfeld and nicolson 1982 196 98 see also theodore john

cadoux cleopatra VII in the oxford classical dictionary oxford clarendon
1970 251 52 levine herod the great 16169161 69 and ben witherington III111ili
herodias in anchor bible dictionary 3174763174 76

richardson5richardsonerichardson herod king of thethejewstewsjewstems 37
51seesee levine herod the great 163
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53 see M 1I finley and H W pieketpicket the olympic games the first thou-
sand years london chatto and windus 1976 99

54known today as caesarea maritinamaritimaMari tima the name maritinamaritimaMaritima was added by
modem archaeologists to distinguish it from caesarea philippi see teasdale
building program for a complete discussion of caesarea see also kenneth G

holum and robert L hohlfelder eds king herodshernds dream caesarea on the sea
new york W W norton 1988

apparently the same percentage of jews existed in the parthian empire
see wylenjewsWylen Jews in the time ofofjesusjesus 42

16therehere are numerous references to herodshernds temple in the new testament
josephussjosephuesJosephuss writings the mishnah and the dead sea scrolls it is considered the
most important monument and the most significant national and religious institu-
tion for jews during this period only the essenesespenes considered it less important

57for further discussion of the temple complex see teasdale building
program

archaeological5archaeological data the type of stonework and the dating connect these
structures to herod but no epigraphic or literary evidence supports the conclu-
sion that he built them as a measure of his devotion

59apparently59apparently pagan temples were erected only for the non jewish popula-
tion of herodshernds realm

60rhethe essenesespenes were apparently a group begun by priests opposed to the
hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean attempt to usurp the high priests office they established their own
institutions lived in separate communes in towns and cities and separated them-
selves from the temple the identity of the herodiansHerodians mentioned in matthew and
mark has always baffled scholars but there is some evidence that the herodiansHerodians
were essenesespenesEssenes having been nicknamed by the common people because of the
protection and favor herod showed them see constantin daniel les herodih6rodiberodi
ens du nouveau testament sont ils des esseniensess6niens revue de quaranqumran 6 1967
31 53 7 1970 397402397 402

hostilities between the two groups are no more evident than at the begin-
ning of the war inadanadin AD 66 which saw appalling massacres in the cities around
judea jews killing gentiles and destroying their property while gentiles killed
jews in a number of cities most horrifically in sycthopolis

652152 likeuke the later hasmoneanHasmonhasmonaeanean kings and queens whose power rested on their
mercenary armies comprised mostly of non jews herodshernds army apparently also
consisted of a large number of non jews particularly within the officer corps

13see wilfried nippel public order in ancient rome new york cam-
bridge university press 1995

64thethe roman empire itself arose in the context of the hellenistic world
and took full advantage of its unity promoting the use of the greek language and
accepting aspects of greek culture the complex unity achieved culturally through
hellenization and politically through integration of territory made rome a strong
and viable power during this period apparently herod felt he could accomplish
the same on a local level precariously balancing the demands ofjewish tradition
roman political influence and cultural hellenism

65apparently65apparently most jews enjoyed a completely relaxed attitude to the hel-
lenization of their society even if some of them occasionally made rhetorical
attacks upon particular manifestations of this process this attitude is no more
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difficult to understand than roman attacks on greek culture by hellenizedhellenizer mem-
bers of the roman aristocracy

666G E M de ste croix the class struggle in the ancient greek world
london duckworth 19811981119119

hoiumholum67holum and hohlfelder king herndsherods dream 59
josephusosephus jewish war 1.6511651

6969josephusjosephus jewish war 1.6481648 55 for the apparent location of the eagle
see richardson herod kind of thethejewsjemsjews 15 18

7070josephusjosephus jewish war 1.6561656
71seesee nanci debloois coins in the new testament in this volume
72sandmel72sandmel profile of a tyrant 261
7373neverthelessnevertheless matthews account is often rejected as a completely reliable

historical source see samuel sandmel herodiansHerodians in interpreters dictionary
2594952594 95 there are several reasons given first it was composed after the events
it reports however the date of a texts composition is not necessarily a warrant
against the possibility that it preserves accurate memories if it was able to use
earlier sources the homeric epics adriansarriansArrians anabasis and livyslevys histories are
regularly used by scholars even though they were composed centuries after the
events they described second there is no extrabiblicalextrabiblical confirmation or corrobo-
ration likewise many historians do not reject other historical narratives just
because there is little or no external verification as in the case of hannibalscannibalsHannibals fifteen
year campaign in italy or agricolasAgricolas seven year administration of britain other
new testament scholars are less certain W F albright and C S mann state
the slaughter of infants two years old or less in a town of the size of bethle-

hem population ca 300 at this time would not only have been a comparatively
minor incident and so probably unknown to josephus but also completely in
line with herodshernds known character W F albright and C S mann the anchor
bible matthew garden city NY doubleday 1971 19

74josephus74josephus jewish war 1.67316731675
75seesee ehud netzer searching for herodshernds tomb archaeology and the

bible the7be best of BAR volume two archaeology in the world of herod jesus
and paul ed hershel shanks and dan P cole washington DC biblical archae-
ology society 1990 136 57

76 strabo geography ed and trans H L jones loeb classical library 8 vols
cambridge harvard university press 1917331917 33 162.4616246

77scholars77scholars have often characterized herodshernds reign as seething with revolu-
tionary fervor A recent study however reveals a more complex picture see
richard A horsley jesus and the spiral of violence popularjewishpopular jewish resistance
in roman palestine minneapolis fortress 1993 59 145

78hannah M cotton and joseph geiger latin and greek documents in
masada II11IL the yigael badinyadin excavations 1963 1965 final reports ed joseph
aviramabiram gideon foerster and ehud netzer jerusalem israel exploration society
and hebrew university of jerusalem 1989 133



herodshernds wealth

john W welch

herodshernds construction of masada and many other massive
building projects leave no doubt that herod the great had access
to large amounts of gold and silver but where his wealth came
from and how much he had is not entirely clear several clues
however concerning the sources and relative amounts of herodshernds
immense wealth and his use of this money to achieve political
ends can be found in the historical remains and from the records
of josephus flavius 1 this article briefly identifies the main finan-
cial information known about herod outlines his political uses and
principal sources of income and appraises his economic resources
in order ultimately to shed light on certain sums of money men-
tioned by jesus in the new testament

herodshernds political uses of wealth

king herod was politically astute his shrewdness is particu-
larly visible in his uses of financial resources to achieve important
political objectives

for example when antony and cleopatra entered judea on
their campaign against the parthiansparthianaParthians in 5434 BC herod managed to
escape from cleopatrascleopatrisCleopatras plans against him by giving her large gifts
and agreeing to lease back from her for two hundred talents each
year the valuable lands that she had previously taken from his
domain 2 then as octavius was securing control over the eastern
mediterranean herod provided generous assistance to him and his
arniarmiesiesles in short there were no necessaries which the army lacked 3131133

in return for this support herod was soon richly rewarded when
octavius defeated antony and cleopatra not only was herod given

74
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back all of the lands cleopatra had appropriated from him but he
also received several new territories ranging from gaza in the
south to joppa on the coast to samaria in the hill country 4

later in 2523 BC in compensation for ridding the land around
damascus of robber infestation herod was awarded further terri-
tories north ofofjudeajudea and galilee and a few years later caesar
proclaimed herod the procurator of syria 5 each of these additions
augmented herodshernds political prestige as well as his revenue sources
and cash flows

besides using money to please the rulers in rome herod
expended vast amounts of money to enhance his local reputation
each of his building projects created jobs and wages for numerous
workers and apparently herod was prompt as a paymaster over
eighteen thousand workers were employed for several years in
constructing the great temple in jerusalem and josephus reports
that they were immediately paid for their daily labor if anyone
worked for but one hour of the day he at once received his pay 6

while much of this huge building growth in the tiny land of
israel benefited the king as did his palaces in jericho and jerusalem
and his various fortresses herod also built or rebuilt many cities
such as caesarea as well as paved the whole ofofjerusalemjerusalem with white
stone these projects directly benefited the populace as a whole
it was said that herod renovated the temple at his own expense
in order to ingratiate himself to his kingdom 7 josephus discusses
herodshernds motives in making these expenditures as follows

to the jews he made the excuse that he was doing these things not
on his own account but by command and order while he sought to
please caesar and the romans by saying that he was less intent upon
observing the customs of his own nation than upon honouringhonouring them
on the whole however he was intent upon his own interests or was
also ambitious to leave behind to posterity still greater monuments
of his reign it was for this reason that he was keenly interested in
the reconstruction of cities and spent very great sums on this work 8

whatever his intentions the economic consequences of herodshernds
building projects must have had profound effects on the entire
economy and society of all peoples under his dominion

herod also made use of his financial powers to establish polit-
ical connections and win honor all around the eastern mediter-
ranean he lavished grants on various cities and peoples around
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the region he built public buildings and gymnasia for tripolistripodisTripolis in
north africa for damascus in syria and a wall for byblusbyblis in pre
sent day lebanon as well as halls porticoesporticoedporticoes temples and market-
places for berytusberylus and tyre theatrestheartrestheatres for sidon and damascus an
aqueduct for laodicea on sea baths sumptuous fountains and
colonnades admirable alike for their architecture and their pro-
portions for ascalon 9 his gifts of land groves food money tax
relief construction capital shipbuilding financing donations
temple refurbishingsrefurbishings and street pavingscavings extended from syria to
greece from cilicia in asia minor to every district of loniaionia
including cos rhodes lycia samos nicopolis pergamumPergamum and on
into the mainland greek cities of athens and sparta he hand-
somely enriched the traditional venue of the olympic games over
which he presided one year endowing them for all time with rev-
enues so that people would not forget his service as president 10

no doubt this foreign aid improved political conditions for the
thousands ofjews living in many cities abroad each of whom paid
a temple tribute back to the temple in jerusalem each year the
apostle paul encouraged his converts to continue making pay-
ments to be taken to jerusalem 1 cor 163 which amounted to
very large sums of money attracting considerable attention and
causing occasional problems

while his munificence may have enhanced the reputation of
herod and the jews of the diaspora abroad at home herod was
sometimes regarded as the most cruel tyrant that ever existed
who crippled the cities under his dominion lavishing the life-

blood ofofjudeajudea on foreign communities 11 some of this grousing
however must have been overstated in light of the money that
poured into jerusalem from jews and god fearersbearers all over the
known world 12 moreover when his kingdom was crippled with
famine herod used his own moneys including his artistic orna-
ments of gold and silver to purchase grain from egypt to relieve
the suffering of his people 13 josephus claims that there was no
one who asked for aid in his need and was turned away without
getting such help as he deserved and at least once because of
this solicitude the people changed their opinion of herod 14

jesus once said make to yourself friends of the mammon of
unrighteousness luke 169 it would appear that no one around
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the time of christ was more experienced than herod the great at
using mammon to make friends and influence people

main sources of herodshernds wealth

with all this wealth being used for construction and other pur-
poses one wonders where it came from herod skillfully exploited
every available source of revenue common to his day and then some

of course he collected taxes from his subject peoples were
his tax policies oppressive upon herodshernds death one of the things
his people clamored for was tax relief while this outcry may indi-
cate that herodshernds tax rate was probably high popular pressures for
tax relief are virtually universal moreover in one period of recov-
ery from sharp crop failure and economic trouble herod remit-
ted to the people of his kingdom a third part of their taxes 111515 on
another occasion he remitted a fourth of their taxes for the pre-
vious year because he was in a good mood 16 in the case of the
colonists who settled in bataneabatangaBatanea he remitted the taxes completely
thus the frequently drawn picture of a kingdom tragically op-
pressed by taxes does not appear to be entirely accurate more-
over there is no evidence that herod or his heirs paid any tribute

rome after 3217111717to 30 bce
indeed herodshernds financial resources did not come exclusively

from the imposition of taxes on the kingdom18kingdom18 herod also col-
lected tribute from other peoples at one time the king of arabia
paid a tribute to rome of two hundred talents which herod was
responsible to collect 19 he also controlled important trade routes
from which he derived customs duties including the nabatean
trade from arabia and maritime commerce through caesarea 2010

moreover herod brought considerable personal wealth to his
kingdom he owned valuable lands which he rented out for a
time the arabs rented grazing land from herod 21

he was also engaged in direct agricultural production on his
lands he owned large groves of date palms and balsam trees on
the latter crop he held a monopoly for balsam grows only at jeri-
cho in nearby en gedl and it was the most precious thing there 1 I22

this crop brought in a large income in 34 BC antony took the
balsam groves nearjerichonearjericho and presented them to his love cleopatra
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when confronted by the two herod appeased their ill will
agreeing to take these lands back on lease for an annual sum of
two hundred talents 111323 in the end these lands were restored to
herod by octavian in 30 BC moreover herodshernds personal estate
included fertile lands in the jezreel valley that he acquired by ap-
propriation from the hasmoneansHasmoneans 24

in addition money flowed from all over the known world
into the temple in jerusalem and hence into the kingdom of herod
by virtue of the annual half shelek temple tax that every jewish
man over the age of twenty was required to pay large jewish pop-
ulationsulations in rome alexandria loniaionia babylon and elsewhere sent
convoys each year transmitting these payments

perhaps most amazingly herod collected substantial royal-
ties from the sale of copper on the island of cyrus which name
in greek means copper the copper mines on that island pro-
duced high quality ore and provided a main source of copper for
the entire roman empire herod obtained these rights from augus-
tus caesar who was interested in strengthening the hand of herod
in the east so that he could stabilize that part of the world in that
connection herod made a present of three hundred talents to
caesar who was providing spectacles and doles for the people of
rome while caesar gave him half the revenues from the copper
mines of cyprus and entrusted him with the management of the
other half 2515

occasionally herod turned to confiscation and exercising royal
powers of eminent domain for example in order to make his gifts
to antony herod confiscated valuable equipment or ornaments
and generally despoiled the well to do killing forty five of the
leaders of antigonussAntigonuss party and placing guards to be sure that no
silver or gold was taken out with the bodies 26 on one occasion
herod took 30005000 talents from the tomb of king david 27 appar-
ently herod had no problem taking from the rich or from anyone
for that matter josephus tells in place of their ancient prosperity
and ancestral laws he had sunk the nation to poverty and the last
degree of iniquity in short the miseries which herod in the course
of a few years had inflicted on the jews surpassed all that their fore-
fathers had suffered during all the time since they left babylon to
return to their country in the reign of xerxes 1128112128 herodshernds storehouses
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at masada and elsewhere are evidence that this statement may well
have considerable truth behind it

amounts of money involved in herodshernds history

if the raw numbers given by josephus can be trusted even as
approximations herod had large amounts of revenue coming in
each year in addition he held in reserve substantial supplies of
hard currency especially in the temple treasury

josephus describes the contents of the temple early in herodshernds
reign as already including the candelabrum and lamps the table
the vessels for libation and censerscenseracensers all of solid gold an accumula-
tion of spices and the store of sacred money hieron chrematonchrimat5nchrematon
amounting to two thousand talents 2919 by leaving the utensils and
wealth of the temple in place pompey garnered the goodwill of
the people of judea crassus however marched into jerusalem
and carried away all of the money in the temple amounting to
2000 talents along with all of the gold equal to 8000 talents 3010

the total value of the wealth of the temple given byjosephusbyjosephus was
thus at least 10000 talents when the romans burned the temple
in AD 70 sabinus one of many lootersfooterslooters openly took four hundred
talents for himself 113131

in addition to those assets it has been estimated that the
total annual fiscal yield that herod drew from the kingdom was
about 1050 talents 113232 from galilee alone the tax output the year
after herodshernds death was 100 talents33talents33 at the same time the total
revenue from idumea judea samaria stratos tower sebaste
joppa and jerusalem was 400 talents34talents 34 and from jamnia azotus
and phasaelis 60 talents 3531

while no figures exist to document herodshernds revenues from
rents or from farming and mining activities his profits must have
well exceeded the 200 talent rent he received from cleopatra on
one tract of land alone and the income from the mines in cyprus
would have been very significant indeed

by galilean and late jewish definitions a talent of gold or sil-

ver was at least 20.4204204 kilograms a tyrian talent was about 42.5425425 kilo-
grams 36 so 1000 talents would have amounted to 45000 or
9350095500 pounds 22522.5225 or 46.754675 tons respectively
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if the recent estimates are anywhere near accurate in placing
the total jewish population in the roman empire at this time at
about five to seven million people the annual temple tax from
jews all over the world could have easily yielded over a million
shekels at 15.12615126 grams of silver per shekel this amount would
equal 15126 kilograms 35547335473334735347 pounds or 16.7167167 tons of silver

what purchasing power all this wealth commanded is diffi-
cult to say much depended on the circumstances of supply and
demand need and desire for example the persian emperor dar-
ius gave the jews 50 talents for the rebuilding of the temple in the
days of ezra 37 A son who managed 3000 talents belonging to his
father in egypt spent 400 talents in an extravagant display to impress
ptolemy and cleopatra 38 A group of jews paid 8 silver talents to
florus the roman procurator in caesarea in an attempt to protect
the synagogue there39there 39 and when titus surrounded and attacked
jerusalem in AD 70 the cost of a single measure of grain in the
face of starvation rose to the extraordinary price of 1 talent 40

even after a lifetime of heavy spending herod still held sev-
eral well stocked treasuries when he died josephus points out that
after the death of herod his sons got along with land significant
amounts of hard currency augustus caesar himself served as the
executor of herodshernds estate the emperor awarded perea and galilee
to herodshernds son antipas with a revenue of two hundred talents
annually 41 in the north philips annual revenue was one hundred
talents and in the south archelaussArchelauss income was four hundred tal-
ents according to one account 42 six hundred talents according to
another 4313 salomeslomessalimesSa share was a total revenue of sixty talents with
various other gifts totaling 1000 or 1500 talents going to other
members of herodshernds fhifaifalfamilynily 44 finally herodshernds legacy to caesar was
another 1000 talents 4541

large monetary amounts in the new testament

the vast wealth of king herod and his dynasty helps to put
various events and sayings from the life of jesus into an historicohistorics
economic perspective

jesus concentrated his time in jerusalem by spending it in
or around the great temple of herod the fabulous wealth and
dominant economic functions of the templetemple46tempie46 must have prompted
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jesus warnings against the temple hierarchy and its money chang-
ing As jesus sat opposite the temple treasury watching people
making contributions to the temple and many that were rich cast
in much mark 1241 the enormous accumulations of wealth vis-
ible in that extravagant place must also have stood in grotesque
and shocking contrast to the simple needs of the poor making the
scene even more poignant when there came a certain poor widow
and she threw in two mites which make a farthing mark 1242
which was all that she had

money also figures prominently in jesus parable of the tal-
ents A man traveling abroad left his goods in the hands of three
servants to one he gave five talents to another two and to another
one matt 2515 five talents was obviously a sizable amount of
gold or silver either 102 or 212 kilograms 225 or 467.54675 pounds
depending on which weight system was involved even the ser-
vant with one talent was given sufficient funds to enter into a sig-
nificantnificant commercial venture in addition the ratio of 125 might
have reminded some of jesus listeners of the disposition of
income streams under herodshernds estate among three of his sons
philip 100 talents antipas 200 talents and archelaus 400 or
600 talents

above all in the parable of the unforgiving servant a certain
servant was brought to give an accounting to his king the servant
owed the king a debt of 10000 talents matt 1824 when the ser-
vant begged for leniency and worshippedworshipped the king the king was
moved with compassion and forgave the entire debt that same
servant however went out and found one of his fellows who
owed him 100 pence and demanded payment when the king
learned what had happened he reinstated the debt in full not
only does that large debt figure represent an impossible sum
worth perhaps several billion dollars in todays markets but
against the historical background of the temple of herod it is note-
worthy that 10000 talents was exactly equal to the value of the
total temple treasury as stated by josephus thus the unforgiving
servant may in fact represent the king or the temple high priest
into whose hands god had entrusted the keeping of that huge
amount of sacred wealth no one else in judea could conceivably
have held that kind of money thus the political upshot of the
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parable may well be this despite the great debts and offenses of
the rulers of the temple against god they can be readily forgiven
by god so long as they beg his forgiveness and worship him
when asked however to be generous to a commoner in need of a
small amount the rich rulers of the temple will be unmoved and
as a consequence they will be held personally accountable for the
loss of the entire temple treasury

john W welch is the robert K thomas professor of law at brigham young uni-
versityversity appreciation is expressed to allisonaulsonanison welch for her research and assis-
tance on this and other topics concerning masada and the new testament
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herod the greats building program

andrew teasdale

herod the great although remembered principally in chris-
tian circles for his slaughter of the infants as stated in matthews
gospel also left his mark on the worlds memory as an ambitious
builder herod finally consolidated power in 37 BC and immedi-
ately began an extensive building program one perhaps un-
equaled in the history of ancient israel ehud netzer declares that
herod the greats building projects in W palestine constitute the

most prominent in the country for any single specific period or
personality herodshernds construction sites were located mainly in
western palestine but also included places such as antioch beirut
damascus and rhodes 1 the scope of his projects varied from
simple monuments to public works fortresses palaces and the
magnificent temple in jerusalem

our knowledge of herodshernds building activities comes princi-
pally from archaeological remains the writings of flavius jose-
phus and in the instance of the temple in jerusalem the mishnah
several structures built by herod are closely related to significant
new testament events beginning with zachariasszachariaszZachariass vision in the
temple in jerusalem and perhaps ending with pauls departure to
rome from herodshernds city of caesarea 2

herodiumherodiusHerodium

rising from the judean wilderness and located just three
miles southeast of bethlehem is herodiumherodiusHerodium strategically placed at
the apex of a small hill herodiumherodiurnherodiusHerodiumodlum is one of the palace fortresses
herod constructed as a security measure the fortress was circular
just over two hundred feet in diameter an exterior wall with four

85
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towers rose approximately one hundred feet above the original
hill the highest tower rose an additional fifty feet above the exte-
rior wall huge quantities of soil were dumped around this exterior
wall creating a cone shaped peak that gave the fortress the appear-
ance of a volcano 3

this fortress dominated bethlehemsBethlehems skyline during new tes-
tament times and remains a prominent feature of the region to this
day it certainly was weather permitting a landmark that mary and
joseph would have looked for as they approached bethlehem he
rodiumcodium may also have quartered the soldiers that carried out herodshernds
infant extermination order

machaerusmachaeriusMachaerus

machaerusmachaeriusMachaerus is another palace fortress with new testament sig-
nificancenificance it is located about twelve miles south and three miles
east of the dead seas northern shore upon herodshernds death ma
chaeruschierus became the property of herodshernds son antipas who ruled a
split realm that included the area east of the dead sea and also the
area around the sea of galileesGalilees western shore sometime before
jesus began his ministry antipas fell in love with his niece
herodius who was also his half brothers wife and later married
her a flagrant breach of jewish law one outspoken critic of
antipass action was john the baptist matthew records that herod
antipas imprisoned john and wanted to execute him but he was
worried about the reaction of the people who viewed john as a
prophet however in the fortress palace of machaerusmachaeriusMachaerus antipas
was finally persuaded to take action

but when herodshernds birthday was kept the daughter of he-
rodias danced before them and pleased herod whereupon he
promised with an oath to give her whatsoever she would ask and
she being before instructed of her mother said give me here john
baptists head in a charger and the king was sorry nevertheless for
the oaths sake and them which sat with him at meat he com-
manded it to be given her and he sent and beheaded john in the
prison matt 146 10

jericho

jericho another palace complex related to new testa-
ment events is located about thirteen miles from jerusalem
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terrace of the northern palace this impressive structure is just one of
herodshernds many building projects at masada

and approximately one mile southwest of the old testament jeri-
cho with its mild winters jericho served as a winter palace for
jewish rulers and also as a crossroads and an agricultural center

construction of this complex was initiated by the hasmocasmo
neans who built several grand estates the beginnings of a palace
gardens bathhousesbathhouses swimming pools and multiple channels to
conduct water from the nearby springs herod made improve-
ments to the hasmoneanHasmonhasmonaeanean structures and added three palaces a the-
ater a reception hall a sunken garden a horse and chariot racing
course and possibly a gymnasium 4

although only thirteen miles from jerusalem jericho is more
than 3200 feet lower in elevation in fact jericho has the distinc-
tion of being the lowest city on the earths surface approximately
825 feet below sea level this phenomenon gives added meaning
to jesus statement introducing the parable of the good samaritan
A certain man went down fromjerusalemfrom jerusalem to jerichotojericho luke 1030

italics added
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jesus visited jericho at least once the synoptic gospels
record that he visited jericho on his final ascent to jerusalem
mark 1046 it is recorded that there he healed a blind man

stayed with short statured zacchaeus and delivered the parable of
the pounds luke 18551835 1927

caesarea maritimamariflitnamaritinaMarimarltima

another of herodshernds projects was the city that he constructed
and named caesarea maritimamaritinaMaritima he named it caesarea in honor of
augustus caesar currently the qualifier maritinamaritimaMaritima is used to distin-
guish the city from caesarea philippi caesarea is located on the
mediterranean coast about fifty five miles north northwest of jeru-
salem it took from ten to twelve years to build the city which was
inaugurated in 109 BC 5 caesarea was a large city 164 acres
within the city wall that included a theater hippodrome roman
temple and more 6 josephus provides the best contemporaneous
description of the city

and when he observed that there was a place near the sea for-
merly called stratos tower which was very well suited to be the site
of a city he set about making a magnificent plan and put up build-
ings all over the city not of ordinary material but of white stone he
also adorned it with a very costly palace with civic halls and what
was greatest of all and required the most labour with a well pro
tectedteated harbour of the size of piraeus with landing places and sec-
ondary anchorages inside 7

to supply water for the city herod constructed an aqueduct
upheld by a six and one half mile linefinebine of arches this aqueduct car-
ried water from a spring near the base of the carmel mountain
range to caesarea however the spring did not provide sufficient
water for the city herodshernds solution to the freshwaterfresh water problem was
to combine the water from two sources to supply the additional
water a tunnel was constructed from the head of the aqueduct
through six miles of limestone foothills to another source of fresh
water creating a twelve and one half mile aqueduct six miles tun-
neled and six and one half miles over arches 8

herod also put the tidal action of the mediterranean sea to
good use he constructed the city with a sewer system open to the
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aqueduct for caesarea the portion of the aqueduct supported by
arches was sixsix and one half miles long to supply water to caesarea
herod also tunneled six miles through limestone hills the meditermediger
raneanfanean sea is inin the background of this view

sea and used the high tides to flush the sewer this measure
certainly cut down on the cityscites appeal as a seaside swimming re-
sort but was an effective and laborsavinglabor saving way to keep the city clean

the harbor constructed at caesarea was like many of he
rods projects massive as well as innovative it was entirely artifi-
cial the first of its kind in the ancient world it extended some
fifteen hundred feet into the mediterranean sea and actually con-
sisted of a smaller harbor nested inside a larger one the south-
ern and northern breakwaters were approximately two hundred
feet wide and one hundred fifty feet wide respectively the sixty
foot wide entrance was located at the northwestern portion of
the harbor 9

josephus records that the breakwaters were constructed by
submerging massive stone blocks 10 archaeological excavations
have revealed that in addition to large blocks forms and under-
water concrete were used in the breakwaters construction one
form thus far examined was forty nine feet by thirty nine feet by
five feet after the form was built a type of underwater concrete
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was used to fill the form As each section was raised above sea
level the next section further out to sea was undertaken

caesarea is the location of several significant new testament
events and has the distinction of being the first city where it is

recorded that the gospel was preached to the gentiles cornelius
the roman centurion was stationed in caesarea when he had the
vision that directed him to send for peter peter responded by visit-
ing caesarea preaching the gospel and baptizing cornelius and
several of his associates acts 10

there is an additional feature of caesarea that is significant
just to the south of the previously mentioned harbor herod built a
seaside palace atop a small peninsula surrounded on three sides
by water this palace had a freshwaterfresh water pool as its central feature
the water for this nearly olympic sized pool 115 feet by 59 feet
was provided by channels cut into the rock at its eastern end in
the pools center was a pedestal that probably supported a statue
A dining room was situated just east of the pool this room had a

beautiful multicolored tiled floor and an apse with a semicircular
fountain the palace also featured a roman style bath colonnaded
halls and various serving rooms

it is possible that this palace was the location of an important
episode of pauls life his encounter with agrippa 12 after pauls
arrest in jerusalem he was brought to caesarea several days later
paul and his jewish accusers met there before festus where paul
successfully defended himself against their charges and testified of
jesus resurrection acts 2518 19 festus then offered paul the
opportunity to return to jerusalem and defend himself there but
paul knowing of the jewish plans for his murder and also knowing
that he should go to rome acts 25112311 asked to have his case
tried before caesar festus related these events to agrippa who
was intrigued by what had happened and commanded that paul
appear before him

then agrippa said unto festus I1 would also hear the man
myself to morrow said he thou shalt hear him and on the morrow
when agrippa was come and bernice with great pomp and was
entered into the place of hearing with the chief captains and prin-
cipal men of the city at festus commandment paul was brought
forth then agrippa said unto paul thou art permitted to speak
for thyself then paul stretched forth the hand and answered for
himself acts 2522 23 261
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paul then gave a stirring account of his vision and missionary
labors and of the persecution he received at jewish hands pauls
testimony was such that agrippa was convinced of his innocence
acts 2632 and even professed almost thou persuadestpersuadest me to

be a christian acts 2628 paul then embarked from the harbor
at caesarea for rome

the temple complex at jerusalem

without doubt the greatest of herodshernds construction projects
was the temple complex in jerusalem and the platform on which it
rested the temple platform was a massive structure that domi-
nated jerusalem in new testament times and was the largest struc-
ture of its kind in the roman world

the platform the temple platform rests at the top of a ridge
that runs north south through jerusalem the kidron valley bor-
ders on the east and the tyropoeon valley on the west the ridge
slopes down to the south and has a gentle rise as it continues to
the north the platform as originally constructed by solomon was
nearly square and about 861 feet on each side A later addition
added by the hasmoneansHasmoneans in the second century BC extended
the platform roughly 130 feet to the south 13

herod constructed an enormous expansion of this platform
due to the precipitous drop of the kidron valley herod did not
extend the platform to the east he did however extend the plat-
form in all other directions when completed it measured approx-
imately 172000 square yards 14 the extensions to the south and
west required the most effort because in these areas the hills
downward slope required the construction of massive retaining
walls and a series of arches to support the platform the retain-
ing walls towered more than 80 feet above the roadways and
reached over 50 feet below street level 31151115211515 it is generally thought
that one of these corners is the pinnacle of the temple where the
second temptation occurred matt 45 7 16

many new testament events occurred on this platform includ-
ing simeon and annas identification of the messiah luke 225 38
jesus teaching of the doctors aukeluke 246 49 many events ofofjesusjesus
ministry and peter and johns healing of the lame man acts 31 8
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the royal portico across the southern end of the platform
herod built a royal portico or stoa there are no archaeological
remains of this structure as it was completely destroyed by the
romans in AD 70 17 however josephus did provide an excellent
description of this building

the fourth front of this court facing south also had gates in the
middle and had over it the royal portico which had three aisles
extending in length from the eastern to the western ravine now
the columns of the portico stood in four rows one opposite the
other all along the fourth row was attached to a wall built of
stone and the thickness of each column was such that it would
take three men with outstretched arms touching one another to
envelop it its height was twenty seven feet and there was a double
mouldingrunningmouldinmoulding grunningrunning round its base the number of all the columns was
a hundred and sixty two and their capitals were ornamented in the
corinthian style of carving which caused amazement by the magnif-
icence of its whole effect since there were four rows they made
three aisles among them under the porticoesporticoedporticoes of these the two side
ones corresponded and were made in the same way each being
thirty feet in width a stade in length and over fifty feet in height but
the middle aisle was one and a half times as wide and twice as high
and thus it greatly towered over those on either side the ceilings of
the porticoedporticoesporticoes were ornamented with deeply cut wood carvings rep-
resenting all sorts of different figures the ceiling of the middle aisle
was raised to a greater height and the front wall was cut at either
end into architravesarchitravedarchitraves with columns built into it and all of it was pol-
ished so that these structures seemed incredible to those who had
not seen them and were beheld with amazement by those who set
eyes on them 18

this building possibly served as a meeting place for jewish leaders
and may have been a regrouping area after their verbal forays with
jesus it is also probable that this building was the banking center
for the temple and the location of the money changers hence it
was presumably through this building that jesus stormed with his
scourge and overturned the money changers tables 19

the antonia fortress at the northwestern corner of this
platform herod constructed the antonia fortress because this build-
ing was also destroyed by the romans once again josephus pro-
vides the details about the building 20 the fortress was roughly
rectangular in shape and built upon a rock escarpment its appear-
ance was that of a tower with other towers at each of the four cor-
ners three of these turrets were fifty cubitscubias high while that at the
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southeastsouth east angle rose to seventy cubitscubias and so commanded a view
of the whole area of the temple 31211233221I1 the antonia provided the ro-
man soldiers garrisoned there an excellent view of the platform
and the crowds that often assembled below As the temple plat-
form was an assembly place for the jewish people there were
many skirmishes there between the roman soldiers and the jewish
crowds one of these skirmishes involved paul

and all the city was moved and the people ran together and
they took paul and drew him out of the temple and forthwith the
doors were shut and as they went about to kill him tidings came
unto the chief captain of the band that all jerusalem was in an
uproar who immediately took soldiers and centurionscenturione and ran
down unto them and when they saw the chief captain and the sol-
diers they left beating of paul

then the chief captain came near and took him and com-
manded him to be bound with two chains and demanded who he
was and what he had done and some cried one thing some
another among the multitude and when he could not know the cer-
tainty for the tumult he commanded him to be carried into the cas-
tle and when he came upon the stairs so it was that he was bomeborne
of the soldiers for the violence of the people for the multitude of
the people followed after crying away with him and as paul was to
be led into the castle he said unto the chief captain may I1 speak
unto thee

who said canstcanet thou speak greek art not thou that egyptian
which before these days madest an uproar and leddestreddest out into the
wilderness four thousand men that were murderers

but paul said I1 am a man which am a jew of tarsus a city in
Ciciliciaficia a citizen of no mean city and I1 beseech thee suffer me to
speak unto the people

and when he had given him licence paul stood on the stairs
and beckoned with the hand unto the people and when there was
made a great silence he spake unto them in the hebrew tongue
acts 2130 40

paul standing on the stairs of the antonia then proceeded to telltenteilteli his
conversion story the jews were enraged by his words and the
uproar prompted the chief captain to bind paul and deliver him into
the antonia to be scourgedscourgerscourged at this point paul played his trump card
and informed the captain that he was a roman citizen A short time
later paul was removed from the antonia and taken to caesarea

it is possible that the antonia served as the location of
another significant new testament event although caesarea was
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the official residence for the roman procurator many times he
governed directly from jerusalem during the jewish holidays
which were often marked by violent outbursts against the ro-
mans while visiting jerusalem pilate resided at herodshernds palace in
the upper city or when there was concern of a possible outbreak
in the antonia it is therefore possible that pilate lodged in the
antonia during the passover season just days after jerusalem wel-
comed a new jewish king

late thursday night or early friday morning before that fate-
ful passover jesus was arrested by the jews in a garden just east of
the temple he was taken to caiaphassCaiaphass palace and there found
guilty of blasphemy and worthy of death mark 1464 jesus was
subsequently delivered to pilate and it may have been at the anto-
nia just beyond the temples shadow that pilate declared 1 I find
no fault in this man luke 254234234254 later pilate offered the people
the choice of freeing either jesus or barabbasrabbasBa and the temple
courtyard rang with the cry crucify him luke 2321

the temple the showpiece of the complex certainly was
the jewish temple it was a massive structure rising over 200 feet
above the surrounding platform with an exterior at least partially
covered in gold

computer generated model of herodshernds temple southern view
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the exterior of the building wanted nothing that could
astound either mind or eye for being covered on all sides with mas-
sive plates of gold the sun was no sooner up than it radiated so fiery
a flash that persons straining to look at it were compelled to avert
their eyes as from the solar rays to approaching strangers it
appeared from a distance like a snow clad mountain for all that was
not overlaid with gold was of purest white 22

the temples front facade was about 172 feet high and 172 feet
broad the same as the length of the temple the entrance was
ornamented with golden vines and oversized grape clusters 2321 in
front of the doors to the temple hung a babylonian tapestry with
embroidery of blue and fine linen of scarlet also and purple
wrought with marvelous skill 112424

this tapestry hung in front of two sets of double doors that
opened into the holy place the holy place was just over thirty
four feet wide sixty nine feet long and sixty nine feet high
twenty cubitscubias by forty cubitscubias by forty cubitscubias and contained three

items the golden lampstand or menorah the table of shewbread
and the altar of incense

the holy place was separated from the holy of holies by two
veils the holy of holies was empty during new testament times
in solomons temple this room held the ark of the covenant but
by the time of christ the ark had been lost

around the holy of holies and the holy place were storage
rooms a water drain and a stairway that provided access to the
upper floor the upper floor contained two rooms with the same
dimensions as the holy place and holy of holies

although jesus never entered the temple 2521 he initially recog-
nized it as his fathers house john 216 and later claimed it as his
own mark 1117 the temple was the location of the first re-
corded new testament event

there was in the days of herod the king ofofjudaeajudaeajudana a certain
priest named zacharias of the course ofofabiaofaliaabiaabla and his wife was of the
daughters of aaron and her name was elisabeth and they were both
righteous before god walking in all the commandments and ordi-
nances of the lord blameless and they had no child because that
elisabeth was barren and they both were now well stricken in years
and it came to pass that while he executed the priests office before
god in the order of his course according to the custom of the
priests office his lot was to bumburn incense when he went into
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herodshernds temple

the temple of the lord and the whole multitude of the people were
praying without at the time of incense and there appeared unto
him an angel of the lord standing on the right side of the altar of
incense luke 151115 11

when the angel visited him zacharias was standing before the
altar of incense in the holy place of the temple that had been built
under herodshernds direction

conclusion

from the angels visit to zacharias until pauls departure from
caesarea to rome herodshernds buildings provided the setting for many
new testament events netzer observes no doubt herod had a
deep understanding for building and architecture the wide range
of original ideas the buildings outstanding locations and the unique
combination of functions such as at herodiumherodiusHerodium and jerichosjerichowJerichos hippo-
drome are clear evidence of herodshernds personal role in the initiative
as well as the implementation of these vast building activities 26

herodshernds architectural skill ensured that his buildings would endure
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for many ages and it is entirely possible that some of these struc-
tures will yet provide the setting for significant future events for
israel and christendom

andrew teasdale is a graduate student at utah state university
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appear in the gospels second two greek words with significant differences in
meaning have been translated simply as temple in the king james version the
greek word naos most often refers to the actual temple structure the greek
word hieron refers to the temple at jerusalem including the whole temple
precinct wwithith its buildings courts etc walter bauerbaueraA greek english lexicon
of the new testament and other early christian literature trans william F

arndt and F wilbur gingrich 2dad ed chicago university of chicago press
1979 sv hieron for example in luke 19 zacharias burned incense in the
naos in matthew 2112 jesus went in to the hieron to cast out those who sold
and bought meaning he did not enter the temple itself but the surrounding
precinct the word bieronhieron is used in the references to jesus being in the temple

snetzer2netzernetzer herodsherndsHerods building program 3172
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when alexander the great defeated the forces of darius III111iliill
near gaugamelaGaugamela in 331 BC he became heir to the persian empire 1

palestine was among those territories acquired after his victory
over the last achaemenid ruler for the first twenty years after
alexanders deatlf11iisdeath his region was hotly contested 2 the territory
was assigned to laomedonLaomedon in the initial division of responsibilities
in 323 BC he held it until ptolemy soter acquired it in 320 in 315
antigonos one eye seized all of palestine ptolemy retrieved it
from antigonossAntigonoss son demetrius in 312 antigonos recaptured the
area in 311 but he was killed at the battle of ipsusipsas in 301 seleubeleu
cus who then held palestine yielded it to ptolemy ptolemy and
his heirs held judea for the next century in 200 antiochusantilochusAntiochus illsIIIsllis
decisive victory over the ptolemiesPtolemies in the fifth syrian war made
jerusalem and its environs the concern of the seleucid monarchs 3

the seleucids enjoyed political supremacy until antiochusantilochusAntiochus IV
epiphanesEpiphanes persecution of the jewish faith in the l60s160s BC incited
the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean revolt laying the foundation for the eventual inde-
pendencependence ofjudea 4

for a century and a half palestine had continued under the
jurisdiction of one or another hellenistic monarch jews came into
regular contact with hellenistic culture in the persons and policies
of its rulers however shifting and the greco macedonian settlers
who penetrated the region 5 interaction between jews and greeks
became more regular and sustained than ever before it would be

99
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surprising indeed if there were no signs of hellenization greek
cultural influence in the jewish community throughout the sec-
ond temple period 6

one may argue indeed many have argued about the degree
to which greek models affected jewish society an enormous body
of scholarship has been devoted to the study of hellenism and the
jews with particular attention given to the period of the reign of
antiochusantilochusAntiochus IV epiphanesEpiphanes beginning in 170 BC and the ensuing
hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean revolt down to the high priesthood of simon last of
the maccabean brothers in 140 7

the initial encounter between hellenism and judaism has been
variously treated by scholars one view holds that two opposing
parties existed within judaism on one hand were the devout
jews usually linked in the first centuries with the phariseesPharisees and
the essenesespenes who were pious observers of the law and naturally if
not always successfully opposed to greek influences on the other
hand were the hellenists jews who accepted and promoted
greek culture which was energetically championed by antiochusantilochusAntiochus IV

epiphanesEpiphanes the devout jews gained a decisive advantage when the
selucidseleucid king tried to substitute greek rites for traditional jewish
worship the jewish faith previously giving way to greek prac-
tices was ironically preserved by the kings overzealous attempt at
hellenization the sponsors of hellenistic culture suddenly met
with the active resistance of the monotheistic jews 8 for those who
view this resistance as successfully prevailing the jewish commu-
nity was and remained in political institutions in observances and
in its culture and literary products markedly un hellenistic 799

another view claims that the greek influence in palestine was
profound and pervasive originally meeting no resistance and influ-
encing everything from politics and economics to literature and
philosophy according to this school there was a process of assim-
ilation and understanding that resulted in a decidedly hellenizedhellenizer
palestinian judaism not notably distinct from the judaism of the
diaspora the process of assimilation in the period of initial
encounter was interrupted only by the nationalistic uprising of the
maccabees 10 the main proponents of cultural assimilation and
accommodation in time became known as the sadducees
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evidence ofjewishofjewish reception of greek culture

jewish sources themselves suggest that at least some jews
were receptive to hellenistic culture and that jewish involvement
with greek traditions was not always considered a threat to religious
piety the writer of 1 maccabees himself critical of the corrupting
influences of greek culture admits a widespread jewish initiated
desire to participate in some of the forms of greek life in the sec-
ond century BC after a cursory summary of the career of alexan-
der the great and his political successors he records

from them came forth a sinful root antiochusantilochusAntiochus epiphanesEpiphanes son
of antiochusantilochusAntiochus the king he had been a hostage in rome he began to
reign in the one hundred and thirty seventh year of the kingdom of
the greeks in those days lawless men came forthforfonthromthrowfrom israel and
misled many saying let us go and make a covenant with the gen-
tiles round about us for since we separated from them many evils
have come upon us this proposal pleased them and some of the
people eagerly went to the king he authorized them to observe the
ordinances of the gentiles so they built a gymnasium in jerusalem
according to gentile custom and removed the marks of circumci-
sion and abandoned the holy covenant they joined with the gen-
tiles and sold themselves to evil 1 mace 191519 15 italics added

the language is strongly biased being that of an author whose
own life postdated the events he describes here by a generation12generation12

and who viewed the jewish involvement with the ordinances of
the gentiles as a departure from the sacred traditions of the fathers
the only thing one can say with any certainty about the actions of
these unnamed jews apart from the authors interpretation of those
actions is that they approached the seleucid king and requested
and received authorization to build a gymnasium the traditional
site for greek education the interest in this greek custom in
jerusalem originated with the jews themselves although in time
this development admittedly became problematic for some jews 13

A more precise account is given in 2 maccabees this book
describes a dispute over the high priesthood between a certain
simon and the high priest onias jason the brother of onias is
said to have gone to the king antiochusantilochusAntiochus IV and obtained the high
priesthood for himself by promising the king 80 talents more trib-
ute than he had hitherto received jason offered an additional
150 talents over and above the 80 talents already proffered for
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permission to establish by his jasons authority a gymnasium a
body of youth to attend it and the right to register antiochenesAntiochenes in
jerusalem 14 the king assented jason took office and shifted his
countrymen over to the greek way of life 2 mace 47 10

this account likewise attributes the impetus for a gymnasium
and perhaps other greek cultural practices to certain jews them-
selves in this case to jason there is no evidence of resistance
to the gymnasium in jerusalem the author of 2 maccabees regards
the response in jerusalem as a dangerous rejection of the laws of
god for which the jews would be punished 2 mace 416 17

but such a view is interpretive of the admittedly few contempora-
neous sources none characterizes the gymnasium or jason and his
hellenizingHellenizing reforms as an evil destined to bring on gods wrath 15

at the time the gymnasium was established it seems to have been
very popular and the priests seem to have participated enthusias-
ticallyti 116I the jewish high priest was however careful to secure the
activity under priestly control jason specifically requests that it
might be established under his authority perhaps to be free from
any non jewish management in the regulation of the enterprise

the story of jason establishing a gymnasium describes just
one jewish response to hellenistic culture elements of greek soci-
ety other than the gymnasium and periods other than the mac-
cabean could serve as further case studies for the jewish relationship
to hellenistic culture in testamentalintertestamentalinter and new testament times
in other subjects and other times it is also possible to see jewish
acceptance and appropriation of greek traditions two examples
may be mentioned the writings of jewish historians and the
work of jewish artisans

jewish writers sometimes adopted the historiographic meth-
ods of greek historians of the hellenistic era writing in greek
jewish historians claimed the non greek origin of greek culture
this practice was by no means limited to jewish authors one of
the earliest known examples of this kind of nationalistic apologetic
comes from hecataeus ofofabderaabderaabdela who was commissioned by king
ptolemy of egypt to write a history of that country his kultarkultur
geschichte which represented egypt as the original source for the
great cultural achievements of greece served as a model for sev-
eral hellenistic jewish authors 17
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the jew Eupolemus calls moses the first wise man using the
greek term sophos moses is therefore not just the conduit of gods
commandments to israel but the first philosopher the originator
of greek wisdom 18 artapanusArtapanus writing in the second century BC

portrays abraham joseph and moses all as cultural benefactors
abraham taught astrology to the king of the egyptians joseph insti-
tuted successful farming innovations and discovered measures as

well moses is credited with a variety of practical inventions includ-
ing ships devices for lifting stones as well as egyptian weapons
fighting techniques and philosophy besides these he is supposed
to have had a hand in organizing egyptian worship to have been a
great military leader and to have had virtually magical powers 19

by fashioning moses and his patriarchal predecessors as cul-
tural benefactors of egypt artapanusArtapanus indirectly asserts jewish
superiority over the greeks according to hecataeus on whose
history artapanusArtapanus strongly relied the greeks derived their wisdom
and learning from the egyptians according to artapanusArtapanus the egyp-
tians derived theirs from the jews 20

jewish artisans likewise imitated greek styles utilizing greek
architectural and mythological motifs in the ornamentation of their
own religious and secular structures archaeology has yielded
some interesting finds in palestinian synagogues jewish symbols
sometimes coexist with greco roman mythology the synagogue
at hammathhammarth biberiastiberias from around the third and fourth centuries AD

preserves a mosaic of helios with globe and whip in hand 21 the
third century synagogue at chorazinChorazin has a frieze representing

corinthian capital
from masada ref-
lectingflecting the influxinflu
ence of hellenistic
traditions upon
herodshernds architec-
ture this engaged
capital specifically
the upper drum is
from the banquet-
ing hall of the
northern palace
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hercules the medusa a cen-
taur and some decidedly
dionysiac humans 22 what-
ever the motivation for such
depictions we must assume
by their presence in the
centers of jewish religious
life that they were aestheti-
cally acceptable to some
pious jewish audiences

the reception of alex-
ander as a prototype

in antiquity individ-
ual jewish attitudes to hel-
lenism likely varied as much
as modern interpretations
of them there can be little
doubt that the introduc-
tion of hellenistic rule gave
rise to recurring and ener-
getic discussions concern-
ing the appropriate jewish
response to the policies
of hellenistic monarchs
in palestine and the cul-
tural forms that accompa-
nied them

consider the visit of
alexander the great to restored section of the northern pal-

acesjerusalem after his con-
quest

banqueting hall the corinthian
of tyre in 332 BC capitals combined with the painted

pedestals reflect a mix of stylesgreek historians make no
mention of this visit in
fact no surviving non jewish source mentions any connection
between alexander and the jews the jewish historian josephus is
the earliest extant author to record a visit by alexander to
jerusalem 23 the tradition behind josephussjosephuesJosephuss narrative is obscure at
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best 24 it is possible that alexander visited jerusalem but the pre-
served descriptions of his visit are almost certainly fictional mere
expostfactoex post facto legends 71251125772525 this is not to say thatthatjosephussjosephussJosepjosephueshuss account
is therefore without historical value albeit untrustworthy in
reconstructing the facts of history it does offer valuable insight
into at least one jewish view of the appropriate relationship between
the jews and a greek ruler

according to josephus alexander while engaged in the siege
of tyre sent a letter to the jewish high priest jaddus alexander had
already defeated persian forces at the granicusGranicus and taken damascus
and sidon the siege of tyre was proving more arduous and time
consuming than he had anticipated 26 in his letter to jaddus alex-
ander demanded assistance provisions and the tribute that had
formerly been paid to the persian king darius the high priest
refused to violate his oath to darius as long as the king remained
alive jaddussJadduss refusal enraged alexander and he vowed to attack the
high priest and make an example ofhim once he had subdued tyre 2717

after the macedonian forces took tyre and gaza alexander
became anxious to go to jerusalem 28 when the high priest heard
of his approach he was naturally frightened and he joined the
people in offering sacrifice and praying to their god to protect and
deliver them jaddus was commanded by god in a dream to deco-
rate the city with wreaths to open its gates and to go out and
meet the approaching force the people were to be dressed in
white garments the priest himself in his priestly regalia jaddus
was assured that they would suffer no harm 29 alexanders arrival is
the dramatic moment of the account

when jaddusuaddusgaddus learned that alexander was not far from
the city he went out with the priests and the body of citizens
and met him at a certain place called sapheinSaphein this name trans-
lated into the greek tongue means lookout for as it happened
jerusalem and the temple could be seen from there now the phoeni
clans and the chaldaeans who followed along thought to themselves
that the king in his anger would naturally permit them to plunder the
city and put the high priest to a shameful death but the reverse of
this happened for when alexander while still far off saw the multi-
tude in white garments the priests at their head clothed in linen and
the high priest in a robe of hyacinth blue and gold wearing on his
head the mitre with the golden plate on it on which was inscribed
the name of god he approached alone and prostrated himself
before the high priest 3031
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upon seeing this all the jews shouted greeting to alexander
and surrounded him alexanders men were amazed at their lead-
ers behavior and his general parmenion asked him why he to
whom others do obeisance had bowed down to the high priest of
the jews 31 alexander explained that he had prostrated himself not
before jaddus but rather before the god whomwhomjaddusjaddus served and
whose name appeared on the high priests mitre he claimed that
he had previously seen jaddus in a dream dressed in the very attire
in which they now beheld him in alexanders dream the high
priest urged him not to hesitate but to cross over into asia con-
fidentlyfi for he himself would lead alexanders army and give
over to him the empire of the persians 113232 encountering the living
version of the apparition in his dream assured alexander of divine
guidance and future success 33

alexander then gave the high priest his hand and the whole
multitude proceeded into the city which stood open to receive
him alexander offered sacrifice to the god of israel in the temple 3431

honored the priests and bestowed gifts on the inhabitants of the
city he was shown a copy of the book of daniel 35 in which the fall

of persia at the hands of a greek was prophesied and alexander
took this greek to be himself perhaps most importantly he granted
the high priests request that the jews be free to observe their
countryscountrys laws and be exempt from tribute every seventh year he
even extended the free observance of their laws to the jews in
babylon and media those who wished could join his army and
we are told that many did 3631

the tale in josephus has been characterized as two sub
stories the ceremonial reception of alexander upon his arrival in
jerusalem constitutes the first part the miraculous preservation
of the jewish people and their temple because of divine dreams
the second 37

it is said that the account of alexanders arrival and that of his
epiphany must originally have been two distinct narratives which
are thematically irreconcilable the former demonstrates jewish
submission to alexander while the latter demonstrates alexan-
ders submission to the god of the jews 3831 however is it not the
very disjunction between the narratives that accurately character-
izes the tension in the relationship between alexander and the
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jewish people the story as a whole represents an effort to clarify
and relieve that tension by defining the jewish place in a world
dominated by the hellenistic world conqueror the hard fact is

that the jews must acknowledge the temporal overlordship of the
victorious alexander and by extension whichever of his succes-
sors should control palestine but their lives are also governed by
their god and the laws established by him and he takes prece-
dence the superiority of gods claims must be upheld while
alexander must be satisfied

the adventusadventus and epiphany aspects of the story combined
achieve the desired effect together they define the proper rela-
tionshiptionship gods chosen people are prepared under certain circum-
stances to open their city serve in the army and render other
signs of temporal submission to an earthly king the earthly king
must in turn submit literally or figuratively to their god alexan-
der bows to the god of israel he offers sacrifice to him in his
temple in addition he bestowsbestons gifts on the jews and agrees to
allow them freedom to observe their traditional laws unmolested
As alexander favored the jews so the god of the jews would favor
alexander jewish prophetic predictions of alexanders success
and jewish fidelity to him are at one with alexanders acknowledg-
ment of god their submission is possible precisely because
alexander does bow to their god who is lord over all here is a
worldly king they may recognize

fanciful though josephussjosephuesJosephuss account of alexander the greats
visit to jerusalem may be it is powerful metaphor it commemo-
rates and contemplates the introduction of hellenism to judea
greeks and jews were aware of each other before alexander con-
quered the persian empire but the imposition of hellenistic rule in
palestine that accompanied alexanders conquest brought more
lasting contact and the possibility for a more profound influence
between these cultures the relationship that developed was often
friendly sometimes violently strained and always complex

josephus or better stated his source appropriately chose
to describe the very inception of this relationship as the model for
it alexander is the type of the hellenistic ruler the first and the
best of them his favor for and warm reception by the jews sym-
bolize the ideal interaction between the jewish people and a
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foreign sovereign interaction with hellenistic overlords and their
roman replacements would continue for many years after alexan-
ders lifetime and the story of his visit to jerusalem was perhaps in
part expostfactoex post facto justification of the political reality of hellenistic
and roman rule in judea foreign kings did hold sway in palestine
but submission to their authority could be explained and justified

the quid pro quo of the jewish exchange with alexander is

mythical assurance that the jews are favored and protected by
their god and that there is no shame in accepting the government
of a great man who recognizes that israels god is greater still 39

this concept was not only metaphor it also illustrated genuine
sentiment jewish fidelity to any ruler depended on that rulers
respect for their religion as antiochusantilochusAntiochus IV epiphanesEpiphanes discovered to
his sorrow when he threatened jewish religious independence
the jews jeopardized foreign control over palestine a situation
that herod the great and his successors continued to confront
down to the time of masada 40

cecilia M peek is instructorlecturerInstructor Lecturer of classics at brigham young university

NOTES

on gaugamelaGaugamela and its aftermath see arrian anabasis 3.7373757 22 diodorusdiodorosDiodorus
Siculus 17.541754 73 quintus curtius 4.94949 5.13513513 plutarch alexander 31 43 and
justin epitome 11.131113 15 although there had been conquests in abundance
before this encounter and darius himself escaped this one alexander considered
gaugamelaGaugamela decisive after this battle he adopted the official title of the ruler of
the persian empire king of kings see plutarch alexander 3434134.15411

alexander and his hellenistic successors have traditionally been described
as intentionally initiating and effecting the infiltration of hellenistic culture the
language philosophy art and customs of greece into the non greek world
this view is sometimes still perpetuated in textbooks of greek history john B

bury and russell meiggs A history of greece to the death of alexander the
great new york st martins 1980 446 refers to the expansion of hellas and
the diffusion of hellenic civilization which destiny had chosen alexander to
accomplish it is now widely recognized that there was more of cultural
exchange than of infiltration two examples the seleucids depended largely on
styles of governance put in place by their achaemenid predecessors to manage
their extensive realm the ptolemiesPtolemies eagerly adopted and adapted the ancient
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phaoronicPhaoronic traditions of egypt to confirm their rule of that territory on the seleubeleu
cidsacids see susan sherwin white seleucid babyloniababeloniaBabylonia A case study for the installa-
tion and development of greek rule in hellenism in the east ed amelie kuhrt
and susan sherwin white berkeley and los angeles university of california
press 1987 1 31 for the ptolemiesPtolemies see dorothy thompson memphis under
the ptolemiesPtolemies princeton princeton university press 1988 106 54

the area was strategic for its proximity to coele syria see peter green
from alexander to actium the historical evolution of the hellenistic age
berkeley and los angeles university of california press 1990 497

3diodorusiodorus Siculus 18.3183183185 1959.219592 19.801980 86 1993.419934 211.42114 39.6396396596 quintus
curtius 1010.210102 justin epitome 134.1213412 311.13111 2 polybius 16.181618 19 for dis-
cussion of the fifth syrian war and its outcomes see frank W walbank A his-
torical commentary on polybius 3 vols oxford oxford university press 1967
2523 25 546 47

epiphanes4epiphanesEpiphanes baffling behavior has been sensibly reconsidered by erich S

gruen hellenism and persecution antiochusantilochusAntiochus IV and the jews in hellenistic
history and culture ed peter green berkeley and los angeles university of
california press 1993 238 64 epiphanesEpiphanes seleucid predecessors had been
markedly supportive of jewish traditions in palestine seejosephusseejosephus antiquities
121384612.138461213812.138 46 and 2 maccabees 32 3 for antiochusantilochusAntiochus III111ili and Seleucus IV hasmoneanHasmonhasmonaeanean
rule ofofjudeajudea lasted approximately from 165 to 35 BC

5greekpoleisreekpoleis city states were eventually spread across palestine as noted
by gruen hellenism and persecution 240 and 241 figure 38

indeed the politics personal tastes and architecture of king herod the
great that are reflected at masada are only a few of the evidences of hellenistic
influences in the world of the jews leading up to the time of the new testament
As masada testifies greek influences in palestine were strong but they were nei-
ther universal nor unproblematical

samuel K eddy ebethe king Is dead studies in the near eastern resis-
tance to hellenism 33433431333133 31 BC lincoln university of nebraska press 1961
183 eddy rightly observes that hellenistic judaism is virtually a separate field

miiemlimilemil schairerschiirer the history of thejewishthe jewish people in the age ofofjesusjesus christ
175 BC AD 135 ed and rev geza vermes and fergus millar 2 vols edin-

burgh T andandtT clarkdarkoark 1973 79 1145 46
917git917ergusfergusmergushergusergus millar background to the maccabaean revolution reflections on

martin hengels judaism and hellenism journal of jewish studies 29 30
spring 1978 1 2211

10martin10martin hengel judaism and hellenism studies in therrtheir encounter in
palestine during the early hellenistic period vols 1 2 philadelphia fortress
1974 6 106 hengel speaks of the repudiation of hellenism after the has
moneandonean rebellion

the anti gentile anti antiochusantilochus bias of the author is obvious compare
jonathan goldstein jewish acceptance and rejection of hellenism in unjewishjewishinjewish

and christian seifselfsefseg definition ed ed P sanders A I1 baumgarten and alan
mendelson 2 vols philadelphia fortress 1981 275 where he discusses the
jewish desire for closer association with the greeks and for the establishment of
a gymnasium
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jonathan goldstein I1 maccabees new york doubleday 1976 62 63

these13these buildings were decorated with representations of various gods
and the students in these classrooms were expected even compelled to take
part in pagan religious festivals moreover in their physical exercises athletes
performed in the nude all of which helps explain the negative attitude of tradi-
tional jews toward the gymnasium john T townsend education greco
roman in the anchor bible dictionary ed david noel freedman 6 vols
new york doubleday 1992 2313

what precisely is meant by registering antiochenesAntiochenes in jerusalem is

debated the prevailing views are summarized by gruen

scholars have interpreted it either as the installation of a greek
politeumapoliteuma of hellenizedhellenizer jews within the city of jerusalem or as a
wholesale conversion ofjerusalem into a greekpolisgreek pollspolis a new antioch
at jerusalem it is hard to imagine just what would be meant by the
latter certainly jerusalem did not adopt a full panoply of greek polit-
ical institutions nor did she abandon her traditional structure of gov-
ernanceer the antioch at jerusalem comprised at most a select
body of individuals keen on the promotion of hellenism the dis-

cerniblecernible consequences lie in the sphere of culture rather than poli-
tics see gruen hellenism and persecution 243 with n 13

15 goldstein15goldstein jewish acceptance 81 mentions the books of jubileesJubilees
enoch daniel and the testament of moses the book ofjubileesJubilees expresses some
misgivings about the jewish relationship to greeks but does not criticize the
establishment of a gymnasium neither enoch nor daniel refer to jasons reforms
as much of an event the testament of moses partially blames the sins of israel for
the persecution under antiochusantilochusAntiochus but the sins described have nothing to do with
participation in the gymnasium

1122 maccabees 413 14 goldstein jewish acceptance 79 80 goldstein
attributes more interest in these activities to antiochusantilochusAntiochus IV than the account seems
to justify he also surprisingly assumes that the reforms sponsored by jason and
approved by the seleucid king provided that greek law rather than the torah
was to be followed in at least some aspects 78 79 but there is no good evi-
dence for this conclusion and it is at best guesswork on priestly participation
in the gymnasium see also gruen hellenism and persecution 243

171tit became commonplace for eastern writers to dispute in greek the
claim that the greeks with their gods and heroes had been civilizers of mankind
arthur J droge the interpretation of the history of culture in hellenistic jew
ish historiography society of biblical literature seminar papers no 23 1984

135 36 139 compare phillip sigal manifestations of hellenistic historiography
in select judaic literature society of biblical literature seminar papers no
23 1984 161 85

caddcaricahi R holladay fragments from hellenistic jewish authors vol 1

texts and translations no 20 chico calif scholars 1983 113 see also
droge interpretation 140

191iolladayholladay fragments 205 25 droge interpretation 154
2020drogedroge interpretation 151
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joseph M baumgarten art in the synagogue some talmudic views
judaism 19 spring 1970 196 206 especially 197

22 baumgarten art in the synagogue 197 what precisely is to be inferred
from such decoration is debated some argue that it was standardized ornamenta-
tion and that it says nothing about the theology of the artists or those who com-
missioned them others view it as evidence for a syncretistic kind of jewish
mysticism

13josephus13josephus antiquities 11.31711317 20 32539325 39 see also victor tcherikowertcherikover
hellenistic civilization and rhethetbejewsjemsjews trans S shimon applebaum philadelphia
jewish publication society of america 1961 414241 42 and following hengel
judaism and hellenism 6 and following schurer history of rhethetbejewisbjewish people
11138138 n 1

shaye21shaye J D cohen in alexander the great and jaddus the high priest
according to josephus association for jewish studies review 7788 198219828383
65656767 does not believe that josephus originated the story although he does
credit him with the form it takes in antiquities he characterizes it finally as a
palestinian piece of the pre maccabean period sharing concerns and motifs of
the literature of palestine of the second half of the second century BCHbceC E adolphe

buchlermichlermicWichlerhier in la relation dejosephejosephede josijosl phe concernantconcemantconcerconcemantnant alexandre iele grand revue des
itudesjeludesetudes guivesjuivesaivesuives 36 1898 1 26 and scholars who followed his lead concluded an
alexandrian anti samaritan origin for the alexander stories as retold in josephus
josephus refers in against apron 2.43243243 to a reference by a certain hecataeus to
benefactionsbenefactions granted by alexander to the jews was this historian perhaps the
source forvorforjosephussjosephussJosepjosephueshuss account of alexanders visit to jerusalem as well

25green alexander to actium 499
26the21fhe siege of tyre spanned several months beginning in early 332bc332352 BC
27josephus27josephus antiquities 111151711.517317517317.317 320
nonjewish sources for this period of alexanders life take him to egypt

almost immediately after he takes gaza
29josephus antiquities 1132511525111152532811.525328325525 328528
31josephus antiquities 1132933111.3293311132911.329 331 the greek verb used in 11.33111331 and

translated prostrated is npo76viltetipookdvrige it describes an act of obeisance tradition-
ally performed by subjects of the great king of persia when in his presence it
can likewise refer to a gesture of submission and humility toward a god

such a question would have been anachronistic while alexander was
destined to receive this form of homage from his persian subjects he had not by
this time been acknowledged and therefore treated as the great king for the
introduction of proskynesisprosky nesis prostration at the court and the complexities at-
tending it see arrian anabasis 4.12412412 quintus curtius 8.58585 justin epitome 12.7127127

and plutarch alexander 54
32josephus antiquities 111133411.334334534334.334
33josephus antiquities 111133511.335335535335.335

34thee34there would be nothing surprising had alexander actually visited jeru-
salem in his offering sacrifice to the local deity he displayed similar respect to
local religions and cult practices elsewhere in egypt for example he sacrificed
to the sacred apis bull and other gods in the city of memphis arrian anabasis
3125123512531.2331233 see thompson memphis under the ptolemiesPtolemies 106
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this claim is likereilke the supposed query of parmenion anachronistic if the
book of daniel can as most scholars agree be dated to the l60s160s BC on the date
of daniel see louis F hartman and alexander A dilella the book of daniel
new york doubleday 1978 9 18

36josephus antiquities 11.3351133511535 39
37cohen37cohen alexander the great 45 49 n 24 rightly characterizes the recep-

tion as an adventusadventus story of which many examples survive in ancient literature
especially from the roman empire the parallels between josephussjosephuesJosephuss story of
alexanders arrival and the traditional adventusadventus ceremony can readily be seen in
cohens description of an adventusadventus see also sabine maccormack change and
continuity in late antiquity the ceremony of adventusAdventus historia 21 1972
721 52 and fergus millar the7 be emperor in the roman world Jtithacahaca comellcornell
university press 1992 314031 40 the miraculous preservation of the people and
their temtempletempiepleispielsis called an epiphany story and it too fits into a literary tradition

38cohen38cohen alexander the great 54
39aA similar sentiment is presented in 3 maccabees wherein jewish fidelity

to the ptolemaic ruler is affirmed and the warning issued that god will support
only a ruler who favors his people

401411L 1I levine herod the great in anchor bible dictionary 3167 68



A historical sketch of galilee

andrew C skinner

by the first century AD much of palestine the area known to
the israelites as the land of promise was divided under the ro-
mans into five areas of provincial or semiprovincialserniprovincialsemiprovincial status galilee
idumea judea perea and samaria only judea was overwhelm-
ingly jewish while the other provinces although mostly jewish
also supported mixed populations of jews greeks and syrians
this ethnic background and many historical factors become signif-
icant when one seeks to understand the elements that contributed
to jewish rebellion and to galilee as a seedbed of revolt including
the jewish war against rome

galilee in old testament times

galilee the northernmost region of palestine encompassed
villages and small towns made up mainly ofjewish inhabitants as
well as larger towns composed ofjewsofjews and many gentiles some of
whom were remnants of peoples imported by the Assyrians after
their conquest of the district around 732 BC galileesGalilees diverse eth-
nicity may be the reason isaiah referred to galilee of the nations
as an area filled with a people who walked in darkness but who
would see a great light presumably referring to a future time
when the region would be repopulated by jews and the messiah
would arise from that re judaizedjudaizer area isa 91 2 1 the name
galilee hebrew galilgalit seems to be derived from northwest

semitic languages canaanite or hebrew and may have meant
something like circuit circle or ring and by extension the
district that surrounded the great inland sea the sea of galilee 2

113
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evidence suggests that the initial appearance of the name in a text
comes from pharaoh thutmoseThutmose illsIIIslilsliis fifteenth century BC town
listfisthist he was the great warrior pharaoh of the new kingdom who
first conquered megiddomegideo in northern israel in 1468 BC and subse-
quently participated in some twenty campaigns in that region 3

mention of galilee occurs infrequently in the hebrew bible
christian old testament for at least two reasons first in old tes-

tament times the names of the israelite tribes who had inherited a
particular area of the promised land were used to reference that
specific geographical locale more often than other designations

the territory of galilee was divided between asher issachar
naphtali and zebulun second because the galilee region was so

distant geographically from jerusalem the legitimate center of
religious economic and literary activity in the land galilean
events were not given great space in the hebrew bible 4 however
the term galilee as a proper name was familiar among scribes and
writers relatively early as indicated by six clear attestationsattestations in the
old testament including isaiah 91 and other passages mentioning
different cities in the land of galilee see 1 kgsggs 911 josh 207
2132 2 kgsggs 1529 and 1 chr 676

by the close of the old testament period the region of
galilee had long been associated with war and invading armies
the jezreel valley usually included as part of galilee though
sometimes regarded as simply the border between samaria on the
south and galilee on the north was the classic warpathkarpath and bat-
tlefieldtlefield of empires in the ancient near east famous non israelite
warrior kings who traversed the jezreel valley and other parts of
galilee include the egyptians amenhotep 11II thutmoseThutmose III111lillii seti 1I

rameses 11II and necho the assyrianssyriansAs tiglath pileserpiltser III111 shal
manesermaneger V sargon 11II and sennacherib and the babylonian neb-
uchadnezzar II11il the list of later postbiblicalpostbiblical military leaders who
fought in the area includes the macedonian alexander the great
seleucid antiochusantilochusAntiochus IV ptolemaic cleopatra VII and the romans
pompey antony vespasian and titus

israel also turned galilee into a battleground joshuasjoshuaaJoshuas north-
ern campaign took the conquering israelites right through the
heart of galilee as the tribes under jehovahsJehovahs direction fought
major battles against the great canaanite coalition josh 11 later
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deborah and barak won a stunning victory over jabin sisera and
the canaanitescanaanitessCanaanites under the shadow of mount tabor judg 4 5

once the people of israel had become settled in the region galilee
was devastated bybybenhadadbenhadadBenhadad of damascus 1 kgsggs 1520 and again
by hazael 2 kgsggs 1218 it was reclaimed by king jeroboam 11II of
the northern kingdom of israel around 826 BC 2 kgsggs 13221522

the greatest blow leveled against the region of galilee in pre
exilic israelite times came in 733735755733732755732755752732752 BC when tiglath pileserpiltser 111IIIili
advanced on the area struck it with full force captured it and
turned it into an assyrian province according to assyrian inscrip-
tions and 2 kings 1529 all israelite lands in galilee and trans
jordan were overrun portions of the population deported and
numerous cities destroyed 5

not a great deal is known about galilee during the assyrian
and persian periods that followed the final capture of samaria and
the deportation of thousands more israelites by the successors of
tiglath pileserpiltser 111IIIill at megiddomegideo structures manifesting clearly dis-
cerniblecernible assyrian characteristics have been unearthed indicating
that those buildings were part of an administrative capital in fact
in assyrian documents the area was called the satrapy of megiddomegideoMegiddo
artifacts found at the village of cana north of nazareth have pro-
vided additional evidence of a strong assyrian presence in galilee
through the persian period apparently galilee and samaria were a
single district 6

galilee in hellenistic times

galilee came under the control of alexander the great fol-
lowing his conquest of jerusalem in 332 BC upon alexanders
death his empire was carved up among his generals and their fam-
ilies the ptolemiesPtolemies inherited egypt and palestine including gal-
ilee while the seleucids received syria and mesopotamia royal
agents of the ptolemiesPtolemies traveled far and wide in search of com-
moditiesmodi ties desired by egypt one such official was zenon whose
personal archives discovered at philadelphia in the fayumfadum tell of
his travels to galilee in 259 258 BC and of the competent rule
of the ptolemiesPtolemies in that region 7

however the ptolemaic and seleucid factions constantly
warred over control of palestine during the third century BC and
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several of the campaigns were conducted in the galilee region 8

after a seventy five year period events in upper galilee arrived at a

point of crisis in 198 BC at panias banyas near dan the area in
the north near caesarea philippi of the new testament the seleu-
cid greek rulers of syria led by antiochusantilochusAntiochus III111ili the great soundly
defeated the ptolemaic greek rulers of egypt who were led by
scopas domination of the entire region including galilee passed
to the intensely hellenizingHellenizing greeks of syria 9 this set the stage for
the conflict between hellenism and judaism that eventually re-
sulted in a revolt of the judean jewish priestly family named the
hasmoneansHasmon eans also known as maccabees the hasmoneansHasmoneans using
the issue of hellenization as a pretext inaugurated a war against the
seleucids not only to free the jews from hellenistic influences by
seizing power but also to establish themselves over their previous
rivals among the jewish nobility under the leadership of the third
son of the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean family judah maccabee the jews began to
throw off the shackles of seleucid domination and rededicated
their once desecrated temple at jerusalem in 165 BC

As the war proceeded a seleucid general named bacchides
was dispatched to judea with an army to quell the revolt on his
march from damascus he passed through galilee wreakingbreakingwreaking
vengeance on the jewish citizens and the inhabitants of arbela
located immediately west of the sea of galilee 10 more than one
hundred years later the caves of arbela would again become the
site of great carnage only this time at the hands of one of the jews
own leaders herod the great

several more costly battles led by judah maccabees brothers
and successors ultimately won independence for the jews one of
the more famous of these campaigns occurred in western galilee it
is significant not only because it cost the life ofofjonathanjonathan maccabee
leader of the revolt afterjudahafter judah but also because it shows that major
jewish resettlement had begun in galilee by 143 42 bc 11

after jonathans brother simon was treacherously slain in
134 BC rule in palestine devolved to simons sonjohnvonjohnson john hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus 1I

he set about to bring all of palestine under hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmon ean jewish con-
trol hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus succeeded in connecting galilee with judea thus
further opening up galilee to jewish resettlement by conquering
an intermediate string of hellenizedhellenizer cities that had prevented such
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a union hyrcanussHyrcanuss successors aristobulusAristobulus and alexander jannessjanneusJanneus
completed the conquest of almost all ofpalestine underjanneusunder janneusjannessJanneus the
hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean or maccabean state reached its apogee 12

jewish independence came to an abrupt end when pompey
later a member of romes first triumvirate annexed palestine to

syria in 63 BC in judea perea idumea and galilee the romans
continued the local jewish administration then in place under the
jurisdiction of the roman governor of syria the samaritanssamaritanaSamaritans be-
came independent and the jezreel valley plain of esdraelonEsdraelon as it
is known in greek was detached from galilee 13

though the romans reinstated hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus 11II as high priest in
jerusalem under hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus much political influence was eventually
gained by a man named antipatesantipaterAntipater he was the son of a rich idu
mean also named antipaterantipatesAntipater who had been appointed strategosstratigos
a type of governor by the hasmoneansHasmoneans in the days of alexander

janneusjanness 103 76 BC apparently the younger antipatersAntipaters political
career began as governor of idumea under the tutelage of his father
but his own power base was greatly strengthened when he aided
julius caesar with additional troops during caesarscaesaraCaesars occupation of
alexandria in 52 BC cassius captured tarichaeae southwest shore
of the sea of galilee and put peitholausPeitholaus to death for rallying parti-
sans against antipatesantipaterAntipater cassius then enslaved thirty thousand gallgali
leans 14 by 47 BC antipaterantipatesAntipater was effectively in control ofjudea and
he gave his sons phasael and herod later herod the great the
tasks of governing jerusalem and galilee respectively 15 soon an-
other vivid lesson in what the consequences would be of opposing
roman rule came in 43 BC when judea was slow in paying
tribute to rome jewish city officials and villagers were sold into
slavery 16 beginning his administrative career in galilee herod even-
tually established a powerful monarchy that exercised tight control
over the entire country until his death in 4 BC

herodshernds impact on galilee

the name of herod the great and the district of galilee are
intricately intertwined virtually each time mention is made in the
sources about the early life of the idumeanidumaean born ruler galilee is
also mentioned when herod was appointed governor strategosstratigos
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of galilee he was twentyfivetwenty five years old 17 he immediately began to
establish his reputation as an aggressive ruler who would tolerate
no challenge to his authority inheriting a galilee known for its
brigandsbrigandebrigands and rebels who occupied numerous caves in the region
herod moved against them swiftly and ruthlessly the first to be
captured was one hezekiah a jewish bandit chief operating between
galilee and syria and the father ofjudas the galilean who later led a
revolt against the roman backed regime after herodshernds death in 4 BC 18

herodshernds execution of hezekiah and his rebel followers with-
out due process based solely on his own authority was greatly
admired by the syrians19Syrians19 but led to his arraignment before the san-
hedrin herod intimidated and manipulated the jewish senate by
appearing with a heavily armed guard ultimately he escaped to
syria was given added authority from the roman governor of syria
and returned with great zeal totojudeajudea to exact heavy taxes from the
jews 20 in 43 BC herodshernds father was murdered by a jewish oppo-
nent of the family the following year found herod again engaged
in military action in galilee against antigonus 11II a rebellious has
moneandonean leader who challenged the authority of the ruling hasmocasmo
nean hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus whom herod supported after this time herodshernds
goal of imposed unification became all the more difficult due to
the opposition of some galileansGalileans

the antigonidantimonidAntigonid faction continued their rivalry with hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus
by enlisting the aid of parthiansparthianaParthians to invade judea and support their
cause herod escaped from the invaders and fled to masada and
subsequently to rome where on the recommendation of marc
antony he was appointed by the roman senate a client king for
judea and surrounding territories even though the area was still in
the hands of his rival antigonus when he returned to consolidate
his rule in palestine he began his campaign in galilee from there
he proceeded to capture joppa on the mediterranean coast con-
tinued on to masada where he freed his family and tried to besiege
jerusalem but had to break off the attack when his roman support
left for their winter camp on the coast 21

in the winter of 39 5838 BC herod went back to galilee and
set out for sepphorisSepphoris in a driving snowstorm only to find that
antigonussAntigonuss soldiers had abandoned the city herod then turned
towards the task of eliminating some of his other opponents at
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the village ofofarbelaarbelaarbeia which stood below the caves of a mountain
precipice to the west josephus tells us herod stormed their
strongholdsstrongholds and pursued them with slaughter to the jordan
and destroyed large numbers of them the rest fled across the
river and dispersed thus was galilee purged of its terrors save
for the remnant still lurking in the caves and their extirpation
took some time 11221121212122

in a very famous incident herod completed the task of clean-
ing out the caves by devising a brilliant but ruthless and gruesome
strategy he had his soldiers lowered in cages from atop the cliffs

rather than attacking from below where they used grappling
hooks to extract the enemy and then hurled them to their deaths
on the valley floor far below 2321

josephus refers to these cave dwelling resistance fighters as
brigandsbrigandebrigands or bandits but the deaths of entire families who were
holed up in the caves including women and children makes the
episode seem excessively vicious and unrestrained a point not
irrelevant to the thoughts of the men women and children later
at masada josephus also describes a closely related subsequent
action undertaken by herod against certain rebels who had over-
whelmed the contingent of troops herod had left stationed in the
area after the arbela incident this group of bandits fled to
marshes and fortresses around lake hulehbuleh herod dealt with them
and subsequently fined some nearby towns that were believed to
have been supporting bandits 2414 herod rounded out his galilean
campaign of 38 BC by quelling a revolt of galileansGalileans who had
attacked nobles and herodian supporters and had drowned them
in the sea of galilee 2521

in 37 BC herod gained de facto military power over the land
when he captured his hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean rival antigonus he then
destroyed the political power of the sanhedrin by executing forty
five of its members who had supported this faction of the divided
hasmoneansHasmoneans the heavy hand of herodshernds control then came to gal-
ilee as it did elsewhere in palestine but evidence indicates that
galilee appears to have become relatively stable after herodshernds suc-
cesses in 20 BC augustus caesar came to syria and met with
herod As a result of this meeting certain districts in the hulehbuleh val-
ley paneashaneas and ulathaalatha were transferred to herodshernds vast kingdom
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in the years thatfollowedthat followed herod turned his attention to build-
ing programs therefore it is surprising that there was little monu-
mental herodian construction in galilee considering that herodshernds
early career and reputation were made there As pointed out he
might have called attention to his military prowess and his glory
days in galilee through the construction of monuments and build-
ings at noteworthy sites he did not even sepphorisSepphoris the capital of
galilee during the first century benefited little according to the lit-
erary and archeologicalarchaeologicalarcheological records thus some have argued that the
common view of galilee as a hotbed of dissent requiring tight con-
trol through constant enforcement is contradicted by the fact that
there is no evidence of great fortresses or major fortifications being
built there 2616 for whatever reason judea and samaria received almost
all of herodshernds attention and money while galilee received little or
nothing and remained relatively impoverished

galilee in new testament times

As events immediately following the death of herod demon-
strate underneath the surface galilee was anything but calm the
picture provided by the new testament fits well the notion of a

whole class of socially and economically disadvantaged galileansGalileans
disinherited and disenchantedenchanteddisenchanterdis who had lost lands and livelihood
under herodshernds roman backed overlordship soon after herodshernds
burial several popular outbreaks occurred in virtually every quar-
ter of the land these uprisings included demands for tax reduc-
tions relief from economic and political oppression and cries for
religious reform

the most significant revolt during that time of transition
came in galilee where one judas son of hezekiah raised an army
to attack the royal arsenal at sepphorisSepphoris and sought to become king
there was almost certainly an element of personal vengeance in
these actions since years earlier 47 BC herod had first made a

name for himself by launching a fierce attack on hezekiah who
was waging a guerrilla war in the north of galilee part of herodshernds
early stewardship 2717 at this point varus governor of syria entered
palestine with two powerful roman legions and four regiments of
cavalry to crush the revolt decisively galilee was the first to be
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subdued because many of its greek inhabitants had been mur-
dered by rebeling jews 2821 although the romans treated friendly
provinces benevolently they became unusually brutal in putting
down repeated rebellions and if necessary maintained the pax
romana by terror 29 after maruss successful action the emperor
augustus divided the country among herodshernds sons they were each
to oversee much smaller districts than their father had ruled and
they ruled under the jurisdiction of rome herod antipas gov-
erned galilee and perea from 4 BC to AD 39

one of the most famous residents of galilee during this period
was jesus of nazareth he set a number of his parables in galilean
surroundings for example matt 201 15 and mark 121211 11 some
of the characters in the parables are large landowners on the basis
of evidence from the mishnah and from archaeology it has been
argued that individual ownership of small tracts of land gave way
at this time to ownership of large tracts of land by a wealthy few
whole villages sometimes came to be owned by one person farm-
ers and their sons became dayworkersdayworkers 30 this situation was no-
where more keenly felt than in galilee where agriculture was always
the mainstay of existence the impoverishment of the farmers
resulted in an enormous exodus from the country galilee was par-
ticularlyticularly affected by this because most of the villages were there 2331113131

galilee in new testament times was apparently viewed by
some as being filled with unlearned men who clashed with jew-
ish leaders in jerusalem acts 413 this was another source of
tension in galilee and judea that took its toll on the peace of the
jewish nation

the volatile atmosphere of galilee now intensified even more
it seems clear from the new testament that during this period
there were many debtors many beggars and numbers of slaves
whose situation was dire this seems to be verified by josephus
who reports that during the time of the first jewish revolt
AD 67 70 simon bar giorasgeoras a leader of one of the rebel factions

demanded the freeing of all jewish slaves as part of his plan 3231

jewish resistance to herodian and roman rule is extremely
complex but it seems clear that galilee was a critical focal point of
this resistance from 4 BC to AD 66 in fact josephus traces the
origins of the zealot movement or fourth philosophy in AD 6
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to saddokmaddok the pharisee and judas the galilean a man from gamia
they called for armed revolt saying that such heavy tax assess-
ments amounted to slavery and that only god was master of the
jewish people 33 it is possible that jesus was tarred in some minds
by the reputation of his native area

after the death of herod agrippa I1 acts 1220 23 emperor
claudius made the whole of palestine a roman province and ap-
pointed cuspius fadus AD 44 46 as governor during the gover-
norship of his successor tiberius julius alexander 46 48 the
sons ofofjudasjudas the galilean were crucified 34 in 46 they had emerged
to initiate some program of resistance against rome in galilee and
the transjordanTransjordan 3531

in 52 a conflict erupted between galileansGali leans and samaritanssamaritanaSamar itans
when galileansGalileans were murdered in samaria while on their way to a
festival in jerusalem when the roman governor cumanus failed to
take action galilean instigators promoted a punitive expedition
into samaritan territory by appealing to the zealot watchwords of
freedom from foreign control hostility broke out and spread to

jerusalem it was resolved by claudius 36

cumanus was succeeded by antonius felix 52 60 porcius
festus 60 62 albinus 62 64 and gessiushessius florus 64 66 under
whom the first revolt against rome began an example of their
venality is found in acts 2424 27 which recounts felixs attempt
to extort a bribe from the apostle paul who was under house ar-
rest at caesarea

the jewish war was sparked by the perceived injustices of
florus in caesarea 37 and soon hostilities were unleashed by 66 the
sanhedrin had been invested with executive powers for the jews
and they appointed flavius josephus as one of the commanders of
jewish troops in galilee his assignment was to fortify the cities in
galilee including jotapataJotapata tarichaeae tiberius sepphorisSepphoris and
gischalaschalaGi he reports that he was able to mobilize one hundred
thousand men and train them for battle 38 this seems an exaggera-
tion but there is no doubt that josephus performed a difficult task
it was made more so by opposition from another galilean leader of
a rebel faction john of Gischala josephus also says that there was
additional opposition in galilee stemming from intense disagreement
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between the jewish population living in the countryside and those
in the larger towns in his writings the country folk are cast as far
more nationalistic than the city dwellers 39

all of this played into the hands of the roman general ves-
pasian who was sent by nero to crush the revolt and who ad-
vanced first on galilee strategically this was probably a wise
move since from the point of view of galilean geography many of
the important rebel areas were clustered in galilee especially
upper galilee

if we look at upper galilee as an excellent area of refuge set apart by
reasons of topography then we can better understand why cer-
tain events took place there and not elsewhere for example it was
in these rocky hills that jesus the brigand chief was hired to wrest
the galilean command from josephus that john of Gischala plun-
dered much of galilee that varus sent troops from ptolemaisptolemaicPtolemais to sub-
due rebellious groups that cestiusCes tius governor of syria marched into
the area 40

in the face of vespasiansvespasianaVespasians expected onslaught the main part
ofjosephussjosephussjosephuesof josephuss army fled to the fortress ofjotapatajotapataof jotapata where josephus
himself took personal charge of its defense vespasian laid siege to
the fortress for forty seven days after which it fell into roman
hands through treachery all the inhabitants were either killed or
taken into slavery and the city razed to the ground with this vic-
tory the romans gained one of the most important strongholdsstrongholds
in galilee soon thereafter the romans conquered tarichaeae gamia
and mount tabor by the end of 67 the romans had the entire
galilee region under their control thus the jewish war that ended
at masada began in galilee where the dissatisfactions that led to
the jewish rebellion were more seriously exacerbated than in
judea itself in light of the historical character of this region it is

not surprising that strong feelings toward war on the one hand
but also for peace on the other hand should emerge onto the
worlds stage from the land called galilee

andrew C skinner is associate professor of ancient scripture at brigham young
university
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zealotszealousZealots terrorists freedom fighters bandits revolutionaries
who were those people whose zeal for religion for power or for
freedom motivated them to take on the roman empire the great-
est force in the ancient world and believe that they could win
because the books ofofflaviusjosephusflavius josephus are the only source for most
of our understanding of the participants in the first jewish revolt
we are necessarily dependent on josephus for the answers to this
question 1 his writings will be our guide as we examine the groups
and individuals involved in the jewish rebellion I21

in some popular literature today all the revolutionaries who
participated in the rebellion and war against the romans are
lumped together under the title zealouszealotsZealots although this use of the
term zealotszealous is widespread it is an erroneous identification jose-
phus discusses five distinct groups of revolutionaries and applies
the name zealotszealous to only one of them 3 from his writings we can
see that each of the five groups had independent origins objec-
tives and histories in some instances they shared common beliefs
and even worked together but more often they are described as
independent and motivated by different goals they were fre-
quently at odds and even at war with each other the five
groups were the sicariisicardiSicarii the zealotszealousZealots john of Gischala and his fol-
lowers the idumeanidumaean militia and simon bar giorabiora and his followers

the revolt against rome broke out in the summer of AD 66
when lower priests in defiance of the high priests ceased the sac-
rifices that had been offered at the temple in behalf of the roman
emperor 4 A civil war erupted in jerusalem for control of the jew-
ish state those lower priests joined by many from the disgruntled

129
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urban populace and others from the countryside fought against
the national leadership the high priests and their confederates
who governed the land as clients of rome the rebels initially seized
the temple and the lower city while the government remained in
control of the upper city eventually the rebels were able to re-
move the government from power and take control afterwards they
slaughtered the roman garrison even though they had promised
the soldiers safe passage out of the city 5

in response to those overt acts of rebellion against rome the
governor in syria cestius gallus marched to jerusalem with an
army in october 66 after a short siege he abandoned his design
to retake the city As he retreated the rebels attacked his forces
driving them out of the country and seizing large quantities of
weapons and supplies this decisive victory seems to have been
what the rebels needed to gain popular support for their cause
most of the jews both in jerusalem and throughout the country
now favored revolution and joined the effort even the high priests
and the traditional leadership supported the rebellion A new pro-
visional government was established with the high priest ananusaganus
at its head the traditional rulers were once again in power this
time to guide the revolution against rome 6

the sicariisicardi

josephus strongly critical of those who participated in the
civil wars and the revolt against rome reports that the revolution-
aries were involved in every kind of wickedness to the point
that no one could imagine a vice that they had not tried first to
begin this lawlessness and this barbarity were those who
belonged to the group called the sicariisicardiSicarii 7

the sicariisicardi were led by a man named menahem and other
descendants of judas of galilee who had incited rebellion against
rome in AD 6 they were motivated theologically by judassjudash
belief that jews should acknowledge no overlord but god 8

putting that philosophy into practice the sicariisicardi received their
name from the sica a dagger that they employed in the murder of
fellow jews hence the name sicardisicariiSicarii or dagger men 9 in the
fifties and sixties these terrorists used assassination as a political
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tool to spread discontent against the roman occupation and to
incite the people to revolution

in 66 near the time when the revolution against the high
priests government broke out menahem and his followers cap-
tured masada from the romans they killed the small garrison of
roman troops there and took possession of the supplies and arma-
ments that herod and later the romans had stockpiledstockpilerstockpiled 10 some of
the sicariisicardi stole into jerusalem and fought with the revolutionaries
against the jewish government enabling the revolutionaries to
prevail 11 menahem arrived in jerusalem and for a time took con-
trol of the revolutionary efforts waging war against wealthy jews
and continuing the work of political assassination when mena-
hem entered the temple dressed in the clothing of a king the
other revolutionaries wanted no part of him so they killed him
his followers were then driven out of jerusalem and forced to
retreat to their stronghold at masada where they stayed for the
duration of the war 12

while the sicariisicardi were at masada they did not participate in
the defense of jerusalem or assist other jews in the war against
rome josephus tells us that they instead raided and plundered

A nani as the high priest aquavia his son
A probable reference to the ananias who

was son of Nedebaus and high priest in
jerusalem ananias was murdered by

the sicariisicardi under menahem when they
took control of jerusalem during the

rebellion against rome this murder pro
videdaided one of the motives behind the

assassination of menahem
himself
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jewish villages in the countryside taking the spoils to masada 13

after jerusalem had fallen and the war was over the roman clean-
up operation brought the army of the procurator flavius silva to
masada masada was militarily insignificant but it had been a con-
tinuing source of terrorist activity in a siege the stronghold fellfenbeilreilven

some sicariisicardi had already fled to alexandria where they continued
their terrorism mostly in the form of the assassination of highly
placed jews who were friendly toward rome in due time the
jews in egypt were able to eradicate them 14

after its destruction by the romans masada lay virtually
untouched until the twentieth century excavations there in the
1960s revealed the remarkable palaces and auxiliary buildings of
its herodian period they also revealed evidence of the occupa-
tion by the sicariisicardiSicarii as well as of the roman siege 15 sadly however
masadas history and the character of its inhabitants have been dis-

torted since the late 1940s for modern political purposes the ter-
rorist assassins who preyed on jewish victims and who for the
most part were feared and despised by their jewish countrymen
were transformed into a national symbol of freedom fortunately a

clearer understanding of masada and the sicardisicarii has prevailed and
is becoming more widely known 16

the zealotszealous

josephus is our source for the term zealot in the context of
the first jewish revolt he uses the word in a few instances to
mean fanatic 1317111717 but he does not apply it to a revolutionary group
or individual revolutionaries until 68 midway through the revolt
at that point a group named zealotszealous was organized to contend for
power against the provisional government in jerusalem

josephus tells us that a man named eleazar bar simon a

priest gained popularity among the citizens of jerusalem during
the time of the provisional government claiming that the rulers
were traitors who sought reconciliation with rome in the winter
of 67 68 he lead a group of followers in a coup against the gov-
ernment and took control of the temple this revolutionary group
is the one that josephus calls the zealotszealousZealots
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the zealotszealous appear to have continued some of the aims of
those who started the revolt in the summer of 66 among their
number were lower priests and revolutionaries from jerusalemsJerusalems
lower classes but most appear to have been from outside
jerusalem refugees from vespasiansvespasianaVespasians conquests of the land and
bandits from the countryside the zealot agenda was militantly
religious and militantly nationalistic it was also decidedly antiaris
tocratic they chose their own high priest by lot to lead the state
a man whomwhomjosephusjosephus characterizes as ignorant and totally unfit 18

from the temple which served as their fortress the zealotszealous
preyed on their opponents in jerusalem imprisoning or killing
many of the aristocracy and committing outrages against the
people of the city particularly those whom they suspected of anti-
revolutionary sympathies in his disdain for extremists josephus
tells us that the zealotszealous were zealous not for anything good but
instead for all that was vile vile beyond belief 19 in their utter
lawlessness no one could equal the zealotszealousZealots there was no
crime in the records that they did not zealously reproduce 020O

before long the people ofjerusalemofjerusalem grew tired of the zealotszealousZealots
atrocities and laid siege to the temple to oust them but with the
help of a revolutionary army from idumea eleazar and his follow-
ers were able to break the siege and conquer all ofjerusalem the
city was looted and thousands were killed including ananusaganus the high
priest and others of his government in due time the idumeansIdumeans
could no longer abide the zealot terror so they withdrew from
the city the zealotszealous stayed in jerusalem and continued the purge
against their enemies 21

the zealotszealous were engaged in constant civil war while they
were in jerusalem fighting against simon bar glora the idumeanidumaean
militia and john of Gischala eventually however they were per-
suaded to fight under johns command 22 As a result of this con-
stant warfare and shifting loyalties they gradually decreased in
number by the time of the roman siege ofjerusalem they were a
fairly small group though they fought through the duration of the
war against rome they did not play a major role josephus notes
their final fate when the conquerors took jerusalem each of them
found a fitting end god sentencing them all to the penalty they
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deserved every torment mankind can endure fell upon them to
the very end of their lives yet it would be true to say that they
suffered less misery than they had caused to suffer what they de-
served 22131113222323was impossible

john of gischalaschalaGi

josephus viewed john of gischalaschalaGi as a rival and thus our infor-
mation about him must be viewed as containing some bias even so
johns motives and actions in josephussjosephuesJosephuss writings appear to be less
extreme than those of either the sicariisicardi or the zealotszealousZealots although
josephus classifies him as worse unlike the sicariisicardi and the zealotszealousZealots
john seems not to have been motivated by religious zeal instead at
least in josephussjosephuesJosephuss description personal ambition seems to be what
drove john still it is clear that he was fiercely nationalistic and
believed that god would vindicate the jews cause 24

john led a revolutionary bandit army in galilee at the time
josephus was trying to consolidate his own position as commander
of the jewish forces there when the provisional government in
jerusalem sided with josephus john withdrew to Gischala his
hometownhome town until the romans took that city john and his followers
fled to jerusalem where they were welcomed as needed reinforce-
ments soon they became embroiled in the politics of the city 25

john sided with the provisional government of the high
priest ananusaganus when the zealotszealous broke from the government and
tried to take over the city john professed outward loyalty to the
government but secretly conspired with the zealotszealous to overthrow
it john and the zealotszealous conquered jerusalem and johns galilean
soldiers joined the zealotszealous in the killing and looting when simon
bar glora entered the city to remove john and his zealot allies
john broke with the zealotszealousZealots defeated them in battle and soon
took control of them 26

during the siege of jerusalem the zealotszealous fought under
johns command against the romans when the city fell john was
taken by titus to rome where he was sentenced to imprisonment
for life for his participation in the revolt 27 josephussjosephuesJosephuss summation is

that john who had a morbid craving for a fight 11281112111521128 was more
wicked than even the sicariisicardi and subjected his country to count-
less 1729112929woesboes
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the idumeanidumaean militia

idumea was the territory south ofofjudeajudea and west of the dead
sea that included the southern half of the judean hills since the
babylonian exile it had been inhabited by a combination of
edomitesadomitesEdomites arabs jews and others conquered byjohnby john hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus in
129 BC idumeasIdumeas non jewish population converted to judaism
and the territory was added to the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmon ean kingdom 30 begin-
ning in AD 6 idumea was part of the roman province ofofjudeajudea 31

by the time of the first jewish revolt the idumeansIdumeans were
thoroughly judaizedjudaizer and zealous for the independence of the jew-
ish state in josephussjosephuesJosephuss writings they are characterized as fiercely
nationalistic and ready to fight against any foe who promoted
appeasement with rome that characteristic made them impor-
tant contributors to the war effort but it also made them suscep-
tible to extremism

in the winter of 68 the zealotszealous were confined in their temple
fortress in jerusalem and were under siege from the government and
the populace of the city they appealed to the idumeanidumaean militia for
help by telling them that the high priests and the government were
traitors who wanted to surrender jerusalem to rome believing that
the zealotszealous were the true champions of libertyliberty31 3231 the idumeansIdumeans
came to their assistance and liberated them 33 we idumaeansIdumaeans will
defend the house of god and fight for our common country said
one of their leaders firmly resisting both the enemy from without
and the traitors within 11341131133134 they then joined the zealotszealous in the loot-
ing and killing that followed their victory josephus tells us that it
was the idumeansIdumeans who killed ananusaganus the high priest 35

but the idumeansIdumeans soon became suspicious of the zealotszealousZealots
objectives and disbelieved their claim that the high priests had
intended to betray the city so they abandoned the zealotszealousZealots liber-
ated two thousand persons held in zealot prisons and left
jerusalem to ally themselves with simon bar glora 3631 some of the
idumeanidumaean militia remained in jerusalem first to become allies of
john of Gischala and then to fight against him having come to
jerusalem to overthrow the high priests and the government the
idumeansIdumeans now joined them and invited simon bar glora into
jerusalem to remove the zealotszealous and john 37 the idumeansIdumeans then
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allied themselves with simon and fought under his command for
the rest of the war 3831

simon bar glora

As the social and economic order in palestine began to
unravel midway through the first century AD lawlessness became
rampant and both the romans and the jewish central government
began to lose control among other things the fragmentation of
society invited opportunists to gather followers and even to create
small armies motivated more by personal ambition than by reli-
gious fervor these militia groups were able to sustain themselves
by acts of banditry and terrorism 3919

simon bar glora was the leader of a militia group prior to the
outbreak of the war josephus first mentions him as attacking
the retreating army of cestius gallus and capturing large quantities
of roman supplies 4010 simon became successful conquering the
countryside and taking booty from the wealthy when ananusaganus sent
out an army to capture him and end his banditry simon fled to
masada and sought temporary refuge with the sicardisicarii there after
ananussananissAnanuss death and the fall of the provisional government simon
left masada and continued his conquests he soon gained control
of other areas including idumea 4111

simon presented himself as a champion of the lower classes
attacking the rich and proclaiming liberty for slaves and rewards
for the free 42 in his actions some have seen messmessianicianicbanic over-
tones 4313 As he gained territory and popularity simon attracted an
ever growing army of loyal followers which now included freed
slaves the remnants of other bandit groups and also many
respectable citizens who obeyed him like a king 44 As upper class
persons fled from the zealot terror they flocked to simon and
sought his leadership to remove the zealotszealous and john of gischalaschalaGi

from their strongholdsstrongholds in jerusalem the idumeansIdumeans who had quit
their alliance with the zealotszealous and left jerusalem joined simon and
became a major part of his army from that point on in the spring
of 69 idumeansIdumeans still in the city who were now at war against john
and the zealotszealousZealots joined with the remnants of the provisional gov-
ernment and let simons forces into the city there he was hailed as

their deliverer and protector and master ofjerusalem 45145
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simon set about to eradicate john and his zealot allies so he
could rule the nation by himself and lead the revolt against rome
the civil war that ensued involved armies with thousands of men
fighting in city streets it lasted more than a year and even contin-
ued after the roman siege began 46 simon gained the upper hand
and controlled most ofieofjerusalemofierusalemrusalem but he was never able to dislodge
his enemies the toll of this conflict was extremely heavy with
thousands of civilian casualties and the deliberate destruction of
most of the supplies that had been laid in store to sustain the city
during the roman siege 47 As usual both sides in the conflict ter-
rorized the civilian population 48 josephus reports the entire city
was the battleground for these plotters and their disreputable fol-
lowers and between them the people were being torn to bits like
a great carcase old men and women overwhelmed by the mis-
eries within the city prayed for the romans to come and looked
forward to the war without which would free them from the mis-
eries within 4919

As the roman siege was underway simon and john belatedly
suspended their civil war and fought to defend jerusalem josephus
characterizes simon as a strong and decisive leader who ruled as a
dictator he commanded an army of fifteen thousand men includ-
ing ten thousand of his own troops and five thousand from the
idumean1dumeanidumaean militia john had six thousand of his own soldiers and
over two thousand zealot allies under his command 50 when jeru-
salem had fallen and the city was destroyed simon dressed in white
robes came out from hiding and surrendered to the romans 51

viewing him as the leader of the jews the conquerors took him to
rome as the chief trophy in titusslituss triumph after the celebration
he was executed 52

the revolutionaries and the new testament

since jesus and his earliest zealous followers lived in the
generation that preceded the revolt against rome in order to avoid
confusion it is appropriate to ask whether there are connections
between them and the other revolutionary movements of the first
century the new testament mentions a galilean revolutionary
named judas acts 537 who presumably was the same who
incited rebellion in AD 6 and whose descendants and followers
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founded the sicardisicariiSicarii but nothing of what we have seen regarding
the revolutionaries and their actions during the jewish war bears
any resemblance to the teachings or actions of jesus and the early
christians as depicted in the new testament

both judaism and early christianity had an appreciation for
those who demonstrate zeal for righteous causes old testament
figures such as phinehas num 2511 and elijah 1 kgsggs 199 10

served as models for later believers by being zealous dngnqn in
gods cause thus it should not surprise us that paul describes him-
self in his preconversion days as exceedingly zealous of the tradi-
tions of my fathers zeloteszelotis gal 114 and zealous toward god
zelotes acts 223 one of jesus twelve apostles named simon

is surnamed zelotes zealous in luke luke 615 also acts 111313

in matthew and mark simon is surnamed ho Kananakananaiosios the
canaanite in the KJV matt 104 mark 318 the word kana
baiosnaios actually transliterates the original aramaic term qandnaqandndqan dna
11 zealous11zealous 71531153725353 the text gives us no indication as to why simon was
called zealous and there is no reason to believe that it had any-
thing to do with revolutionary things especially given the new testa-
ment doctrine of submission to civil authority see luke 2022 25
and rom 131 7 more likely zealous characterizes his commit-
ment to his calling as a servant of christ 54

kent P jackson is professor of ancient scripture at brigham young university

NOTES

joseposephussjosephussjosephuesosephuss account of the first jewish revolt including the events that led
to it is found in three sources jewish antiquities the7bejewishjewish war and life of
josephus an accessible english translation of the jewish war is G A wil-
liamsonliamson trans thethejewishjewish war harmondsworth england penguin 1980 eng-
lish translations in this article will be from williamson

Joseposephussjosephussjosephuesosephuss work is of indispensable value for our knowledge of the war and
of those involved in it yet most historians today recognize that his writing was not
without bias and self interest he was a participant in the war and thus was con-
temporary with the events he describes and in several instances knew personally
and had strong feelings about the principal characters since what we know

about those persons comes from josephus ours is undoubtedly an incomplete
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view of them two recent studies that have dealt responsibly with the historio-
graphic issues are david M rhoads israel in revolution 6 74 CE A political
history based on the writings of josephus philadelphia fortress 1976 and
richard A horsley and john S hanson bandits prophets and messiahs popular
movements at the time ofjesusof jesus san francisco harper collins 1985

3seeaseeee morton smith zealotszealousZealots and sicardisicariiSicarii their origins and relations har-
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legal and social perspectives
on robbers in first century judea

john W welch

robbers bandits zealotszealouszealots sicardisicariiSicarii and other groups operating
outside of normal legal channels were prominent features on the
political landscape in and around the roman province of judea in
the first century to an extent the jewish insurgents who died at
masada can be viewed as robbers or bandits within the ancient
meaning of those terms knowing something about the prevailing
laws concerning robbery and the typical characteristics of social
banditry helps modern people to understand these outlaws and
to imagine how typical roman rulers or average jewish citizens in
that day probably viewed both the group of dissidents who died at
masada and others like them mentioned in the new testament

there are two viewpoints concerning such rebels As robbers
or bandits they appear very different from one perspective than
from the other government officials who generally favor law and
order see robbers as an extremely negative element in society
legally they perceive robbers as violent destructive criminals
whose very existence threatens the public order not surprisingly
josephus who wrote his histories to please his roman patrons
presents a very negative view of antiestablishmentestablishmentanti operators the
average citizen in the city or village however probably viewed
these bands of fighters much more favorably to the oppressed or
disempoweredempowereddis social bandits like robin hood can become sym-
pathetic folk heroes who set out at all cost to right what they and
many of their fellow citizens perceive to be fundamental wrongs
without understanding both sides of this explosive social and
political phenomenon observers will never come to grips with
the essence of the dynamics behind masada and its world

141
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the legal establishments view

considerable evidence allows us to reconstruct a profile of
what it meant to be a robber under most legal systems in the
ancient world especially interesting is the distinction between
being a thief and being a robber in ancient times a thief was a
fairly innocuous person primarily perceived as a local person who
worked alone and stole in secret from his neighbor he was dealt
with judicially he was tried and punished civilly usually by mone-
tary fines most often by a court composed of his fellow towns-
people robbers on the other hand were typically outsiders
brigandsbrigandebrigands or highwaymen who attacked in groups with open and
deadly force when possible robbers were dealt with militarily in
most instances the army was responsible to rid the countryside of
robbers and such outlaws could be executed summarily without
any legal recourse

the legal concepts of theft and robbery in the ancient world
have been analyzed most thoroughly by bernard S jackson 1 the
following summary draws largely on his findings supplemented
with the studies of others 2 jackson recognizes of course that legal
terms in the ancient world are not defined precisely and thus one
must resort to etymology and semantics 3 together with social
context and historical data to detect the ancient meanings of such
words from that evidence the following characteristics and legal

treatment of robbers in the ancient world can be identified
in hebrew the terms gazal to rob and gazlangaz1angablangazyan robber nor-

mally mean taking property openly and blatantly while the words
ganab to steal and gandabgannab thief usually connote stealing in
secret 4 similarly the greek term kleptesklepees is used to describe a
stealthy person who without violence deprives another person of
his property whereas by contrast in the old testament and
apocrypha a krarykrararyorzotzary lesteslistis is always a brigand a marauder a

member of a gang whose activity takes place out of doors he
belongs to a troop that attacks caravans or settlements with
weapons and robs them of their goods 5 according to jackson
this distinction between secret and open taking became a firmly
distinguished and clearly established point of law in rabbinic
judaism in the first and second centuries AD 6
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A gazlangablan is typically an outsider whereas a gannabgandab is an insider
who belongs to and livesfivesilvesbives within the same community as his vic-
tim 7 the terminology might change from culture to culture but
ancient languages regularly used two different words to convey
the persistent social and legal distinction between neighborhood
thieves and outside bands of robbers 8

robbers normally acted with force and violence while thieves
were usually unseen and did not harm their victims 9 indeed rob-
bery was usually committed by a group the hebrew wordgedudword gedudgedid
meaning bandit literally band conveys the collective charac-
ter of these groups 10 in early roman law the use of a gang was
vital to the definition of brigandage the laws of some peoples
even provided numerical tests for distinguishing thieves acting
alone or in very small groups from robbers working in a group
large enough to be considered a band 12

some of these groups were organized as professionals with
recognized leaders and rules of the pack achilles tatiuslatius describes
one very large militant band with a leader called king 11313 where
the men in these bands had come from is not often clear but lutz
speculates they were dissidents foreigners descendants of foreign
mercenaries and social outcasts groups begotten especially by
political economic and social conditions that made for a dis-

tinct class of human dross 14

robbers bound themselves together with oaths and clothed
themselves with religious ritual the robbers lived under their
own code sanctioned by their own religious views and practices
they had their own priests 15 josephus reports that one band had
an oath that they all swore 16 according to dio cassius another
band which under the leadership of the priest isidorus nearly
threw all of egypt into revolt in AD 172 73 sacrificed the com-
panion of a roman centurion and swore an oath over his entrails
and then devoured them 17 it is said that they would sacrifice and
eat these victims to purify their camp 18 still josephus says these
brigandebrigandsbrigands were not above robbing from one another 19 diodorusdiodorosDiodorus
takes plundering to be a full time occupation for robbers 20

an important obligation of these robbers was to keep secret
their identity and also the whereabouts of their hideout their camps
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were usually located in the mountains 21 where according to jose-
phus the brigandsbrigandebrigands whom herod conquered lived in caves with
their families 22 josephus gives a graphic account of the caves
opening onto mountain precipicesprecipiced 23

the mode of operation of these robbers often involved
swooping down out of their mountain roostsboosts in raids on villages 24

on occasion however they could also work within large cities
for example in jerusalem during the time of felix around AD 5511

bandits committed a wave of murders one of jonathan the high
priest in broad daylight the sicariisicardiSicarii one of the most notorious
bands would mingle among the crowds at festival times carrying
daggers and stabbing their enemies after which they would join in
the cries of indignation and alarm 25 one robber butchered his
seven sons and wife and then committed suicide before the eyes of
herod 2621 josephus gives the following account of the operations of
several of these groups including sicariisicardi based at masada in AD 67

these assassins eluding under cover of night those who might have
obstructed them made a raiding descent upon a small town called
engaddiEngaddi those of the inhabitants who were capable of resistance
were before they could seize their arms and assemble dispersed and
driven out of the town those unable to fly women and children
numbering upwards of seven hundred were massacred they then
rifled the houses seized the ripest of the crops and carried off their
spoil to masada they made similar raids on all the villages around
the fortress and laid waste the whole district being joined daily by
numerous dissolute recruits from every quarter throughout the
other parts ofofjudaeajudaeajudana moreover the predatory bands hitherto quies-
cent now began to bestir themselves and as in the body when
inflammation attacks the principal member all the members catch
the infection so the sedition and disorder in the capital gave the
scoundrels in the country free licence to plunder and each gang
after pillaging their own village made off into the wilderness then
joining forces and swearing mutual allegiance they would proceed
by companies smaller than an army but larger than a mere band of
robbers to fall upon temples and cities the unfortunate victims of
their attacks suffered the miseries of captives of war but were
deprived of the chance of retaliation because their foes in robber
fashion at once decamped with their prey 2717

robbers would take any action possible to harass the highways
or weaken the local government 28128211 indeed the robber bands in
egypt described by lutz were always on the verge of immediately
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flaring up again whenever the government showed the least signs
of political or economic weakness 21291129272929 josephus expressly correlated
the rise of robbers with sedition and disorder in the capital 1230113030

thus the action of these robbers was often political in nature 31

and it was common for robbers to claim or dispute the throne 32

robbers raids sometimes involved large scale destructiondestruction333313

other times they attacked solely to restock their supplies or sup-
plement their meager income off the land 3431 the military strength
of some of these groups cannot be doubted one nearly captured
the city of alexandria from the romans 35 they were more threat-
ening than foreign invaders 3631

in lieu of ransacking robbers would often demand ransom or
extort money from towns one text suggests that robber leagues
were so well established in egypt that they became entitled by cus-
tom to demand ransom equal to one fourth of the property seized
or threatened 37 in addition they might bribe local officials jose-
phus accuses albinus of taking kickbacks from brigandsbrigandebrigands 38138311

the task of clearing the countryside of the menace of these
robber bands was typically the responsibility of the local govern-
mental authorities considerable pressure was exerted on local
authorities if a robber was not caught indeed many ancient kings
left inscriptions boasting that they had successfully eradicated the
robbers from their territory 39 under the law a shepherd or carrier
was liable for loss from theft but not for loss to robbers against
whom he was dejure considered powerless 4010

if caught a robber was not entitled to the protections of law
and therefore could be dealt with by military force and martial
law 41 the severity of punishment seems to have corresponded
directly with the seriousness of the problem robbers presented
at a particular time and with the central governments ability to
do something about them 42 robbers would be put to death 4313

often executed summarily 44 the mode of punishment at least in
one case was crucifixion45crucifixion15crucifixion4515 decapitation by the sword probably
also occurred 46

the leaders of these robber bands attracted the attention of
higher officials josephus reports that herod put to death a robber
chief named ezekias who headed a large horde 34747147 and records
the arrest of another brigand chief eleazar who was sent to rome
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for trial even though he was not a roman citizen 48 perhaps he
was displayed as part of a triumph

because of their ominous threat to society plagues of robbers
were viewed in some circles as instruments of divine justice the
wicked were beset with the violent attacks of these brigandsbrigandebrigands as a
manifestation of gods judgment for example hosea 71 reads
when I1 would have healed israel then the iniquity of ephraim

was discovered and the troop of robbers spoilethspo ileth without
from this brief summary of the legal view of robbery in the

ancient eastern mediterranean the modernmodem reader can begin to
appreciate the intense concern and mortal terror that all ancient
rulers whether roman or jewish undoubtedly felt in the face of
any serious threat from robbers

the social activists view

while legal administrators and government authorities con-
sistently and vehemently branded robbers as criminals and out-
laws not everyone in society would view them so negatively
robin hood episodes show that social banditry may be viewed
positively in certain circles richard A horsley and others have
shown that the phenomenon of social banditry often took the
form of popular defiance against situations that many common
people viewed as unjust 4919

it oversimplifies matters horsley argues to conclude that
josephus used the idea of banditry merely to pass a polemical
moral judgment against jewish rebels and he demonstrates that
josephus presents no consistent castigation of these fighters in
terms of banditry instead on closer inspection josephus clearly
presents the insurgents as a coalition of actual bandit groups and
other leaders 50

drawing on anthropological and sociohistoricalsociohistorical studies hors-
ley then paints a portrait of social banditry noting that the condi-
tions which produce banditry are basically similarsinfflar for most
traditional preindustrialpre industrial agricultural societiessocieties51115151 in particular
social banditry emerges from circumstances and incidents in

which what is dictated by the state or the local rulers is felt to be
unjust or intolerable 52
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banditry often arises in the countryside as a preemergentemergentpre
condition before the time when the poor reach effective methods
of social agitation 53 urban unrest and city mobs may also serve as
a seedbed for urban banditry as donaldson has shown 5414 factors
typically contributing to the rise of banditry include administrative
inefficiency the presence of sharp social divisions times of eco-
nomic crises famines prolonged wars and other such elements
that can bring banditry to epidemic proportions 55

moreover such bandits usually enjoy the support of their vil-
lage or of the people in general they have no difficulty rejoining
their community periodically or permanently 56 sometimes local
people even protect these social bandits who give the poor hope
that they may finally overcome their oppressive situation 57

to the poor and the oppressed social brigandsbrigandebrigands are frequently
heroes functioning as defenders and champions of the common

111858 As result of their and socialpeople a grassrootsgrass roots origins support
bandits often share the basic values and religion of the peasant
society from which they arise and of which they remain a mar-
ginal part and are in fact themselves quite devout defenders of
the faith as well as of the right 115959

obviously these general conditions apply precisely to the rise
of robbers and social bandits in the eastern roman territories as
can be fully documented from many historical roman sources 60

this social typology fits precisely the jewish rebels under hez-
ekiah and the fighters who made their last stand at masada each of
these factors is clearly present in connection with the phenome-
non of robber rebels in first century judea

in galilee during the decades just before the episode at
masada widespread opposition to the institutional rulers was felt
previous revolts had led to violence 61 events such as one in which
a roman soldier tore up and burned a copy of the sacred book of
the law and another in which some samaritanssamaritanaSamaritans killed a galilean on
his way to jerusalem encouraged ransacking and disorder 6261

in the middle of the first century prolonged famines made
life very difficult for the jewish common folk the local villagers
did not seek to stop or arrest the robbers but rather provided them
supplies and cover these oppressive and ever tightening political
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and economic circumstances further aggravated by such incidents
drove increasing numbers of the people into banditry 63 the situa-
tion was exacerbated when albinus adopted a policy of allowing
imprisoned robbers to be ransomedtransomedransomed by their relatives many were
released from prison and they became leaders of the eventual full
revolt against the romans

finally these social brigandebrigandsbrigands evidently shared the basic reli-
gious values of the common jewish population at one point in the
revolt they took control of the temple in jerusalem and they looked
to the central jewish symbols and institutions as their own
and as something to be defended against foreign incursionsmi cursionscursionecursions 64

seen from the perspective of the local rank and file towns-
people the activities of these daring robbers take on a much dif-
ferent hue than when seen through the eyes of government
officials and powerful administrators thus the position of the mili-
tant band at masada was precariously ambiguous in the world in
which they lived

robbers in the new testament

this information about ancient law and society sheds light
not only on the gallant behavior of the jewish rebels and on the
determination of the romans in capturing masada at all costs but
also on several passages in the new testament the original bibli-
cal terminology consistently assumes that the reader understands
the ancient legal concepts of theft and robbery and the new tes-
tament narratives interestingly reflect the ambiguity of first century
politics and society toward robbers

indeed even though the king james translators used the words
theft and robbery interchangeably the greek new testament uses
these separate terms accurately and meaningfully for example
the english word thieves is rightly used in translating matthew
619 where thieves break through and steal the greek word
rightly rendered as thieves is kleptarkleptaiklep tai likewise judas is suitably
described as a thief kiepkleptesk1eptesklepeeskleptes in john 126 but the translators set-
tled on a weak rendition of matthew 2113 where jesus is made to
say ye have made my house a den of thieves the greek word
here is lestonliston and it should have been translated robbers thieves
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do not have dens but robbers do nevertheless in matthew 21152113
jesus is actually quoting from jeremiah 711 which was rightly
translated in the king james version as a den of robbers

robbers were obviously well known in new testament
times paul speaks of having journeyed in perils of waters in per-
ils of robbers 2 cor 1126 in the parable of the good samaritan
jesus makes use of this terrifying social problem to impress his
jewish audience nothing could be worse than to be attacked by
bloodthirsty outlaws although the english translation reads A cer-
tain man went down from jerusalem to jericho and fell among
thieves luke 1030 it is evident that one does not fall among thieves
out in the desert but among robbers indeed the unfortunate trav-
eler fell among robbers the greek word in this parable is lestairlestaislistaislelistais
robbers the message of the parable becomes even more em-

phatic when one realizes that robbers were in the area by stop-
ping to care for the victim a wealthy person made himself an easy
and likely target for the robbers who were probably still lurking
not far away

among the final words of jesus thieves and robbers also fig-
ure prominently in his lament over jerusalem jesus said if the
goodman of the house had known in what watch the thief would
come he would have watched matt 2443244524432445 and thus his disci-
ples expected his return to occur as a thief in the night 1 thes
52 2 pet 310 in each case the greek word is kleptesklepeesklep tes as one
should expect but when the soldiers came to arrest jesus in the
garden of gethsemane he asked them are ye come out as against
a thief matt 2655 here the word is lesteslistislestis indeed why would
soldiers come out against an ordinary citizen by apprehending
jesus in this way his opponents have already effectively con-
demned him to be treated as a robber whose legal rights then
became inconsequential being so characterized however would
not have been viewed as a negative in all circles of society espe-
cially among jesus galilean followers

finally the king james translation says that jesus was cruci-
fied between two thieves matthew 2738 in actuality we can
now appreciate the fact that he was put to death between two rob-
bers listaklestailistatlelistafstaistat also called evildoersevil doers kakourgoikakourgoi luke 2333 who
were being put to death as public spectacles indeed the word
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lesteslistislistes was correctly translated as robber in the part of the story
that speaks of the prisoner who was released instead of jesus
now Barabbas was a robber john 1840 that one word alone

speaks volumes about why a crowd of people could possibly have
expressed their preference in favor of such a figure a bandit and
consequently against jesus

john W welch is the robert K thomas professor of law at brigham young uni-
versity and codirector of the masada exhibition project
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the keys of the kingdom
keys from masada

marti lu alienallenailen

at least six keys were recovered at masada from levels the ex
cavatorscavatoracavators apparently associated with the occupation of the sicariisicardiSicarii 1

would a small group of people living close together and uniquely
bound by a common cause feel the need for security from each
other even as they defended themselves on an isolated mesa in
the middle of the desert what do these keys tell us about the
people who used them on masada and what significance do they
hold for the modern observer this chapter explores the types and
functions of typical locking devices in the ancient mediterranean
world from 2000 BC down to byzantine times and sets the cultural
backdrop for their use at masada 2

latches and bolts

latches provided a simple means of locking in antiquity
wood and metal latches were probably affixed to doors or crate
lids in such a way that they could be rotated and then hooked to a
stationary feature door jamb body of crate A wood pivot door
excavated at karanis egypt preserves a latch see fig 1 in its
locked state the door latch rested in an L shaped bracket attached
to the interior wall of the building A person standing outside the
building could unlatch the door by pulling on a string fed through
a small hole in the door once the latch cleared the bracket the
door could be opened the pull string was knotted at one end so
that it could not be pulled all the way out

bolts afforded one of the earliest means of locking up in antiq-
uity bolting a door for example entailed simply drawing a bolt
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from a socket or channel
in the threshold across a
door thereby preventing
the door fifromom being opened
see figs 2 3 bolts were

used singly or in pairs and
sometimes in conjunction
with door bars to block
doors thereby constituting
a form of lock door bolts
were often situated near
the base of the door rather
than being medially placed

wood locks and keys

the earliest locks in
the mediterranean world
were made of wood and
worked according to the
law of gravity when the
wood lock was in an
unlocked state moveablemoveablymoveable
pins tumblers stored
inside it were held in sus-
pension above the bolt

fig 1 wood door with latch from kara-
nis

when the bolt was
egypt first century fourth century AD

thrown the tumblers liter-
ally tumbled downward

into corresponding receptacles within the bolt thus lodged
within the bolt the tumblers obstructed its withdrawal providing
an effective lock locking devices based on this principle go back
as far as four thousand years in egypt whence they spread to other
areas of north africa such devices have continued in egypt most
likely without interruption right up to the present day in the
mid nineteenth century american linius yale rediscovered them
and patented the design the so called yale cylinder lock remains
in popular use today



fig 2 threshold for double bolted door karanis egypt first century
fourth century AD

fig 3 diagram of bolt and bolt channel door between house c50a and
c51b at karanis egypt first century fourth century AD
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ancient wood lock cases were of two principal types the
two hand in which two hands were required to engage and release
the locking mechanism and the one hand the number of hands
required to operate a lock depended on whether or not the prongs
of the key had to pass through the bolt in order to displace the
tumblers in the two hand lock case see fig 4 the key displaced
the tumblers without ever coming into contact with the bolt itself
therefore while one hand operated the key a second was needed
to withdraw the bolt in the single hand version see fig 5 the
prongs of the key had to pass through the bolt in order to dislodge
the tumblers with the key thus engaged within the bolt the same
hand that had inserted the key could then use the key as a handle
to withdraw the bolt A palm pivot door from karanis preserves a
one hand lock located near the doors base see fig 6 the lock is
still fully functional but since its key has not survived the lock can
be activated only by turning the entire door upside down

A striking feature of the ancient wooden lock system was the
key hole considerable wrist action was required in order to

maneuver the key into the lock channel and the wrist needed
room to perform these actions therefore in the case of door
locks the key hole that is an aperture actually cut through the
door had to be large enough to accommodate not only the key
but the hand holding it see figs 4 6 A person standing outside a
locked door would insert both hand and key through this hole
in the door and then guide the key into the lock channel to disen-
gage the tumblers

by modern standards ancient keys were large and awkward
particularly wooden ones actual wood keys from karanis range
between about six and twelve inches in length see fig 7
according to the evidence of ancient vase paintings depicting
keys and on the surviving artifacts themselves keys could be in
excess of twenty inches in length generally equipped with carry-
ing ropes large keys were borne over the shoulder either singly
or in bunches

the secret to the ancient wooden lock lay in the number and
pattern of its tumblers and tumbler holes more complex tumbler
systems required more particularized keys and theoretically af-
forded a greater degree of security however design potential in



a

legend
b m key

0 bolt
0 tumblers
0 stationary elements

lock case & brackets

fig 4 a two hand wood lock only the lock case is original the

other parts have been reconstructed b cross section of a two hand

lock to operate 1 with one hand insert key through aperture in

door 2 engage tumblers with prongs of key to lift them from bolt

and 3 leaving the first hand in place with the other hand withdraw

bolt key cannot be removed while lock is unlocked
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legend
JB0 key
a0 bolt
0 tumblers
0 stationary elements

lock case & brackets

fig 5 cross section of a single hand wood lock to operate 1 insert
key through aperture 2 engage bolt with prongs of key action will
expel tumblers and 3 use key still engaged in bolt to withdraw bolt
from bracket key can then be removed

wooden locks seems never to have been fully exploited in the-
ory each tumbler or tumbler hole and the corresponding prong
on the key could be uniquely shaped to make disengagement of
the tumblers as difficult as possible in fact tumblers and tumbler
holes are almost always uniform in shape the prongs of any one
wooden key always of equal size perhaps such precision was dif-
ficult to achieve in wood or perhaps the principle that a little
deterrent goes a long way prevailed in antiquity even more than
it does today

metal locks and keys

locks and keys made of metal offered a number of advantages
over wooden locking devices notably the mechanisms of metal
locks could be smaller and stronger their keys smaller stronger
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fig 6 door preserving single hand lock from karanis egypt first
century fourth century AD the latch was placed quite low by mod-
ern standards left exterior side rigatrightrigbt interior side

yet wooden locks and keys continued to be used side by side with
their superior metal counterparts due at least in part to economic
factors not only was metal more expensive than wood but one
also had to contract the services of artisans skilled in metallurgy
and the forge to produce them wooden locks and keys on the
other hand could be fashioned by common laborers out of materi-
als readily available

the use of metal in the construction of locks may well go as
far back as the use of wood As a rule bronze and iron were used
together in the construction of metal locks the key itself and the
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fig 7 wood keys from karanis egypt first century fourth century AD

visible elements those on the exterior of the lock case were usu-
ally made of bronze a durable and precious material that could be
brought to a handsome polish the internal mechanisms bolt
tumbler system casing etc were made of less costly but highly
corrosive iron thus while many metal lock cases have survived
from antiquity they are usually too corroded to allow close analy-
sis of the internal mechanisms

on the basis of the evidence that has survived mainly the
keys alone we know that metal locks operated on the same gen-
eral principle as the wooden types described above and most
likely developed directly out of these earlier versions metal locks
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were of two principal types those operated by slide keys fig 8
and those operated by turn keys the former were typical of roman
society and most likely continued in use through early byzantine
times the latter were also used by the romans but became most
popular in byzantine times

slide keys see figs 9 10 were commonly shaped like an L

and required an L shaped key hole the foot of the L or the bit as
this extension is called was equipped with raised teeth which
when passed in a sliding motion through the key hole displaced
from a hidden bolt a series of pins tumblers held in position by a
spring see fig 8 once engaged the key itself was used to move
the bolt out of its seating and it remained engaged as long as the

spring

legend
BN key
12 bolt
0 tumblers
0 stationary elements

lock case & brackets

fig 8 cross section of a slide key operated spring lock to operate 1

insert key through L shaped aperture in lock plate 2 engage bolt with
prongs of key which will expel spring guarded tumblers and 3 use
key still engaged in bolt to withdraw bolt from bracket key cannot be
removed while lock is unlocked



a c

fig 9 bronze slide keys roman period first century fourth century ADA D

a from seleuciaselencia on the tigris iraq b from egypt and Qc from rome
italy

fig 10 slide keys from masada As can be seen from the two views
both are of the finger ring type a design that enabled the owner to
carry a key conveniently by wearing it as a ring
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bolt was in the unlocked position locks that worked on the slide
key principle were therefore not effective for locking doors rather
they were useful only for boxes crates cabinets and other small
furnishings the remains of several wooden crates and boxes some
with their locks intact were excavated at karanis see fig 11

how long slide keys continued in use is unknown slide keys
are commonly found at pompeii the roman town destroyed by
the eruption of mount vesuvius in AD 79 they have been recov-
ered in roman contexts in many other parts of the empire and it is
likely that they did not die out until the early byzantine period

turn keys are the ancient equivalent of skeleton keys see
fig 12 they differ in appearance from slide keys in that the shaft
or barrel is more rodlike they typically have wider panel like bits
and these bits usually bear open recesses rather than solid pro-
jecting teeth typically a turn key with a bit of the proper height
and length was inserted through a vertical slit in the lock plate and
rotated until it engaged the bolt the bolt could then be lifted
and released

both slide keys and turn keys had the capacity to employ either
weighted or spring guarded tumblers and even spring triggered
bolts these features would have obviated the cumbersome wrist
movements necessary to operate wooden locks and would have
permitted smaller key holes sometimes the internal works of such
locks were equipped with restraining features called wards that
would obstruct the wrong key only a key with a correctly shaped
channel or recess could clear the wards and successfully engage
the lock ancient locksmithslocksmiths also made frequent use of obstruc-
tions in or around the key holes that would prevent entrance of
the wrong key for example a key hole might bear a notch that
would admit only a key with a corresponding groove

facingpagefacing page

fig 11 wood trick box top the lid has been slid partially off middle
the secret compartment is visible bottom the secret compartment has
been opened and its contents two beads revealed from karanis egypt
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in most turn keys however the sole features of design that
enabled the key to engage the bolt were the dimensions of the bar-
rel and bit the careful latticework that often characterized the
panels ofofunwardedunwardedunawardedunwarded turn keys see fig 12 served no function save

decoration thus as was the case with skeleton keys many turn
keys would have been interchangeable although the turn key
was by far the most popular type of key used in byzantine times
their standard of security was generally inferior to the earlier slide
keys preferred by the romans indeed security minded people of
byzantine society deemed it necessary to use turn keys in conjunc-
tion with other security devices such as seals and stamps being
unique to each owner seals and the impressions made by them
were used to maintain the integrity of documents vendedbended prod-
ucts and other property

the keys from masada

in design style and type the keys found at masada are purely
roman consistent with roman design preference and with roman
locking standards of the first century they may originally have
been brought to the site by herod or by the first roman garrison
and then retained by the sicardisicarii to operate locks on the site they
are all made of bronze and all appear to be slide keys see fig 10

they were not door keys but rather would have been used to acti-
vate metal lock cases securing crates boxes or portable furnish-
ings such as might have held precious documents currency or
jewelry the doorways at masada if they were secured at all were
most likely fitted with simple latching and bolting mechanisms or
with one or two handed locks made of wood

keeping track of keys in an age before clothing was designed
with pockets posed a challenge in antiquity three of the keys from
masada are finger ring keys see fig 10 their design would have
enabled the owners to wear them on their fingers sometimes keys
were designed with a hinge such that the bit could be folded over
and cupped in the palmpahnpaim of the hand see especially fig 12c no
examples of this so called swivel ring key were found at masada

virtually all bronze keys in roman and byzantine times were
designed with a ring at the head of the shaft or barrel to admit a



fig 12 byzantine turn keys notice their similarity to skeleton keys
these keys also swivel as can be seen in the view of c a the key
chain and seal of basil
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carrying thong or chain compare figs 7 9 12 A fragmentary key
from masada still preserves both part of a leather thong and a
chain 3 reference has already been made to the chore of carrying
large wooden keys indeed the keys controlled by one person
could be so numerous as to require the services of a key bearer
the number of an individuals keys normally corresponded to the
number of properties owned houses granaries strong rooms and
so forth conversely ones wealth was evident in the numbers of
keys carried therefore keys were a status symbol and sporting
them in public a statement of personal wealth

the function of a key inasmuch as it gives access to some-
thing of value that is worth guarding is deliberate and symbolically
profound keys have been used in legal literary and religious
analogies since they were first invented the reference to having
the key to a problem goes back to the ancient greeks 4 in greek
mythology hecate held the key of hades 5 since the time of the
twelve tables 6 giving or taking back the keys to the household
storage room was a roman form of divorce 7 and the latin phrase
claves traderstradere meant to deliver up a household for possession or
oversight 8 in the old testament isaiah prophesied and the key
of the house of david will I1 lay upon his shoulder so he shall
open and none shall shut and he shall shut and none shall open
gsaajsajsaisa 2222 see also rev 37 in the new testament christ gave
his apostle peter the keys to the kingdom of heaven matt 1619
and in luke 1152 he speaks of the key of knowledge the book
of revelation speaks of the keys of hell and of death rev 118
and the key of the bottomless pit rev 91 201 since byzan-
tine times the act of extending the key to the gates of the city
has symbolized submission to authority if the keys from masada
carry any symbolism for the contemplative reader their use in
metaphors of authority and the granting of access to enlighten-
ment or dread may well be the most poignant images

marti lu alienallenailen is associate director of the museum of peoples and cultures at
brigham young university and codirector of the masada exhibition project
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the virgins 9 lamps shine beautiful

marti lu alienallenailen

the light of christ shines beautifulbeautifulforbeautifulfortorfor all of us
anonymous quote inscribed

on a palestinian lamp of the fourth fifth century AD

in the ancient mediterranean world hand sized lamps made
of baked clay were used to light ones way after dark the equiva-
lent of the modern day light bulb clay lamps were also an essential
part of the ancient household and are among the most common
articles found during archaeological excavations see figs 1 9
their nozzles held a burning wick fueled by oil and they cast a
dancing flickering light like a candle or lantern the essential
parts of the lamp structure were a reservoir or cavity to hold the
fuel usually olive oil and a wick rest or feature to anchor the wick
which could be a length of tightly twisted flax or other fiber the
reservoirs held sufficient oil to keep the lamp burning through-
out an entire night although the wick had to be shifted every
few hours I11

the bible makes many references to lamps most frequently
in association with offerings made at an altar and in connection
with a golden candelabra 2 they may not have been the earthen
lamps in common usage in antiquity in at least one instance how-
ever the bible almost certainly refers to hand sized clay lamps
jesus relates the parable of the ten maidens who needed oil
lamps to light their way to a midnight marriage 3 only five of the
young girls witnessed the spectacle as jesus relates

then shall the kingdom of heaven be likened unto ten virgins which
took their lamps and went forth to meet the bridegroom and five of

170
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them were wise and five were foolish they that were foolish took
their lamps and took no oil with them but the wise took oil in their
vessels with their lamps KJV matthew 251 5

whatat would these lamps carried by the five wise virgins
have looked like were they beautiful7 or were they ordinary
everyday things how would they have compared to lamps used
by other people in the holy land were similar lamps used at ma-
sada did pagans christians and jews use the same kinds of lamps

this article will enable the patient reader to ponder these
questions for him- or herself it attempts to condense a very large
body of sometimes esoteric literature on the topic of lamps in
the holy land from about 2000 BC through the first century AD 4

an examination of lampmakinglamp making techniques shape and decoration
will sharpen the eye for this mission reflecting upon the mean-
ings of their decoration and how these relate to the beliefs of their
users will lighten the heart special attention will be accorded
lamps found at masada because some of them are on display in
the story of masada discoveries from the excavations and
because the contexts of their discovery often have much to teach
us indeed in postulating a theory on what the virgins lamps
looked like the reader will have to exercise the same sort of inves-
tigative thinking that archaeologists do when faced with their com-
plex heaps of dirt and ruins

history of technique shape and decoration
in palestinian lamps

the study of ancient mediterranean lamps is a veritable disci-
pline unto itself these ubiquitous artifacts are long lived in the
archaeological record and they experienced an intricate and com-
plicated evolution in technique of manufacture shape and deco-
ration for these reasons clay lamps can often be dated rather
closely making them very useful to the archaeologist for dating
other things found with them chemical analyses of the clay fabric
by neutron activation analysis NAA aid specialists in determining
the sources of the clays used in lamp manufacture this informa-
tion can help identify the output of workshops and trace patterns
of distribution the subject matter used in decorating the lamps
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moreover sheds light on the beliefs and concerns of their users
thus lamps are a particularly worthy class of artifacts to examine
in detail

technique and shape ancient lamp makers used three prin-
cipal techniques to make clay lamps and all three are represented
in the palestinian repertoire the makers could form lamps by hand
use a potters wheel or cast them in molds the technique of man-
ufacture greatly influenced the shape a vessel would take

the earliest varieties of lamps were hand formed these were
not necessarily lamps by design but bowls adapted in a makeshift
fashion to serve this function plain hand formed bowls with tell-
tale wick bumsburns on their rims have been recovered from contexts
as early as the fourth and third millennia BC

wheel thrown lamps designed specifically for that function
were made in palestine by the late third millennium BC the so
called saucer lamp consists of a shallow wheel thrown bowl the
rim of which was folded to form four cornerscomers that served as wick
slots see fig la lamps with just one folded corner became the
most usual kind see fig ib a shape which persisted almost with-
out change for nearly two thousand years in palestine and indeed
throughout the mediterranean once the phoeniciansPhoenicians had colonized
its coasts

beginning in the seventh century BC greek lamps were
imported to palestine for the first time these are technically dif-
ferent from the locally made saucer lamps being bowl shaped but
with a separately made nozzle for the wick eventually the wheel
was used to shape these lamps see figs 2aaa c

in the fifth and fourth centuries BC the greek wheel thrown
lamp cornered the market in palestine and even inspired local imi-
tationstations yet the old saucer lamp continued in use alongside it and
elsewhere throughout the persian period 587 333553533 BC it finally
died out at the end of the period but enjoyed a revival in the form
of the so called pinched lamp in the late hellenistic repertoire of
palestine second first century BC 5

A fragment of a lamp from masada dated to the late hellenis-
tic hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean period or early in the reign of herod represents
this revived pinched type although one has to be imaginative to
recognize the type from the lamps sole surviving fragment 6 an
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fig 1 early palestinian lamps
a saucer lamp 2200 1550 BCB c
b saucer lamp 1550 1200 BCB c
Qc hellenistic pinched lamp late
2ndand century bcB c early ist cen-
tury BCB c
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artists reconstruction shows its folded lip and its bowllikebowl like struc-
ture see fig lc it is smaller than the saucer lamps of earlier
times according to the NAA results reported by dan barag and
malka hershkovitz 7 the masada pinched lamp is made of clay from
the area of jerusalem it is therefore a local imitation of the im-
ported hellenistic type

the conquest of persia in 333 BC by the macedonian greek
alexander the great brought substantial changes to palestine and
the near east the great persian empire was divided up into admin-
istrativeistrative centers that cultivated strong connections with greek cul-
ture in this hellenizedhellenizer culture of the greek east the third technique
of lamp manufacture was first practiced molding

the craft of molding clay was an industry unto itself and re-
quired an expertise significantly different than that of wheel tech-
nology to make a molded lamp the artisan formed a two part
mold off an original model or existing lamp or carved a negative
from scratch in a soft stone one valve of the mold held the fea-
tures of the top part of the lamp which might include various dec-
orations the other valve was impressed or carved with plainer
features for the lower half

from here lamp makers could easily mass produce replicas
the artisan pressed strips of clay into each of the two valves and
allowed them to dry to the leathery hard state while drying the
clay would shrink so that the impressions would easily come out
of the mold the next step was to cut the wick hole and filling hole
into the top half of the impression and join the two halves along
their seams using a solution of liquid clay or slip the artisan used
a sharp tool to pare down the seam lines and to freshen or add
details making each impression unique

the lamp was then fired into permanence along with potent-
ially tens of mold duplicates since an existing lamp could serve
as the original from which new clay or plaster molds could
be made artisans could easily copy any lamp that came on the
market a plagiarism of sorts and plagiarize they did even at
the expense of producing dulled images as the mold generations
wore on many artisans began signing their wares or impressing
their makers mark on the underside of the lamp thus spread-
ing their fame wherever the lamps were distributed
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fig 2 hellenistic lamps a wheel thrown ath6th century BC b wheel
thrown late 4thath century bc second quarter 3rdard century BC Qc
wheel thrown late 4thath century bc second quarter 3rdard century BC
d molded mid 2ndand century bc first half ist century BC e pales-

tinian copy of hellenistic radial lamp from masada late 2ndand century
bc ist century BC
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fig 3 lamps from masada istast1st century BBCc a judean radial b ju
dean radial with concentric circles Qc two nozzleddozzled with palmette han-
dle d two nozzleddozzled with palmette handle
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the greeks practiced the craft of molding lamps as early as
the third century BC by the second century BC moldmademold made lamps
were the norm throughout the mediterranean and rome led the
industry 8 the characteristic early roman lamp has a round body
with a distinct spout terminating in a triangular or rounded nozzle
see figs 4 5 the body of the lamp rests on a flat base or a pro-

nounced ring shaped foot A kind of roman lamp popular in the
late first century BC and early first century AD has a tall delta or
crescent shaped handle and one or two nozzles see fig 4aaa c
both a single nozzleddozzled and a two nozzleddozzled example found their way
to masada 9 their shape and their crisp carinated features indicate
they had metal prototypes

A distinctive feature of the typical roman lamp is the wide
field around the filling hole called the discus see figs 4 5 excess
oil or spills could pool here and be funneled into the reservoir
this flat or depressed area was typically the focus of decoration
see below the filling hole itself is consequently smaller than in

hellenistic and earlier lamps most types of early roman imperial
pictorial lamps persisted with minute and to the specialist notice-
able changes well into the second century AD

around the end of or just after the reign of herod the great
probably in response to the demand for late hellenistic and early
roman lamps an interesting development took place in palestine
palestinian lamp makers invented or introducedreintroducedre a wheel made
oil lamp see fig 6aaa b this type of lamp bears the misnomer
herodian for when specialists first studied it they believed it

dated concurrently with herodshernds reign this type of lamp has a cir-
cular wheel made body to which a separate hand formed nozzle
was joined in contour right down to their knife pared triangular
nozzles herodian lamps resemble their imported molded con-
temporaries compare fig 5aaa the filling holes are significantly
larger however this was a cheaper lamp for its production did
not require the kind of expertise needed to make the molded
lamps an advantage that spared consumers the costs of importa-
tion markupsmarkuismarkups

by the second half of the first century AD local palestinian
lamp makers had fully embraced mold technology into their prac-
tice nabatean lamp makers also capitalized upon the technology
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notably two new types of molded lamps were introduced 1 a

round lamp with a discus and 2 a round lamp with a decorated
shoulder called a southern orjudeanjudeanor molded lamp round lamps
with the discus have a flat reservoir with a petite nozzle and lack a

handle see fig 7aaa b their bases are flat usually with an imita-
tion ring base and commonly potters marks they are decorated
both on the shoulder and in the discus although clearly inspired
by roman lamps this type of lamp was fairly restricted in distribu-
tion to syria palestine being found in jerusalem in levels predating
AD 70 as well as in contexts dating to the third century

in contour judean molded lamps imitate the shape of the con-
temporary herodian lamp right down to the flare of the nozzle
see fig 7cac e fin shaped motifs flanking the nozzle give the im-

pression of knife paring like the herodian lamps and the filling
hole is the same size here the comparison ends for judean molded
lamps always have handles and incorporate a wide variety of deco-
rations judean molded lamps were a local phenomenon as is indi-
cated by their chemical fingerprints analysis of two examples by
NAA point to clay sources in the shephelasheppelaShephela of western judea A third
sample is chemically similar to clays found in the jerusalem area 10

this type of lamp came onto the market after the destruction of
jerusalem in AD 70 and continued into the second century

in the third and fourth centuries palestinian lamp makers devel-
oped regionally distinct varieties of lamps molded lamps were the
rule existing types were expanded upon and there were new devel-
opments in shape notably the nozzle tended to lose its discrete-
ness and as a result the body became pearshapedpearshaped ovid and conical

preferences in decoration early palestinian wheel made
lamps as well as the earliest greek molded lamps are almost purely
utilitarian in nature and sparsely decorated if at all see figs 121 2

even as late as the mid second early first century BC the favored
ornamentation of hellenistic molded lamps consisted only of nod-
ules or closely set lines disposed radially about the shoulder see
fig 2dad the single pre herod lamp from masada is apparently a

local copy of one of these see fig 2eae 11 compared to earlier
greek issues of the type the masada example is quite degenerate
being dulled and uninspired in character As a local copy of the
imported hellenistic type it could well be several mold genera-
tions removed from the original greek series
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fig 4 early roman lamps augustan flavian a with delta handle
plain discus b with delta handle medusa in discus c with crescent
handle arms and weapons in discus d ovolo on rim plain discus
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the modest character of the designs in these and many other
types of hellenistic lamps would have made them acceptable to a
jewish market A large group of lamps from masada dubbed
judean radial by barag and hershkovitz take their inspiration

from both hellenistic and roman contemporary lamps but were
probably drawn from molds created locally see fig 3aaa c 1211 eighty
seven lamps from masada or fragments thereof exhibit radial deco-
rations on the shoulder and some have a simple circle of dots in
raised relief in a narrow discus some lamps from masada with
these decorations also have two nozzles as well as handles in the
shape of palinpalmetpalmettospalinettesettestestos see fig 3cac d 13 in these respects they clearly
draw upon roman lamps of the augustan period compare
fig 4aaa b while samples analyzed by NAA are inconclusive as to
the location of the clay source used in these lamps these lamps are
paralleled primarily in judea and abundantly so these particular
lamps from masada are believed to date to the reign of herod

the so called herodian lamp type described above was in
high demand in the first century AD A major difference between
herodian lamps and their molded competitors is their decora-

tion herodian lamps are plain in aspect and almost entirely void
of decoration see fig 6aaa b they neither have a discus nor is the
shoulder used for decoration A few incised or rouletted lines and
a few punched circle designs on the nozzle suffice

herodian lamps circulated within a restricted geographical
area being most common in judea and rarer in north judea and
transjordanTransjordan visually acceptable to jewish sectors of the popu-
lation they had a lengthy popularity continuing in circulation
through the first half of the second century AD most of the lamps
from masada are of the common herodian type and date to the
period of sicariisicardi occupation

facingpagefacing page

fig 5 early roman imperial lamps a triangular nozzle plain discus
augustanearlyAugustanearly tiberian century AD 2ndand century AD b rounded nozzle

amphora in discus ostistast1st century AD 2ndand century AD Qc small nozzle
scored at base potters signature CATILVESTCAULVEST on base second third of ist
century AD 2ndand century AD d small nozzle scored at base potters
mark on base second third of ist century AD 2ndand century AD e factory
lamp potters signature FORTIS on base from circa AD 79 3rdard century
AD ff sketch of discus of roman lamp imported to masada AD 40 80
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lamp makers of first century AD judea offered a jewish clien-
tele alternatives to the plain herodian lamp floral and geometric
designs permissible within jewish religious restrictions did occur
after the destruction of jerusalem in AD 70 many jews moved
south in search of safer havens the lamp makers who catered to
them broadened their repertoire of decorations as observable in
the southern orjudeanjudeanor molded lamps see fig 7cac e they used
in addition to floral and geometric motifs a range of articles such
as vases and domestic paraphernalia this shift marks a slight relax-
ation in the standard against pictorial representations although
lamps with deliberately defaceddefacer ornamentation raise the eyebrows
see fig 7dad motifs defaceddefacer on shoulder 14 the motifs include

volutesevolutesvolutes double axes ovolosavolos darts triangles and leaves as well as

a wide range of pictorial subjects
varda sussman points out that these pictorial subjects can-

delabra baskets of fruit myrtle palmpahnpaim branches etc express a

longing for the temple and its rebuilding and the memory of
jewish festivals 15 in keeping with the jewish prohibition against
making true to life representations of the menorah none of the
candelabra depicted on the lamps have seven branches 16 in addi-
tion figural representations remained taboo for the most part
clearly judean molded lamps were designed primarily for jews
lamps of this type were recovered from the caves in the judean
desert where people fleeing the bar kokhba war AD 132 5535
took refuge

in sharp contrast to hellenistic and herodian lamps roman
lamps had from their inception a manifestly decorative aspect an
aspect that no doubt greatly enhanced their appeal and market-
ability the area favored for decorations in the earliest roman
lamps was the discus in the disk of the lamp decorations of all sorts
were molded in relief first at the expense of the size of the filling

hole see figs 454 5 in later developments however the shoulder
of the lamp became the focus of designs at the expense of the dis-
cus see fig 8

the repertoire of decorations on roman relief lamps include
geometric and floral designs human figures and gods and animals
as well as scenes from the hunt the circus everyday life and so

on A curious roman convention of early roman lamps is the pair
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fig 6 wheel thrown lamps from masada a herodian lamp b he
rodianbodian lamp Qc plain grayware with handle
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of volutesevolutes that flank the nozzle see figs 4 5bab rendered in pro-
nounced relief the volutesevolutes have a sculpturesque quality

the decorative motifs of most roman lamps are deployed
away from the lamp users perspective that is they face the nozzle
and not the filling hole see figs 4bab 5bab ad3d5d 17 it stands to reason
therefore that if one commonly held the lamp with the wick side
away from the body the motifs would have been best appreciated
by people who met the lamp holder in passing or by anyone after
the lamp had been placed in the destination of its use that is on a

table or in a wall niche in many palestinian lamps the opposite
perspective was employed for the motifs see figs 7dad bathussathusSa thus
lamp users typically had the benefit of viewing the motifs right
side up both while walking and after setting the lamp down it
would have made for a more personal experience for the user
especially if the motifs had a special significance for the user rather
than being purely ornamental in character

there was a tremendous demand for roman decorated lamps
they were exported and widely copied throughout the empire an
imported example brought to masada by a roman soldier pre-
serves in its discus the scene of eros playing the double flutes and
riding a dolphin see fig af5f5tat roman discus lamps served as the
prototypes for the class of palestinian round lamps with the picto-
rial discibisci already discussed see fig 7aaa b the linear rendering of
the conventional roman volutesevolutes on the nozzles of one example
see fig 7aaa betrays the copyists uninspired hand the pictorial

subject matter on these lamps would have been offensive to jew-
ish sectors of the society roman pictorial lamps would have ap-
pealed most to pagan markets and to hellenizedhellenizerhellenizedjewsjews

the demand for roman discus lamps was curbed in palestine
perhaps by their high cost and by the offensive content cosmo-
politan jews of the first century AD would still have been able to
choose from a selection of plain imported roman lamps compare
fig 5aaa one particularly innocuous possibility was the so called
factory lamp see fig 5eae the brainchild it seems of a lamp maker
named fors see the latin signature FORTIS of or belonging to
fors on the base of fig 5eae they hit the market before AD 79
having been found in the ashes of pompeii and persisted into the
third century AD these lamps were purely utilitarian and had no
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fig 7 molded lamps from judea a round lamp with helios in discus
second half of ist century ADA D 3rdard century ADA D b round lamp with

victoryVictoryoryC in discus second half of ist century AD 3rdard century AD

Qc southern or judean lamp myrtle and amphora on shoulder second
half of ist century AD 2ndand century AD d southern or judean lamp
motifs defaceddefacer except for three amphoraeamphoralamphorae second half of ist century
AD 2ndand century AD e southern or judean lamp spoked wheels on
shoulder second half of ist century AD 2ndand century AD
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fig 8 palestinian molded lamps ardord3rd century AD 4thath century AD
a round lamp of the south double axes and geometric motifs on

shoulder peacock in discus b bow nozzleddozzled lamp herringbone motifs
on shoulder quatrefoil loop on nozzle c ovoid lamp of the south
confronted doves on shoulder d ovoid lamp of the south double axes
and half volutesevolutes on shoulder
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fig 9 molded grayware lamps from masada circa AD 50 66 a styl-
ized flower plantain leaves and garland on shoulder b garland of
flowers on shoulder Qc olive leaves and fruit on shoulder
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decorations at all sterile to the point of being boring they never-
theless had a wide circulation in romes western empire perhaps
they functioned exceptionally well a tiny hole in the nozzle may
have enabled the insertion of a pin to shift the wick or it may have
been an air vent few such lamps were imported to the eastern
provinces the contemporary herodian lamps offered equivalent
features for a local price

beginning in the third century decorations varied regionally
along with lamp types and the prohibition against depicting the
menorah relaxed somewhat making it difficult to determine which
religious groups patronized a given lamp type in byzantine times
later fourth seventh centuries lamp makers sometimes added

inscriptions on lamp shoulders in various languages examples of
greek inscriptions translate as the light of christ shines for all

beautiful little lamps and the mother of god 19 lamp makers
also used fairly generic symbols indicating little about the religious
leanings of the user although the beautiful little lamps themselves
have endured the hands that lit them remain invisible to us

lamps from masada and the significance of their contexts

an additional type luxury grayware over 11100100loo lamps
and fragments of lamps have been excavated at masada 20 special-
ists barag and hershkovitz identified seven classes of locally made
lamps in addition to one class of imported lamps and copies thereof
generally speaking the lamps from masada fall within the late hel-
lenisticlenistic and early roman types discussed above they were fired
various shades of buff reddish brown and brown the color range
most common in late hellenistic and early roman lamps

A series of lamps from masada are gray with a black slip they
may have been inspired by imported lamps 21 barag and hershkovitz
noting their high quality and rarity in the masada lamp assemblage
suggest they were a luxury ware 2221 yet they are clearly a local phe-
nomenonno they were confined largely to judea and the central coastal
plain analyses by NAA point to a clay source near jerusalem or to
a source on the north coast

grayware lamps from masada were both wheel thrown and
molded the wheel thrown types resemble herodian lamps in
form and both types are probably contemporaneous see fig 6cac 23
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however the grayware lamps were brought to completion more
expertly and some varieties have high quality stamped rouletted
and incised decorations on their nozzles

another series of grayware lamps was made from molds 24 in
shape these lamps resemble the lamps just discussed although
some have a looped handle they differ in decoration exhibiting
typically a volute or finlike decoration flanking each side of the
nozzle in this respect they follow early roman imperial lamp
makers in a well established convention in lieu of a discus of any
note these lamps were decorated on their shoulders with rich
floral motifs olive twigs with leaves and fruits myrtle twigs oak
leaves and acorns plantain caper mallow ivy and acanthus no
complete specimens of these lamps survived at masada but draw-
ings of the fragments help the minds eye see fig 9 the floral
lamps from masada that could be dated are thought to belong to
the years ca AD 50 66 just prior to the period when the sicariisicardi
occupied the site 2515

significantly the decorations on all the grayware varieties
would have been acceptable and in the case of the floral lamps
of particular interest to a jewish clientele the myrtle with its clus-
ters of three leaves is a species that grows in galilee the golan
heights and on mt carmel and that is considered ritually purest
by rabbinic sources 2616 the species of oak depicted is also common
to thethejudeanjudean hills 2717 barag and hershkovitz see parallels to this flo-
ral mode of decoration in the un iconic art of jerusalem in the
century before the destruction of the city in AD 70 28

contexts when yigael yadinspadins excavations began at masada
in the early 1960s the excavatorsexcavatoryexcava tors gazed upon what might be
described as a giant jigsaw puzzle whose intriguing pieces had to
be sorted and put back together into a meaningful whole for six
decades after herod had quitted masada the first roman garrison
occupied the site AD 6 66 they felt no obligation to tiptoe
around so as to make it easy for future archaeologists to discover
the sequence of events that had and would transpire at masada
after the defeat of the first roman garrison the sicariisicardi took up
habitation they wreakedwrecked their own special havoc as they adapted
the site to suit their needs building ritual baths superimposing
mud tubs over fine mosaic floors and throwing up makeshift
households within herodshernds palaces and the casemate walls the
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sicariisicardiSicarii in a last ditch effort to save themselves probably grabbed
everything in sight to bolster the wall against the roman battering
rams the siege ended in flames silvas troops cared even less for
maintaining an air of orderliness following a second occupation
by a roman garrison masada lay fallow for almost four hundred
years masadas byzantine inhabitants had their own plans for the
site fifth century AD circa 635 5838

despite successive rounds of construction occupation reno-
vation destruction and reoccupation the excavatorsexcavatoryexcavators of masada
were able to reconstruct the sequences of events on the site how-
ever many structures saw a continuous inhabitation from herodshernds
time through the abandonment of the site by the second roman
garrison in about AD 115 the excavatorsexcavatoryexcavators could not usually dis-
cern whether a given patch of debris in a room had been formed
exclusively by people of herodshernds time the roman soldiers or the
sicardisicariiSicarii accordingly the contexts or loci of artifacts sing locus
were very broadly defined consisting generally of entire rooms
and whole courtyards 2919 for example lamps and fragments thethereofthereotthereatreot
were found in many places on the site but with a few possible
exceptions 30 no lamps were definitely found in situ that is in
the place of their original use rather they were recovered from
debris piles backfill from renovation activities and the like thus
the lamps may have been kicked about or otherwise redeposited
after their users set them down or discarded them

most of the lamps at masada belong to the period of eight
years of sicardisicarii occupation AD 66 74 the wheel made herodian
lamps were extremely common at masada constituting 80 percent
of the assemblage counting fragments these modest undecorated
lamps were most abundant in contexts associated with the sicardisicarii
occupation while some of them may have been brought to the site
by the soldiers of the first roman garrison it stands to reason that
many were used by the religiously strict sicariisicardiSicarii

archaeologists recovered many herodian lamps as well as
luxury molded lamps in the grayware from stratified contexts in
buildings 11 12 and 13 many herodian lamp nozzles turned up
in a single courtyard of building 10 31 all of these buildings were
originally constructed as palaces by herod but the sicariisicardi later
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adapted them to serve as residences the sicariisicardi took up house-
hold in them adding new walls blocking off doorways and
adding others within these reformulated spaces the sicariisicardi com-
monly installed cooking stoves and ovens tabunsbunsnabunsta made of mud
built small silos or bins for storage purposes and added small
niches in the wall to hold lamps or serve as shelves the lamps
from buildings 11 12 and 13 all seem to date to the period of the
sicariisicardi occupation

A study of the imported lamps found at masada yields equally
interesting information donald bailey reports that 64 imported
lamps and fragments thereof have been found at masada all mold-
made 3231 his tallytaffytailytanny included 31 apparently made in italy 6 in asia
minor 2 in the phoenician part of the province of syria 14 of
nabatean origin and 11 from unknown sources

significantly the majority of imported lamps 52 date to the
period when the first roman garrison occupied masada AD 6 66
and were likely imported for use by them 33 the ones recovered at
the site proper may have been found by the sicariisicardi and discarded 3431

an imported lamp found in roman camp F at the base of the mesa
undoubtedly belonged to a roman soldier who participated in the
siege see fig 5faf 35 four others may have been brought to the site
for use by the second roman garrison AD 74 circa 115 3631

sometimes archaeology is just vague enough to at once tanta-
lize and nag the mind of intriguing note for example are the
large groups of herodian lamp nozzles found in loci 1047 and
1054 37 both of these loci are near the synagogue how did they
come to be there ones imagination can be richly employed
in attempts to explain the phenomenon did evening activities in
the vicinity of the synagogue consume lamps at an unusual rate
did the men of the synagogue commonly burn the midnight oil
as it were immersed in their sacred texts were lamps used in the
reading of texts particularly susceptible to defilement or did the
lamps need to be replaced more frequently to maintain the ritual
purity of holy tasks were the lamps deliberately destroyed to keep
them from falling into unholy hands or did they fall into unholy
hands and meet their demise during or after the siege A wholly
mundane explanation may apply were these loci garbage heaps
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the fact is any speculation is simply that as closer inspection
reveals locus 1047 was a kind of corridor contingent with but not
communicating with the north wall of the synagogue the passage
originally gave access to two long partially subterranean rooms in
the casemate wall loci 1045 and 1046 these latter were back-
filled during renovationsovationsren prior to the sicariisicardi occupation during the
time when the sicardisicarii used the area a pool was added and the door-
way leading to one of the casement rooms was equipped with a
lamp niche unfortunately the excavatorsexcavatoryexcava tors could not distinguish be-
tween the finds from the early and later stages of renovationsovationsren the
lamp fragments may have been part of the backfill

locus 1054 was not a room at all but an open area to the
immediate south of the synagogue the sicariisicardi had constructed a
niche in the synagogues south wall at this point many whole ves-
sels were found here as well as a hoard of about one hundred coins
the excavatorsexcavatoryexcavators concluded that the area had served as a dump 3831

the maidens lamps

what would the lamps carried by the five wise maidens in
matthews story have looked like were they beautiful or ordinary
how would they have compared to lamps used by other people in
the holy land were similar lamps used at masada did pagans
christians and jews use the same kinds of lamps

to answer these questions one must define a time frame for
the lifetime of the maidens who clearly would not have been able
to choose from hundreds of years of lamp varieties the real ques-
tion is what did jesus have in mind it is his story after all

jesus undoubtedly had a certain oil lamp in mind when he
related his parable the lamps must have been types he was famil-
iar with therefore the reader must establish the religious prefer-
ences personalities and economic status of the maidens or more
accurately these traits as assigned to the young women by jesus
perhaps his maidens had an eye for luxury was he thinking of an
especially unusual variety on sale in the market a roman discus
lamp or copy thereof or were the lamps a more humble mun-
dane kind such as the plain and less expensive herodian type
perhaps jesus observed the lamps in use by others and used the
same kind himself
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finally consider the purely practical matters if you were
involved in a midnight ritual in jesus time what style of lamp
would best have suited your needs as you sat or walked long hours
in the sidelines of such an event

for the most part in antiquity lamps were so common a
household item as to be taken for granted because the lives of
everyday folk in antiquity were not normally the stuff of novelists
and historians theirs are the ones most difficult to reconstruct
putting lamps in the hands of the five wise maidens two thousand
years after the fact is not unlike the challenge masadas excavatorsexcavatoryexcavators
faced when first they tackled the jigsaw it tantalizes and nags

marti lu alienallenailen is associate director of the museum of peoples and cultures at
brigham young university and codirector of the masada exhibition project

NOTES

compare varda sussman lighting the way through history the evo-
lution of ancient oil lamps biblical archaeology review 11 no 2 1985
48 who writes that the chore of keeping the lamps burning through the night
was consigned to women she cites proverbs 3118 her lamp does not go out
at night

mentions of lamps associated with a golden candelabra that the lord
ordered made for use on an altar are in exodus 2531 37 307 8 3514 3723
3937 404 25 leviticus 242 4 numbers 49 82 4 and 1I kings 749 in a few
instances the eyes or mouths of supernatural beings or creatures are likened to
the light of burning lamps daniel 106 ezekiel 111313 and job 4119 other sym-
bolic uses of the word lamp are found in 2 samuel 2229 psalms 119105
proverbs 623 139 and 2020

the full parable is related in matthew 251 13 the ritual alluded to by
jesus may have consisted of escorting the bride and bridegroom to the nuptial
chamber where the virgins perhaps left their lamps as a blessing of light com-
pare also the lights used by gideons army in judges 716716 20 to fool the enemy at
night but these may have been torches rather than clay lamps other references
to oil lamps are genesis 1517 1520 1 samuel 33 1 kings 154 job 125 isaiah
626211 and revelation 881010

in this task I1 am preceded by scholars far more authoritative than myself
on the subject and their years of study and work form the foundation of my
humble summary in particular I1 relied throughout this article on chapter 7
palestinian lamps in renate rosenthal and renee sivan ancient lamps in the

schloessingerSchloessinger collection vol 8 of qedemkedem monographs of the institute of
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archaeology jerusalem hebrew university of jerusalem 1978 7575139139 suss-
man lighting the way 425642 56 provides a good general article written for the
lay person for more technical details I1 relied on the section on lamps from
masada written by dan barag and others lamps in masada IV the yigael
badinyadin excavations 1963 1965 final reports ed joseph aviramabiram gideon foer-
ster and ehud netzer jerusalem israel exploration society and hebrew univer-
sity ofjerusalem 1994

specialists disagree on whether or not these late hellenistic pinched or
folded lamps could continue the saucer lamp tradition after a 150 200 year gap in
production they have been referred to both as revivals and survivals of the
earlier saucer lamps see barag and others lamps 12 n 6

6thisathis is type A no 1 discussed in barag and others lamps 11 13

7baragarag and others lamps 11

thehe roman lamps discussed in this article are standard types in the publi-
cations of lamp specialists to get started the reader may consult rosenthal and
sivan ancient lamps 0 broneer corinth 4 part 2 terracottaTerracotta lamps cam-
bridge 1930 0 broneer isthmia 3 terracottaTerracotta lamps princeton 1977 D M

bailey catalogue of the lamps in the british museum 3 vols london
1975 83 or john W hayes ancient lamps in the royal ontario museum
vol 1 toronto 1980

9these are nos 153 and 155 discussed in barag and others lamps
828382 83 plate 4 both of which have been heavily restored and are in the story of
masada exhibition

thishis is interesting given the fact that jerusalem lay in ruins afterad70anterafteranner AD 70
apparently jerusalem clays continued to be harvested even though the popula-
tion had been decimated see barag and others lamps 77 78 where the
authors also report the results of NAA on judean molded lamps from masada
aroeraloer and the cave of horror

this is type B I1 cat no 2 discussed in barag and others lamps 13 14

these are type B 11II cat nos 3 14 and type B 111IIIlii cat nos 15 20 dis-

cussed in barag and others lamps 19 24

these131hese are type B IV cat nos 21212525 discussed in barag and others
lamps 24

1414comparecompare type F discussed in barag and others lamps 777877 78 and
rosenthal and sivan ancient lamps 82 85 nos 335 44 which are referred to
as southern lamps on the defacement of lamps by zealous jews see among
others varda sussman early jewish iconoclasm on pottery lamps israel
exploration journal 23 no 1 1973 46 47

15 sussman lighting the way 54
sussman lighting the way 545554 55 where she also notes that some of

the stricteriewsstricter jews would disfigure molds bearing representations of doves and fish
so that the impressions lifted from them would not violate the prohibition against
image making

compare barag and others lamps 75 rosenthal and sivan ancient
lamps 83 no 337 who note the existence of exceptions and A levy an
observation on the direction of decorations in palestinian oil lamps israel
explorationjournalexploration journaltournai 23 no 1 1973 48 49

18figs 7aaa c are distinct exceptions
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1919josephjoseph navehkaveh lamp inscriptions and inverted writing israel explo-
rationrationjournaljournal 38 nos 1 2 1988 36 43

about one fifth of these lamps have been cataloguedcataloguercatalo gued in the fourth volume
of the recently published excavation reports see above note 4 this section of
my article relies heavily upon the chapters written by dan barag and others

2113barag2113aragarag and others lamps 53 rosenthal and sivan ancient lamps 12
22barag and others lamps 54
23712311these2371hesehese are type C VIII and type C DCIX discussed in barag and others

lamps 54 55
these24these are types D I1 VI discussed in barag and others lamps 59 66
barag25barag and others discuss the dating in lamps 67 69

26asAs pointed out by barag and others lamps 64 who cite the following
in their notes 636463 64 babylonian talmud sukkahsukkau 32b london soncinoconcinoSoncino 1938
III111 144 and michael zoharybohary flora palestina II11il jerusalem israel academy of
science and humanities 1972 371 plate 542

27asAs pointed out by barag and others lamps 64 who cite the following
in their note 65 michael zohary2oharybohary flora palestina I1 jerusalem israel academy of
science and humanities 1966 33 plate 32

28barag and others lamps 707170 71
2917orporfor discussions on the architectural sequences and description of loci at

masada see ehud netzer the buildings stratigraphy and architecture in ma-
sada lipIII111IIPlir the yigael badinyadin excavations 1963 1965 final reports ed joseph
aviramabiram gideon foerster and ehud netzer jerusalem israel exploration society
and hebrew university of jerusalem 19911991

31anan example of these exceptions is locus 1092 located in the central unit
of the storeroom complex in which a lamp and two pottery vessels were discov-
ered sitting on an area of backfillback fill see netzer buildings 70

barag3barag and others lamps 43 netzer buildings 311 locus 503
barag3barag and others lamps 799979 99 some of these are local copies of

imported lamps
33baragbarag and others lamps 79 99 nos 1381385959 16168161 68 172 174 90

19598195 98
31 see barag and others lamps 79 it is possible that allanailali this imported

material was dumped during the zealotszealousZealots occupation of the site donald M bai-
leys section of chapter 2 points out that there is nothing about the imported
lamps that forces an exclusive date in the sicardisicarii periodad66pernodperiod AD 667466 74

35barag and others lamps 98
36barag and others lamps 86 87 92 93 nos 173 199 201
37netzer buildings 399599399401401 413

netzer buildings 413



loosing a shoe latchet
sandals and footwear
in the first century

shane A baker

during the 1964 season of excavations at masada archaeolo-
gists made a stunning and emotionally compelling discovery while
working in the area of the elaborate palace complex built by
herod at the north end of the fortress 1 located beneath a pile of
heavy rubble covering the ruins of a small roman style bathhouse
excavatorsexcavatoryexcava tors found the only physical remains of masadas jewish
defenders discovered at the site itself sprawled upon the steps
leading to the coldwatercold water pool of the baths and on the ground
nearby were the skeletal remains of three individuals a young
man in his twenties a young woman about eighteen and an
eleven year old child 2

surprisingly each body was accompanied by perishable organic
artifacts that gave a rare glimpse into the masada rebels daily lives
close by the man lay silvered armor scales arrows the remains of
a prayer shawl and an ostracon the dry atmosphere ofofthejudeanthe judean
desert had preserved the braided hair of the womanscomans scalp and
several pairs of sandals including a pair of nearly complete delicately
fashioned ladys sandals 3 in stark contrast to the rather delicate
sandals found with the body of the woman were the remnants of
a roman caliga a type of heavy leather shoe with iron hobnailshobnails
these roman shoes were found elsewhere in the fortress and are
direct evidence of the roman conquest and occupation of the
site these rare finds provide insight into the style of footwear that
was common for both the jewish inhabitants of masada and the
roman army

196
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grecian footwear

during the hellenistic period greek footwear developed varia-
tions that are likely predecessors of the types of footwear worn at
masada in the first century the composite sandal which had fea-
tures of both shoes and sandals appeared at this time 4 also during
this time the tongue first appeared usually on composite sandals
but also occasionally on shoestheshoshoesesThethe tongue is a flat piece of shaped
leather that covered the top of the instep over or through which the
sandal lacingsfacings crossed the tongue was usually bent down over
the knot near the ankle and covered the instep in an ornamental
flap that was fringed or scalloped at the lower edge 5

the shape of sandal soles also varied by about 300 BC a
style of shaped sole became popular that curved inward between
the first two toes where the thong attached at the front of the foot
in its earliest form this indentation appears as a shallow notch
with abrupt edges but later became deeper and more rounded
flowing into the outline of the rounded and gracefully shaped
soles occasionally the entire outer edge of the sole was repeatedly
notched to follow the shape of all the toes producing an almost
scalloped appearance 6

subtle changes are evident as well in the style of lacing that
accompanied changing styles of soles on greek sandals by the late
fourth century many sandals were made with loops on the side
of the foot near the base of the toes so that the thong from be-
tween the toes was fed through these side loops and then back
across the instep and the rear of the foot the heel of the foot was
often surrounded by an elaborate network of crossed straps that
formed a latticework that enclosed much of the rear of the foot
special gilded sandals were worn by persons of high rank and san-
dals for women were sometimes constructed with special orna-
mental pieces on the instep 7

roman footwear

except for slaves who were forbidden to wear sandals or shoes
altogether most romans generally wore foot coverings both indoors
and out taking them off only before retiring to bed thenormalthe normal
footwear could consist of either sandals or shoes depending upon
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the demands of specific circumstances three types of sandals were
commonly worn each being adapted to a specific purpose soleaesoleas
were simple hobnailed leather soled sandals that had a thong
between the toes that tied at the instep 8 CrecrepidaecrepiddeCreppiddeidae were heavier
thick leather soled sandals fastened with leather straps that passed
through eyelets on the upper portion of the sandal 9 A carbatinacarbatina
was a sandal made with a soft leather sole and an open decorative
upper that was fastened with ribbons or a lace both crepidaecrep idae and
carbatinacarbatina had leather uppers that covered much of the foot but still
left the toes bare 10

along with sandals a variety of boots and shoes were worn
calcei were common ankle high closed toe boots that laced around
the ankle they were the forerunners of most of the shoes worn in
europe during the middle ages

buskinsbaskinsBuskins higher boots that reached to midcalf were worn by
the more wealthy roman citizens and exhibited a great deal ofvari-
ety these boots were usually partially open along the front and
were held on with a system of cross lacing buskinsbaskins were frequently
lined with the skins of small animals the heads and claws ofwhich
were allowed to hang down over the tops as ornament

soccersoccei were shoes constructed with a leather sole without
hobnailshobnails and with a separate leather upper heavy leather military
style boots often fitted with hobnailshobnails such as the examples found
at masada were called caligancaligaecaligae 11I1 the romans also introduced gal
alicaelicae heavy wooden shoes with coarse rawhide uppers that were
used in wet weather and on muddy ground these are the ances-
tors of modernmodem overshoes both shoes and sandals were sometimes
worn with loose cloth wrappings that protected the lower leg fas-
cia but are not stockings in the modern sense

footwear served as a definite status indicator for the roman
empire with colors and styles that were differentiated according
to both sex and social rank As noted slaves were forbidden to
wear shoes except in unusual circumstances where their assigned
tasks necessitated additional protection for the feet patricians san-
dals were red with a moon shaped ornament on the back A special
tall boot type shoe was reserved for depictions of persons who
were not mortals this category included gods demons and other
allegorical figures as well as human beings shown after death
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thus on some sarcophagi the deceased is represented twice once
as a living man wearing normal footwear and once as a deceased
person shod in the footgear of immortality 12

the widespread influence of the romans guaranteed that
many of these shoe and sandal types saw extensive distribution
and much of the worlds footwear in succeeding periods derived
from roman shoes the concept of enclosed footwear especially
military boots modeled after the caliga was carried by the roman
legions to distant lands and closed shoes appeared throughout the
middle east during the first century

the footwear of masada

despite the wide variety of footwear developed and used by
the romans the sandal remained the most common and widely
worn type of footwear in the middle east during the first century AD

the vast majority of people unable to afford shoes probably used
sandals almost exclusively scriptural references to footwear in
both the old and new testament frequently make reference to
sandals rather than shoes and in many instances sandals are prob-
ably the referent when the generic term shoe is used

the archaeological excavations at masada uncovered several
relatively well preserved examples of sandals and shoes worn by
both the sicariisicardi and the men of the roman siege forces the excep-
tional conditions for preservation that prevailed in the area of the
small roman style baths on the east end of the site permitted
the excavations there to yield some of the best preserved speci-
mens at masada these included several pairs of sandals found near
the skeleton of the woman all of these associated materials
found in the vicinity of the baths were dated to the period of the
masada incident

the finds included one very finely made pair of womens san-
dals with a light leather sole and a leather thong for attachment
the soles of these sandals have a unique shape that is rounded
at the heel but is squared and blunt at the front a style apparently
common to the period 13 A rather delicate thong attachment of dual
leather strips originates between the first and second toes and sweeps
back to tie near the ankle and fasten to two leather tabs running up



c womanscomans sandal

fig 1 sicardisicarii footwear from masada
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from the sole on each side of the ankle see fig lc this type of
sandal has also been found at sites in the hever caves 14

A second type of sandal represented by a much smaller pair
also found near the body of the sicardisicarii woman had a light ele-
gantly tapered leather sole with a scalloped edge outlining the area
of the toes this scalloped sole is similar to the earlier greek style of
shaped soles 15 because the straps are missing from these sandals
the manner of attachment cannot be determined but they were
probably attached by a light system of leather thongs like the other
sandals found nearby see fig ib

excavatorsexcavatoryExcava tors found only one single example of an enclosed shoe
associated with the sicardisicarii occupation the specimen although now
somewhat shriveled and distorted measures less than twelve cen-
timetersti in length and therefore is thought to have been made for
a child it is constructed with a heavier layered leather sole and
an ankle high full leather upper that enclosed most of the foot
see fig la

evidence for shoes and sandals belonging to the roman army
came from several locations near the casemate wall and other vari-
ous localities A near perfect example of a caliga was found with an
intact strap and metal hobnailshobnails on the sole the leather sole is
rather stiff and is attached to the foot by a single strap across the
instep the leather upper enclosed the toes but was rather low cut
so as to leave most of the top of the foot exposed this specimen
from masada is lower cut and not as heavy as many other known
examples see fig 22.

fig 2 roman caliga notice the metal hobnailshobnails on the sole
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the fragmentary remains of a number of sandal straps were
found throughout the site these include a number of straps that
are made of fancy openwork leather from various parts of the san-
dal this type of elaborate strapping was common on many of the
roman sandals of the day and originated with the more complex
composite style sandals developed by the greeks

the examples of footwear found at masada give a glimpse of
the styles worn by the sicariisicardi and the rank and file members of the
roman army the womanscomans sandals appear to be a common simple
style that was utilized by people throughout the region no exam-
ples of footwear worn by the sicardisicarii men were found but they
probably also wore simple sandals with leather bottoms and straps

the jewish inhabitants of masada probably wore sandals most
of the time when outdoors but in accordance with well established
traditions took them off when entering the home children proba-
bly also wore sandals although simple shoes were not unknown
as the masada finds indicate however children likely usually went
barefoot when playing outside roman soldiers were furnishedfamished with
the bootlikeboatlikebootlike caligaecaligan common to the army during this period but
they probably wore shoes most of the time as was the custom else-
where in the empire undoubtedly additional varieties of shoes and
sandals similar to those already discussed were common to both
groups during this period and were worn at masada but they have
not been preserved or discovered

biblical symbolism involving footwear

from the very earliest times feet and footwear were selec-
tively imbued with symbolic meaning and surrounded by pre-
scribed symbolic behavior on specific occasions 16 in the book of
exodus when god spoke from the burning bush he gave moses
this inductioninjuction draw not nigh hither put off thy shoes from off thy
feet for the place whereon thou standeststandfeststandest is holy ground ex 35
likewise when joshua met the captain of the lords host near
jericho he was similarly commanded to remove his shoes for he
stood on holy ground josh 515

the practice of going unshod as a mark of reverence and
respect for holy places seems to have been widespread in antiquity
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and persists even today in many parts of the world moslems still
remove their shoes before entering a mosque or when praying in
similar fashion latter day saints remove street shoes before enter-
ing the sacred areas of modern temples

although the scriptures make it clear that the practice of
removing ones shoes in consecrated or holy places dates at least
as early as the exodus it probably has origins long before that first
recorded example in the bible already by this early point in his-
tory the practice of taking off ones shoes while inside a home
appears to have been well established among semitic peoples
accordingly the israelites were instructed specifically during the
first passover to eat standing and with their shoes on ex 1211 as
a symbol of their nightflightright out of egypt whereas today it mightseemmight seem
odd for us to be told to eat with our shoes on apparently cultural
mores on the matter were already so set that the israelites would
not have left their shoes on without being ordered by the lord to
do so

it appears that going without shoes was also sometimes used as

a symbol of mourning ezek 2417 23 or of distress or humiliation17humiliation17

beutdeut 257 10 2 sam 1530 isa 202 4 by the time of the judges
it was a common practice to seal or confirm certain important
legal obligations or transactions by taking off a shoe or sandal and
giving it to the person with whom the transaction was made this
action was considered to be a sign or testimony in israel that
sealed the arrangement particularly in transactions involving real
estate ruth 47

throughout the biblical period it was a mark of hospitality to
wash the feet of visitors or at least provide water and a basin so
that the guests could wash their own feet since most people wore
sandals and the climate was relatively hot and dusty frequent foot
washing became not only a luxury but a necessity feet were rou-
tinely washed after a long journey and before going to bed gen
192 2 sam 118 the custom is described as early as the period
of the patriarchs and continued into the early christian era see
gen 184 2432 4324 1 sam 2541 luke 744 andjohnandyjohnand john 134 15

the act of washing the feet of a guest carried the connotation
not only of hospitality but also of humility and subservience the
actual washing was often performed by servants and so the savior
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chose this example as a way to teach his followers the need to serve
one another luke 134 15 A servant would pour water over the
guests feet into a basin or bowl washing them with his or her
hands and then drying the feet with a cloth towel

by the first century AD this almost ritualized washing of the
feet had become closely affiliated with several other related prac-
tices As already noted sandals were always removed upon enter-
ing a house frequently a servant was detailed with the responsibility
of removing the visitors or masters sandals washing the feet and
then taking care of the footwear until its owner was in need of it
again if a master were to be simply passing through a home or
walking barefoot on smooth ground or grass the servant would
follow carrying the sandals in hand in order to supply them again
when they were needed this job of carrying the masters sandals
was considered to be the most menial and lowly responsibility that
could be performed 18

john the baptist uses the symbolism surrounding the act of
removing and carrying sandals to show his subordination and def-
erence to jesus christ in trying to help his followers understand
the significance of the saviors role and johns relationship to him
john pursues this figurative example in several different ways at
one point he states he that cometh after me is mightier than 1I

whose shoes I1 am not worthy to bear matt 311 aside from sim-
ply indicating that he was not worthy to carry christs shoes john
also states that he not even worthy to loose or take off the shoes of
jesus the gospel writers mark luke and john all record john the
baptist as having said there cometh one mightier than I1 after me
the latchet of whose shoes I1 am not worthy to stoop and unloose
mark 17 luke 316 john 127 see also I11 ne 108 the shoe latchet

here is actually the long leather thongs or laces used on many first
century style sandals to fasten them to the foot As previously noted
leather straps or thongs were used by both the greeks and the
romans and appeared in several styles throughout the biblical
region the use of the term latchet suggests a more elaborate
sandal lace than the simple thong type tie sometimes used

john attempted to highlight the transcendent role that christ
would play in contrast to johns own humble ministry by reaf-
firming his unworthiness to untie the saviors sandals in order to
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perform the humble service of washing his feet or carrying his
sandals john drove home his point by couching it in terms of com-
mon cultural practices that would have been familiar and impor-
tant to his audience

conclusion

though dried shrunken and curled by the dust and weather
of the centuries that have passed since they were buried at masada
the examples of footwear found at the site convey the essence of
middle eastern footwear the roman caligaecaligan uncovered at the site
undoubtedly look much like the footwear worn by the roman
legionarieslegionaries of the time and impart some sense of the strength deter-
minationnilminii and organization of an empire that then ruled most of the
known world the sandals and shoes found at masada differ little
from those that would have been worn by jesus christ mary mag-
dalene john the baptist matthew peter or any of the disciples

shane A baker is collections manager and staff archaeologist of the museum of
peoples and cultures at brigham young university
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the fruit of the vine
wine at masada and

in the new testament

jo ann H seely

blessed art thou 0 lord our god king of the universe
who created sweet wine good must from grapevines

that is pleasing to a person and good for man
that gladdens the heart and makes the face shine

it is consolation to mourners and those of bitter spirit forget their misery
it is medicine to all who drink it to him who drinks it sensibly

it is hearts joy gladness and great delight to its drinkers
he our god created it of old for pleasure

among the works established from the beginning
so that all who drink it shall bless god

and praise the author of understanding
who prepared the delicacies of the world
and formed the sweet things of the earth 1

this ancient jewish benediction preserved from the cairo
genizah is an expanded version of the one sentence blessing
required by rabbinic law before wine could be drunk 2 it extols the
virtues of the fruit of the vine acknowledges the goodness of god
as provider and cautions the overindulgent the poem also reveals
the broad spectrum of life in which ancient peoples partook of
wine from mere pleasure drinking to comfort for those in
mourning wine was highly valued in antiquity it was a common
table drink a desirable trade item a gift to kings a medical aid a
ritual offering and part of nearly every aspect of life as it was
shared by family friends priests and kings to celebrate happiness
and sorrow worship and covenant

this article will consider the use of wine in ancient palestine
focusing primarily on its use in the first century AD the wine

207
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stores at masada demonstrate that an effort was made to make
wine available even in difficult circumstances what can be
learned from the wine kraterscraters found at masada how was wine
produced and what types of wine were available in ancient pales-
tine what insight does the old testament provide and how is

wine viewed during new testament times wine was more than
just a staple of life the blood of the grape became a rich symbol
encompassing the blessing of god as well as his wrath and the ulti-
mate passion of the lord himself as he trod the winepresswinepress

wine at masada

the excavations at masada provide a small window into first
century israel and although the inhabitants were living under
extreme conditions the basic staples of life were present jose-
phus describes the stores thus the stores laid up within would
have excited still more amazement alike for their lavish splendour
and their durability for here had been stored a mass of corn
amply sufficient to last for years abundance of wine and oil
besides every variety of pulse and piles of dates 3131130133 josephus writes
that the rebels at masada supplemented their supplies by vicious
attacks on the nearby villages on a night raid to en gedl they
rifled the houses seized the ripest of the crops and carried off

their spoil to masada they made similar raids on all the villages
around the fortress and laid waste the whole district 4 both jose
phusschuss account and the archaeological data indicate that there was
plenty of food and wine on masada

one particular storeroom at masada was thought to have
been designed specifically for the storage of wine or a liquid of
some type it had plastered walls and three well plastered circular
pits or depressions in the floor spaced across the length of the
room scholars suggest that this room was for stocking wine and
the pits were used to either facilitate pouring the liquid from the
large storage jars into smaller vessels or to contain any wine that
spilled during transfer most of the wine jars found seem to be of
the herodian period as indicated by their shape but many had
inscriptions in ink or charcoal with the new owners names on
them 5 of particular interest were the wine jars recovered bearing
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the inscription to king herod ofofjudeajudea which were apparently
sent to herod from italy 6 this was the first time the name of herod
had been found in an inscription also noted on the jars was the
name of the roman consul C sentiusdentius saturninusSaturninus who was in office
in the year 19 BC providing an exact date for the archaeologistsarchaeologarchaeologyistsests 7

perhaps the most interesting inscription found on some of
the jars was the hebrew letter tav which has been suggested to
represent the word trumah or priestly due the people at
masada may have been attempting to live according to the law as
outlined in numbers 18 which commanded them to bring to the
levites all the best of the oil and all the best of the wine and of
the wheat the firstfruitsfirstfruits of them which they shall offer unto the lord
them have I1 given thee num 1812 the levites were then to give
a tenth of this offering to the priests for their use num 1826 28
certain of the jars may have been set aside for those of either the
priestly or levitical lineage or even just separated from the stores in
an effort to fulfill the commandment 8

wine in ancient palestine

vitis vinifera L the grape vine has been cultivated in pales-

tine from the early bronze age and is found in nearly every section
of the country from the north to the south ample archaeological
evidence demonstrates the widespread cultivation of grapes in-
cluding agricultural terracing stone towers associated with vine-
yards and thousands of winepresseswinepresses dating from the early bronze
age to the byzantine period the stone towers often referred to as

watchtowerswatchtowers were used not only to guard the vineyards at harvest
time but also to store the grapes and protect them from the heat
until they were transported to the winepresseswinepresses 9

production harvesting of the grapes occurred in september
and october care was to be taken to not gather all of the fruit as
grapes are specifically mentioned to be left for the poor to glean
lev 1910 deutbeut 2324 harvesting and treading the grapes was a

happy time of community comradeship and singing the scrip-
tures describe times of sorrow when gladness is taken away and
joy out of the plentiful field and in the vineyards there shall be no
singing neither shall there be shouting the treaderstreaterstreaders shall tread out
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no wine in their presses I1 have made their vintage shouting to
cease isa 1610

most winepresseswinepresses were hewn out of solid rock but some
were built and plastered A typical winepresswinepress would include a vat
large enough for several men to tread the grapes sometimes a
beam was placed overhead with ropes suspended to help support
the treaderstreaterstreaders As the grapes were pressed the expressed juice
would flow through a connecting channel which contained a ni-
ter

fil-

ter of thorns from the first vat to a lower smaller vat where the
juice would sit allowing the lees to settle to the bottom from this
second vat the juice would be poured into containers and moved
for storage the grape skins left in the first vat would often be
pressed again to produce an inferior wine that could be used to
make vinegar at times a wooden beam with either weights or a
screw attached was used to press the grapes winepressesWinepresses were
also occasionally used to crush olives after the grapes were pressed
and to serve like cisterns to catch the winter rains

wine was stored either in earthenware pots or wineskinswineskins
ahkoiaskoiaskoi the skins were usually made from goat or lamb hides with

the neck and legs tied the skins were able to stretch as the wine
fermented and gases formed once the skins had already been
used and stretched new wine could not be poured into them or
they would burst matt 917 earthenware jars or amphoraeamphoralamphorae
were sealed with clay but a small hole was left by the handle to
release the gases as fermentation took place eventually this hole
was sealed with clay and stamped with the owners name or seal
the softer rock beneath limestone so prevalent in palestine
allowed the digging of storage cellars all over the country the
wealthy had cellars in their own homes and the pointed ends of
amphoraeamphoralamphorae were buried in the ground to keep the wine cool

words for wine the mediterranean world has a rich vocab-
ulary related to viticulture here we will consider only the most
common scriptural terms for wine 10 although the words have
varying meanings they are often used as synonyms in the text
where they all seem to suggest wine that was fermented and not
simple grape juice 11

kayin the most prevalent of all the words for wine in
hebrew is yarin it has a very wide distribution with cognates
found in both semitic and indoeuropeanindo european languages including
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amphoraeamphoralAmphorae from masada these two handled jars with narrow necks
were used to carry and store wine the pointed ends could be buried in
the ground to keep the wine cool

greek oinospinos and latin vinum scholars have argued thtyaymthat kayinyayin
does not have a semitic etymologyetymologybut but probably came from hittite
or an anatolian origin 12 kayinyayin refers to wine in general and is used
141 times in the old testament in many different contexts

biroshtirosh on a few occasions biroshtirosh is translated as new wine
but most often it is translated simply as wine it occurs thirty
eight times in the old testament biroshtirosh should not be confused
with grape juice when translated as new wine as the context in
this passage shows new wine taketakess away the heart or under-
standing hosea 411 biroshtirosh later becomes the expression for rit-
ual wine and is used instead ofyayinoiyayin in the qumranquaran texts 13

asis this term appears only five times in the old testament
and is derived from a root meaning to press crush from which it
takes the meaning of juice it is used in poetry as a synonym for
biroshtirosh and was also considered intoxicating in isaiah we read that
israels oppressors shall be drunken with their own blood as with
sweet wine asis jsaajsaisa 4926

oinos this term is the common greek word translated as
wine in the new testament out of thirty seven occurrences of
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wine in the new testament thirty three are translated from the
word oinos oinos designates wine that is fermented and is used in
references in which warnings are given concerning intoxicating
effects of wine see eph 518

gleukosglaukosGleukos this term is usually translated from greek as white
but in one case in acts gleukosglaukos is translated as new wine it was
considered an intoxicant those who heard the apostles speaking
in tongues at pentecost accused them of being full of new wine
gieglegleukosgleukosyglaukosukos acts 213

additional vocabulary relating to wine includes must the
juice from freshly pressed grapes lees that which is strained out
after the wine has been left to sit and ferment dibs a thick syrup
made from boiling the wine down and used to spread on bread or
to mix with water as a beverage and wormwood a bitter herb
artemisia absinthium that was sometimes added to wine and

that was used to make a strong tea used as a folk remedy for intesti-
nal ailments in the bible wormwood is often referred to symboli-
cally as sorrow or bitterness beutdeut 2918 jer 915 rev slosio8108 10 11

types of wine in the ancient world varieties of wine were
made from prunes raisins cherries dates apples and pomegran
ates but the wines of palestine were almost entirely made from fer-
mented grape juice 14 there is one mention of pomegranate wine
in song of solomon 82.8282 once the grapes were pressed the juice
would begin to ferment within six to twelve hours 15 the quantity
of alcohol in the wine is uncertain but scholars explain the
amount of alcoholic content which could be achieved by fermen-
tation was not high when compared with what can be attained
through modemmodern methods of distillation unknown in the ancient
world 16 wines that were a year old were still considered new wine
and tradition held that a man could not drink old wine while giving
his jewish slaves new wine because of its inferiority 17 although
wine improved over time wines were generally consumed within
three or four years modern pasteurization or containers that would
allow longer storage periods were not available 18

wines available in palestine in the first century include red
white clear and dark wine 19 sorek bright red was thought to be
very choice wine wines were also classified by taste including
sweet bitter sour smoked 2010 and boiled or cooked spices and
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scents were added not only to enrich the flavor but also to help
enhance wine that was spoiling due to storage conditions the tal-
mud describes some of the spices or other substances added to
wine listing balsam honey pepper myrrh sapa a sweet syrup
used by the romans capers and wormwood 21

in addition to wine vinegar was produced by allowing either
the wine or the lees of the wine to sour causing a fungus mycomy co
derma aceti to develop and turn the alcohol into an acetic acid
vinegar was also prepared from wine made of the grape skins after
the new wine had been pressed vinegar had several functions it
was used as a dressing for salads and a sop in which to dip bread
ruth 214 and on occasion in a diluted state as a drink vinegar

was also used as a solvent for herbs and drugs and utilized for
medicinal reasons vinegar mixed with myrrh was what was of-
fered to jesus on the cross just before he died matt 2734 mark 1523
john 1928 30

wine in the first century

temple ritual and offerings wine played a significant
part in the ritual at the temple during the new testament period
not only as a libation accompanying the daily sacrifices but also as
an offering brought by individuals at the conclusion of the morn-
ing and evening sacrifices a priest poured out the drink offering of
wine called a libation on the base of the altar like the blood of
other offerings at which time the levites began to sing pausing
for the trumpets blown by the priests which signaled the people
to bow down in worship 22 the individual sacrifices burnt tres-
pass peace but not sin23sin13 could be accompanied by a meal offer-
ing and a drink offering the peace offering was always followed
by a shared meal which included wine each of the sacrifices was
accompanied by a specified drink offering for a lamb 14 hin of
wine one hin is about five liters a ram 13 hin and a bull
12 hin num 15510155 10 24 traditionally the offerers ate and drank
together afterward

the dailydaffydaliydaddy sacrifices and offerings were doubled on the sab-
bath and additional sacrifices and drink offerings were made on
new moons and feast days all of which were in addition to the
individual votive and freewill offerings 2521 the feast of tabernacles
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in particular characterized by extra offerings of wine and water
perhaps because of its harvest connections

the temple stored large amounts of wine from the offerings
and tithes of the people three obligations could involve bringing
wine to the temple firstfruitsfirstfruits priestly due and tithes A harvests
firstfruitsfirstfruits required a donation from the seven crops listed in
deuteronomy 88 including grapes the priestly due or tarhmabtarumahtarumabmah
was taken from the best of all the fruit of field and tree whatso-
ever is used for food and is kept watch over and grows from the
soil is liable to tithes 7126112626 in some cases wine was donated for each
of these offerings because it was easier to store altogether there

inscription from a wine or oil vessel part of this inscription reads
suited for the purity of hallowed things the inscription was probably

written on a jar that stood at the head of a row in a masada storeroom
after the jar had been emptied it was destroyed to prevent storing con
tents in it that were not ritually clean that in other words did not fit

the description on the jar yigael yadinbadin and joseph navehkaveh the ara-
maic and hebrew ostracaestraca and jar inscriptions in masada Li- the yigael
badinyadmyadin excavations 1963196 1965 final reports ed joseph aviramabiram
gideon foerster and ehud netzer jerusalem israel exploration society
and hebrew university of jerusalem 198919891 35
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was a considerable amount of wine to take care of at the temple
and it was put in the care of a treasury officer who was presumably
a levite also among the priests serving their turn at the temple
was a drink officer who was chosen by casting lots 27 another of
the priests was responsible for the vessels on the shewbread table
which many believe contained wine num 47 and for the
twelve loaves or bread of the presence 28211281

the most obvious symbol of wine at the temple was the large
sculpted vine that twisted above the front entrance josephus says

that above the temple doors spread a golden vine with grape
clusters hanging from it a marvel of size and artistry to allanailali who
saw with what costliness of material it had been constructed 7129112929

josephus also describes the vine as having grape clusters as tall as
a man hanging from it 30 this vine caused some in antiquity to
mistakenly believe that the cult of dionysosdionisosDionysos had become part of
israelite worship 31 the cult of dionysosdionisosDionysos the greek wine god was
evident in some of the more hellenizedhellenizer cities in palestine such as
caesarea and beth shean nysa scythopolis in the north and
rafiah in the south in beth shean dionysosdionisosDionysos was the principal
deity and there is literary epigraphic archaeological and numis-
matic evidence of his cult there 32

common table drink the ordinary table beverage of the
mediterranean world in roman times was wine mixed with
water 33 this mixture was not only preferred for reasons of taste
and custom but mixing water with wine also helped to purifypurity the
water the wine was poured through a strainer to remove lees
and insects into a large bowl where it was mixed with various
amounts of water from there it was poured into individual cups or
bowls jewish literature before and after the first century records
mixing wine with water it is harmful to drink wine alone or
again to drink water alone while wine mixed with water is sweet
and delicious and enhances ones enjoyment 2 mace 1539
rabbi eliezer circa AD 100 is quoted in the mishnah they do
not say the benediction over the wine until water has been added
to it 31341134323434 the ratio is thought to be one part of wine to two parts
water but later talmudic sources record a one to three mixture 35

feasts and special occasions wine was served at fes-
tivitiestivities such as circumcisions engagements and weddings and
especially on sabbath when the customary blessing kiddush on
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the wine was pronounced wine was particularly important at
feasts such as the four cups required at the passover 36 those in
mourning were offered wine as a cup of consolation jer 167
not only to help lift their spirits but also because food could not
be properly prepared in a home where a death had caused a state
of uncleanness

the celebration purim included an admonition to drink in
great quantities the talmud says it is the duty of a man to mel-
low himself with wine on purim until he cannot tell the differ-
ence between cursed be haman and blessed be mordecai 37137 in
jewish custom this was probably the only case in which excessive
drinking was appropriate drunkenness was regarded negatively
and denounced on numerous occasions in the old testament 38

the new testament says drunkards are not prepared for the king-
dom luke 2134 and 1 cor 6glogio61010 bishops and deacons are not to
be drunkards 1 tim 33 8 and christians are to be filled with
the spirit rather than with wine eph 518 paul suggests that
christians not drink any wine at all if it causes a weaker brother to
stumble rom 1421

abstinence several groups and individuals abstained from
drinking wine priests during their course of service at the temple
were forbidden to partake of wine lev 108 9 ezek 4421 nazi
rites those who took on a special personal vow were prohibited
from any product of the vine including grape juice wine grapes
vinegar or raisins num 63 nazirite vows were still very much
in practice during the first century at least temporarily john the
baptist may have been a nazirite luke 111515 and acts 1818 sug-
gests that paul was completing a nazirite vow

the rechabitesRechabites also proclaimed total abstinence from wine 3919

while the drinking habits of the essenesespenes are debated because of
josephus description of essene meals some scholars believe that
the essenesespenes did not partake of wine it is in fact due to their invari-
able sobriety and to the limitation of their allotted portions of meat
and drink to the demands of nature 40 others argue that the
essenesespenes were merely circumspect in their use of wine and did not
become intoxicated 41 yadinbadin suggests that the only day the essenesespenes

drank wine was on the feast of new wine which occurs fifty days

after pentecost as recorded in the temple scroll 42
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medicinal uses the scriptures record several instances of
medicinal applications of wine paul suggests to timothy that he
drink no longer water but use a little wine for thy stomachs sake

and thine often infirmities G1 tim 523 one explanation of this
passage is that fihsnihsmixinging wine with water killed the numerous bac-
teria and organisms in the water that still are troublesome in the
middle east 14343113 the most celebrated instance of the medicinal use
of wine is the story of the good samaritan and his compassion on
the man who fell among thieves and he went to him and bound
up his wounds pouring in oil and wine and set him on his own
beast and brought him to an inn and took care ofhim luke 1034
wine and oil were sometimes mixed together for dressing wounds
and at other times administered separately 44 though not as effec-
tive as modern medicine the wine was probably helpful in reduc-
ing infection and was the only antiseptic that was readily available
to the samaritan

wine is accorded numerous medicinal properties by some
first century writers pliny the elder provides a list of ailments and
poisons for which wine is to be administered45administered15administered4515 and prescribes
wine mixed with water for cardiac disease and stomach disor-
ders 46 resinatedresonatedResinated wine wine with pine resin added for either
enhancement or as a preservative was thought to be effective for
a variety of illnesses

dioscoridesDioscorides Pedanius a first century AD army physician explained
in his de materia medica v 34 that although resinatedresonatedresinated wine might
cause headaches and dizziness it aided digestion was diuretic and
good for people with colds coughs intestinal pains dysentery
dropsy and other ailments indeed dioscoridesDioscorides made it sound like a
wonder drug 47

in later centuries wines produced in gaza and ashcalonAshcalon
were considered good for stomach distress fever colic kidney
diseases and liver ailments the wines also were mixed with vari-
ous herbs for making eye salve 48

old testament

symbol of fruitfulness and fertility viticulture is first
mentioned in the old testament when noah built an altar to offer
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sacrifice and then he began to be an husbandman and he planted
a vineyard gen 920 vineyards vines and grapes became sym-
bols of fruitfulness and of the lords gracious care of his children

the spies sent by moses into the promised land returned with
a cluster of grapes so large that they bare it between two upon a

staff num 1323 the enormous bunch of grapes represented
the bounty and fertility of the land prepared by the lord for the
israelites descriptions of the promised land always include the
vine A land of wheat and barley and vines and fig trees and
pomegranates a land of oil olive and honey beutdeut 88 psalms

says thy wife shall be as a fruitful vine by the sides of thine
house Ps 1283 using the vine again as a symbol of fertility
however the metaphor of the grape as a symbol for abundance
and fertility appears only in references to the land prepared by the
lord for israel the vine of the enemy is of the vine of sodom
and of the fields of gomorrah their grapes are grapes of gall their
clusters are bitter their wine is the poison of dragons and the
cruel venom of aspsalps beutdeut 3232 33

an important example of the figurative use of the vine is the
allegory of the vineyard in isaiah 5 israel is compared to a vineyard
that has been carefully developed and tended in order to produce
good fruit and by extension good wine but does not

now will I1 sing to my wellbeloved a song of my beloved touching his
vineyard my wellbeloved hath a vineyard in a very fruitful hill and
he fenced it and gathered out the stones thereof and planted it with
the choicest vine and built a tower in the midst of it and also made
a winepresswinepress therein and he looked that it should bring forth grapes
and it brought forth wild grapes what could have been done
more to my vineyard that I1 have not done in it wherefore when I1

looked that it should bring forth grapes brought it forth wild grapes
isa 51 242 4

israel not only produced wild grapes but also participated in the
evil overindulgence in wine woe unto them that rise up early in
the morning that they may follow strong drink that continue until
night till wine inflame them isa 511 and woe unto them that
are mighty to drink wine and men of strength to mingle strong
drink which justify the wicked for reward and take away the
righteousness of the righteous from him isa 522 23
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symbol of the atonement of christ and finaljudgmentbinaifinal judgment
warnings against the wickedness of intoxication are mild compared
with the images of wine as blood and the pain of being trodden as
grapes in a winepresswinepress the first appearance of the symbol of the
winepresswinepress in reference to the messiah arises in the blessing given
to judah by his father jacob binding his foal unto the vine and
his asssaass colt unto the choice vine he washed his garments in wine
and his clothes in the blood of grapes his eyes shall be red with
wine and his teeth white with milk gen 4911 12 in the book of
isaiah the reapplication of these images helps us understand both
the suffering of the savior and the judgment upon the sinners

wherefore art thou red in thine apparel and thy garments like him
that treadeth in the winefatwinevatwinefat I1 have trodden the winepresswinepress alone and
of the people there was none with me for I1 will tread them in mine
anger and trample them in my furyfurs and their blood shall be sprin-
kled upon my garments and I1 will stain all my raiment for the day of
vengeance is in mine heart and the year of my redeemed is come
and I1 looked and there was none to help and I1 wondered that there
was none to uphold therefore mine own arm brought salvation unto
me and my fury it upheld me and I1 will tread down the people in
mine anger and make them drunk in my fury and I1 will bring down
their strength to the earth isa 632 6

the unrepentant will be trodden down like the grapes in the press
as the lord executes his judgment but as their blood stains his gar-
ments just as the grape juice stains the garments of the treaderstreaterstreaders
he will redeem them the lord will tread the press alone it will
not be a time of singing and joy in the vineyard even the beam
overhead that lends support to those treading the grapes will not
be theretothere to uphold him he will bring salvation by his own arm
to the people

jeremiah employs the metaphor of the cup of fury to demon-
strate the wrath of the lord that will come upon all nations in judg-
ment take the wine cup of this fury at my hand and cause all the
nations to whom I1 send thee to drink it and they shall drink and
be moved and be mad because of the sword that I1 will send among
them then took I1 the cup at the lords hand and made all the
nations to drink unto whom the lord had sent me jer 2515 17

there follows a list of israel and all her neighbors that will
partake in this terrible drink drink ye and be drunken and spuesaue
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and fall and rise no more because of the sword which I1 willwin send
among you jer 2527 lamentations specifically mentions israel
as one to reap this punishment the lord hath trodden under foot
all my mighty men in the midst of me he hath called an assembly
against me to crush my young men the lord hath trodden the vir-
gin the daughter ofjudah as in a winepresswinepress lam 111515

symbol of covenant wine is also an integral part of
covenant in the old testament abraham partakes of the bread and
wine blessed by melchizedek the priest of the most high god
before he pays his tithes JST gen 1418 20 jacob offers wine
and oil at the pillar he erected to commemorate the lords renewal
of the covenant of abraham with him at bethel gen 359 15

wine as a drink offering becomes a significant part of the system of
sacrifices and offerings in the mosaic covenant see details of this
in the section above concerning temple ritual and offerings

the writings of the rabbis and the apocryphal literature have
many references to wine more than can be accommodated within
the scope of this paper an example of the centrality of the symbol
of the vine and the wine it produced can be found in the jewish
traditions concerning the garden of eden these traditions suggest
that a river of wine flowed through the garden for the use of its
inhabitants49inhabitants49 and that the tree of knowledge was a grapevine 5010

the grapevine planted by noah following the flood was also
thought to have come from the garden 51

new testament

the wedding at cana and other social situations the
miracle of turning water into wine was an appropriate way for
jesus to begin his ministry during which he elevated wine as both
a symbol of the gospel and a symbol of the blood of the new
covenant the wedding at cana was a celebration in which wine
would have played a very typical part

before the miracle at cana occurred the disciples had mani-
fested their faith in christ and had made the commitment to follow
him just prior to visiting cana the disciples said we have found
him of whom moses in the law and the prophets did write and
spoke in terms such as messias or christ son of god and king
of israel john 141 45 49 they then attended the wedding
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with jesus and his mother and were witnesses to the miracle after
his account of the event john tells us this beginning of miracles
did jesus in cana of galilee and manifested forth his glory and his
disciples believed on him john 211

on other occasions jesus participated with common people
in their local customs and was censured by the phariseesPharisees for doing
so jesus describes john the baptist as neither eating nor drink-
ing to which his opponents said he hath a devil but jesus con-
tinues the son of man came eating and drinking and they say
behold a man gluttonous and a winebibber matt 111118lilsliis111819181918 19

when jesus ate at the house ofoflevilevi the scribes and phariseesPharisees
questioned his disciples how is it that he eatethleateth and drinkethdrinkuthdrinketh
with publicanspublic ans and sinners mark 216 jesus response was
plain they that are whole have no need of the physician but
they that are sick I1 came not to call the righteous but sinners to
repentance mark 217 jesus further explained that while the
bridegroom is with them they are not to fast it is a time of joy
but the days will come when the bridegroom shall be taken away

from them and then shall they fast in those days mark 220 the
problem was not the substances jesus was eating and drinking but
the people with whom he was eating and drinking

wine and the vineyard as symbols following this inter-
change with the phariseesPharisees jesus explains that his message is like
new wine it must be put in new bottles old bottles or used
wineskinswineskins filled with new wine will burst when the wine begins to
ferment and gases form because the containers have no flexibility
or room for expansion the gospel cannot be constricted to the
forms and limitations of the old law just as old wineskinswineskins cannot
hold the new wine mark 222

later jesus refers to isaiah and appeals to the metaphor of the
vineyard to confront the chief priests and phariseesPharisees

hear another parable there was a certain householder which
planted a vineyard and hedged it round about and diggeddegged a wine
press in it and built a tower and let it out to husbandmen and went
into a far country and when the time of the fruit drew near he sent
his servants to the husbandmen that they might receive the fruits of
it matt 2133342133 34

the chief priests and phariseesPharisees may not have understood the true
significance of this parable but from the story it became clear that
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the vineyard of isaiah the house of israel had not been tended
carefully when the servants of the householder were sent to it they
were turned away and even the son himself was slain when trying
to go unto the vineyard the phariseesPharisees perceived that he spake of
them and when they sought to lay hands on him they feared the
multitude because they took him for a prophet matt 2145 46

nowhere does the image of wine have more impact than in
the final days and moments of the life of the savior the fourth cup
of passover wine at the last supper was offered by the lord to the
apostles as a replacement for the sacrificial blood under the mosaic
covenant for this is my blood of the new testament or covenant
which is shed for many for the remission of sins matt 2628

following this introduction of the sacrament the lord pro-
ceeded to gethsemane a garden with an appropriate name the
gat meaning press of sbemenshemensiemen or oil 52 here jesus prayed 0 my
father if it be possible let this cup pass from me nevertheless not
as I1 will but as thou wilt matt 26392659 the savior partook of the
cup an allusion to the cup of wrath from the old testament and
suffered all the agonies of the world in luke one reads that as
jesus suffered in the garden his sweat was as it were great drops
of blood falling down to the ground luke 2244 one can almost
visualize the grapes being trodden and the blood of the grapes
pressed out as the lord was alone in the press at gethsemane
finally as he hung upon the cross jesus was offered vinegar an
inferior type of wine for his thirst jesus told his disciples that he
would partake of wine again only when I1 drink it new with you in
my fathers kingdom matt 2629

john in revelation tells us that before the expected marriage
supper of the lord and the joy of drinking the wine together the
wicked babylon will drink of the wine of the wrath of god
which is poured out without mixture into the cup of his indigna-
tion rev 1410 the wine of wrath will be full strength not
diluted with water the form to which the israelites were accus-
tomed it is a gruesome scene

and the angel thrust in his sickle into the earth and gathered the
vine of the earth and cast it into the great winepresswinepress of the wrath of
god and the winepresswinepress was trodden without the city and blood
came out of the winepresswinepress even unto the horse bridles by the space
of a thousand and six hundred furlongs rev 1419201419 20
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the lords clothing will appear as a vesture dipped in blood and
he treadeth the winepresswinepress of the fierceness and wrath ofalmighty

god rev 1913 15 the mercy of god was extended to allanailali his
children as the savior suffered in the press for all in the meridian of
time and now the justice of god will be meted out as the lord
treads the winepresswinepress to execute judgment on the wicked who
would not accept his offering 53

conclusion

the fruit of the vine gave many gifts to ancient israel it pro-
vided nourishment to both body and soul as beverage and offering
in times of plenty it was a sign of righteousness in times of sick-
nessnessitnebsitit was a healing agent for the wounded it was imported by
king herod and was stored by the people at masada wine became
a symbol of grace and wrath but the terrible scenes of judgment
are not the final images of wine in the scriptures in the end wine
will again represent the happiness and blessings poured out by the
lord upon his people zechariah describes the joy the lord will
bring and their heart shall rejoice as through wine yea their
children shall see it and be glad their heart shall rejoice in the
lord zech 107 amos says of those days the mountains shall
drop sweet wine amos 913 wine is a symbol of fellowship in
celebration with family in communion with god at the temple and
with the sacrament and in the covenant for all who will join in the
great marriage supper of the lord

and also that a feast of fat things might be prepared for the poor yea
a feast of fat things of wine on the lees well refined that the earth
may know that the mouths of the prophets shall not fail yea a sup-
per of the house of the lord well prepared unto which all nations
shall be invited first the rich and the learned and the wise and the
noble and after that cometh the day of my power then shall the
poor the lame and the blind and the deaf come in unto the mar-
riage of the lamb and partake of the supper of the lord prepared
for the great day to come dacd&c 588 11

at the last supper the savior taught the apostles about their
relationship to him touching on the imagery of the vineyard 1 I am
the vine ye are the branches he that abidetharideth in me and I1 in him the
same bringethbringeth forth much fruit for without me ye can do nothing
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john 155 this statement ofjesus may perhaps have been moti-
vated by the great temple decoration of the vine as well as by
christs personal love for the land and agriculture of judea and
galilee the branches derive their life from the vine and as disci-
ples they are enjoined to transmit that life into bearing good fruit
the fruit of the vine is a testimony of their liveshivesilves and bears witness
of the only true vine johnJhjh1115111151151

jo ann H seely is instructor of ancient scripture at brigham young university

NOTES

quoted in arnold A wieder ben sira and the praises ofwineorwineof wine jewish
quarterly review 6611 no 2 1970 151555 66

2theathe blessing over the wine found in the mishnah blessed art thou
who creagreatesttest the fruit of the vine berakoth 6.161glgi was expanded by certain
groups on passover and on the sabbath but the full text of this version was
referred to only in rabbinic writings and was unknown until its discovery in the
cairo genizah see naphtali wieder birkatbarkatbirkatyeananAsisyeanasisYe asis sinai 10 1947 43 48

for the modem publication
3josephusjewishjoseptmsJoseptms jewish war 7.2957295 97
4josephusjewishosephus jewish war 4.4044404 5

yigael5yigael yadinbadin masada herodshernds fortress and the zealotszealousZealots last stand
jerusalem steimatzkys agency 1966 96 100

palestine was known for its viticulture and there is considerable evidence
that wine was exported for many centuries so it is interesting to note the evi-

dence of imported wines see magen broshi wine in ancient palestine intro-
ductory notes israelmuseutnjournalmuseum journaltournai 3 spring 1984211984 21 40 for a summary of
importing and exporting wine in ancient palestine see also shemuel ahituv
economic factors in the egyptian conquest of canaan israel explorationjourexploration jour-

nal 28 nos 1 2 1978 93 105 and Y dan the foreign trade of palestine in
the byzantine period in hebrew cathedra 23 april 1982 172417 24

yadin7yadinbadin masada 189
see john A tvedtnes the priestly tithe in the first century AD in this

volume for a review of this topic
research on towers has shown that temperatures inside could be

11.5115 degrees centigrade 20 degrees fahrenheit lower than the outdoors during
july and the humidity 24 to 39 percent higher than outside which helped to pre-
vent spoilage see Z Y D ron stone huts as an expression of terrace agriculture
in theJudean and samarian hills in hebrew 121 2 tel aviv npap 1977 69 87

1017orfor a lengthy although not exhaustive listfisthist of the terms related to wine
and viticulture in hebrew see A van seims the etymology of kayinyayin wine
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journal of northwest semitic languages 3 1974 768476 84 also for a comparison
of terms related to wine in the mediterranean cultures see john pairman brown
the mediterranean vocabulary of the vine vetus testamentum 19 no 2 1969

146 70
it may be noted however that one scholar has recently argued at length

that the words for wine in the bible may refer either to fermented or unfer-
mented grape juice samuele bacchiocchi wine in the bible A biblical study on
the use of alcoholic beverages berrien springs mich biblical perspectives
1989 30 bacchiocchi argues that the process of preserving unfermented juice
was actually surprisingly simple and that the positive references to wine in the
bible have to do with unfermented and unintoxicating grape juice 30 3311 he
also states that the bible is consistent in teaching moderation in the use of
wholesome unfermented beverages and abstinence from the use of intoxicating
fermented beverages 35

12 see brown mediterranean vocabulary 147 48 see also van seims ety-
mology 76 84 where he suggests a possible semitic etymology for the termyaymtermyayin

it has been suggested that biroshtirosh in many cases should be translated as
grape particularly passages speaking of growth and harvesting of the tiroshbirosh

see S naehfaeh and M P weitzman biroshtirosh wine or grape A case of metonymy
vetus testamentum 44 no 1 1994 115 19

14 for a discussion of wine making in the ancient near east see R J forbes
studies in ancient technology 9 vols leiden brill 1955 370 83 for a survey
of wine in ancient palestine see broshi wine in ancient palestine 214021 40

11wW dommershausenDommers hausen kayinyayin in theological dictionary of the old tes-
tament ed G johannes bolterweckbotterweckBolterweck and helmer ringgrenRinggren trans david E green
7 vols grand rapids mich eerdmans 1990 661

16everett ferguson wine as a table drink in the ancient world restora-
tion quarterly 13 1970 144 45 see also forbes ancient technology 360 and
following and 370 83

17broshi wine in ancient palestine 26
forbes ancient technology 3118

INN avigad suggested this term kayinyayin achlcchl referred to the place where the
wine was produced N avigad two hebrew inscriptions on wine jars israel
exploration journal 22 no 1 1972 454 5 A demsky has argued that the
inscription refers to dark wine and cites the mention of dark colored wine in
the mishnah A demsky dark wine fromfromjudahjudah israel exploration journal
22 no 4 1972 233342533425534233253255 34

20aA reference to smoked wine was discovered at lachishchishlackishLa see david
ussishkin excavations at tel lachishlackish 197319771973 1977 telteitelavivavidavivadiv 5 nos 121 2 1978
838483 84

21seesee broshi wine in ancient palestine 262726 27 where he lists the names
and additives of seven different types of wine along with the references from the
talmud for these wines

22 mishnah22mishnah tamid 7.3737375 A wonderful description of this is preserved in the
writings of ben sira who lived in the second century BC but it is most likely very
similar to the ceremony many years later as recorded by the mishnah see sirach
5012132150.121321501213 21

23for more information on these sacrifices see the LDS bible dictionary
sv sacrifices
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14for a discussion of measures used in the bible see roland de vaux
ancient israel 2 vols new york mcgraw hill 1961 119920511992031199 205203 the measure-
ments for liquids included a hin which was 16 of a bath de vaux gives several
different possibilities for the capacity of a bath varying from 4 gallons 7 pints
22 or 23 liters to 10 gallons 45 liters

25seesee numbers 28 and 29 for a list of the sacrifices and offerings given on
these occasions

26mishnah maaserothMaaseroth 1.111iill
ra more detailed discussion of the priestly courses and their activities is

found in emil schurer the history of the jewish people in the age of jesus
christ rev and ed geza vermes fergus millar and matthew black 2 vols edin-
burgh T andandtT clark 1979 2275 91

28forfor a discussion of these vessels and their contents see menahem haran
temples and temple service in ancient israel oxford oxford university press

1978 216 17
29josephus antiquities 15.39515395
30josephusjewisbjosephus jewish war 5.21052105210
31 the hellenes say that in the adyton of the temple in jerusalem from

both pillars there were once vines made of gold which held up the hangingshanginghanningshangingss of
purple and scarlet and so they concluded that the temple was of dionysosdionisosDionysos

J lydus on months ed R wuensch leipzig npap 1898 453 quoted in
brown mediterranean vocabulary 170 n

32broshi wine in ancient palestine 303130 31 gives a brief summary of the
dionysosdionisosDionysos cult and also refers to G fuks scythopolis A greek city in eretzaretz
israel in hebrew jerusalem npap 1983 for the archaeological evidence

3333fergusonferguson wine as a table drink 14153141 53
34 mishnah berakoth 7.57575

forbes ancient technology 3148
36prior to settlement in canaan and the tending of vineyards water may

have been used in the passover service and in the drink offerings before pro-
scribing the drink offerings to accompany burnt sacrifices the lord specifies the
time of implementation as when ye be come into the land of your habitations
which I1 give unto you num 152 italics added also lev 232310251010 the samaritan
passover still does not have wine as part of the ritual

babylonian3713abylonian talmud megilahmelilah 7bab
31seesee isaiah 511 287 561156111212 habakkukhabakkuk2525 hoseahosea4ll411 proverbs 202011

2117 2320 21 313531 35
3cthe391be rechabitesRechabites were first established in the eighth century BC separat-

ing themselves from israel and living a nomadic life jeremiah records this about
them we will drink no wine for jonadab the son of rechabrechah our father com-
manded us saying ye shall drink no wine neither ye nor your sons for ever nei-
ther shall ye build house nor sow seed nor plant vineyard nor have any but all
your days ye shall dwell in tents jer 3567356 7

41josephus41josephus jewish war 213321552.1552.13321532135
41for41for the argument concerning this see D rokeahhokeah essene notes in

sanatonshnatonShnaton an annualforAnnuannualalforfor biblical and ancient near eastern studies 4 1980
26368263 68

42Yigael yadinbadin tuethe temple scroll 3 vols jerusalem israel exploration
society 1983 188 90
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13this must have been based on observation rather than scientific theory as
they did not have microscopes see william L coleman todays handbook of
bible times and customs neptune NJ bethany house 1984 68

coleman handbook of bible times 67
15 pliny natural history trans H rackham and W H S jones loeb clas-

sical library 10 vols cambridge harvard university press 1926651926 65 23.23232323252525 43
41pliny41pilnypliny natural history 23.2523252525 50 and following
james wiseman to your health archaeology 49 no 2 1996 27

pphilipphilip4philip mayerson the use of ascalon wine in the medical writers of the
fourth to the seventh centuries israel exploration journal 43 nos 2 3

19931691993 169 73
loulslouis ginzberg the legends of the jews 7 vols philadelphia jewish

publication society of america 1983 120
50ginzberg50ginzberg legends 597 and following see note 70 for references con-

cerning the traditions of the forbidden fruit
ginzberg5ginzberg legends 1167 see also pirkel derde R eliezer 23 targum

yerushalmi to gen 920
51thethe word gat by itself is translated as winepresswinepress see francis brown S R

driver and charles A briggs eds A hebrew and english lexicon of the old tes-
tament oxford clarendon 19511951 sv gatonegatgatonpon p 178 and sbemenseemensbemenonpon p 1032

53 see also the description of the winepresswinepress in doctrine and covenants
13346 52
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A trilingual inscription placed by pontius pilate upon the
cross proclaimed jesus of nazareth the king of the jews this tit-
ulus was able to be read by many of the jews john says not only
because of golgathasGolgathas proximity to the city but also because the
text was written in hebrew greek and latin 1 pilates declaration
addressed the multilingual population of jerusalem both its resi-
dents and also its visitors who were filling the city during the
passover weeks later on the day of pentecost peter and some
apostles addressed jews residents ofjerusalem who had gathered
from every nation and for a moment the polyglot assembly com-
municatedmunicated in one language miraculously every man heard them
speak in his own language acts 26 it was cause for amazement
that these galileansgalfleansGalileansieans were able to be understood by parthiansparthianaParthians
medes elamitesElamites mesopotamiansMesopotamians judeansjudeaneJudeans cappadociansCappadocians pontianspontionsPontians
asians phrygians pamphylians egyptians cyreniansCyrenians cretanscaetansCretans
arabians and proselytesproselyterprose lytes and jews from rome acts 21 13

not only the jerusalem of these anecdotes but all of roman
judea in the first century AD was a place of tremendous linguistic
diversity centuries of political and religious change had resulted
in the establishment of a culture in which hebrew aramaic greek
and latin were written read and especially spoken by a multi-
lingual group this included governors and subjects scholars and
laymen missionaries and proselytesproselyterproselytes buyers and sellers clients
and kings the rock of masada having yielded from its rubble
latin greek aramaic and hebrew texts exemplifies the societal
internexusinternexus of new testament palestine

228
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linguistic history ofjudea

latin was the language of rome and was a relative newcomer
to the linguistic hodgepodge in judea at the time of pontius
pilates prefecture roman presence in palestine was scarcely a

century old after centuries of persian and hellenistic influence
the arrival of rome made no dramatic impact on the linguistic
environment of the area though the nature of her arrival under the
direction of pompey the great in 6563 BC left an indelible political
mark A passage in the palestinian talmud states that four lan-
guages have come into the world to be used greek for singing
latin for warfare aramaic sursi for lamentation hebrew ivri
for speaking 2 this limited view of latinsgatins utility reflects an ani-
mosity toward romes military occupation of the region roman
prefects and governors communicated in latin with their peers on
issues of military administration latin was also the official lan-
guage of the roman troops among the occupying force as is man-
ifest by scraps of latin texts littered about masada after its fall one
noteworthy papyrus a document pertaining to the pay and kit of
a member of the roman garrison records the presence of C mes

sius C f fabia berutensis a legionary soldier 3

As in other eastern provinces of the roman empire commu-
nicationni between romans and the inhabitants of palestine was
conducted pragmatically in greek the language had enjoyed
growing currency in the region for generations with the result
that by the time of the roman occupation greek was securely
fixed as the lingua franca introduced formally at the time of
alexanders conquest of the area of course there is evidence for
very ancient trade between greece and the middle east greek
remained the administrative language of alexanders empire long
after his early death in 323523325525 BC

classical greece accommodated many dialects of the greek
language with both subtle and deep differences existing among
the various regions of greece the dialect of attica as spoken and
written in athens during the fifth century came to be regarded as

the standard of classical greece the consolidation of independent
city states into larger political units coincident with the demise of
athens and the arrival of macedonian supremacy forged a new
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dialect of greek that combined and blurred the peculiarities of var-
ious constituent dialects into one common dialect the so called
moinekoinekownowmol koinenoinekolne was the language that was exported with alexanders
conquests koinekolne greek is hellenistic greek the term applies to
greek spoken and written between the rise of alexander until the
advent of byzantium around AD 550 to be sure a language spread
over myriad peoples throughout nearly a millennium could hardly
remain constant and indeed koinenoinekolne was by no means static but
its relative stability was remarkable

alexanders legacy of hellenistic culture survived the division
of his realm by his successors the jews like other nations in the
vast territory of alexanders conquests remained under the influ-
ence of greek speaking dynastsdynasty for much of the next three cen-
turies when ptolemy I1 soter secured himself finally as alexanders
successor in palestine and cyprus in 304 BC he persisted in the
use of greek as the language of his administration under the watch
of ptolemy V epiphanesEpiphanes ptolemaic control of palestine was yielded
in 200 to the seleucid antiochusantilochusAntiochus IV who conspired with pro
hellenistic elements to convert jerusalem into a greek city and
actually dedicated the temple there to olympian zeus the ensu-
ing maccabean revolt produced an attitude of nationalism and
allowed the remedy of many recent changes especially the rededi-
cation of the temple to israels god in 164 yet the influence of
greek language in palestine remained strong as many jews had
become bilingual

from the second century before christ jewish literature was
both translated into greek and written originally in greek eupolecupole
mus active between 158 and 150 BC was a palestinian jew with
a hellenistic education whose greek account of the kings ofjudea
seems to have harmonized the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean claims to jewish cul-
tural sovereignty with hellenism 4 josephus was also ofjewishofjewish aris-
tocraticto descent a priest with a pharisaic education and a political
leader before jerusalemsJerusalems fall to rome when josephus composed
his history of the jewish war he wrote one account no longer
extant in aramaic for the jews in mesopotamia and another
account which survives in greek he comments in the jewish
antiquities on the tension that existed in his day between conser-
vative jews who would retain the use of hebrew and those who
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sought to refine their use of greek our people dislike those who
speak greek well 5

remarkable in its own right but also noteworthy here because
of its connection to masada is the apocryphal ecclesiasticus or
wisdom of ben sira which was written originally in hebrew at
jerusalem in about 180 BC this book manifested a certain toler-
ance of hellenism provided it could be fitted to judaism the
author known as ben sira is identified as a sage named jesus son
of eleazar son of sira 6 ben sira proposed a way of life that recon-
ciled fidelity to the faith of ones fathers with the difficulties of
contemporary life hellenism was acceptable provided it did not
interfere with the functions ofjewish traditions 7

ben siras grandson translated the book into greek probably
about the same time eupolemuspolemusEu was writing the greek version
written for a readership that was not conversant in hebrew gave
the books teachings a wider audience and greater popularity in
his preface the translator admits the difficulty of translating from
hebrew to greek clearly favoring the former but his effort sug-
gests that his grandfathers book would be less widely read in
hebrew than in greek at least among the jews of the diaspora
fragments of the original hebrew text of the wisdom of ben sira
have come to lightfight in the last century including a lacunulose scroll
found at masada containing portions of chapters 3927 4420 the
masada scroll is apparently the oldest surviving hebrew manu-
script of the text 8

languages in first century palestine

the hellenization of judea which continued after the seleubeleu
cidsacids under the hasmoneansHasmoneans and then the herodiansHerodians was reflected
in secular and religious affairs the dispersion of jews among vari-
ous cultures decentralized not only their political but also their cul-
tural unity in the diaspora greek came to be used as the lingua
franca at jerusalem also israel became more accustomed to hel-
lenism and increasingly used greek more commonly the passover

and other feasts brought to jerusalem an annual if temporary
influx of hellenizedhellenizer jews in jerusalem members of the political
and priestly elite sought advantage in the adoption of hellenistic
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culture and the use of greek 9 this is reflected in the surprising
fact that of all jewish funerary inscriptions recorded at jerusalem
before AD 70 40 percent are in greek 10 it became so common for
jews to use greek that the invention of a jewish historiography
providing a readable record not just for gentiles but also for jews
who knew little hebrew in the greek language seems natural

it would appear that members of all socioeconomic levels of
the community could use greek as suggested by a papyrus letter
found at masada the letter records the correspondence sent by one
abascantosAbascantos to a person perhaps his own brother named judah 11

the contents of the letter could not be more mundane the discus-
sion pertains to the supply of liquids and lettuceslettuces yet the docu-
ment is a valuable cultural artifact demonstrating the casual and
practical use of greek among the jews at masada 12

abascantoss letter to judah is indicative of commonplace use
of greek in first century AD palestine in addition to the numerous
funerary inscriptions and the prohibitive inscription on the jeru-
salem temple further evidence is found in a decree on tomb rob-
bery set up at nazareth the scroll of the minor prophets and other
greek fragments from qumranquaran and numerous books of both secu-
lar and religious importance to jews christians and pagans 13

indeed one need not look far for evidence that greek was
commonplace in the multilingual society of first century palestine

at this crossroads of the middle east greek found common use
beside hebrew and aramaic at the time of masadas siege hebrew
and aramaic each had enjoyed a long history in the region of
judea classical hebrew flourished throughout the history of the
kingdom of israel around 1000 587 BC during this time allanaliail for-
mal prose was written in classical biblical hebrew the nature of
the language that was spoken at the time in the southern king-
dom however is uncertain 14 and with the captivity of israel the
native language of the jews suffered corruption the exile of israels
educated elite necessitated their learning the language of babylon
where by 587 aramaic had replaced akkadian as the spoken lan-
guage cyrus made aramaic the administrative language of the vast
persian empire and thus assisted in the proliferation of that lan-
guage it had already been introduced into palestine in the eighth
century 2 kgsggs 1724
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there is no doubt that aramaic influenced the grammar and
vocabulary of postexilic hebrew aramaic on the other hand was
not uniformly applied by the various ethnic and cultural groups
that received it thus a number of dialectical forms of the lan-
guage commonly referred to as middle aramaic evolved syriac
mandean samaritan jewish babylonian aramaic galilean aramaic
and christian palestinian aramaic

simultaneously then from about the time of the maccabean
revolt until into the third century AD the peoples of palestine co-
existed in a state of multilingualismmultilingualism 15 native speakers of hebrew
various dialects of aramaic and koinekolne greek lived side by side it
is difficult and somewhat hazardous to draw conclusions about the
state of interaction among these various linguistic groups horsley
observes that

greek was apparently the official language ofsepphorisofsepphorisSepphoris under herod
and antipas as under the seleucid and ptolemaic imperial administra-
tions earlier and in biberiastiberiasTiberias once it was founded yet we cannot
conclude on the basis of their supposed contact with sepphorisSepphoris
that most GaliGalgaigalileansgaldeansgaldeanoleansdeansieans had become accustomed to speaking greek by
the first century ce 16

we can conclude he observes that language usage in galilee is
heavily interrelated with the fundamental social political economic
religious division between the rulers and the ruled cities and
villages and the historical changes introduced by the rulers based
in cities 17

determining which languages were spoken by jesus and his
galilean disciples has been the point of considerable debate 18 cur-
rent scholarship tends to support the belief that jesus may well
have spoken at least three languages hebrew galilean aramaic
and at least some greek given the pervasive multilingualmultilingualismism of
the immediate surroundings this would seem true thus jesus flu-
ency in the first two may be assumed19assumed19 as evidence for jesus abil-
ity to speak greek some salient items may be considered 2010 forjesusfor jesus
and his adoptive father to have waged a successful business among
the inhabitants of nazareth and galilee they would probably
have needed to be conversant in greek 21 two notable conversa-
tions jesus held with gentiles his first gentile convert the centu-
rion matt 85 13 luke 72 10 and the syrophoeniciansyro phoenician woman
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mark 727255 30 whom mark observes was a bellenishellenishellenis greek were
possibly conducted in greek 22 the disciples mistakenly thought at
one point that jesus himself intended to expand his mission to in-
clude the gentiles john 735 who would probably have had to
be taught in greek pilates interrogation of christ was most likely
conducted in the language of roman administration in the east
greek pilate can be assumed to have spoken greek A roman
magistrates ability to speak aramaic or hebrew would have been
worthy of comment but the writers of the gospel accounts make
none nor do they mention an interpreters presence in the new
testament accounts ofjesus conversations with roman magistrates
such evidence suggests strongly that jesus was able to converse in
the regions linguafrancalingua franca greek

written documents recovered in the judean desert demon-
strate further the pervasiveness of multilingualmultilingualismism around the time
of christ beside the familiar hoards of qumranquaran are the babathabanatha
archive and the scattered literary remains from masada babathabanatha was
a jewish woman who secreted away in a cave a bundle of her per-
sonal papers these papyri constitute a time capsule of enormous
historical value 2313 the documents written in greek nabatean and
aramaic provide an uncommonly clear view into the life of an
individual and into the administration of roman imperial affairs in
arabia and palestine between AD 94 and 132

languages at masada

while the literary rubble of masada pales in comparison to
the babathabanatha material the bits and scraps that survive biblical and
apocryphal scrolls ostracaestracaostraca documentary papyri titulipicti inscrip-
tions graffiti and amphora stamps also attest the common use
of latin greek hebrew and aramaic

wine jars from the period of herodshernds residence bear in latin
the name of C sentiusdentius saturninusSaturninus consul in 19 BC and legate of
syria from 9 to 6 whose name was written onto the jars to date
their contents other similar written fragments recording the im-
port of cumeancamean apples honey and the renowned fish sauce called
garum pacianftaaieaqpaciaegogcog starkly contrast the extravagance of herodshernds resi-
dence with that of the zealotszealouszealots hebrew letters are chiseled onto the



fragments of the book of leviticus the scroll was appar-
ently mutilated intentionally
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cylinders that made up the columns of the herodian living quarters
suggesting that the laborers for that complex were jewish

the written remains left by the jewish defenders are more
compelling numerous ostracaestraca and other tags written in both ara-
maic and hebrew bear individual names or single letters and may
have been used in a system of rationing or for tithing fragmentary
scriptural scrolls of biblical apocryphal and sectarian texts are of
varied importance 24

other more mundane scraps of evidence were left by the
roman garrison some time after AD 73 documents illuminating
the conveyance of hospital supplies a note regarding the balsam
trade a notice of a soldiers salary a graffito that quotes vergils
aeneid and other odds and ends in short the bits and pieces of the
literary remains at masada can help fill out interpretations of jew-
ish or roman lifestyles but none really enlightens singlehandedlysingle handedly
As a whole the multilingual assembly of scraps illuminates a moment
when cultures collided in the judean desert

literary remains cannot answer to what degree the population
of masadas fortress was literate the biblical scrolls were found
near the synagogue which may mean that the texts were used by
men who were trained to read biblical hebrew and who could
convey the import of the texts in worship services the other doc-
uments that survive from the period of the masada siege do not
necessarily require extensive literacy on the part of their users as
most of these texts are brief and are restricted to a single name or
phrase or alphabetic character general literacy was probably no
higher in palestine or at masada than in hellenizedhellenizer cities of the
roman empire some of which seem to have achieved 20 30 per-
cent literacy rates 2515 it is impossible to know how completely the
documents left behind by masadas defenders survived the cen-
turies of weather and plundering until the archaeologists uncov-
ered the remnants in the 1960s the scroll of leviticus is assumed
to have been mutilated intentionally and there is no telling how
many scrolls were removed intact and are now lost or deposited
elsewhere still it is intriguing and informative to consider the
rock of masada as a document of the multilingual culture that
existed in first century judea

roger T macfarlane is assistant professor of classics at brigham young university
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NOTES

john 1919 20 of similar nature is the herodian period bilingual greek
and latin inscription posted on the pillars of the temple prohibiting gentiles
from entering the sacred precinct josephus jewish war 5.1935193 94 also see the
surviving examples of a similar warning in greek preserved in the archaeological
museum at istanbul and in the rockefeller museum at jerusalem the text of this
inscription is reproduced in supplementumSupplementum epigraphicumEpigraphicum graecumGraecum vol 8
no 169 the inscription is depicted in joseph A fitzmyer did jesus speak
greek biblical archaeology review 18 septemberoctoberSeptember October 1992 61

palestinian talmud megillahMegillah 471b as translated in chaim rabin hebrew
and aramaic in the first century in thethejewishjewish people in the first century his-
torical geography political history social cultural and religious life and
institutions ed shmuel safraisafran and menahem stem compendia rerumberum iudailudairudai
carum ad novumnocum testamentum 2 assen van forcumgorcum 1976 1019 n 3

311mannahhannahannah M cotton and joseph geiger the latin and greek documents
in masada 11II the yigael badinyadin excavations 196319651963 1965 final reports ed
joseph aviramabiram gideon foerster and ehud netzer jerusalem israel exploration
society and hebrew university of jerusalem 1989 35 56 doc 722

compare4compare alfred R leaney greek manuscripts from thethejudeanjudean desert
in studies in new testament language and text essays in honour of george
D kilpatrick on the occasion of his sixty fifth birthday novumnocum testamentum
supplement 44 leiden brill 1976 286

5josephusosephus antiquities 20.26420264
wisdom of ben sira 5027 5130 alexander A di leilalellalelia ben sira and his

times in the wisdom of ben sira trans patrick W skehan comm A A di
leilalellalelia new york doubleday 1987 8 di leilalellalelia suggests that the greek translation
can be dated to 117 BC and that the original composition must have been com-
plete before antiochusantilochusAntiochus IVs pursuit of utter hellenization in judea

compare ben sira 5025 26
81nn 1896 a substantial portion of the hebrew text was found in the cairo

genizah but bits of the text have also been discovered at qumranquaran 620 31

5112205112 20
9jaj T townsend education greco roman in the anchor bible dictio-

nary ed david noel freedman 6 vols new york doubleday 1992 2317
1opeterpeterropeter van der horst jewish funerary inscriptions biblical archaeology

review 18 no 5 1992 46 the frequency of greek in all jewish funerary
inscriptions is a remarkable 70 percent

cottonhcottonscotton and geiger latin and greek documents 85 88 doc 741
cotton and geiger latin and greek documents 86 further claim that

the fragment is the earliest documentary papyrus from palestine
1317orfor full documentation and limited discussion of each of these items see

gerard mussiesbussiesMussies greek in palestine and the diaspora in safraisafran and stem jewish
people in the first century 1053

141 depend in this paragraph on the historical outline of hebrew and ara-
maic of rabin hebrew and aramaic 1012 19 rabin cites zellig S harris
development of the canaanite dialects new haven american oriental society
1939 22 23 who believes classical hebrew to be the dialect ofjerusalem
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15 for rabins belief that mishnaic hebrew was the spoken language of
judea see rabin hebrew and aramaic 10101515 for distinctions among the terms
bilingualism lingua franca and diglossia see rabin hebrew and aramaic
1007 10

16richard A horsley galilee history politics people valley forge pennperm

trinity 1995 247
17horsley galilee 247
18rabin hebrew and aramaic 1033 wrote that the language of jesus

has proved to be a problem which has generated much discussion and can
be considered as being still unsolved rabins observation remains true twenty
years later

19therehere are numerous aramaic expressions in the new testament hebrew
is read at luke 416 19

20joseph A fitzmyer did jesus speak greek biblical archaeology
review 18 no 5 1992 58 63 76 77 reviews the current state of the question
but see also his fuller statement in the languages of palestine in the first cen-
tury AD in A wandering aradeanaramean collected aramaic essays society of bibli-
cal literature monograph series 25 desNEsmissoulasoula mont scholars press 1979 57 84

barnabas lindars the language in which jesus taught theology 86
september 1983 363 64

given the multilingual nature of palestine one might as easily assume that
these gentiles spoke aramaic the syrophoeniciansyro phoenician woman must have spoken some
semitic language for example phoenician or aramaic as her native tongue and
the centurion might have served as an officer in a roman legion without being
necessarily monolingual

13 Naphtha li lewis ededjudeanjudean desert studies the documents from the
bar kokubakokhbakokbba period in the cave of letters greek papyri jerusalem israel
exploration society 1989 compare glen W bowersock the babathabanatha papyri
masada and rome journal of roman archaeology 4 1991 336 44 and mar-
tin goodman Babathas story journal of roman studies 81 1991 169 75

these scrolls are discussed by david rolph seely the masada frag-
ments the qumranquaran scrolls and the new testament in this volume

15william V harris ancient literacy cambridge harvard university press

1989 185 187 88 martin D goodman texts scribes and power in roman
judea in literacy and power in the ancient world ed alan K bowman and
greg woolf cambridge cambridge university press 1994 99 108 shows that
not reading in itself but writing secured real power



coins in the new testament

nanci debloois

the coins found at masada ptolemaic seleucid herodian
roman jewish tyrian nabatean etc testify not only of the
changing fortunes ofofjudeajudea but also of the variety of coins circu-
lating in that and neighboring countries during this time such
diversity generates some difficulty in identifying the coins men-
tioned in the new testament

since the beginnings of coinage in the seventh or sixth cen-
turies BC judea had been under the control of the persians
alexander the great and his successors the ptolemiesPtolemies of egypt and
the seleucids of pergamumPergamum as well as local leaders such as the
hasmoneansHasmoneans because of internal discord about 37 BC rome
became involved in the political and military affairs of the area
with the result that judea became a roman province in AD 6 each
change of leadership or power meant an accompanying change
of coinage from the gold and silver philippi and alemAlexaiexalexandrasandreis of
philip 11II ofofmacedonmacedon and his son alexander the great to the roman
provincial coinage bearing the image of caesar augustus and his
successor tiberius in addition to the monetary differences result-
ing from political changes in judea jewish males from throughout
the world brought foreign coins with them to pay the temple tax
when they made their annual pilgrimage to jerusalem

for these reasons among others it is difficult if not impos-
sible to identify with any certainty which coins are meant by the
numerous references to them in the new testament seven differ-
ent types or denominations of coins are mentioned by name
denarius drachma drachmdidrachmdidrachmadi stater assarion kodranteskodrantes and
lepton in addition there are general references to money or sums
of money for example to argurion and talenton

239
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probably the most recognizable of all the coins is the one
described when jesus was challenged about paying taxes to caesar
matt 2215 22 mark 1213 17 luke 2020 26 according to the

accounts jesus was asked by the herodiansHerodians and the students or fol-
lowers of the phariseesPharis ees who intended to entangle him in his talk
if it was legal to pay the kensoskennos census poll tax to caesar when
he asked them to show him the money to pay the tax they showed
him a denarius a large silver roman coin and identified the image
and inscription it bore as belonging to caesar jesus reply is well
known render unto caesar the things that are caesarscaesaraCaesars and to god
the things that are gods matt 2221 mark 1217 luke 2025

the denarius je-
sus was shown was
stamped with the
image of caesar but
which caesar begin-
ning in 44 BC with
an issue of silver de
nariidarii bearing the

of the wreathedimage fig 1 silver denarius of caesar tiberius tra-
ditionallyhead of julius caesar this denarius has been named as

and the legend CAE-

SAR

the tribute money shown to christ how-
everdictperpetvosardictperpetvo 11 the caesar whose image was on the

brought christs detractors couldeach successive cae-
sar

penny by
have been julius or augustus

customarily issued
silver and gold denariidenardi stamped with his own likeness or the
imperial mints issued such coins in the emperors honor A whole
series of denariidenardi were struck during the reign of augustus caesar
27 BC AD 14 with his image on the obverse throughout the

principate of tiberius AD 14 37 the imperial mints struck a
series of gold and silver coins carrying his image with the legend
TICAESARTLCAESAR DIVIDWI AVG E AVGVSTVS and on the reverse a seated woman
presumed to be livia tiberiussTiberiuss mother with the legend PONTIEponne
MAXIMMAXIALI2 see fig 11. the practice of stamping coinage with the
emperors image continued long after tiberius it is the silver
denarius of tiberius that has become known as the tribute
penny although the coin jesus was shown could also have been a
denarius ofjulius or augustus caesar
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the census was instituted in AD 6 whenwhenjudeajudea was made a
roman province with the requirement that it be paid in roman
coin the amount was a denarius the standard silver coin of the
roman empire the word is somewhat misleadingly translated
penny several times in the king james bible because in britain d
originally designating a denarius is the abbreviation for pence 5

clearly however the denarius was worth a good deal more than a

penny although it is impossible to establish an accurate value for
the coin in modern terms a survey of the value of a denarius in
new testament times can provide some perspective the ac-
cepted salary for a days work by a common laborer was a denar-
ius as illustrated in the parable about the man who hired servants
to work in his vineyard matthew 201 16 each worker received
one denarius whether he worked all day or was hired at the
eleventh hour in the parable of the good samaritan luke 1035
the amount paid to the innkeeper for the care and lodging of the
injured jew was two denariidenardidenarii or two days wages

other references to the denarius occur in the story about the
feeding of the five thousand in marks account 637 the apostles
ask jesus if they should buy two hundred denariidenardi worth of bread to
feed the crowd and in johns 67 philip says that two hundred
denariidenardi will not buy enough bread for so many people in mark 145
and john 125 which tell similar stories the value of spikenard
ointment is stated to be three hundred denariidenardi a years wages for a

laborer in both stories the ointment is used to anoint jesus but
others object that a more praiseworthy deed would have been
selling it and giving the money to the poor to teach simon the
pharisee a lesson about service and forgiveness jesus uses the ex-
ample of two debtors one owing five hundred denariidenardi and the
other fifty both of whom are forgiven their debts luke 741

one of the basic silver coins of the greeks was the drachma
which circulated throughout the hellenistic eastern mediterranean
in the wake of alexander the great and his successors see fig 2

the new testament parable of the lost coin refers to drachmas
what woman having ten pieces of silver the king james trans-

lation for ten drachmas if she lose one piece doth not light a
candle and sweep the house and seek diligently until she find it
luke 158 10 we are also told that the temple tax paid annually
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fig 2 obverse and reverse views of a
drachma these silver coins were struck about
130 BC in rhodes A drachma figures in the
parable of the lost coin

by every jewish male even when dis-
persed throughout the world was two
drachmas or a didrachmdrachmdidrachmadi matt 1724 the
amount is established in the old testament at half a shekel
ex 301350133015 3826 41 some numismatists believe that the drachma

was originally about equal in weight and value to a roman denar-
ius but by new testament times the relationship appears to have
been about four drachma to three denariidenardidenarii A third century bc
source says the drachma was the price of a sheep or one fifth the
price of an ox 51

the most valuable coin mentioned by
name in the new testament is the greek stater
originally struck in gold but later in silver the
gold stater known as the philippus first struck
by philip II11 ofofmacedonmacedon the father of alexander
the great and the one known as the alexan
dreihsdreios for alexander continued to be struck
and circulated many years after their deaths
see fig 33. but statersseaters were issued by other

fig 3 gold stater greek cities and states and the size and valuestruck during the
time of philip 111IIIililii varied from place to place the silver stater of
of macedon 323 the new testament has been estimated to be
316 BC equal in value to eight denariidenardi or four drachmas

or a tetradrachmtetradrachmatetradrachm or two didrachmsdidrachma the coin
peter found in the mouth of a fish with which he was to pay
the annual temple tax of a didrachm for both himself and jesus
was a stater matt 1727 where the king james version renders
it a piece of money the thirty pieces of silver judas iscariot
received for betraying jesus matt 2615 273 5 6 may have
been staters 6

another roman coin mentioned in the new testament
although it is referred to by its greek diminutive is the as I1 or the
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assarion it was a bronze coin originally worth one tenth of a denar-
ius but in the mid second century BC it was devalued to one
sixteenth of a denarius to reflect its change of value in the market 7

at pergamumPergamum and ephesus however the denarius was worth eigh-
teen assariaaspariaasassariathesariasarla the king james bible translates assarion as farthing
both at matthew 1029 where it is given as the purchase price of
two sparrows presumably for sacrifice and luke 126 where the
price of five sparrows is two aspariaassaria cheaper in bulk perhaps

also translated as farthing in the king james version
matt 526 mark 1242 is kodranteskodrantes greek for the latin quad-

rans a coin worth one fourth an assarion the context of the cita-
tion in matthew is a lesson on forgiveness and reconciliation with
ones opponents lest the adversary deliver thee to the judge
and the judge deliver thee to the officer and thou be cast into prison
verily I1 say unto thee thou shalt by no means come out thence till
thou has paid the uttermost farthing kodranteskodrantes matt 525
the passage in mark refers to the widow who cast into the trea-
sury two mites lepheptalleptaleptalleptatultal which make a farthing kodranteskodrantes

the last coin mentioned in the
new testament and the smallest both mawsmzws

in value and size is the lepton the wid-
ows mite see fig 44. originally a
small greek copper coin worth one
seventh of a chalgoschalkos in athens 9 it
was the smallest bronze coin used by
the jews and was valued at one half a

quadrans kodranteskodrantes according to
mark 1242 the word also appears in
lukes version of the widows mite fig 4 widows mites

story luke 212 and the prison les-
son

bronze leptablepta struck dur-
ing the times of herodcompare matt 525 thou shalt
herod agrippa and pilate

not depart thence till thou hast paid
the very last mite lepton luke 1259

one coin not mentioned by name in the new testament but
probably best known to the jews was the shekel like the drachma
the shekel was originally a weight rather than a coin at the time
of the new testament a judean silver shekel was considered to be
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fig 5 tyrian shekel AD 5455 the obverse has
the head of heracles melqartmelhart the principal god
of tyre and the reverse an eagle standing on a
prow and the legend tyre the holy and city of
asylum even with the image of a god upon
it this and similar coins had to be accepted by
the jews

worth four denariidenardidenarii and a gold shekel was
valued at fifteen silver shekels in the old

W

WAtestament a shekel weight of gold was h
the value of an ox or about two tons of grain
a ram was worth two silver shekels lev 515 the average weight
of the silver shekels that have survived is 11.4114114 grams or one fourth
ounce about the same weight as an american half dollardonnar 10 shekels
along with half and quarter shekels were minted locally at gaza or
ashkelonAshkelon as well as at tyre and antioch the thirty pieces of silver
triafriakontatriakontatriafriakonta arguria judas iscariot received matt 2615 are
believed by some scholars to have been tyrian or antiochanantiochianAntiochan silver
shekels see fig 5 at the ratio of 4 denariidenardi per shekel the amount
judas received would be 120 denariidenardidenarii or about four months salary
for a laborer a sum considered appropriate compensation or
blood money when someone was accidentally killed ex 21522132

unlike the shekel the talent is a weight or value that did not
become the name of a coin 11 two well known parables in the
gospels use the talent the parable of the unforgiving servant
matt 1824 and the parable of the talents matt 2514 30

luke 1911 27 the unforgiving servant is excused a debt ofoftenten
thousand talents matt 182318251823 but refuses in turn to forgive a debt
of one hundred pence 1828 the king james versions ten thou-
sand talents is a literal translation of murion talanton although
the modifier murion can also mean countless a very large but
indefinite number the hundred pence is a rendering of beka
ton denaria a hundred denariidenardidenarii

although the relative value of a talent is even more difficult to
pin down than the values of the coins it represents a great deal of
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money the bible concordance gives the value at 750 ounces of sil-
ver based on a roman penny as one eighth of an ounce another
source claims that a talent weighed 125 librae roman pounds of
12 ounces each or that it was a variable weight between 58 and
80 modern pounds depending on its composition whether silver
or gold and place of ororiginiginagin a syrian talent for example was
worth less than one fourth the value of an aeginetan or attic tal-
ent 12 borowski says it was worth 30005000 shekels or a babylonian
kikar 13 king solomons annual income was said to be 666 talents
of gold and the gold mines of krenidesenideskranidesKr taken over by philip 11II of
macedon produced 1000 talents per year 14 even making allowances
for hyperbole for a servant to owe 10000 talents seems very un-
likely and to be forgiven of the debt even more unlikely

the parable of the talents gives amounts that are somewhat
more realistic one servant received five talents another two and a
third only one talent each according to his ability matt 2515
the first servant doubled his five talents as did the one who
received two talents but the third servant because of his fear
buried the talent and earned no profit on it he was told by his mas-
ter you should have put my money ta arguria the silver pieces
to the exchangers tois trapezitais and then at my coming I1 should
have received mine own with usury tokos interest matt 2527

money changers were necessary to life and commerce in
jerusalem and judea during the first century AD the variety of
coins circulating there plus the judaic law that required payment
of the temple tax in jewish coin or coin acceptable to the jewish
law and the roman requirement that the tribute be paid in roman
coin created a need for professional money changers these
kollybistai had tables trapezastrapezaitrapezai or booths at the city gates and on
the porches of the temple in jerusalem where they charged a
small commission however the money changers were notorious
for cheating their customers and were the object of a number of
rabbinical rebukes as well as of jesus wrath when he drove them
from the temple matt 2112 mark 11111515 john 215

because the relative values of the various types of coins were
complex and because the intrinsic value of the coins gave rise to
the practice of cutting or clipping metal from the edges of coins
especially those made from precious metal merchants customarily



table 1 standard relative values of roman coins

coin name metal weight value

denarius aureus gold 122.7012270 grains 25 silver denardidenarii
quinarius aureus 61.396139 grains 121212v2 silver denardidenarii

denarius argenteusargenteousargenteus silver 61.396139 grains 16 asses

quinarius argenteusargenteousargenteus 30.6930695069 grains 8 asses

sestertiumsestertiusSestertius orichalcumorichalcum1515 421.0042100 grains 4 asses

dupondius 210.5021050 grains 2 asses

As copper 175.4017540 grains 1 as

quadrans 43.9043904590 grains vav414 as

table 2 coin equivalents in jerusalem

coin name equivalents

denarius gold 25 silver 8 shekels
denardidenarii

tetradrachmtetradrachmaTetradrachm 1 stater I11 shekel 3 silver
denardidenarii

Didrachm 12 stater 12 shekel 112 silver 6 sestertii
denardidenarii

denarius silver 4 sestersestertiitii 16 asses

drachma 34 denarius vav414 shekel 3 sestersestertiitii 12 asses

sestertiumsestertiusSestertius 13 drachma 4 asses 8 semisses 16 quadrantes

dupondius 2 asses

As 3 chalcoichalcon 2 missessetnissesse 4 quadrantes

quadrans 14 as
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weighed coins to be sure they were getting the full amount for
their merchandise the exchange of monies was also based at least
partially on weight although there were apparently certain ac-
cepted equivalencies among the various types and denominations
of coins

the roman system of denominations was based on the silver
denarius or denarius argenteousargenteusargenteus table 1 shows the standard rela-
tive values of roman coins that were current in the empire for
more than two centuries after the reforms of augustus 16 based on
table 1 and equivalencies given in the new testament and else-
where the approximations in table 2 can be formulated coins are
listed in order of decreasing value the equivalencies are at best
tentative it must be remembered that the system employed in the
western part of the empire differed from that of the eastern papartrt
where the basic silver coin was the tetradrachmtetradrachmatetradrachm with the frac-
tional coinage consisting of obolsabols and chalconchalcoichalcoi asias silver cur-
rency was cistophoriccistophori each equal in value to three denariidenardidenarii in syria
the silver tetradrachmtetradrachmatetradrachm was probably worth four denariidenardidenarii while in
other areas it was worth only three even when asses were
struck in asia minor they might have been only half the weight of
one minted at rome 17

according to the historians dio cassius and tacitus the yearly
salary of a foot soldier in the roman legions between AD 14 and
84 was 900 sestertiisestertflsestertritii paid in three equal stipendialstipendiastipendia on january 1

may 1 and september 1I 1811 according to our figures 900 sestsestertiisestertilsesterertiltiitil
equals 225 denariidenardidenarii which if the pay is based on a military year of
360 days suggests that the soldier earned only slightly more than
half a denarius per day less than a laborers wage of one denarius
assuming both the figures are correct

the conclusions we can draw from these estimates of value
are that judassjudash price for betraying jesus was between three and
four months wages that the amount paid by the good samaritan
for the care and lodging of the injured jew was about two days
wages that the temple tax paid by the jews was about one and a

half days wages and that the tribute paid to rome was about one
days wage the servant in the parable of the talents who buried
his money instead of investing it buried the equivalent of three
thousand shekels or about twenty four years of a laborers wages
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the value of ten thousand talents if these figures are accurate
seems beyond comprehension

the sources of the coins circulating in judea during new tes-
tament times were as diverse as the coins themselves in general
the roman policy regarding the minting of money for judea was
the same as that of earlier governing powers persia alexander
egypt and so on the imperial mints supplied the gold and silver
coins which were the larger denominations and local or provin-
cial mints supplied smaller denomination coins made of bronze
brass or copper

the earliest jewish coins with hebrew script are from the
fifth century BC and are inscribed with the word beqabeba in the next
century small coins inscribed yehudyyehudyebud the name of israel while a

persian province were produced both coins were minted ini

judea by permission of the persians 19 at other later periods var-
ious jewish coins were struck for example during the period of
jewish independence under the hasmoneansHasmoneans about 134 76 BC

and a century later during the jewish revolts against the romans in
AD 66 70 and 132 35 the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean coins bore legends both
in greek and hebrew while the later freedom coins were in-
scribed only in ancient hebrew but both types bore symbols such
as a pomegranate a palm frond a star or an anchor rather than
the representations of gods or mortal rulers that were common on
greek and roman coins see fig 6 compare to fig 55.

fig 6 left silver half
shekel struck in jerusalem
in AD 68 during the jew
ish war against rome
weight 6.94694 g right silver
shekel struck in jerusalem
in AD 69 weight 14.2142142 g
the obverse sides of both
denominations show a chal-
ice and the reverse sides
a stem with three pome
granatesgradatesgranates and the legend
jerusalem the holy
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fig 7 silver greek tetradrachmtetradrachmatetradrachm note the
athenian owl circa 375 BC

il gaza is presumed by most scholars
to have been the principal regional mint in
the early fourth century BC coins struck
there imitated the fifth century attic coins
which bore the image of athena on the

obverse and the athenian owl and greek abbreviation for athens
on the reverse see fig 7 in fact many consider the copies made
at gaza of these athenian tetradrachmstetradrachma among the most beautiful
coins of this early period 20 alexander the great established mints
at akkoaakko acre jaffa joppa ashkelonAshkelon and gaza as well as at
sycamine haifa in caesarea and scythopolis in samaria 21 coins
issued by these mints were silver tetradrachmstetradrachma and drachmas and
the gold stater known as the alexandreiosAlexandreios because it bore the
image of alexander

during the roman period beginning in 5737 BC the gold and
silver coins forforjudeajudea were supplied by the imperial mints at rome
alexandria and antioch while the small denominations were
minted locally by the herodshernds under the direction of the high priest
or by the roman procuratorsprocuratoryprocurators governors about 15 BC augustus
established lugdunumLugdunum in gaul as his great imperial mint which for
the remainder of augustuss reign and all of tiberiussTiberiuss was to sup-
ply the empire with gold and silver currency denariidenardidenarii the small
change coins of orichalcum and copper were produced for
rome and italy by the senate while the provinces had their own
supply of lesser value coins either in local currency issued with
roman approval or in special provincial issues 22

romes policies and those of her predecessors regarding
coinage are significant in several ways when the same coins are
used by people throughout a vast area such as that governed by
rome those common coins serve as a symbol of cohesion and
belonging affirmed by constant use 2123112323 on a more pragmatic level
common coinage makes commerce easier for merchants who
travel from country to country the images on the coins particu-
larly those of the emperors also provide symbols of the power or
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authority of the state and of the emperors as representatives of the
state the affirmation of worldly power through coin portraiture
is nicely encapsulated in christs words of whom is this image and
the inscription give to caesar the things which are caesarscaesaraCaesars
matt 2217 22 mark 121312131717 luke 2021 6624322111213224 coinage portrai-

ture may also provide a partial explanation for the persistence of
jewish coins the jewish people in particular would find the rep-

resentations of pagan gods and mortal rulers on their coins objec-
tionabletionable coins minted by and for the jews except for those of
herod bore images of plants or trees impressions of the temple at
jerusalem and other acceptable images

just as he used the portrait of caesar on the roman denarius
to teach a lesson about the differences between temporal and spir-
itual matters christ used money in many other situations to teach
the people in fact the number of references to specific or indefi-
nite sums of money seems surprising considering the fact that
jesus repeatedly taught the principle of valuing spiritual matters
and denouncing or keeping in perspective material things

nanci debloois is assistant professor of classics at brigham young university

NOTES

caesar dictator uninterruptedly on the reverse were a caduceus
fasces axe globe and clasped hands compare george F hill ancient greek
and roman coins chicago argonaut publishers 1964 plate xii7x117xiii the mes-
sage or political programmeprogrammaprogramme conveyed by the images on this coin are republi-
can office felicitas world rule pietas and concordia according to christopher
howgegoHowgego ancient historyfromhistory from coins london routledge 1995 75

the legends are translated tiberius caesar augustus son of the divine
augustus and pontifex maximus compare florence A banks coins of bible
days new york macmillan 1955 83 christopher C chamberlain and fred
reinfeld coin dictionary and guide new york sterling publishing 1960
238 and carol H V sutherland coinage in roman imperial policy 31 BC
AD 68 new york barnesbames and noble 1971 appendix A 190

banks3banksabanks coins of bible days 78
betlyon states that the temple tax at the time jesus was an adult was a

denarius but after the revolt of667066 70 CE it was doubled to a half shekel john W
betlyon coinage in the anchor bible dictionary ed david noel freedman
66volskvolsvolsvois new york doubleday 1992 11082 1086 87
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demetr ofofphalorphalphalphai 228 fgmfam 2222jacjac cited by william F amdtarndtaidt and F wilbur
gingrich A greek english lexicon of the new testament and other early chris-
tian literature chicago university of chicago press 1957 sv drachma

ioslosIDS bible dictionary sv money although others are equally confident
they were silver shekels see betlyon coinage 1086 arndt and gingrich
greek english lexicon sv argurion and oded borowski from shekels to
talents money in the ancient world biblical archaeology review 19 septem
beroctoberber October 1993 68 70

7eiioiioilolio lo10 cascio state and coinage in the late republic and early empire
journal of roman studies 71 1981 77

8100o cascio state and coinage 78
917913redericfrederic W madden history of ofjewishjewish coinage and of money in the old

and new testaments chicago argonaut publishers 1967 242411
borowski shekels to talents 69

arndt and gingrich claim it was a unit of coinage citing josephus
jewish war 5.5715571 and others arndt and gingrich greek english lexicon sv
talanton 2

arndt and gingrich greek english lexicon sv talanton and talan
baiostaios

3borowski shekels to talents 68
14 chamberlain coin dictionary and guide 183

150richalcumorichalcum is a compound of about 4 parts of copper and one of zinc
at the time of its introduction under augustus analysis shows that it contained
from 78 to 72 pc of copper and from 22 to 28 pc of zinc later on tin and
lead were added to its composition and the proportions of the constituent metals
were subject to a good deal of variation mattingly and sydenham roman impe-
rial coinage 24

16thethe table is based on that of mattingly and sydenham who say quinariiQuinarii
never seem to have been struck in large quantities and with very few exceptions
these small coins rank among the rarities of imperial coins harold mattingly and
edward A sydenham the roman imperial coinage vol 1 augustus to vitel
lius london spink and son 1923 25

1717andrewandrew burnett roman provincial coins of the julio claudiansclaudiana in
essays in honour of robert carson and kenneth jenkins ed martin price
andrew burnett and roger bland london spink 1993 149

michael A speidel roman army pay scales journal ofromanof roman studies
82 1992 88 n 6

19 borowski shekels to talents 70
20 betlyon coinage 1082 and plate coiolfc0101fCOIcoloifOlf

george2georgecgeorge C williamson the money of the bible london religious tract
society 1894 31

22mattingly and sydenham roman imperial coinage 3 4

23howgegohowgegoHowgego ancient historyfromhistory aromfrom coins 43
24 howgegoHowgego ancient historyfromhistory from coins 43



woollen fragment bearing a notched purple L shaped gammadiagammadia three
of the cloth fragments found at masada contain gammadiagammadia the signifysigmfisignifi

cance of these ancient markings remains obscure



gammadiaGammadia on early jewish
and christian garments

john W welch and claire foley

among the textile fragments excavated at masada were the
remains of pieces of fabric with L shaped cloth markings affixed to
them dating to before AD 73 these are among the very earliest
known examples of such marked garments scholars refer to these
markings as gammadiagammadia some of them bebeinging shaped like the
greek letter gamma TF though similar patterns have been found
in several locations the significance of these markings remains
unknown to archaeologists and art historians because these mark-
ings seem to appear artistically in conjunction with some hope for
life or glory after death their presence on the clothing found at
masada may reflect something about the religious hopes and con-
victionsvictions of the jewish fighters who died there

gammadiaganimadiaGamGanimadiamadla at masada

nearly all cloth found at masada is fragmentary representing
only a proportion of each original textile as made and first used 1

three of the numerous cloth samples found at masada contained
gammadiagammadia each of which was a purple color found on both dyed
and undyed wool of the three one fragment appears to have
been a notched band sewn on wool that had been dyed a salmon
pink color this marking is likely to have been part of a notched
band or possibly a notched gamma 2 the other two fragments
one of which is almost certainly from a rectangular mantle 3131133333

show L shaped gammas the ends of one gamma are notched the
other is plain

253
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whereas the gammadiagammadia from masada are all quite simple all
appear to be right angle patterns in artifacts from other sites the
markings referred to as gammadiagammadia could also be of a second design
a straight bar with two prongs at each end 4 goodenough notes

that the word gamma itself gives some idea of what the basic
marking looked like but there are many variations of it the word
gamma has been used for the mark in any shape only adding to
the perplexity surrounding the great variety of forms in which the
mark could appear 5

other gammadiagarnmadiaGamGarnmadiamadla findings

additional finds show that these markings were widely used
as jewish symbols in the greco roman period well preserved
examples of L shaped gammadiagammadia were found at the site of the bar-
kokhba excavations 6 gammadiaGammadia have also been found in a cache
of clothing believed to be hipatiahimatia shawls that was discovered in
an embankment at dura europos 7 goodenough notes that only
certain jewish clothing in dura europos would have had these
ornaments or marks on them

it seems to me highly unlikely that the ordinary clothing at dura was
either white or ornamented in the way we see it in the paintings or
in original textiles these ornate fragments may well have come from
a sacred vestry instead of from a repository of ordinary clothing 8

the dura findings include another variation in the gammadiagammadia the
ornament sometimes takes the form of a stripe ending in an arrow
which also is represented in the synagogue 9 interestingly the
talmud demands that priests execute their most sacred religious
duty that of sacrifice by applying the blood of the sacrificial ani-
mal to the altar in a gamma pattern he made the single applica-
tion in the shape of a greek gamma zebahimzebahirnZebahimhirnblinbiln 53b 10

further examples include gamma patterns on a jewish ossuary
from mt scopus dating to the second century ADadliad11 on several coffins
and mummy cases from egypt one of which features a short
notched band that appears on the left shoulder of a womanwoman1212

on a sarcophagus lidhidiidild from palmyra syria13Syria 13 in a relief on a stone
door of a jewish tombtomb1414 on a banner from roman egypt15Egypt 15

pieces of art depicting moses as an infant16 or moses as the lawgiver17lawgiver17
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other paintings including one of a priest wearing the anubis maskmask1818

a portrait of virgil19Virgil 19 various wall paintings from dura europos
from before AD 2562562020 a wall painting in the fourth century chapel
of the exodus in western egypt21Egypt 21 and even on textiles from fourth
century AD egypt which depict gammas on clothing drapingsdrawingsdrapings
and spreads 22

these notched bands and gammas are also seen in many early
christian fifth century AD mosaics found in rome ravenna and
naples almost all the mantles of biblical figures have one gamma
marking near the knee occasionally they are depicted with a
notched band 23 further evidence indicates that mantles were still

in regular use until about the 6thath century in other words the depic-
tions of men in white mantles with purple gammas frequently
found in christian art of the fourth and fifth century belong to a
period when the garment was still current and familiar 24 in addi-
tion to their appearing on clothing gammas in ravenna mosaics are
pictured on altar clothsclaths and veilsvelis 2511

what did these marks mean

the significance of these markings is much disputed yadinbadin felt
that if these markings did at one time have significance later artists
and weavers were no longer aware of it and simply used the mark-
ings for design 26 he recognizes that if these signs were misunder-
stood in ancient times they are even more so in modem literature 31271127012727

the banner from roman egypt mentioned above portrays
what could be a figure of victory with four right angled marks
with double pronged ends in the corners of the banner this has
been variously regarded by some as a military banner a decoration
or a souvenir of war 28 others however believe it is of religious sig-

nificancenificance probably having been carried in a procession of some
group that hoped for immortality 29

since victory so commonly appears as a symbol of immortality and
such bars are so artificially emphasized on funerary figures it seems
more likely that the egyptian banner which we assume came origi-
nally from a grave had had a religious rather than a military use 30

other evidence supports the idea that these markings had
religious meaning goodenough notes that these markings often
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appear on significant religious paintings and figures 3311 admitting
that his opinion has not been fully substantiated he nevertheless
believes the importance of the dura and palmyra art and textiles in
which these markings are depicted substantiates the marks reli-
gious and symbolic significance calling clothing that contains gam
madia ceremonial garments with symbolic force perhaps from
a ritualistic treasure of items the nature of which neither the

the textiles make 1132113132paintings nor unfortunately explicit
more evidence for a religious significance according to good-

enough comes from documentation that the markings are usually
in connection with burial and are usually placed in consistent loca-
tions on the clothing they are not just random decorations As

hugh nibley adds they can also be associated with altar clothsclaths and
the veil of the temple 33 indeed the markings on the garments
found at dura goodenough remarks may have had sacral or ritu-
alistic significance for apparently the gamma was worn by those
of high authority in the church or of great power in government

near the ends of the himation shawl as represented in the syna-
gogue paintings usually heavy marks appear marks that seem
always to end in a square prong this greek dress of striped chi-
ton tunic and marked himation will appear only on characters of
especial sanctity heavenly beings or the very great patriarchs 34

nevertheless the meaning of these patterns whether at masada
or elsewhere remains obscure As nibley has said in summing up
the problem of determining just what these symbols meant these
things do get around they become lost they become simply
designs nobody understands what they are thus we speculate
as we try to reconstruct them 35

john W welch is the robert K thomas professor of law at brigham young uni-
versityversity claire foley is research editor at FARMS
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badinadinyadin findsfromfinds tromfrom the bar kokhba period 230
yadinbadin findsfromfinds from the bar kokbbakokuba period 230
sheffer and others textiles from masada 201

15nibley sacred vestments 109
badinyadin findsfromfinds from the bar kokhba period 231
27yadinadin findsfromfinds from the bar kokhba period 230

goodenough2goodenough jewish symbols 9l639163
19goodenough19goodenough jewish symbols 9l639163
30 goodenough30goodenough jewish symbols 9l639163

goodenough3goodenough jewish symbols 9162
32goodenough jewish symbols 9128 164
33goodenough33goodenough recounts the numerous instances of the markings appearing

on ancient paintings of garments of important religious figures see goodenough
jewish symbols 9126 28 figures include abraham jonah solomon moses eli-
jah samuel ezekiel the twelve heads of the tribes of israel and others but do
the marks appear on clothing of less significant people
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34 goodenough jewish symbols 988 89 see also 164 n 300

the annunciation and the coming of the magi a mosaic at santa
maria maggiore rome see the marks on dress at ravenna in deich-
mann frilchristlichefrfichristliche sic bauten und mosaikenMosaiken von ravenna
passim esp figs 316321316 321 and the mosaics in sant apollinare
nuovo among these the mosaic representing the kiss of judas fig

187 especially intrigues us since christ and the apostles have the
prong ended angle garment mark on the himation shawl but
judas does not we can draw no conclusions however because the
artist may have not shown it with judas simply because in turning for
the kiss judas hides the part of the garment where the mark would
normally have appeared

see also nibley sacred vestments 109

another ravenna mosaic c AD 520 shows the priest king melchi-
zedek in a purple cloak offering bread and wine at the altar genesis
1418 20 the white altar cloth is decorated with two sets ofgamof gumgamzam
madia as well as the so called seal of melchizedek two inter-
locked squares in gold abel offers his lamb as abraham gently
pushes isaac forward the hand of god reaches down to this sacred
meeting through the red veils adorned with golden gammadiagammadia on
either side the theme is the greatgreat sacrifice of christ which brings
together the righteous prophets from the past as well as the four cor-
ners of the present world thereby uniting all time and space

35nibley sacred vestments 111
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the priestly tithe in the
first century AD

john A tvedtnes

the tithing vessels

among the artifacts uncovered during the archaeological ex-
cavationca at masada was a terra cotta pot with these words written
on it mauser kohenhohenhobenkoben priestly tithe it is reminiscent of a hero
dian period stone vessel fragment unearthed near the temple
mount in jerusalem inscribed with the word qorbanborban sacrifice I11

the herodian vessel fragment also depicts two birds perhaps indi-
cating that it was used to present doves or pigeons in sacrifice at
the temple as specified in leviticus 128 21 mishnah maaser shenicheni
4.10410410 11 mentions vessels inscribed with qorbanborban or its abbrevia-
tion q and notes that among the other possible abbreviations on
such sacred vessels is m for hawsermcvasermawsermcdaservaserdasen tithe d for demovdema mix
ture3turea and t for trumahtrumabtarfimdbtrumaumab the biblical heave offering4offeringofferings4 due to the
priests 5 several vessels marked with a t were also found at ma-
sada 6 the law of moses sometimes mentions tithes in connection
with heave offerings num 1824 28 deutbeut 126 11 17 the tith-
ing status of mixtures was uncertain because of this uncertainty
only priests were allowed to eat food designated as dema so it
was treated as tithedpithed

dema vessels are mentioned in the only metallic document
found among the dead sea scrolls the copper scroll 1177 which is a
record purporting to describe where various treasures possibly
from the jerusalem temple were hidden in addition to demy
vessels in general 8 this scroll also refers to demy vessels for vari-
ous types of resin 9 aloes and white pine10 and speaks of demacdema0dejac
vessels of both silver and gold n one passage specifically ties the
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for hallowed things an inscription that may mean the associated ves
sel or contents were pure and therefore appropriate for temple service
at masada the contents could have been considered clean enough to
serve as food for the priest or levites only part of the potsherd is shown

demy vessels to the second tithe 111212 vessels of the sanctuary are
also mentioned in the bible in connection with tithes and offerings
of grains wine oil and frankincense aehneh 10591039 135 isaiah 6620
notes that the children of israel bring an offering in a clean vessel
into the house of the lord

it was not the vessels that were important but their contents
once an offering had been received by the priest and its contents re-
moved the vessel could be reused for other purposes 13 which
explains how the tithe vessel came to be at masada some miles from
the temple in jerusalem 14

what was the priestly tithe

the first mention of tithes is in genesis 1420 where we read
that abraham gave to the high priest melchizedek a tithe of all the
booty he had taken from the invading mesopotamian army he had
defeated 15 the hebrew word is hawsermcvasermawsermcvasenvaser which means tenth
which is the way it is translated in genesis 2822 161 where jacob
covenanted to give a tenth of all his increase to the lord

under the law of moses the israelites were required to give a
tenth of their produce to the levites who unlike the other tribes had
received no land inheritance num 1821 24 26 deutbeut 1217 18

1427 29 2612 13 compare 2 chr 314 6 and nehaeh 1037 39
1244 134 5 A tenth of the leviticlenitic tithe was to be given to the
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potsherdrerd tag inscribed
priestsiestsbests tithe the

inscription refers to
the tithe of the

tithe which
f was designated

for the priests
use this tag was

found in the syna-
goguegue at masada

priests descendants of aaron num 1826 28 in effect then
the priestly tithe was a hundredth of the donations given by the
israelites this was in addition to the heave offering tafutarumajtarfimc7htarumaJmay
which in the second temple period consisted of the first 2 per-
cent of the harvest

the storehouse

some passages indicate that the tithes of the third year were
also to be used to help the stranger and the fatherless and the
widow beutdeut 1428 29 2612 13 this use of tithes is reflected
in the joseph smith translation of the account of abrahams pay-
ment of tithes to melchizedek

and this melchizedek having thus established righteousness was
called the king of heaven by his people or in other words the king
of peace and he lifted up his voice and he blessed abram being the
high priest and the keeper of the storehouse of god him whom
god had appointed to receive tithes for the poor wherefore abram
paid unto him tithes of all that he had of all the riches which he pos-
sessed which god had given him more than that which he had
need JST gen 1436 39

this storehouse of the lord is also mentioned in several bible
passages king hezekiah ordered the construction of chambers
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in the house of the lord for storage of the tithes and the dedi-
cated things and appointed levites to oversee the donations
2 chr 3111 12 when the temple was rebuilt after its destruc-

tion by the babylonians chambers for the treasures for the offer-
ings for the firstfruitsfirstfruits and for the tithes were again constructed
in the temple and priests and levites were placed over these trea-
suries aehneh 1034 39 1244 134 5 121312 13 of the treasuries of
this second temple malachi wrote bring ye all the tithes into the
storehouse that there may be meat in mine house mal 310
one of the dead sea scrolls known as the temple scroll also men-
tions places for storage of firstfruitsfirstfruits and tithes 17

by the time of christ the rabbis made a distinction between
first tithe and a second tithe the second tithe comprised one

tenth of what remained of the harvest after donation of the first
fruits and the regular tithes to the priests and levites 18 this tithe
was taken to jerusalem where the peasant family had to eat it or
sell it this procedure was followed in the first second fourth and
fifth years of the seven year agricultural cycle 19 in the third and sixth
years instead of bringing the second tithe to jerusalem it was set
aside for the poor as the mausermaaser ani tithe of the poor 20 the
bible refers only to the tithe of the third year being given to
the levite and the stranger and the fatherless and the widow

beutdeut 1428 29 2612 13 21

what was tithedpithed

in leviticus 2730 33 the lord instructed moses that the
israelites should give a tithe of the land whether of the seed of
the land or of the fruit of the tree and a tithe of the herd or of the
flock elsewhere the tithe was considered to consist of the corn
grainaraingrain2222 of the threshingfloorthreshingfloor the product of the wmwinepresswinei press
num 1826 28 and the firstlingsfirstlings ofyour herds and ofyour flocks

beutdeut 125 6 1422 23 in 2 chronicles 314 6 we read that the
israelites gave tithes of corn wine and oil and honey and of all
the increase of the field tithe of oxen and sheep and the tithe
of holy things which were consecrated unto the lord their god
nehemiah 1037 39 speaks of the firstfruitsfirstfruits of our dough the
fruit of all manner of trees of wine and of oil and the tithes of
our ground the offering of the corn of the new wine and the
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oil 112323 corn wine and oil are also listed as tithes in deuteronomy
1217 and 1422 23 and in nehemiah 135 12

from these passages it is clear that the israelites were re-
quired to tithe the increase of the field the orchard the vineyard
and the flocks and herds 24 if an individual lived too far from the
temple to bring his produce and animals in he was allowed to sell
them for money and bring his money with him to purchase food-
stuffs to present at the temple beutdeut 1422271422142227141227 27 25 it was also allow-
able to redeem ones tithe for example retain a prize bull calf
for ones own use by paying a surcharge of one fifth of the tithes
value lev 2713 in such an event ones tithe would actually be
12 percent

originally tithes were required only of animals and pro-
duce raised by man mishnah maserothmaaserothhaserothMasMaaseroth 11.111iiil 1 outlines the general
rule about tithes whatsoever is used for food and is kept
watch over and grows from the soil is liable to tithes 11226I1 the law
seems to have excluded animals killed in the hunt and plants that
grew in the wild by jesus time these also were being tithedpithed and
he chided the scribes and phariseesPharisees for requiring tithe of mint
and aniseanise2727 and cummin all of which grew in the wild while ig-
noring more important parts of the law matt 2323 24 luke 1142
the temple scroll in addition to the normal tithe of grains wine
oil and booty taken in war 288 also imposes a levy on animals and
honey collected in the wild but the tithe of things found in the
wild was not 10 percent the scroll requires a payment of I11 per-
cent of the wild birds animals and fish thus obtained and one fifti-
eth of the pigeons and honey with 1 percent of the pigeons going to
the priests 29

chosen vessels of the lord

offering vessels provide a comparison with human beings
throughout the scriptures just as an offering vessel can be sacred
when presented at the temple and profane when reused for com-
mon produce humans can be sanctified or polluted in both the
old and new testament god is likened to a potter and human
beings to the clay from which he makes pots osaisa 648 jer 186
lam 42 rom 920 21 rev 227 3031 paul compared humans to
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vessels of wrath fitted to destruction and vessels of mercy
depending on their obedience to god rom 922 23 compare
dacd&c 7633 31 elsewhere the righteous are called chosen ves-
sels of the lord moro 731 acts 915 alma spoke of mary
the mother of christ as a virgin a precious and chosen vessel
alma 710 similarly paul speaking of chastity counseled the

thessaloniansThessalonians that every one of you should know how to pos-
sess his vessel in sanctification and honour 1 I1 thes 43 5

he told timothy that he who purges himself from sin becomes a
vessel unto honor sanctified and meet for the masters use
2 tim 220 21 the sanctified vessel is a clear reference to ves-

sels dedicated to the lord in the ancient temple elsewhere paul
compares the human body to the temple of god itself saying that
god will inhabit that temple only as long as it remains chaste
1 I1 cor 618 19 the idea gives meaning to a frequently quoted
passage be ye clean that bear the vessels of the lord isa 5211
3 ne 2041 dacd&c 3842 1335

john A tvedtnes is senior project manager at FARMS

NOTES

for a photo and description see inscriptions reveal documents from
the time 0off the bible the kishnamisbnamishna and the talmud 2dad ed jerusalem israel
museum catalogue no 100 winter 1973 no 167 the term borbanqorban spelled
corban in the king james bible appears in mark 711 in reference to an offering
authorized by the rabbis in place of the original requirement of the law of moses
that one who curses a parent should die

one2oneaone is tempted to see in this vessel the one referred to in leviticus 145 50
in which birds offered in sacrifice were to be killed but the text specifies that this
should be an earthen vessel whereas the one found in jerusalem is made of stone

muringcuring the period of the second temple it was permitted to mix tarumahtalfim5h
with common foods though the rabbis imposed rules on such mixtures mishnah
terumothterumotoTerumoth 4.74747 13 5.25252 9 7.57575 6 9.49494 it is this mixture that the jews termed
dema a word originally referring to liquid produce usually wine or olive oil

exodus 2927 28 leviticus 714 32 34 1014 15 numbers 620
1519 21 188 11 19 24 26 29 3129 41 deuteronomy 126 11 17 the
mishnaic tractate terumothterumotoTerumoth details how the heave offering was regulated dur-
ing the second temple period for an english translation see herbert danby the
mishnah london oxford university press 1933 and 1974
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these abbreviations are also explained in tosefta mauser shenicheni 5.15151 for
vessels used for the heave offering see also mishnah terumothterumotoTerumoth 11.7117117 8 and
jerusalem talmud hagigah 3.4343454

6therheathethe offering and tithe vessels are mentioned in yigael yadinbadin masada
herodshernds fortress and the zealotslast soundstandstandnewstandrewnew york random house 1966 96

3q1573q15
81112111121111.22.2 3 v6va 7 viii3 xinXIAXI 1

9xiaxiXI 4 10
IOXIAXIAloxialoxla

xiiianxnxii6 7
121911121.911ilI l 1 forafor a description oftheodtheof the second tithe see section ontheantheon the storehouse
13mishnah terumothterumotoTerumoth 11.6116ilg 8
141tit is important to make a distinction between offering vessels used by the

people to bring tithes and other offerings to the temple and the metal vessels
made specially for the tabernacle or temple and used only in that setting ex 273
3027 28 3513 16 3716 383 30 3936373936 37 39 40 409 10 lev 628 8811slisii11

1132 34 num 414 71 84 85 josh 619 24 1 kgsggs 745 50 2 kgsggs 1213
2514 1 chr 928 2 chr 2414 2918 19 ezra 65 nehaeh 135 99jerajerjer 5218 19

dan 51451 4 23 note that the hebrew word rendered vessel can refer to any
instrument and is therefore not always a dish

the15the temple scroll from qumranquaran requires that a tenth of the booty from
war be given to the king a thousandth to the priests a hundredth to the levites
with half of the remainder going to those who fought in battle and the other half
to those who remained behind in the cities 111q191q19 58.125812 15

16abrahams payment of a tithe to melchizedek is also mentioned in
hebrews 72 10 and alma 1315

171liwIIW1 Q19 37371037.10571010 1111q20q20 fragment 12

detailed instructions for observance of the second tithe are contained in
mishnah mauser shenicheni

eversevery19every seventh year is a year of rest for the land in which no crops may be
planted or harvested ex 232310251010 11 lev 2537253 7 20 22

see the discussion in abraham chill the mitzvotMitzvot the commandments
and their rationale jerusalem keter 1974 90 91 315

21aA literal reading of these passages could lead one to conclude that
originally tithes were given only on the third year this seems to be implied in
amos 44 but since a tithe on all produce was required and some produce could
not be kept for three years we can rule this conclusion out

2americansamericans have come to use corn to denote a specific grain maize but
the word really refers to cereal grains in general and in the bible usually means
wheat and barley

21detailed21detailed regulations concerning tithing of crops were developed during
the second temple period the mishnaic tractate maaserothMaaseroth 121.212 8 details at
precisely what point in the maturing process various crops were liable to be
tithedpithed describing the physical appearance of each

one of the dead sea scrolls known as 4qmmt as reconstructed from
two copies 4q394 4q396 requires that a tithe of fruit trees cattle and hocksflocks
go to the priests
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this21this necessity to purchase foodstuffs explains the presence of money
changers and sellers of doves in the temple in jesus day christ did not condemn
what they did only that they were doing it inside the temple compound rather
than in the mmarketplacearketplace matt 2112 13

danby mishnah 66
other170ther translations read dill instead of anise
when genesis 1420 says that abraham gave him melchizedek tithes of

all it is generally presumed that he gave him a tenth of the spoils of war referred
to in verses 16 and 21 this is how the author of the epistle to the hebrews read
it abraham gave the tenth of the spoils heb 74 italics added but alma 1315
says that abraham paid tithes of one tenth part of all he possessed while the
joseph smith translation genesis 1439 cited earlier says abram paid unto him
tithes of all that he had of all the riches which he possessed which god had
given him more than that which he had need italics added

291IIQlq19 60.4604604 10
30kingking james version revelation 227 says of the wicked that as the ves-

sels of a potter shall they be broken to shivers but the joseph smith translation
reads they shall be in his hands as the vessels of clay in the hands of a potter

31 christ speaking of the judgment compared people to fish gathered in a
net which the fishermen sort placing the good into vessels but castingcast ing the
bad away matt 1347 49



the masada synagogue and
its relationship to jewish worship
during the second temple period

E jan wilson

the discovery of the synagogue at masada

during the first season of excavations at masada in 1963
yigael yadinbadin and his crew discovered a strange structure adjoining
the northwestern wall the building was not like any other they
had thus far excavated in the casemate wall it contained clay
plastered benches along all the walls and two rows of pillars in the
center of the main room the inside dimensions were twenty seven
by thirty six roman feet one roman foot equals 0.295702957 meters
A second smaller room was on the western side and immediately
adjacent to the casemate wall on the floor were coins of the period
of the revolt

because the entrance faced east and the building as a whole
was oriented toward jerusalem and because one ostracon found
on the floor was inscribed priestly tithe and another hezekiah
yadinbadin decided that this structure must have been a synagogue 1

although the original structure apparently had been modified
somewhat by the zealotszealousZealots it was quite likely built as a synagogue
and used as such even by herod or his entourage this find was
especially significant because until that time no synagogue earlier
than the end of the second century AD had been discovered in
israel certainly none from the second temple period 2 this
in spite of the fact that the new testament and josephussjosephuesJosephuss works
contain numerous literary attestationsattestations of the presence of syna-
gogues during that period

269
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if any doubts remained that this structure represented a syna-
gogue those doubts were removed during the second season when
yadinspadins team discovered a genizah a place where orthodox jews
buried old or unuseableunuseable scriptures since they could not destroy
them under the floor of the rear cell two scrolls were recovered
from that area the first was a portion of the book of deuteron-
omy and the second was a portion of the book of ezekiel parts
of chapter thirty seven to be precise the chapter with the vision of
the dry bones and the sticks of judah and joseph since these
scrolls were obviously buried there before the destruction of
masada by the romans they must be dated no later than AD 73

synagogue at masada lining the walls of the main room are clay plas
teredcered benches

the masada synagogue in context
the origin and development of synagogue worship

to appreciate the significance of the synagogue at masada
one must consider the broader context of jewish religious prac-
tices that led to the development of synagogues as an institution
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scholars generally assume that the institution of the synagogue
arose after the destruction of jerusalem and the first temple in
586 BC because of a need to find a substitute form of worship
when temple worship was no longer possible there can be no
doubt that the jewish exiles in babyloniababeloniaBabylonia faced a crisis in religious
worship and some scholars assume that ezekiel may have played a
role in establishing synagogue worship this assumption is based
on ezekiel 1116 where the lord states that although he has re-
moved his people to distant places and scattered them in various
lands he will nevertheless be to them as a small temple miadamiqdasmiqda
mearmeafm&atmeatmaat the small temple is interpreted as the synagogue 3

some see a possible reference to the origin of synagogues in
jeremiah 398598398 which mentions the destruction of the palace and
also of a structure called the beth balamhaamhalambalumhuam in jerusalem at the time of
the babylonian exexileexlielieile 41 if the herhbethherb bulamhaambalam really represents a syna-
gogue or at least the forerunner to synagogues that would mean
that the institution was already in place before the destruction of the
first temple such an idea is not really farfetched the temple and
the synagogue after all had separate functions the latter was not
really a substitute for the former the main activity at the temple
was sacrificial worship and such was never attempted in synagogues

there are scholars who assume based on later pronounce-
ments that followed the destruction of the second temple that
after the destruction of the temple prayer was an acceptable sub-
stitute for animal sacrifice and therefore thesynagoguethe synagogue was really a
replacement for the temple but this assumption ignores the fact
that prayer and study always went hand in hand in judaism and
there had to be facilities for such activities even when the temple
was stillstiff functioning it therefore makes a great deal of sense to
assume that even during the time when the temple in jerusalem
was fully operational there would have been other institutions for
religious education and the beth haamhalam may have been just such
an institution indeed the mention of this building in the same
context as the palace suggests that it was a meeting place for the
general populace and hence quite possibly a center for religious
discussion and education

additional evidence for the existence of a synagogue type of
worship during the first temple period may perhaps be found in
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the pericope of the shunammite woman in 2 kings 4 in verse
twenty three her husband says why would you go after him
today is neither a new moon nor a sabbath louis finkelstein
sees this locution as an indication that there was already some
institution of religious instruction given on a regular basis during
the first temple period 5 he goes even further and interprets
solomons dedicatory prayer in I11 kings 8 as also substantiating that
supposition because in that prayer there is mention of people
praying at the temple but no mention of sacrifices he therefore
thinks that exclusion indicates that prayer was an alternative form
perhaps we should say supplemental form of worship to sacri-

fice even during the time of solomon 6

the term synagogue gr synagoguesynagogesynagoge had two meanings ini-
tially it referred to an assembly of people without regard to any
building only later did the term come to be applied primarily to
the building where such an assembly took place that history is
significant because the early synagogues were actually assem-
blies of townsfolk meeting for secular purposes as well as for reli-
gious purposes these meetings usually took place in the town
square or near the gate 7 eventually these assemblies became
increasingly associated with a particular building

in the diaspora synagogue buildings were used for various
types of religious activities but in palestine while the temple was
still functioning particularly during the second temple period for
which we have the most information the synagogue was a place
for reading the law but not for much else of a religious nature the
presence of the temple presumably satisfied all other religious
needs thus the synagogues were used for banking political meet-
ings hostelscostels for strangers and sites where money for charity could
be collected 8 functions such as marriages circumcisions and funer-
als took place in private homes

one fact that may be very significant concerning the role of
the masada synagogue in contributing to our understanding of the
development of synagogue worship is the lack of any torah shrine
in later periods from at least the third century AD onward one
of the walls of a synagogue would always have a niche that con-
tained the ark and the torah 9 such a niche is lacking however
from all known structures from the second temple period namely
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masada herodiumherodiusHerodium gamia and delos these synagogues also
lacked the platform bema that was characteristically present in
later synagogues these facts support the assumption that the syna-
gogues of the second temple period were not just religious struc-
tures but rather general purpose communal buildings where religious
functions also took place on specified days 10

according to solomon zeitlin the transition of the synagogue
from a mainly secular establishment to a mainly religious establish-
ment may have taken place when the phariseesPharisees converted the con-
tinual daily sacrifice from a sacrifice made by the wealthy to a
sacrifice offered of and for all of israel in order to bring this
change about they divided israel into twenty four maamadotmaamadot
and at least a few people from each mahmadmahmudmaamadwerewere expected to go
to jerusalem to participate in the prescribed sacrifices at the speci-
fied timeslimesulmes those who stayed home in their villages were then
expected to gather together in their local meeting places at pre-
cisely the time that sacrifices were being offered in jerusalem and
to read the portions of the torah dealing with sacrifices these
meetings made the establishment of permanent gathering places
more important than ever but also converted the synagogue from
a mainly secular to a mainly religious institution

synagogues thus eventually developed into the mainly reli-
gious institutions known from later pharisaic judaism it is impor-
tant to note in that regard however that initially the synagogues
were not under pharisaic control that fact is especially true dur-
ing the second temple period but also for the first few centuries
AD indeed they may not have come fully under rabbinic control
until the seventh century 12

summarizing the above discussion we may conveniently
divide the development of synagogues into three phases 1 the
assembly phase during this first phase the synagogue was
an assembly of townspeople and was not associated with a special
building because the meetings took place outside at the city
gates or in the town square the transition from this phase to the
next phase was very gradual but for sake of discussion we may
arbitrarily set the boundary for that transition during the helle-
nistic period perhaps with the earliest mention of synagogues as
buildings in the diaspora in egypt during the third century BC
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floor plan of masada synagogue As modified by the sicardisicariiSicarii bases of two
of the original columns were under the floor of the rear cell A genizah
a storage place for womworn out or unusable scriptures was also discovered
under the floor of that room

2 the secular edifice phase during this period especially in
israel the temple was still functioning in jerusalem this phase
would therefore extend from approximately the middle of the
third century BC to the appearance of the first synagogues with
torah shrines as part of their architecture third century AD

3 the sacred edifice phase characterized by the inclusion of the
niche for the torah approximately third century AD to present 13

the significance of the genizah in the masada synagogue

documents and utensils of a sacred nature could not simply
be destroyed they were therefore deposited in compartments in
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walls or hidden under floors of synagogues or even in nearby caves
in the case of the qumranquaran writings the genizah at masada is im-

portant because the only other such find from the second temple
period is that of the dead sea scrolls from qumranquaran fragments of
sixteen scrolls were found at masada two of these fragmented
scrolls both from the book of ezekiel were found in the genizah
the ezekiel text was very significant to the zealotszealous because of the
apocalyptic nature of the vision of the dry bones and because of
the zealotszealous understanding that the message contained in that text
was one of eventual political redemption for israel

E jan wilson is hebrew and cognate languages specialist at FARMS

NOTES

yigael yadinbadin masada herodshernds fortress and the zealotslastzealotszealousZealots last stand new
york random house 1966 184

actually some of the synagogues formerly thought to date from the end of
the second century AD may have been built later than that an example is the
synagogue at capernaum which was originally thought to date from the end of
the second century but has since been shown to date no earlier than the end
of the fourth or beginning of the fifth century AD see also doron chen the
design of the ancient synagogues injudeain judea masada and herodiumherodiusHerodium bulletin of
the american schools of oriental research 239 summer 1980 37 40

30nene scholar who points to this passage in ezekiel as indicating the origin
of the synagogue is azriel eisenberg the synagogue through the ages new
york bloch 1974 30 eric meyers synagogue in the7 be anchor bible dictio-
nary ed david noel freedman 6 vols new york doubleday 1994 6252 on
the other hand questions any such involvement ofofezekielezekiel in establishing an alter-
native to jerusalem temple worship in view of the fact that he was a priest who
supported the temple cult and eagerly anticipated the prospect of a restored
temple one must keep in mind however that the synagogue was not really a
substitute for temple worship because the two had differing roles and ezekiels
support of the one does not necessarily mean that he did not support the other

4foriforfor example leopold loew gesammelte Schriftschriftenschriffenen 4 vols szegedin
alexander baba 1875 45 7

louislouls finkelstein the origin of the synagogue in the7 be synagogue stud-
ies in origins archaeology and architecture ed joseph gutmann new york
ktavkeav 1975 4

finkelstein origin of the synagogue 4
7seeaseeee lee 1I levine the second temple synagogue the formative years

in the7 be synagogue in late antiquity ed lee LI1 levine philadelphia american
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schools of oriental research 1987 9 or richard A horsley galileogalilee history
politics people valley forge penn trinity press international 1995 226

attestationsattestations of these activities in the early literature is listedfistedhisted by levine
second temple synagogue 14

917oror a listfisthist of ancient synagogues with such niches see rachel hachlilihachfiliHachlilifilihillhili the
niche and the ark in ancient synagogues bulletin of the american schools of
oriental research 223 october 1976 43 53

loseesee levine second temple synagogue 121312 13
solomon zeitlin the origin of the synagogue in gutmann synagogue

14 26 especially 212321 23
12 horsley galilee 234
13the sacred character of the later synagogues is indicated by references in

the babylonian talmud for example berachotberschotBerachot 6aaa and 6bab to the divine presence
in the synagogue a phenomenon formerly thought to occur only in temples
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one of the most intriguing developments in the archaeology
of the second temple intertestamentaltestamentalinter period of judaism oc-
curred during excavations supervised by yigael yadinbadin and other
archaeologists at masada the residence built for king herod the
great while excavating the south casemate wall at masada these
archaeologists came upon three structures that looked like a jew-
ish ritual bath complex a small pool a medium sized pool and a
large pool during a routine press conference it was announced
that a possible jewish ritual bath a miqveh had been uncov-
ered news of this discovery spread quickly throughout israel par-
ticularlyticularly in the very orthodox hasidic community

yadinbadin received word that rabbi david muntzbergMuntzberg an expert
on jewish miqvaot and author of a study on the subject I11 and rabbi
eliezer alter another expert on miqvaot wished to examine the
miqveh installation at masada yadinbadin replied that he would be
happy to receive them one intensely hot day rabbi muntzbergMuntzberg
and rabbi alter arrived at the base of masada without stopping to
rest the rabbis and their entourage slowly labored up the steep
snake path on the western side of masada in the torrid heat in their
heavy hasidic garb when rabbis muntzbergMuntzberg and alter arrived at
the summit they asked to be led directly to the miqveh installa-
tions armed with a tape measure rabbi muntzbergMuntzberg went directly
into one of the pools in order to determine if it conformed with
the requirements of the rabbis the furrowed brow and grave
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unsmiling expression of rabbi muntzbergMuntzberg placed the outcome in
doubt and yadinbadin and his associates were worried that the result
would be negative finally rabbi muntzbergsMuntzbergs expression relaxed
and he said with satisfaction that this jewish ritual bath was
among the finest of the finest seven times seven a parade exam-

ple of jewish miqvaot 2

masada miqveh used for ritual immersion

jewish ritual baths

how was a miqveh such as the one unearthed at masada
constructed to understand the answer to this question we must
first of all grasp two essential features of israelite and jewish reli-
gion the need for ritual purity and the requirement of ablutions in
living that is flowing water 3

in israelite and jewish religious traditions ritual purity must
be achieved and maintained impurity results from nocturnal emis-
sions beutdeut 2310 11 sexual relations lev 1516 18 flows of
blood from menstruation or childbirth lev 122 1519 or con-
tact with a corpse num 52 3 achieving ritual purity required
lustrationslustrations in flowing water failing that smitten salty or warm
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water was permissible and if that was unavailable well water or
any quantity of water not less than forty seahsseadsseahs44 was also accept-

able however rivers and streams in palestine are rare and during
several months of the year from late may to early october there
is little or no rain in this east mediterranean land As a result struc-
tures such as miqvaot into which water flowed had to be built
that would permit lustrationslustrations

the miqveh complex included a conduit for rainfall the pool
itself connected by a pipe to the reserve pool and a small pool for
washing ones hands and feet before immersion in the miqveh see
plan of miqvaot at masada p 280

many other miqvaot dating from the second temple period
have also been unearthed all told about three hundred 5 besides
the miqveh complex examined by rabbi muntzbergMuntzberg another was
discovered at the northern end of masada in the court of the
administration building 6 in addition miqvaot were discovered at a
number of other sites including the herodiumherodiusHerodium in the judean wilder-
ness 7 herodshernds winter palace at jericho 8 and in samaria 9 the late
professor benjamin mazar of the hebrew university excavating
the area south of herodshernds temple uncovered approximately forty
miqvaot near the monumental staircases that led to the temple
mount 10 these ritual baths served jews who visited jerusalem dur-
ing the pilgrimage festivals passover pesach weeks or pente-
cost shavuotShavuot and tabernacles sukkotsuknotSukkot 11

professor nahman avigad also of the hebrew university
uncovered some sixty miqvaot in the homes of wealthy and priestly
families in the second temple upper city ofjerusalem west of the
temple mount across the tyropoean valley at least one miqveh
and sometimes more than one was found in each of the homes
cut from the rock and lined with gray plaster 12 one particularly
elegant miqveh installation excavated by professor avigad also had
an kotzarotzar or reserve pool for collecting rainwater connected to the
miqveh proper the only such installation discovered in jerusalem
A pipe which could be stopped up with a bung connected the
otzarkotzar to the miqveh itself allowing additional water to flow into
the miqveh which received its usual supply of water from a cis-
tern beside the otzarkotzar and miqveh was another room with a bath-
tub designed for normal not ritual bathing 13
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plans of masada miqvaot left the southern miqveh right the northern
miqveh in the court of the administration building each structure had a
method of capturing rainwater either a cesspool or a conduit A a
pool B for collecting the water from A a small pool C for washing
hands and feet before entering D and an immersion pool the miqveh
itself D

in the early seventies just outside of the wall of jerusalemsJerusalems
old city by the dung gate israeli archaeologist meir bendovben dov
uncovered several miqvaotmiqyaot in the homes of wealthy families many

of these immersion fonts contain stairways separated by a low plas-
ter wall these stairs were probably used by individuals to enter
and exit the miqveh according to hershel shanks especially
palatial mikvaotmiftaot have two sets of stairs divided by a low wallwanwaiiwail or
pillars presumably one set of steps was used to enter while the
bather was in an impure state the other sets of steps was used to
leave the purifying bath uncontaminated by any contact with the
impurities of the entrance steps 14

the water installations at qumranquaran have recently been persua-
sively shown to be miqvaotmiqyaot earlier researchers of the site includ-
ing its excavator father roland de vaux of the ecole bibliqueBiblique et
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archeologiquearch6ologique biblical and archaeological school in jerusalem 15

frank moore cross 16 and even yadinbadin either failed to recognize the
water installations at qumranquaran as miqvaot or have rejected them
as such

bryant wood of the university of toronto in his study of the
water installations at qumranquaran gives reasons for arguing that they
are miqvaot 1 in the view of wood who estimated the average
population at qumranquaran and calculated their daily water require-
ments and the available water supply the residents of qumranquaran had
twice as much water as they needed to maintain themselves the
excess water was used for ritual baths 17 2 wood observes that
there are two types of water installations those with stairs running
the length of the water installations and those without those
with stairs wood identifies as miqvaotnliqvaot since this design required
more care in shaping and was in fact a very inefficient design for
a water storage tank necessitating an increase in the other dimen-
sions to obtain the required volume 118I those installations without
steps wood views as cisterns for culinary and drinking water
53 wood believes that the water installations were too elegant to

miqveh at qumranquaran
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be merely pools for bathing such a well appointed bathing facil-
ity is totally out of keeping with the austere life of a religious sect
living in an aridandarld region A simple tub is sufficient for most people
even those of us privileged to live in an affluent society where
water is abundant 19

jewish ritual baths and christian baptism

what are the jewish antecedents of christian baptism how
are miqvaot connected to john the baptist like jesus john the
baptist was of jewish parentage johns father zechariah was a

member of the priestly course ofabijahofabijah who served by lot in the
jerusalem temple luke 15 9 whilevile john was preaching in
the wilderness a delegation of phariseesPharisees asked him if he were elijah
or the prophet we await john 119 28 esp 21 john the bap-
tist was sent to preach repentance to his fellow jews saying that
the kingdom of heaven is at hand matt 5232 given the value

placed by the jews on observing and maintaining tradition it is

likely that johns mission of preaching repentance and performing
baptism reflected traditional jewish forms of ritual immersion 20

As we noted above miqveh ritual immersions took place in
living water this jewish tradition was maintained in johns prac-

tice of baptizing in the jordan river matt 36 luke 5333 john 323235235253
notes that john baptized in aenon near to salim because there
was much water there the actual location of salim is unknown
but as suggested by eusebius and jerome it may have been salu
mias near the modern beth shean where there are numerous
springs close by sufficient to satisfy the requirement of living water

in the didache a very early writing reflecting deep jewish
christian influence directions are given for baptism in running
water 21 this practice of baptizing in the jewish fashion also
reveals that baptism took place by immersion and not by affusion
sprinkling or pouring didache 7573 however moves away from

the jewish practice of baptism by immersion by allowing for affu-
sion pouring water on the head thrice in the name of father and
son and holy spirit 31211121312222

the baptism practiced by john and the apostles and spoken
of by jesus was not only purificatory for remission of sins but
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also initiatory for entrance into the kingdom of god this also
appears to follow the precedent of jewish proselyte baptism
which the majority of twentieth century investigators of this sub-
ject regard as pre christian in origin 23 while emil sahrerschiirerschrer ob-
serves that jewish proselyte baptism is dated to the first century
AD because of the silence of philo and josephus he notes that
the argumentumargumentum e silenziosilentiosilentio from philo and josephus would be

valid only if it could be shown that reference to proselyte baptism
is absent from passages where it should have appeared 77211121772424

three things were required of proselytesproselyterprose lytes to judaism as an
indication that they had accepted the torah law circumcision
the offering of a sacrifice and complete immersion in a miqveh
whereas the requirement of sacrifice was eliminated after the
destruction of the temple of herod in AD 70 and circumcision
was abrogated astheagtheas the early church attempted to reach out to the
gentiles baptism by immersion was retained and became a fun-
damentaldamental teaching and practice of the church

at qumranquaran too there must have been a sort of proselyte
baptism for those entering the community the community rule
approaches the subject negatively stating that those not reckoned
in his covenant shall not enter the water to partake of the pure
meal of the men of holiness 1325112525 interestingly john the baptist lived
in the judean wilderness at no great distance from the home of the
qumranquaran covenanterscovenanters and though he may never have been a mem-
ber of the qumranquaran community his proximity to qumranquaran surely
heightened his appreciation for the vitality of baptist traditions
within the movements ofjudaism

in the talmud a convert to judaism is compared to a new-
born child 26 jesus also compared baptism to new life when he said
that except a man be born again he cannot see the kingdom of
god john 33 he explains his meaning by tying being born
again directly to baptism except a man be born of water and of
the spirit he cannot enter into the kingdom of god john 35
paul in his epistle to the romans extends the metaphor to death
and rebirth rom 63 4 27

the birth of christianity occurred in the matrix of judaism
and for nearly a century the large majority of christians were jews
either by birth or by conversion the practices of earliest christianity
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were profoundly affected by preexisting jewish rites including
rites and beliefs surrounding the miqveh ritual immersion and
proselyte baptism learning about the impact of these jewish prac-
tices upon christianity will help us better to appreciate the nature
of that influence and the underlying richness of the unfolding
christian tradition

stephen D ricks is professor of hebrew and semitic languages at brigham
young university
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the masada fragments
the qumranquaran scrolls

and the new testament

david rolph seely

discovery and inventory

during the last fifty years the judean desert on the western
shore of the dead sea has yielded a wealth of textual material from
many locations evidence that has illuminated our understanding
of the history of israel and judaism in the two centuries preceding
and the two centuries following christ 1 all of these manuscripts
are properly referred to as the dead sea scrolls 2

in the years 1947 56 eleven caves in the vicinity of the ruins
at qumranquaran produced over eight hundred documents yigael yadinbadin
who would eventually excavate masada was closely connected with
the discovery of the qumranquaran scrolls his father elazar sukenik
was the israeli scholar who secured three of the seven scrolls from
cave 1 yadinbadin himself was instrumental in obtaining the other four
scrolls after seeing them advertised for sale in the wall streetjourstreet jour-
naltournaiand later in 1967 it was yadinbadin who secured and eventually
published the temple scroll 4

following the dramatic finds at qumranquaran israeli scholars orga-
nized in 1960 a systematic search in the caves to the south of qumaum
ran looking for any further manuscripts the team led by yadinbadin
excavated the caves in nahal hever where they discovered the
cave of letters which contained letters written by simon bar-
kokhba fragments of a psalms scroll and an entire archive of legal
documents of a woman named babatababaca 51 we can imagine yadinspadins
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anticipation as he prepared in 1962 to excavate the site of masada
yadinbadin wrote

before starting the excavations at masada we dreamed of the possibil-
ity of finding scrolls there I1 say dreamed because the hope that we
would could not be very bright hitherto all the scrolls which had
been found in the vicinity of the dead sea had been discovered only in
caves where they had been hidden intentionally and where the only
damage they suffered comparatively slight had been damage by
nature such as mild dampness or by the nibbling of small animals
now as we approached masada we asked ourselves had the zealotszealous
hidden their writings before committing suicide and if they had
would any of them still be preserved and would we find them6thema

fortunately yadinbadin did discover written material at masada
most important of his discoveries are fragments of sixteen parch-
ment hebrew scrolls 7 of which six were biblical scrolls and the
rest were categorized as apocryphal and pseudepigraphical texts
or fragments too small to identify these manuscripts together
with the hundreds of other texts found near the dead sea give us
vivid and detailed evidence of the history ofjudaism in the period
just before and after the ministry of christ whilewallie none of the doc-
uments mention jesus or allude to christianity they help us to bet-
ter understand and appreciate a myriad of contemporary religious
beliefs and practices reflected in the various books of the new tes-
tament in this short study we will describe the written evidence
found at masada compare it with the texts found at qumranquaran and
identify and discuss some of the interesting issues relevant to the
new testament

the scrolls were found in various locations at masada for
example in a small room constructed in the casemate wall room
1039v1039 8 under six feet of debris excavatorsexcavatoryexcava tors found fragments from
the book of psalms the book of leviticus and a text known at
qumranquaran as songs of the sabbath sacrifice in addition they found
small fragments of a text tentatively identified as an apocryphal
book of joshua a fragment of a text written in paleo hebrew and
a text in aramaic both too fragmentary to identify or classify
most of the fragments found at masada appear to have been cut
and torn intentionally a fact that led yadinbadin to speculate they were
deliberately destroyed by romans soldiers garrisoned at masada
after its fall 9
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in another casemate wall near the gate leading to the snake
path excavatorsexcavatoryexcavators found another fragment of white leather contain-
ing the last chapter of the book of psalms psalm 150 in casemate
room 1109 they found a fragment of the apocryphal text called
ben sira and in a wall tower west of the western palace under
almost nine feet of debris excavatorsexcavatoryexcavators found a small fragment of a

text many scholars believe to be the book of jubileesJubilees a book
widely attested in jewish and christian traditions in a heap of
debris outside the walls they found another copy of leviticus
and in a building yadinbadin designated as a synagogue in a pit dug
beneath the floor the excavatorsexcavatoryexcava tors found parchment fragments of
ezekiel and deuteronomy

most scholars believe the place of discovery of these two
scrolls was an ancient genizah a special burial place for worn
out scrolls written in the holy language of hebrew and containing
the sacred name of god in antiquity scrolls were buried in a
genizah because they were damaged or worn out or because they
contained mistakes

in addition to the scrolls the cataloguescataloguercatalogues list 951 items ex-
cluding coins that preserve written evidence 10 these items include
remains of writing on parchment papyri pottery and wood
items numbered 1 720 consist of estracaostraca inscribed fragments of
pottery containing in hebrew and aramaic writing single letters
or names that identify the owners of the pottery vessels designa-
tions of type or amount of the contents of the vessels some short
letters lists of names inscriptions designating priestly shares and
a series of twelve pieces of pottery with names written on them
identified by yadinbadin as lots

items numbered 721 951 are papyrus documents and ostracaestraca
written in latin and greek these include papyrus fragments of a
passage from virgils aeneid legionary pay records letters and mil-
itary documents in latin one piece of a greek wooden writing
tablet ostracaestraca written in greek and latin graffiti and amphora
stamps in latin

the written remains from qumranquaran and masada are significant
for many reasons even from very fragmentary texts and ostracaestraca
containing only single letters names or words scholars can learn
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much about ancient writing methods and materials most of the
writing from the ancient world was done by trained scribes and it
is clear that writing conventions in particular the shapes and forms
of the letters changed and developed in a relatively orderly man-
ner through the centuries scholars have established typologies of
letter forms by which they have been able to date documents to
within fifty years of composition or copying

the dates assigned to these texts were originally determined
from a few documents that bear internal dates and have been con-
firmed by various forms of scientific testing such as carbon 14 dat-
ing the texts from masada are of particular significance because
we know the date of the destruction of masada thus we can be
certain that all of the hebrew and aramaic writing found there can
be dated before AD 73 therefore they can be used to verify and
alter the paleographic typologies

the sixteen parchment texts found at masada represent the
same three categories of texts found at qumranquaran biblical apoc-
ryphal and pseudepigraphical and sectarian composed by the
sect at qumranquaran believed by most to be the essenesespenesEssenes we will utilize
these categories in discussing the texts

biblical texts

partial copies on parchment of leviticus deuteronomy psalms
and ezekiel were found at masada some of these books are the
same as the most frequently attested books at qumranquaran where
psalms is represented with the most copies 36 followed by
deuteronomy 29 and isaiah 21 it is not surprising that these
books are the three old testament books quoted most frequently
in the new testament 12

before the discovery of the scrolls at qumranquaran in 1947 schol-
ars were not sure what an ancient biblical manuscript would look
like the earliest old testament manuscripts containing more than
a fragment of text were the medieval masoretic manuscripts from
the tenth century AD many ancient translations of biblical books
into aramaic greek latin syriac and other languages preserved
manuscript traditions that were significantly different from the maso-
retic tradition scholars had long debated whether these differences
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were caused by the translation process or whether they represented
ancient variants in earlier hebrew manuscripts in addition schol-
ars had no ancient texts to verify the accuracy of the transmission
of the manuscripts of the masoretic tradition

the discoveries at qumranquaran changed everything on the one
hand biblical texts were found that demonstrated many significant
textual variants in the ancient hebrew manuscripts including sig-

nificantnificant additions to and deletions from individual books some of
these textual variants were apparently the source of many of the
variations found in the ancient translations on the other hand
texts were found that closely match the masoretic text the text
type that has become standard from the ninth century AD on-
ward which along with the septuagint was the basis for the king
james version of the bible such texts are called proto masoretic
since they antedate the work of the masoretesMasoretes and yet represent
essentially the same textual tradition

the texts found at masada closely match the masoretic text
apart from very small details they are virtually identical the only
differences are to be found in some of the spelling practices such
as whether a scribe wrote vowel letters to render vowel sounds or
left them out in terms of spelling the masada texts are distinct
from those at qumranquaran many qumranquaran works are noted for their
plene or full spellings using the vowel letters for vowels while
the scrolls at masada are much more defective without the vowel
letters many scholars argue that the general uniformity of these
texts as opposed to the diversity found at qumranquaran is evidence of
the standardization of the proto masoretic text that occurred in
this period

the psalms scrolls are of particular interest the fragment
designated Ps 1039 160 contains psalms 816 856 the text is

written in two columns and divided into poetic lines the order of
the psalms the division of the chapters and the headings appear-
ing before each psalm are identical to the masoretic text likewise
pst 1103 1742 which contains psalm 1501 6 is also divided
into poetic lines and is identical with the masoretic text

one of the texts found in the genizah of the synagogue con-
sisted of the fragments ofofezekielezekiel 1043 2220 preserving the passage
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at the beginning of chapter 37 recounting ezekielsezekiefsEzekierskieFsklers vision of bring-
ing the dry bones to life the passage is a prophecy that the house
of israel will be revived and restored to their land latter day saints
usually understand this passage as also an allusion to resurrection
this piece raises a very important issue from the time of the new
testament how would the different groups of jews in the first
century have read and understood this passage in light of the doc-
trine of resurrection while there is no evidence from masada how
those who buried this manuscript would have understood this
doctrine a review of the ancient evidence will give us some insight
into the world at the time it was buried

the references to the resurrection in the old testament
were variously understood by the different sects of judaism at the
time of the new testament josephus recounts that the phariseesPharis ees
believed in resurrection of the just as do jews today the sad
duceesduches did not and the essenesespenes believed in the immortality of the
soul though josephus states that they did not believe in the resur-
rection of the body 13 however texts recently published from qumaum
ran suggest that the essenesespenes did believe in resurrection from the
dead 14 the gospels record that the dispute over resurrection was
ongoing between the phariseesPharis ees and the sadducees of course
jesus taught and demonstrated the literal resurrection of the body

apocryphal and pseudepigraphical texts

fragments of several apocryphal and pseudepigraphical books
were found at masada among them ben sira a book of the apoc-
rypha the pseudepigraphical book of jubileesJubilees and several small
fragments of texts that are variously described as apocryphal or
pseudepigraphical writings similar to jubileesJubilees joshua and esther
while the terms apocryphal and pseudepigraphical are often
used interchangeably more precisely there is a difference between
the apocrypha and the pseudepigrapha the apocrypha are a spe-
cific collection of books many of which have jewish origins that
formed part of the christian but not the jewish canon

in the protestant reformation martin luther designated these
books as deuterocanonical and eventually they dropped out of
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the protestant canon the apocrypha were bound into the king
james bible that joseph smith used for the joseph smith transla-
tion while he was working on the JST joseph smith asked the
lord whether the books of the apocrypha should be included
the lords response is found in doctrine and covenants 91 where
he revealed that there are many things contained in the apocrypha
that are true and many things that are not true therefore the apoc-
rypha should not be translated but should be read and understood
through the spirit

pseudepigraphical works include a host of other books from
antiquity many of them written under the pseudonym of a biblical
figure hence the designation pseudepigrapha a book written
under the name of another there were probably hundreds of such
books in antiquity one modern collection of pseudepigrapha con-
tains sixty three texts 15

copies of four texts from the apocrypha were found at qumaum
ran ben sira tobit the letter of jeremiah and psalm 151 frag-
ments of only three texts previously known as pseudepigrapha
were found at qumranquaran jubileesJubilees enoch and the testament of the
twelve patriarchs however fragments were found of numerous
texts that had not been previously attested from antiquity most
famous of these is the genesis apocryphon an aramaic retelling
of the stories in genesis many other texts would fit into this cate-
gory works that have survived only in small fragments writings
about noah jacob joseph moses joshua samuel david jere-
miah ezekiel daniel and esther 16

we will discuss the only two identifiable nonbiblicalnonbiblical texts
found at masada ben simsira 1109 131357155757 a book from the apocrypha
andjubileesand jubileesJubilees 1039 317 a pseudepigraphical work

the wisdom of ben sira also called sirach or ecclesiasticus is

a poetic book of wisdom similar to the book of proverbs teaching
one how to livefive a good life and how to find success through
proper speech and behavior honesty diligence and patience
unlike the writers of the biblical books the author of this work
signed his name jesus son ofofeleazareleazar son of sirach ofjerusalem
5027 the book was written by ben sira before 180 BC in

hebrew and later translated by his grandson into greek
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while the greek translation of this work survived first in the
septuagint the greek translation of the old testament and then
in the christian canon the hebrew text of this work was lost to
the western world from AD 400 to 1900 for many years scholars
had debated whether the text was originally written in hebrew or
greek at the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of
the twentieth century various hebrew fragments of the text were
discovered in the famous cairo genizah since then fragments of
this text in hebrew have been found at qumranquaran and masada
that are virtually identical to the medieval copies from cairo
these fragments have confirmed that the text was originally com-
posed in hebrew

ben sira was a widely read book in antiquity and was a work
incorporated into the septuagint often abbreviated as LXX which
formed the basis of the early christian canon although the book
ben sira was known in early jewish communities and discussed in
rabbinic writings it never became part of the jewish canon prob-
ably because it was not written by a prophet fragments of at least
two ben sira manuscripts were found at qumranquaran but it is not
quoted or alluded to by any of the sectarian works from qumranquaran

many passages of ben sira are similar to those found in the
new testament leading some scholars to believe that the authors
of the new testament were familiar with the text for instance
many theological concepts are phrased in language similar to that
of the new testament further some of the teachings of jesus
reflect the same principles taught in ben sira in the sermon on the
mount jesus warned about vain repetitions in prayer but when
ye pray use not vain repetitions matt 67 ben sira has the same
advice do not babble in the assembly of the elders and do not
repeat yourself when you pray ben sira 714 jesus teaching it
is more blessed to give than to receive acts 2035 is paralleled
by do not let your hand be stretched out to receive and closed
when it is time to give ben sira 431

the parable of the rich man has a very interesting parallel
luke records this parable of a man who had more wealth in his
crops than his barns would hold so he planned to build more barns
and to say to himself soul thou hast much goods laid up for many
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years take thine ease eat drink and be merry but god said unto
him thou fool this night thy soul shall be required of thee then
whose shall these things be which thou hast provided so is he
that layethlabeth up treasure for himself and is not rich toward god
luke 1216 21 one finds a similar sentiment in ben sira one

becomes rich through diligence and self denial and the reward
allotted to him is this when he says 1 I have found rest and now
I1 shall feast on my goods he does not know how long it will be
until he leaves them to others and dies ben sira 11111818 19

paul taught that one of the obligation of christians is to rejoice
with them that do rejoice and weep with them that weep rom
1215 while ben sira taught do not avoid those who weep but
mourn with those who mourn do not hesitate to visit the sick
because for such deeds you will be loved ben sira 754734734754 35 both
of these passages resonate with a passage from the book of mor-
mon explaining the covenant made at baptism yea and are will-
ing to mourn with those that mourn yea and comfort those that
stand in need of comfort mosiah 189 perhaps ben sira has pre-
served here an ancient phrase mourn with those who mourn
that was known already by the book of mormon peoples before
they left jerusalem

whether there is a direct connection between ben sira and
the new testament text or not the teachings of ben sira show us
that much that is taught in the new testament was already known
in judaism

for many years scholars have shown the book of jubileesJubilees
1039 317 to be among the fragments found at masada and have

identified another fragment as a work similar to jubileesJubilees 1276
1786 some have recently argued that the fragment 10393171039 317 is a

not from jubileesJubilees after all but is a fragment of a genesis scroll 17 in
either case a discussion of jubileesJubilees can give a sense of the nature
of the pseudepigraphical traditions read by those who lived at
qumranquaran and masada

jubileesJubil ees purports to be an account of the revelation given to
moses on sinai recounting the history of the world from genesis I11

through exodus 20 most scholars believe the text was written by
a priest since it expresses interest in priests and priestly things 18
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jubileesJubilees is a form of pseudepigrapha called by scholars rewritten
bible in that the text follows the biblical narrative occasionally
adding nonbiblicalnonbiblical episodes and details and occasionally deleting
portions of the biblical narrative on its part jubileesJubilees divides the
history of the world from adam to moses into fifty units of forty
nine years each following the biblical injunction to celebrate jubiaubi
lees after every forty ninth year

the book of jubileesJubilees was a widely read book in ancient
judaism and christianity and yet was never included in the canon
it circulated anciently in greek syriac latin and ethiopic transla-
tions but like ben sira the original hebrew texts as well as the
greek translations were lost anciently the only complete copy of
the text survived in ethiopic in the abyssinian church in which it
is considered canonical the copies of this text found at qumranquaran
confirm that the original was written in hebrew 19

jubileesJubilees is one of the most important of the pseudepigraphi-
cal texts found at qumranquaran it is attested in fifteen or sixteen differ-
ent manuscripts making it the fifth most attested book after
psalms deuteronomy isaiah and genesis on several points
jubileesJubilees reflects essene theology known at qumranquaran for example
the qumranquaran calendar and the calendar in jubileesJubilees both calculate
their festivals according to a solar calendar of 364564 days a number
of days divisible by seven allowing for each festival mandated by
the bible to fall on the same day of the week each year this was a
very different calendar than the solar lunar calendar used by the
other sects ofjudaism at the time 20

it is clear that some of these books were considered authori-
tative since they are attested in multiple copies and are quoted as

authoritative by other books the various rule books of the qumaum
ran community such as the damascus document the rule of the
community and the war rule were certainly viewed as having a

status tantamount to scripture they identify themselves as revela-
tions from the lord that were binding on the community these
works quote extensively from biblical books and in addition they
quote extensively from the books of jubileesJubilees and the books of
enoch for example in the damascus document the members
of the community were advised to return to the torah of moses
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for in it everything is specified and the explication of their times
when israel was blind to all these behold it is specified in the
book of the divisions of the times in their jubileesJubilees and in theirthen
weeks damascus document 16.1161 4 if the people of qumranquaran
accepted books in addition to the biblical books as authoritative
jubileesJubilees was likely one of them

like ben sira jubileesJubilees offers us a valuable look at the theol-
ogy as well as the formulations of religious ideas found in the
world of the new testament one of the most prominent of
the editors of the ethiopic texts R H charles wrote a commen-
tary on jubileesJubilees in which he pointed out the influence that this
text had on other works of the influence of jubileesJubilees on the new
testament he wrote it appeals to the new testament scholar as
furnishing the first literary embodiment of beliefs which subse-
quently obtained an entrance into the new testament and as hav-
ing in all probability formed part of the library of some of the
apostolic writers 21 some of the similarities with new testament
passages are quite interesting whether they bear a direct relation-
ship or they derive from a common source we may never know
but let us consider the following

several examples demonstrate the close relationship between
concepts and phraseology in the new testament and concepts
and phraseology in the book of jubileesJubilees the first occurrence of
the term son of perdition in the bible is found in 2 thessaloni
ans 2523 but the phrase is already found in jubileesJubilees 103 the first
biblical text to note that one day is with the lord as a thousand
years is found in 2 peter 38 but it is already attested in jubileesJubilees
430 for one thousand years are as one day in the testimony of
the heavens and therefore was it written concerning the tree
of knowledge on the day that ye eat thereof ye shall die 1 22

some of the additions and changes are of interest for latter
day saints jubileesJubilees for example shows a developed theology
of satan called mastemamartemaMastema and his demons which were cast out of
heaven and which led many of the children of men astray in the
exodus story mastemamartema assists the egyptian sorcerers in the contest
against moses and aaron and it is mastemamartemaMastema rather than the lord
who hardens the hearts of pharaoh and the egyptians jubileesJubilees
4812 16 17
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sectarian texts

the most surprising text discovered at masada was a frag-
ment of songs of the sabbath sacrifice 1039 200 a text that is
known from eight fragmentary copies at qumranquaran 23 whether the
text originated with the qumranquaran essenesespenes or not is unclear but
the songs of the sabbath sacrifice reflects distinctive sectarian
beliefs and appears to have influenced other sectarian texts found
at qumranquaran in addition several other small fragments found at
masada preserve distinctive vocabulary phrases and spelling of
other qumranquaran texts leading talmon who has been assigned to
edit them to suggest the possibility that they were along with
songs of the sabbath also imported to masada from qumranquaran 2421

the question is how these sectarian texts came to masada
although josephus named john the essene as a general in the
revolt against rome 25 there was no evidence that the qumranquaran
community participated with the jewish rebels in the revolt yadinbadin
hypothesized the presence of these texts at masada to be evidence
that essenesespenes had joined with the rebels in the revolt against rome
at masada 26 most scholars simply conclude that some of the
essenesespenes fled from the roman destruction of qumranquaran in 68 and
came to masada for refuge bringing some of their texts with them
other scholars believe the presence of sectarian texts at qumranquaran
illustrates that the texts were not unique to qumranquaran but were cir-
culated widely in palestine 27

the songs of the sabbath sacrifice originally contained a
cycle of thirteen songs one for each of the first thirteen sabbathssabbatisSabbaths
of the year the first quarter of a solar year these songs contain
descriptions of the seven archangels and their angelic praises the
heavenly temple and the heavenly throne 28 the imagery is remi-
niscent of ezekiels vision of the chariot throne ezek 110iloiio1 10 and
his vision of the future temple ezek 40 48

there are several points which remind us of the new testa-
ment the concept of the kingdom of heaven so prevalent in
the gospels is found in the qumranquaran texts only in songs of the
sabbath sacrifice and they will recount the splendour of his
kingdom according to their knowledge and they will extol his
glory in all the heavens of his kingdom frag 23 4 29 the
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descriptions of the heavenly temple are similar to those found in
the book of revelation

summary

the written documents found at masada mirroring the imagery
of ezekiel 37 breathe life into the dry bones of the archaeological
remains at masada the hebrew and aramaic ostracaestraca give us the
names of those who lived on the solitary rock and bring to life
the transactions of storing and drawing on the supplies of food and
drink stored in pottery vessels in that remote place they attest to
the observance of the priestly tithe and perhaps to the final human
drama of drawing the lots of death described by josephus the
latin texts attest to the presence of the roman military garrison
that burned the fortress and stayed at masada where they drew
their military pay attended to their military matters and were
entertained by a text of virgil in this place far away from home
the greek texts remind us of the byzantine monks who occupied
the ruined site centuries later

biblical scrolls witness to the devotion to the law of those
who lived at masada and worshippedworshipped at the synagogue purified
themselves in the ritual baths and finally perished there in addi-
tion the uniformity of these texts suggests the developing su-
premacy of the masoretic text as compared to the textual diversity
at qumranquaran apocryphal and pseudepigraphical books remind us of
the richness of literary traditions surrounding the bible some of
which have been preserved in the apocrypha and in the extant
pseudepigraphical works but most of which have disappeared for-
ever the sectarian scrolls were likely brought to masada by a
group of essenesespenes fleeing from qumranquaran seeking refuge and deliver-
ance from the romans anticipating the final battle between the
sons of lightfighthight and the sons of darkness and awaiting the divine inter-
vention which would deliver them from their enemies they
instead witnessed the victory of the sons of darkness and died
beside the defenders of masada

david rolph seely is associate professor of ancient scripture at brigham young
university
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NOTES

twowo excellent introductions to the dead sea scrolls have recently been
published james C vanderkam the dead sea scrolls today grand rapids
mich eerdmans 1994 and lawrence H schiffman reclaiming the dead sea
scrolls philadelphia jewish publication society 1994

fragments of texts have been found in many locations in this area sites of
manuscript discoveries from north to south are qumranquaran wadi murabbaatmurabbarat nahal
hever nahal mishmarmishkarMishmar nahal Seselimcelim and masada in addition a very important
cocollectionflection of samaritan documents from the fourth century BC were found in a
cave in wadi ed daliyeh north of jericho

3yadinadin documented his involvement in the attainment of the scrolls in
yigael yadinbadin the message of the scrolls ed james charlesworth new york
simon and schuster 1957

yigael yadinbadin the temple scroll the hidden law of the dead sea sect
new york random house 1985

yigael yadinbadin barkokhbabar kokhba the rediscoveryrediscovelyof the legendary hero of the
secondjewisbsecond jewish revolt against rome new york random house 1971

yigael yadinbadin masada herodshernds fortress and the zealotszealousZealots last stand
jerusalem steimatzkys agency 1966 168

7theathehe account of the discovery of the texts at masada is dramaticdramaticallyany

recounted in yadinbadin masada 168 91
aa8aA casemate wallwauwailwaiiwan at masada is a wall consisting of two wallswaliswails running paral-

lel to each other often the space between is filled with rocks and other rubble
creating a very wide wallwaffwailwaii in other situations the space is used for living or stor-
age at masada the space between the two wallswailswalis was used as living quarters by
masadas defenders

9yadinadin masada 172 73
bibliographical1obibhographical information on the publication of the scrolls the hebrew

aramaic greek and latin ostracaestraca can be found in stephen A reed the dead sea
scrolls catalogue rev and ed marilyn J lundberg SBL resources for biblical
study vol 32 atlanta scholars 1994

the term sect should be defined here in terms of religious history a
sect is a smallsmarsmail religious group if it was a large and dominant group it would be
considered a religion that claims to have the only true doctrine

these figures come from vanderkam dead sea scrolls today 30 32
13josephusjewisbjosephus jewish war 2.1542154 65
14for a succinct discussion of this issue see vanderkam dead sea scrolls

today 78 81 vanderkam quotes a fragmentary text from cave four 4q521
line 12 where it is said of the messiah that then he willwinn heal the slain and the
dead he will cause to livefivehive

james charlesworth the7 be old testament pseudepigrapha 2 vols gar-
den city NY doubleday 1985

vanderkam dead sea scrolls today 42 43
james17james C vanderkam book of jubileesJubilees in the7 be anchor bible dictionary

ed david noel freedman 6 vols new york doubleday 1992 31030 32 she
mariyahumariyahu talmon hebrew scroll fragments from masada in the story of
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masada discoveriesfromdiscoveries tromfrom the excavations ed gila hurvitz provo BYU stud-
ies 1997 101

18 anderkamVanderKamanderKam book ofofjubileesjubileesJubilees 31031
19 anderkamVanderKamanderKam book ofofjubileesjubileesjubil ees 31030
10 anderkamVanderKamanderKam dead sea scrolls today 39 40 because latter day saints

accept several sacred nonbiblicalnonbiblical books as part of their standard works a com-
mon question asked when confronted with the many different religious works at
qumranquaran is whether the community accepted books as scripture besides those
found in the bible the answer to this question is not a simple one since nowhere
do we find in the dead sea scrolls a list of canonical books

11rR H charles the book ofjubilees or the little genesis 1902 reprint
jerusalem makor 1972 viii

latter day saints understand this same concept from abraham 34 where
abraham learned in a vision that according to the reckoning of time in kolobdolob
one revolution was a day unto the lord after his manner of reckoning it being

one thousand years according to the time appointed unto that whereon thou
standeststandfeststandest stephen in his speech in acts 723 says that moses was fullfuli forty
years old when he smote the egyptian and that he spent forty years in midian
acts 729 30 the old testament never specifies how old moses was at each of

these times in his life yet jubileesJubilees says he was forty two years old when he killed
the egyptian jubileesJubilees 4710124710 12 and that he spent thirty eight years in midian
jubileesJubilees 484811

23aA preliminary edition of this text has been published by carol A new-
som songs of the sabbath sacrifice A critical edition harvard semitic studies
vol 27 atlanta scholars 1985 the fragments from qumranquaran have also been
published by carol A newsom and yigael yadinbadin the masada fragment of the
qumranquaran songs of the sabbath sacrifice israel exploration journal 34 no 2 3
1984 77 88

24 see talmon hebrew scroll fragments
josephus21josephus21 jewish war 2.5672567 3.11311511

badinyadin masada 17374173 74
27shiffmanshiffmanshlufmanshiffShiftman reclaiming the dead sea scrolls 355

latter28latter day saints are familiar with the eternal councils mentioned
throughout this text Ps 821 abr 426 dacd&c 12132

29 29fiorentinoflorentineFIorentino garcia martinez and julio trebolleTre bolle barrerabaneraban era the people of the
dead sea scrolls berrtheirbeirberf7 writings beliefs and practices trans wilfred G E wat-
son leiden brill 1995 220



sacred books
the canon of the hebrew bible
at the end of the first century

robert L maxwell

introduction

A number of fragmentary manuscripts in hebrew and ara-
maic have been found at masada including seven from the hebrew
bible these are masla lev 43943454599 maslbmas1bmasla lev 831 1140 masic
beutdeut 3317 21 342 6 masid ezek 3111 3715 masle
Ps 816 856 maslfmas1fmasle Ps 1501 6 and maslgmasla Ps 1826 29

aside from minor orthographic differences these are in all cases
the same as the masoretic text MT of the hebrew bible we have
today there are in addition a number of extrabiblicalextrabiblical fragments
including a fragment of ben sira ecclesiasticus masihmasohmaslhmas1h and a
fragment apparently of the book of jubileesJubil ees masMamaslimasilbaslislisiisil1 i I11

the presence of biblical and apocryphal texts at masada
demonstrates that these texts were valued by the various groups
that occupied the site before the roman conquest but it also
brings up the question of canon which if any of these texts had
been canonized or considered sacred and binding scripture by
their readers their presence at the site alone says nothing of their
canonicity for many writings of a clearly noncanonical nature
were also found at masada while it is impossible to know the
exact opinion of the inhabitants of masada on these writings there
is some evidence for the development of a hebrew bible canon in
the larger jewish community and interestingly enough certain
defining events for the hebrew canon were probably occurring
almost at the same time as the fall of masada in 73 CE

302
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definition of the hebrew canon

jerome while we lack evidence for most of the details of
this defining process we can set some terminating dates after
which the canon was clearly fixed because of conflicting latin
versions of the bible in the late fourth century jerome was com-
missioned by pope narDardamasusnasus in AD 382 or 383 to produce a new
authoritative latin translation jerome departed from the former
tradition of translating the hebrew bible from the greek septu-
agint version and instead embarked on an intensive study of
hebrew in the holy land 2

jeromesgeromesJeromes study apparently also included research into the
canon as it existed among the jews of his time for in the preface to
the first biblical book he translated from hebrew samuelkingsSamuel Kings
published about 3903 he outlines what he has learned just as

there are twenty two letters elementaalementaelementa with which we write every-
thing we say in hebrew so there are a total of twenty two books
voluminalyoluminavoluminayovolumina in the hebrew scriptures having explained that as

there are five double letters in hebrew so there are also five dou-
ble books in the hebrew bible he goes on to list the books

first come genesis exodus leviticus numbers and deute-
ronomy these are the five books of moses which they call the
torathborathTorath or the law second is the order of the prophets

which are joshua judgesruthJudgesRuth samuel kings isaiah jeremiah
ezekiel and the twelve minor prophets eight books in jeromesgeromesJeromes
count the third order comprises the hagiographa the nine
books ofjob psalms proverbs ecclesiastes song of songs daniel
chronicles ezra in two books namely ezra and nehemiah and
esther for a grand total of twenty two because of the signifi-
cance of the correspondence of the number of the letters in the
hebrew alphabet with this number of books in the bible jerome
felt he had arrived at a sure method of determining which books
were canonical and which were excluded and in this preface he
names some of the more important noncanonical non in
canone books 4

if we can assume that jerome includes lamentations with
jeremiah as one of the double books 5 the canon of jeromesgeromesJeromes
hebrew bible is the same as that of the masoretic text in other
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words it had reached its final state at least in palestine at the
latest by the end of the fourth century CE

origen the content of the hebrew canon was discussed in
the third century by the greek christian origen circa 185

255 CE according to the historian eusebius who was born dur-
ing the generation following origensbrigensOrigens death origen cataloged the
books of the hebrew bible as follows it ought to be known that
the conventional vaaev5ia9rkouv&a tat1kol in other words canonical books
which the hebrews have handed down number twenty two the
same number as letters in their alphabet 6

origen working from the greek tradition did not divide the
hebrew bible into three parts as jerome did but instead simply
listed the books genesis exodus leviticus numbers deuteron-
omy joshua judges ruth kingdoms 1 2 in other words samuel
kingdoms 3 4 kings chronicles ezra probably ezranehe
miah psalms proverbs ecclesiastes song of songs isaiah jere
miahlamentationsletter of jeremiah daniel ezekiel job and
esther outside of these beooeno6eoo0 af8fe rotTODTCOVdovcov falls maccabees 7 ori
gens twenty two include several double books and one triple
book jeremiahlamentationsJeremiah Lamentations together with the letter ofjeremiah
which is now included in the apocrypha strangely his list omits
the twelve minor prophets

melito eusebius also quoted melito bishop of sardis on the
question of the canon melito lived during the reign of marcus
aurelius 161 80 CE and was active just before the birth of ori-
gen in the section of melitos writings quoted by eusebius the
bishop listed the recognized writings 06ioxoyouievcovgoxoyougfbovvov ypacpcovypwpcov

of the old testament the list was made on behalf of a church
member onesimus who had inquired of melito which books
were authoritative in order to make a compilation of passages
about the lord from the law and the prophets EEKktekreT tobzodTODzourob v6iouv6guu
KOCI ravrdvTCOVr&v 7ipoprtcovnpotqtcov it appears that melito did not know the
answer to this question when asked for he made a special trip to
the holy land eiadqr1veiq TTV &varoxvavaroxnv where he could learn the facts
more accurately

melito does not inform us from whom he learned which writ-
ings were recognized but it seems likely at that period and in that
place that it might have been an official of the jewish christian
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church or possibly even one of the authoritative teachers of the
palestinian rabbinic schools his list is as follows genesis exodus
numbers leviticus deuteronomy jesus the son of nun joshua
judges ruth 1 4 kings 1 2 chronicles the psalms of david
solomons proverbs and wisdom lokogcovoq2oioicovo ilapoiaiainapotgtfat ilT kaKCCIwott

1
1

lopicopia2opiafu ecclesiastes song of songs job isaiah jeremiah the
twelve prophets daniel ezekiel and ezra 8

missing from this list assuming the same doubling of certain
books as jerome and origen assumed is esther which as we shall
see below was in fact one of the last books to be recognized as
authoritative 9 it is clear that at the end of the second century the
canon of the hebrew bible was not fixed in the same form it would
later assume indeed it was so nebulous that average church mem-
bers and even ecclesiastical officials did not know which books
were authoritative without doing quite a bit of research

josephus A final post masada witness to the state of the
canon is the jewish witness josephus born circa 37 5838 CE in
one of his last works against aaionapion 1011 josephus used the consis-
tency of the scriptures as a proof of the truth of the israelite faith
he claims that because only prophets were allowed to write the
records there is no disagreement 8taycoviaq5iapcovia within them these
prophets were able to write accurate history because they learned
the facts through inspiration from god TTVrtlv bravotavrtivejiutvoiav TTVorv aabanhanoroijtouTOD

OFGEOTJob thus in a not so subtle criticism of the state of the greek
religious writings the jews do not have thousands g1jptap upia5eaf8f of
conflicting books but instead have only twenty two consistent texts

josephus does not list the books but does note the tripartitetripartatetripartate
division of the scriptures informing us that there are five books of
moses then thirteen books written by prophets subsequent to moses
and finally four books of hymns and counsel 511 josephus also
claimed that nothing authoritative was written after the thirteen
prophetic books because prophecy and the succession of prophets

TTVdtat1vrconvrcovTOV tcpcxpritcovnpoyijrcov akpi3ri&kptp giomglom5iaorvx11W had ceased from the time of
artaxerxesArtaxerxes 465 424 BCE josephus probably saw ezra as the last
of the prophets histories of the later period had indeed been writ-
ten but they were not thought worthy of faith equal nicyrccogTIKJTEQX 8

oxOD aioatobioacbiobilacfagac filfithiltiicotocigrotoratgrol to those of the earlier period 12 this detail is
presumably missing from the christian witnesses because for them
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prophecy had again revived at least for a time in the ministry of
jesus and with the writings of the new testament

A comparison of the witnesses ofjeromeofjerome origen melito and
josephus reveals that the closer we get to the first century the less
clear the hebrew canon becomes if these four may be taken as

representative of the thought of their own ages then it is evident
that the canon becomes less fixed the farther back we go

development of the canon

it was not until quite late about jeromesgeromesJeromes time that the
books of the bible began to be copied physically into a single book
and then only in the greek or latin translations unlike these trans-
lations which were copied onto sheets paper papyrus or parch-
ment and bound into books codices hebrew biblical manuscripts
were always copied onto leather scrolls jeromesgeromesJeromes use of the word
volumina for the books of the bible shows that he was using
scrolls in his translation the latin bolumenvolumen from which we get
our volume usually refers to a book in scroll form

the scroll format mandated the physical separation of indi-
vidual sections of the whole into manageable parts many readers
may own a copy of the bible on audio tape suppose that instead
of a few dozen separate tapes the entire production was recorded
on a single tape not only would the resulting tape be enormous
but access to particular parts would be nearly impossible the dis-
advantages of such an arrangement are obvious

the same disadvantages exist for a work written onto a scroll
in the ancient world lengthy works were typically divided into
smaller segments for this very reason so that they could be copied
onto more than one scroll this is the reason for the division of the
iliad and the odyssey for example into twenty four books each
the bible is different from these classical examples in that it did
not begin as a single book it started out as separate books each of
which was about the right size to fit onto a single scroll the twelve
minor prophets were usually grouped together their total extent
being the right length for a scroll and were thus considered in the
minds of most ancient witnesses one book it was only gradually
that the individual books began to be associated with each other
and recognized as authoritative and canonical 13
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records of evolving canon this evolving canon began
at different times apparently for different parts of the bible one
of the earliest signs of consciousness of a canon occurs in the bib-
lical record itself in the seventh century BC second kings 22 23
and 2 chronicles 34 relate the story of how after many years of
incompetent and irreligious rulers the pious king josiah came to
power in israel his reign may be summarized as an attempt to steer
israel back toward god and josiah spent much of his time sup-
pressing false forms of worship in his kingdom

during josiahsJosiahs administration circa 640 609 BCE the
book of the law14law was discovered in the temple which was being

renovated in order to accommodate josiahsJosiahs reforms 15 upon its
discovery the book is given to the king 2 kgsggs 2210 2 chron
3418 when it is read to him he rends his clothing as a sign of
mourning or penitence it is clear from the whole narrative that
this book is entirely new to the king and indeed everyone else the
king who has after all been trying to do the right thing has now
discovered from the book that israel has apparently been cursed
for the actions of his predecessors he orders his servants to
inquire of the lord about the book they dutifully approach the
prophetess huldah who declares that the prophecies in the book
will be fulfilled but that because josiah has humbled himself dis-
aster will strike only after his lifetime 2 kgsggs 2214 20 2 chron
3422 28 at this point josiah puts himself and all of israel under
covenant to obey and keep the commandments of the book
2 kgsggs 231 3 2 chron 3430 33 this is clearly a formal act of

canonization if canonization is understood in its usual sense as
causing a set of writings to be made authoritative and binding
upon a group

josiahsJosiahs reforms were short lived and within his childrens
lifetime the babylonian captivity began apparently during that
period of captivity most of israel was again without its scriptures
the destruction of jerusalem did not bode well for much being

saved consequently when the israelites were later allowed to
return to jerusalem ezra who himself had studied and observed
the law of the lordlord1616 ezra 710 had to formally initiate a

covenant between israel and the lord to obey the law thus recan
onizingonizine these writings see especially nehaeh 9 10
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the book ofofnehemiahnehemiah records that ezra brings the book of the
law of moses out to show the people and reads it to them he then
has the priests explain it to them probably because the law itself is

written in hebrew while by that time the people speak aramaic
the people weep to hear the law they study it thoroughly and as a
result reinstitute the festival of the booths which though pre-
scribed in the scriptures has not been practiced since the time of
joshua aehneh 81 17 all this implies that before ezras action there
was little or no knowledge of the law among the general israelite
populace and that there had not been for a very long time

to receive the law the lord commands ezra to take five

scribes and go to a secluded place for forty days during which
time the scriptures will be revealed to him 2 esdras 1423 26

having gathered his scribes ezra begins to speak and continues
without stopping for the entire time the five scribes take turns
writing ezras words down and after forty days ninety four books
have been written god tells ezra to make the first twenty four
public to be read by the good and bad alike but the remaining
seventy are to be kept back and given to none but the wise
among your people they contain a stream of understanding a

fountain of wisdom a flood of knowledge 2 esdras 1441 48

the number twenty four is an alternative ancient calculation
for the number of books in the hebrew bible jerome notes in his
preface to samuelkingsSamuel Kings that in addition to his calculation of
twenty two others count the same books as twenty four these
numbers as we have seen were calculated by combining or not
combining various books such as judges and ruth and were prob-
ably chosen for symbolic reasons second esdras probably written
around 100 CE attributes the entire canon as the author knew it
to ezra what the twenty four books are he does not explain what-
ever they were the author of esdras clearly makes a distinction
between these canonized books and other apocryphal or pseude-
pigraphicalpigraphical books he asserts that these books were also revealed
to ezra along with the canonized books thus explaining their exis-
tence and claims to inspiration

division of the canon israels rededication under ezra as

underjosiahunder josiah was temporary and the people appear to have lapsed
into unrighteousness more than once during the intertestamentaltestamentalinter
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period the history recorded in 1 maccabees notes three times
when a prophet would have been useful but none was to be
found 1 mace 446 927 1441 however attitudes toward the
canon appear to have been evolving it is probable that during this
period the familiar tripartatetripartitetripartate division of the hebrew bible into the
law the prophets and the writings began to become standard
second maccabees 213 written around 124 BCE has nehemiah
collecting the chronicles of the kings the writings of the prophets
the works of david and royal letters and a few years earlier
132 BCE the prologue to ben sira refers to the legacy of great

value that has come to us through the law the prophets and the
writers who followed in their steps 01711717 the author is not very spe-
cific about the third division the writings referring to the scrip-
tures three times in the prologue he simply calls the writings the
others or the rest rcokTCOVrcov uovakkwvabovlovkov totTOCT X goitiaxoitiaxotn&XoiTia

evidence in the new testament shows that by the time of
christ it had become usual to refer to the scriptures as the law
and the prophets matt 517 712 2237 40 luke 1616 29 3311

see also rom 321 demonstrating that at least those portions of
the hebrew bible had become fairly standardized by that age jesus
also refers to the scriptures once as including at least part of the
writings when giving his final words to the disciples he says that
all things which were written in the law of moses and in the
prophets and in the psalms concerning him have been fulfilled
luke 2444

the tripartatetripartitetripartate division is important to the question of canon
because it appears that the canon was established more or less in
three stages the law of moses had been accepted by israel at least
in theory if not in practice since ancient times and was formally
canonized from the time of ezra fifth century BCE as already dis-
cussed 18 the section that came to be known as the prophets was
accepted as authoritative later probably in postexilic times

As pointed out by anderson the words of the prophets had
been clearly proven true by the captivity and exile thus substanti-
ating their claim to divine inspiration and authority so long as
prophecy was still a living force the various collections of pro-
phetic teaching continued to be preserved and enlarged that is in
an open canon this involved not only the addition of new
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material but also the adaptation and interpretation of older prophe-
cies to apply them to new situations but prophecy did not
continue as a living force 19 that this was recognized by israel is

evidenced by josephussjosephuesJosephuss statement that prophecy had ceased
around the time of ezra 020O possibly this cessation with its accom-
panying cessation of additions to and modifications of the
prophetic writings was the impetus for collecting them together
into an authoritative canonized and closed unit

anderson believes that this section the prophets was estab-
lished by 200 BCE part of his evidence is that the book of daniel
which was written down around 165 BCE is not a part of this sec-
tion but it undoubtedly would have been if the canon had not
already been established previous to that date 21 on the other
hand the canonicity of the book of ezekiel which is included in
this section was under discussion as late as the years immediately
preceding the destruction ofjerusalem and the events at masada 22

the final form of the third section the writings or hagiogra-
pha seems to have coalesced during the first two centuries CE

A talmudic discussion recording a tradition dating to this period
states that our rabbis taught the order of the prophets is

joshua judges samuel kings jeremiah ezekiel isaiah and the
twelve minor prophets the order of the hagiographa is ruth
the book of psalms job proverbs ecclesiastes song of songs
lamentations daniel and the scroll of esther ezra and chronicles
baba bathrabatara l4b14blab these books correspond exactly to the later tra-

dition as canonized in the masoretic text but this authoritative list-
ing did not emerge without lively discussion in addition to
questions about the canonicity of ezekiel mentioned above the
books of esther ecclesiastes song of songs and the aramaic por-
tions of daniel and ezra came under scrutiny at this time megillahMegillah
7aaa shabbath 30b50b mishnah yadaim 4.54545 tosefta yadaim 2.14214214 ben
sira also was discussed and apparently considered for inclusion
though eventually rejected toseftaTosefta yadaimyadaiin 2.13213213215

some of these first and second century discussions on the
hebrew canon took place at the great rabbinic school ofofjabnehjabnehjabner
sometimes called by its greek name jamnia according to rab-

binic sources just before the fall of jerusalem the rabbi johanan
ben zakkai manages to escape the doomed city enter the roman



fragment of ben sira this fragment is one of the incomplete extra
canonical texts found at masada ben sira was considered for inclusion
in the biblical canon but was eventually rejected
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camp and receive an audience with vespasian when he greets
vespasian as imperator generalemperorgeneral emperor vespasian objects that
the greeting is treasonous since he is not the emperor johanan
predicts that vespasian will in fact be king and he is proved cor-
rect three days later when vespasian learns the news that he has
indeed been acclaimed emperor impressed vespasian grants
johanan any wish when johanan asks him to lift the siege and
leave the city vespasian naturally refuses but he does grant
johanansJohanans second wish to allow certain scholars to leave the city
and establish a rabbinic school at the town ofofjabnehjabnehjabner 2313

after the fall of jerusalem jabnehjabner became the center of
israelite religion johanan became the head of the group ofjewish
scholars who gathered there and he was followed by gamaliel II11il
under gamaliel about 80 117 CE a number of discussions appear
to have occurred at the school concerning what should be
included in the hebrew bible although in contradiction to schol-
arly consensus of the first part of this century the sources do not
record any official debate or final decision at jabnehjabner on the canon 24

what the sources do record is continuing discussion particularly
about the status of the writings that the content of the writings
was becoming set is evidenced by the fact that the ancient sources
begin to speak of them as a group the law the prophets and the
writings which from then on meant the bible gamaliel 11II was
the first to use this terminology when asked where in the scrip-
tures the doctrine of the resurrection was found he replied
from the torah law in the prophets and the hagiographa
writings crmrdnnninnn ini aninanjnownri amp7m rannrmnnnninri in sanhedrin gob

conclusion

andersons article on canon in the cambridge history of the
bible gives three reasons why it was urgent for jews that the issue
of canon be settled at this time the first century CE namely

1 the dispersion and particularly the destruction of the temple
meant that the only source of guidance in practice and belief was
the written word 2 the existence of numerous apocalyptic writ-
ings claiming to be written by earlier prophets required some
sort of authoritative decision on their authenticity and 3 the
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appearance of christian scripture also required some official exclu-
sion of those books from the canon 25 this argument makes sense
but only after the fact while talmudic discussions of heretical
christian writings determined that they do not make the hands
unclean in other words are not in the canon 2616 no evidence
exists for formal exclusion of apocalyptic works at least not atatjabjab
nehaeh 2717 and certainly no evidence for a council or synod held
there the most the sources offer is the later listing of books in the
prophets and the writings already discussed baba bathrabatara l4b14blab

thus evidence documenting the formation of the hebrew
canon is inconclusive yet it is clear from the talmudic list that by
the third century at the latest the canon had been set for the jews
christians began to formalize their canon a bit later see jeromesgeromesJeromes
listfistbist above 2818 unlike the christians who eventually ratified their
canonical lists in formal councils there is no evidence of such an
event for the jewish faith it appears that their canon which did in
fact become closed and fixed developed organically by consensus
and tradition

what then of the canon at masada if the jewish groups that
took refuge there were traditional in their belief about the canon-
icity of the hebrew bible they would likely have included the law
and prophets portions largely as we have them now As seen above
three of the masada fragments come from the law leviticus and
deuteronomy one from the prophets ezekiel and three from
psalms there are no fragments from other portions of the writi-
ngs 2919 it may be fair then to say from this scant evidence and our
general knowledge of the state of the hebrew bible at the time that
the canon at masada was similar to that embodied in jesus state-
ment a generation earlier that which is written in the law of
moses and in the prophets and in the psalms luke 2444

robert L maxwell is special collections librarian at brigham young university

NOTES

for additional information see stephen A reed comp the dead sea
scrolls catalogue documents photographs and museum inventory numbers
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ed M J lundberg and M B phelps atlanta scholars 1994 185 86 she
mariyahumariyahu talmon hebrew scroll fragments from masada in the7 be story of
masada ed gila hurvitz provo utah BYU studies 1997 101 7 and david
rolph seely the masada fragments the qumranquaran scrolls and the new testa-
ment in this volume

2seeaseeee H F D sparks jerome as biblical scholar in the7 be cambridge his-
tory of the bible 3 vols cambridge cambridge university press 1970 1518
521 and D C parker vulgate in the7beanchorbibleanchor bibiebible dictionary ed david noel
freedman 6 vols new york doubleday 1992 6860

warkerbarker vulgate 6860
4jeromesjeromesgeromesJeromes preface may be found in bebliabiblia sacra huxtaluxta1uxtavuxta vulgatamVulgatam ver

simonemsionem 2dad ed 2 vols stuttgart wurttembergischewijrttembergische bibelanstalt 1975 1364
66 translations are the authors

this count is problematic since although jerome claims to be counting
five double books in his total of twenty two there are in fact six if jeremiah
lamentations is counted as one judgesruthJudgesRuth samuel kings jeremiahlamenta
tionseions chronicles and ezranehemiahEzra Nehemiah

usebiuseusebiususebiusblus ecclesiastical history 6.262626251625.15 1 the greek text of eusebius is most
conveniently accessible in the 1926 32 loeb edition of kirsopp lake andandjandaJ E L

oulton translations by the author
eusebius7eusebius history 625.262526252

usebiuseusebiususebiusblus history 426.124261242612 14
ginn addition melitos peculiar phrase solomons proverbs and wisdom

makes one wonder if he is including the now apocryphal book wisdom of
solomon which however was originally written in greek not hebrew

lowritten after 939394959494ce94 CE the publication date of hisbishisjewishjewish antiquities
I1 josephus against apron 1.37137137157 40 the greek text of against apron may

be found in the first volume of the loeb edition of josephus 1926 translations
are by the author

12josephusosephus against aaionapion 141411.41141.41

1317orfor a good discussion of the problem of the physical format of ancient
books in relation to the books of the bible see nahum M samasarna ancient libraries
and the ordering of the biblical books A lecture presented at the library of
congress march 6 1989 washington DC library of congress 1989

141tit is not entirely clear what the neglected book of the law that was
discovered in the temple included some suppose it included only the central
portion of deuteronomy achschs 5 28 see G W anderson canonical and non-
canonical in the hebrew bible in cambridge history of the bible 11120120 the
fact that the entire book is read aloud twice in the episode 2 kgsggs 22221011221010 11 232
2 chron 3418 19 3430 see also the footnote to 2 kings 231 3 in the new
english bible NEB does appear to be evidence for a shorter work than the
entire pentateuch on the other hand the book is referred to as sefer ha torah
rannrmnn laolaciao every time it is mentioned this later became the normal way of refer-
ring to the pentateuch further josiah seems particularly worried about certain
dire prophecies directed against israel which presumably come from prophets
later than moses perhaps the text included selections of the pentateuch as wellwenweliweil
as parts of later prophecies the important points for this discussion are that
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the text was unknown to israel before its discovery under josiah that it included
portions of what is now the hebrew bible and that it was formally canonized
under the kings direction

the chronology ofofjosiahsjosiahsJosiahs reforms differs significantly between the two
sources chronicles recording that they began in the eighth year of his reign
about 652632 2 chr 343 and kings claiming they began in the eighteenth year
62221622 21 2 kgsggs 223 chronicles records that the discovery of the book of the
law occurred in the eighteenth year ofofjosiahsjosiahsJosiahs reign 2 chr 348

As withwithjosiahsjosiahsJosiahs book of the law it is not clear precisely what is contained
in ezras certainly at least the pentateuch anderson canonical and non-
canonical 1112312 3 the account found in 2 esdras 4 ezra claims it was the entire
hebrew bible and gives an interesting story of how ezra obtained the scriptures
ezra was disturbed that israel was sinking into wickedness and speaking to the
lord in vision blamed it on the fact that the law was burned in the destruction of
jerusalem so no one can know about the deeds you have done or intend to do
he asked to have the scriptures revealed to him the whole story of the world
from the very beginning everything that is contained in your law so that the
people would at least have the chance to choose to do right NEB 2 esdras
1421221421 22

17samuel sandmel M jack suggs and arnold J tkacik eds the new en-
glish bible with the apocrypha new york oxford university press 1976 115

james A sanders canon in anchor bible dictionary hebrew bible
section 1840 dates the sequence genesis 2 kings both as to content and as to
order to the sixth centurybcecentury BCE

1919andersonanderson canonical and noncanonicalnon canonical 1127
josephus20josephus20Josephtisvislis againstapionagainst aaionapion 1.41141

2andersonandersonaanderson canonical and noncanonicalnon canonical 1129
22 hananiah reconciled ezekiel with the torah at least four years before the

destruction of the temple in truth that man hananiah son of hezekiah by
name is to be remembered for blessing but for him the book of ezekiel would
have been hidden a technical term for excluded from the canon for its words
contradicted the torah 1I epstein ed hebrew english edition of the babylon-
ian talmud translated into english london soncinoconcinoSoncino 1960 90 shabbath 13b
and footnote alai all direct english quotations are from this edition there are
actually two talmudsTalmuds one compiled in babylonian rabbinic centers the baby-
lonian talmud and one compiled in palestine the jerusalem talmud both con-
sist of extended commentary on the mishnah a summation of oral traditions
about the law of moses competed in 200ce200 CE and both were written down
between the early third and the fifth centuries CE they include however
numerous traditions about much earlier rabbis such as the one preserved in this
quotation the talmud and mishnah are divided into subject sections called trac
tates by which reference is made within each tractate of the babylonian tal-
mud references are to the page number of the edicioeditio princeps that of daniel
bomberg venice 1520 23 As is customary in this article tractatestractates in the baby-
lonian talmud will be referred to by tractate alone with no notice that reference
is to the babylonian vs the jerusalem talmud references to the mishnah are to
section and verse within the tractate and are preceded by the word mishnah
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A second supplement to the mishnah the toseftaTosefta came into existence at the end
of the fourth century CE references to the tosefta are cited toseftaTosefta tractate
chapterversechapter verse

13thethe story is found in gittin 56a b and lamentations rabbahdabbah 1.515
seeseejackbeejackjack P lewis what do we mean by jabnehjabner journal of bible and

religion 32 no 2 1964 12532125 32 esp 126 see also sanders canon 1841
25anderson25anderson canonical and noncanonicalnon canonical 132 33 see also sanders

canon 1843 and albert C sundberg the old testament of the early church
harvard theological studies vol 20 cambridge harvard university press 1964
116 17

mishnah2mishnah yadaim 4.64646 tosefta yadaim 2.13213213215 see also tosefta shabbath
13.5135135155 and tosefta sanhedrin 13.4134134154 5 the use of the expression makes the hands
unclean as a technical term for canonical originates according to the talmud
with the very early practice of keeping the torah next to the food offerings in the
temple it was found that the rodents that came and ate the food also enjoyed
chewing on the scrolls so to guarantee that the two would no longer be stored
together thus ensuring the protection of the scrolls the rabbis imposed
uncleanness on the scriptures shabbath l4a14alaa this designation meant that one
was required to purify oneself after using the scriptures this ruling probably also
protected the scriptures from indiscriminate handling see also mishnah yadaim
4.64646 and tosefta yadaim 22102.1021010

27lewis27lewis jabnehjabner 131
harryharryyY gamble canon new testament in anchor bible dictionary

1853
291loweverhowever there is a fragment of ben sira whose canonicity we have seen

as well as ezekiels was in fact under discussion at the very time and would have
been included with the writings had it been accepted into the canon
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the roman province ofjudeaofiudeajudeaof
A historical overview

john E hall

the comingcoining of rome to judea

romes acquisition ofofjudeajudea and subsequent involvement in
the affairs of that long troubled area came about in largely indirect
fashion for centuries judea had been under the control of the hel-
lenisticlenistic greek monarchy centered in syria and known as the seleu-
cid empire one of the successor states to the far greater empire of
alexander the great who conquered the vast reaches of the persian
empire toward the end of the fourth century BC As the decaying
seleucid monarchy disintegrated rome was compelled to take con-
trol of the eastern littoral of the mediterranean and its hinterland
in order to prevent ambitious petty kings in the region and more
importantly a renascent parthian empire from filling the vacuum
left with the fall of the seleucids and so posing a threat to romes
mediterranean empire As a part of this larger region and as a place
once ruled by the seleucids judea became a subject area of rome

rome was not interested in judea per se and for too long did
not understand the problems unique to judea which should have
prevented the romans from dealing with the jews in the same way
they did the other subject peoples in the eastern reaches of the
empire similarly the jews made no effort to become acquainted
with their roman rulers to whom they regrettably attributed the
characteristics of their previous greek masters whose efforts to
encourage hellenization entailed a lack of religious toleration which
threatened jewish worship by contrast rome was actually quite
tolerant of the religions of all its subject peoples this mutual
misunderstanding of the nature of judea by the romans and of

319
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rome by the jews clearly made more difficult the administration
ofofjudeajudea however by itself it cannot account for the tragic events
in judea which derived less from any relation to rome than from
the vehement struggle among rival jewish factions whose ambi-
tions for power harmed their countrymen and ultimately brought
an end to judea as an entity

in 6563 BC the territory ofofjudeajudea for the first time came under
the direct administration of rome while rome had been for nearly
a century an important determinant in the affairs of this region
increased roman supervision was the natural result of administra-
tive inefficiency on the part of local dynastsdynasty and minor chieftains
who governed portions of the roman near east as client kings
local rivalries and ambitions among native rulers sometimes led to
outright armed conflict among themselves and occasionally even
with their roman overlords in the mid first century BC such prob-
lems both in judea as well as throughout the eastern mediterranean
in general occasioned a roman reordering of the entire region

when a challenge to roman rule was made by mithridates of
pontus who sought to assert control over the whole of asia minor
murdering romans greeks and many other local inhabitants in
his path pompey the great concluded the conflict with the
expected roman victory 1 afterward pompey turned his attention
to reorganizing administratively romes eastern holdings in 63 BC
rome attached the territory of judea to the newly created roman
province of syria where a high ranking roman governor of pro-
consular status would exercise ultimate authority over judea along
with syria and other areas in the vicinity the action was taken as

part of pompeyspompeisPompeys general settlement of the eastern mediterranean
and in response to specific disruptive conditions in judea occa-
sioned by the rivalries of jewish noble families claiming the high
priestly office and with it local rule 2 though not yet organized as
a separate province roman judea takes its beginning in these events

roman administration in judea

roman interest and involvement in the administrative affairs
ofofjudeajudea actually predates pompeyspompeisPompeys arrival rome had on several
occasions upon the repeated requests ofjewish rulers intervened
diplomatically to prevent the seleucid monarchs of syria from
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reasserting their previous authority over judea and had thereby
preserved judean independence under the rule of the high priest
and sanhedrin 3 had it not been for rivalry among jewish noble
families vying with one another for the power to rule jewish inde-
pendencependence may perhaps have continued however the chaotic con-
ditions produced by such internal conflict threatened the peace
of surrounding territories and mandated roman intervention to
maintain law and order not only in judea but throughout the
immediate region

despite the administrative redistricting ofjudeajudeaof little change
in fact transpired as regards the actual day to day administration of
judea in accordance with roman policy for provincial administra-
tion in judea as in other provinces the continued influence of local
leaders was maintained and as much local governance as possible
was placed in their hands the high priest and nobles continued to
direct the internal affairs of judea no longer with independent
authority but subject to the oversight of a roman proconsul in
antioch however antioch was far distant and as long as problems
did not surface direct roman concern with the area would have
been extremely minimal roman policy had long adhered to the
perspective that local governance was the most convenient pro-
vided the status quo be maintained including the preservation of
law and order the collection of assessed revenues and the support
of roman foreign policy with the supply of troops when required

romes major concerns for the provinces were to maintain a
peace in which roman trade and commerce could be conducted
and romans could come and go in safety taxes were collected to
support the framework of government including the army as
guardians of internal security and providers of protection from the
threats of foreign powers or barbaric enemies without the empire
romes attitude toward the administration of judea differed not at
all from that of rome in regard to all its holdings

intervention in the domestic affairs ofjudea was unavoidable
for pompey rivalry among jewish factions interrupted order and
prevented commerce moreover the jewish conflict threatened to
spill over into neighboring areas also under romes control judeasgudeas
latest internecine conflict was a struggle for succession between
the two sons of alexander jannaeusJannaeus the rightful heir hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus
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had been displaced by his brother aristobulusAristobulus but with the aid of
the idumeanidumaean chieftain antipaterantipatesAntipater hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus sought to reassert his
rights militarily both claimants appealed to rome for support in
much the same way in which rival jewish factions had appealed
for centuries for aid or intervention military and otherwise from
the hellenistic monarchs of seleucid syria judeasgudeas ostensible ene-
mies since the time of the maccabees in their eagerness for the
support of their enemies jewish leaders had been willing to concede
much such willingness extended to making whatever concessions
were necessary for roman support as well the formal organiza-
tion ofofjudeajudea as a roman territory while a natural consequence of
romes acquisition of seleucid territories and organization of the
province ofofsyriawassyria was also a direct result of internal conflict between
jewish factions nevertheless in establishing hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus as high
priest to continue local administration subject to the direction of
the roman proconsular governor of syria standard roman prac-
tice of preferring local government where possible was followed
despite the factional rivalry within judea rome obviously did not
wish to become too directly involved in judea 4

hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus did not rule as king but as ethnarch a far less
important position and as high priest antipaterantipatesAntipater continued to culti-
vate rome and roman involvement in the region receiving in return
the ruling power in his native idumea antipatersAntipaters position as a

chief advisor to hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus and his other involvements in judean
affairs laid the foundation for ruling positions later granted by
roman overlords to himself and his sons herod and phasaelPhasael chief
administrators for galilee and jerusalem respectively so establish-
ing idumeanidumaean rulers over judea I51

roman affairs around judea

while pompeyspompeisPompeys settlement of jewish affairs was in the main
necessitated by internal happenings in judea subsequent roman
actions toward judea were occasioned by larger events external to
judea invasions of roman territory including judea by a new
parthian kingdom in what had been the mesopotamian reaches of
the seleucid empire and civil conflicts between roman factions
effected frequent change in the administration ofjudea over the next
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four decades 6 ultimately herod was established as client king of
rome in charge of an expanded judea the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean dynasty
of the maccabees and with it a modicum of self government by
judeansjudeaneJudeans was brought to an end with herodshernds accession continued
internal conflict among branches of the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean family and the
intrigue with and appeal to parthia for aid by the sons ofaristobuofaristobu
lus was responsible for yet another roman intervention and the fall
of the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean dynasty

the first of these interventions was directed by a lieutenant
and supporter of pompey aulus gabiniusGabinius who succeeded scaurusstaurus
as governor of syria in 55 BC gabiniusGabinius was forced to intervene
militarily to restore order in judea where alexander son ofofaristoefaristoaristo
bulus had raised his supporters in revolt against the ethnarch
hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus and his idumeanidumaean supporters antipaterantipatesAntipater and his sons aris
tobulusrobulus himself escaped from rome and joined his sons insurrec-
tion not only did rome need to deal with the consequent civil
disorder and interruption of commerce but in this instance the
roman response to the insurrection had to be especially swift and
effective since rome supported the established government of hyrayr
canusbanus in addition the rival faction sought to end that support through
overthrowing roman rule entirely by soliciting the military inter-
vention of parthia against rome because such an act was consid-
ered treasonable and violated the most important roman dictum
for provincial noninvolvementinvolvementnon in foreign affairs direct and mas-
sive roman military intervention was dictated gabiniusGabinius and his
lieutenant marc antony led roman troops into judea defeated the
revolutionaries restored hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus to power and increased the author-
ity ofantipaterantipatesAntipater and herod who had proven themselves as support-
ers of rome from this time on romes interest in judea increased
and closer attention was paid to the area which bordered the im-
portant province of syria which was organized as a military prov-
ince of the first rank and was the key to roman control over the
empires entire eastern frontier thus judea comes to have a strate-
gic if not an economic importance for rome 7

the powerful marcus licinius crassus partner in romes first
triumvirate with pompey and julius caesar succeeded gabiniusbiniusGa

as governor of syria in 54 BC eager to equal the military exploits
of pompey in the east and those of caesar in gaul crassus used
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the excuse of parthian intrigue in areas of the roman eastern fron-
tier including judea as reason to initiate hostilities against the
parthiansparthianaParthians crassus suffered one of the greatest defeats of roman
arms at carrhae in 5553 BC 8 with this parthian victory roman con-
cern increased over the affairs of her eastern territories held in
large part by only semiloyalsemiroyalsemiloyal client kings questions were raised
in rome over the wisdom of its policy regarding the involvement
of provincial leaders in governing the provinces no doubt the dis-
loyalty and intrigue ofjewish factions contributed to reassessment
of the policy however roman action against parthia and reconsid-
eration of its eastern provincial arrangements were delayed by the
great civil war between pompey and caesar

caesar defeated pompey at pharsalusPharsalus in 48 BC essentially end-
ing the civil war although with a small legionary force caesar fol-
lowed the fleeing pompey to ptolemaic alexandria upon his arrival
caesar was presented with pompeyspompeisPompeys head by the teenage monarch
ptolemy XII who was comonarch with his sister cleopatra ptolemy
had waged civil war against cleopatra and driven her from alexan-
dria highly displeased that a leading roman would be executed at
the hand of alexandriansAlexandrians caesar took alexandria with his small
force he supported the returned cleopatra who became his mis-
tress and ultimately he placed her alone on egyptsegypto throne besieged
by ptolemysPtolemys army caesar required immediate aid in the form of
troops from romes client rulers in surrounding territories hyrayr
canusbanus and antipaterantipatesAntipater were fast to respond and accompanied roman
legions from syria to effect the relief of caesar at alexandria their
loyalty was well rewarded by caesar who increased the territory
under hyrcanussHyrcanuss control confirmed antipaterantipatesAntipater as chief minister of
judea and extended to him and his sons both roman citizenship
and the lucrative tax collection franchise for judea moreover as
undisputed master of rome caesar promulgated laws to protect
the religious freedom of jews throughout the empire extending
to the jews an unprecedented grant of special privileges 9

the support of the idumeanidumaean royal family for caesar not only
laid the foundation for their own rule over judea and other sur-
rounding areas but also had the added consequence of securing
for the jews as a group the grant of special privilege which pro-
tected jews from greek antisemitismanti semitism the privilege also secured
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for the jews special rights of religious worship even beyond those
extended to all subject peoples of the empire as part of romes
general tolerance of religion furthermore caesarscaesaraCaesars actions in
effect restored the full authority of rule to hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus if any neces-
sity of reporting to syrias governor lingered it was surely ended in
the events following caesarscaesaraCae sars assassination with the establishment
of herod as judean monarch

herodshernds alliancefiancehianceAl with rome

in the struggle for power after caesarscaesaraCaesars death caesarscaesaraCaesars lieu-
tenant marc antony and caesarscaesaraCaesars nephew and adopted son octa-
vian caesar the future augustus emerged as the two primary
claimants of power in the roman world antony who had also
served as gabiniuss lieutenant in the east and during his 55 BC

expedition to judea made the eastern provinces his base of opera-
tions for the struggle with octavian antonysanthonysAntonys liaison with cleopatra
is of course well known however for judea antonysanthonysAntonys impor-
tance cannot be overestimated for it was antony who made judea
an independent client kingdom of rome ruled over by a king
antipatersAntipaters son herod

in 42 BC when antony disposed of eastern problems and
reassigned territories in the eastern part of the empire delegations
of jews approached him demanding the removal of antipatersAntipaters
sons herod and phasael from power the idumeanidumaean brothers reminded
antony of their familysfamilys services to caesar and donated a substan-
tial sum to antonysanthonysAntonys war chest in return they became the de facto
regents for the aged hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus showing respect to the old eth-
narch but in fact ruling with the titles of tetrarch 10

the occasion for antonysanthonysAntonys reorganization of judea entailed
another attempt by yet another ofofaristobulussaristobuluss sons antigonus to
depose hercanushyrcanusHyrcanus and with him the real powers in judea the
idumeanidumaean tetrarchstetrarchy antigonus was aided in his cause by an invad-
ing parthian army which briefly seized control ofofjudeajudea and areas
of syria before antonysanthonysAntonys lieutenants drove the parthiansparthianaParthians out of
roman territory herod escaped death at the hands of the aristo
bulus faction and the parthianaparthiansParthians by taking refuge in idumea in his
familysfamilys specially prepared stronghold on the heights of masada
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he subsequently fled to rome in 40 BC where antony and octa-
vian agreed to bestow upon herod the long vacant title of king of
judea it is surprising that that direct roman rule in judea was not
opted for after so direct a challenge to roman rule in judea by a
jewish faction seeking their advancement over the faction in
power a challenge which even entailed a parthian incursion the
fact that roman control was instead actually loosened with the cre-
ation of a full fledged semiautonomous client kingdom demon-
strates antonysanthonysAntonys adherence to the principle of local administration
for provinces as well as a definite lack of interest in judea by com-
parison with more important areas antonysanthonysAntonys legate sosiusjosius and
herod were entrusted with the responsibility of driving parthiansparthianaParthians
out of judea and deposing antigonus by 37 BC the task was
accomplished and herodshernds long rule over judea commenced 11

judea as a client kingdom of rome

from 37 to herodshernds death in 4 BC and into the brief reign
of herodshernds son archelaus which came to an end in AD 6 judea
was technically not a province of rome but rather a dependent
client kingdom of rome administered by herod and archelaus
as client kings the dependent kingdom was not unique to judea
but was a standard form of administration for areas under roman
control particularly in the eastern reaches of the empire under
this type of administration herod would have been subject not
to a proconsul in syria but directly to the triumvirstriumviri antony and
octavian and after the establishment of the principate directly
to augustus 12

during the early years of herodshernds rule civil war decided the
contest for power between antony and octavian antony in con-
trol of the eastern parts of roman territory enlisted the aid of the
many client kings of the east in his struggle against octavian
herod chose to support antony and contributed money and troops
to antonysanthonysAntonys cause when octavian defeated antony and cleopatra
in 31 BC at actium and later saw to their deaths in egypt herod
as a loyal supporter of antony found himself in an uncomfortable
position visavis a vis the triumphant octavian soon to be elevated
augustus caesar herod protested to octavian that the loyalty he
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had shown was far from criminal but rather a quality to be sought
in a client king he persuaded octavian that he would show him as
ruler the same loyalty he had demonstrated toward antony herod
not only persuaded octavian to permit him to retain his rule of
judea but octavian also added many surrounding territories to
herodshernds judean realm including those which in 63 BC pompey
had attached to syria and other administrative units in the region
for the next twenty seven years until his death herod remained a
faithful client to octavian now augustus caesar sending his grand-
son herod agrippa named for augustuss soninlawson in law and herodshernds
friend marcus vipsaniusVipsanius agrippa to be raised in augustuss own
household in judea herod built the samaritan city sebaste the
greek form of augustuss name in honor of the emperor con-
structedstruc ted a roman amphitheater in jerusalem dedicated to augus-
tus and required all jews to swear an oath of allegiance to
augustus the implementation of which violated jewish religious
law moreover herod was in private if not in public a devotee of
the emperors cult 13 needless to say herod worried about the
ever increasing antagonism many jews harbored for him to pro-
tect himself from the occasional anger of his jewish subjects
the family fortress at masada was strengthened and improved in
this manner herod kept the peace in judea and served his roman
masters faithfullyfaithfalthnilly judea was a peaceful if a poor and insignificant
corner of the great empire its strategic importance declined as
parthian designs on romes eastern reaches retreated before the
might of the well governed realm of augustus caesar 14

Restabilizing judea after herodshernds death

the stability ofjudea as a roman holding was disrupted at the
death of herod the problems of factionalism now not only among
jewish nobles but also among religious sects and other jewish
ideological factions reemerged as a source of conflict initially
augustus recognized as successors to herodshernds fiefdom his declared
heirs his three surviving sons archelaus ethnarch of judea
samaria and idumea antipas tetrarch of galilee and perea and
philip tetrarch ofofltureaiturea none succeeded to the office of king but
occupied lesser posts the now divided regions of herodshernds once
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significant holdings again were officially subject to the roman gov-
ernor of syria as they had been before herod archelaus maintained
power in face ofjewish resistance only with the help of augustuss
legate in syria publius quintiliusquintillusQuintilius varus finally faced with chaotic
conditions in judea as well as revolt and clamor from the jews at
jerusalem who preferred direct roman government to rule by
archelaus the unfortunate and ineffective ethnarch was stripped
of his titles and exiled to gaul archelaussArchelauss holdings were annexed
as a province under the administrative oversight of the larger
province of syria in AD 6 this act constituted the formal organi-
zation of judea as a roman province the new governor of syria
the augustan legate publius sulpiciusSulpicius quiriniusQuirinius sent as his local
administrator for judea one Coponius who first occupied the
office ofjudean prefect

quirinus himself traveled south with the roman legions of
syria to restore order in judea and assure the position of coponiusponiuscoloniusCo

the level of roman interest in judea had not changed but the civil
disorder created by increased factionalism and archelaussArchelauss inability
to govern necessitated a response to the request of leading jews
for the order they rightly believed would accompany direct roman
administration the establishment of orderly government in judea
was resisted at this time by sicariisicardiSicarii who for the first time are noted
as disruptorsdisruptersdisruptorsers of order they failed to offer a challenge to the disci-
plined troops of rome however and coponiussCoponiuss authority was
established the jews at jerusalem had the roman government
they had petitioned for 15

roman governors ofofjudeajudea

the so called office of roman governor ofjudea was very lim-
ited in authority by comparison to the augustan legates the
legates were governors of major provinces commanding a large
legionary compliment by contrast to the individual cohorts or
auxiliary troops which constituted the smaller and less profes-
sional military contingent for a place like judea the governor of
judea is identified inaccurately by some sources such as josephus
as the minor governor known as the procurator in fact his office
was even less significant inscriptional evidence leaves no doubt
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whatever that pilate and other judean governors held the position
of praefectus ludaeaeiudaeae while the roman administrator at jeru-
salem was apparently in some fashion subject to the much higher
ranking governor of syria within judea he nevertheless exercised
full civil and criminal jurisdictional powers the permanent resi-
dence of the roman prefect seems to have been at caesarea on the
coast rather than at jerusalem his authority throughout the prov-
ince was enforced by roman troops not a full legion but several
cohorts of roman regulars as well as non roman auxiliary troops
in romes service in jerusalem a roman cohort of six hundred
men occupied the fortress of antonia built by herod adjacent to
his temple and named in honor of marc antony herodshernds palace
and citadel complex in the upper city was also held by a roman
garrison the prefects authority prestige and power base was suf-
ficient for what rome considered a small and insignificant
province like judea at least until the time of the jewish rebellion
it is important to recognize that judea was not considered an
important province it had a governor of rather low rank and sta-
tus the governors office would not be filled by the most capable
or important romans and the lack of prestige or ability on the part
of its governors may have ultimately affected adversely the admin-
istration of the province 16

roman sources both literary and epigraphic as well as the
writings of josephus provide us with a good record of the roman
rulers over judea fourteen prefects ofjudea served between AD 6
and the outbreak of the jewish war in the year 66 they were not
men otherwise known for accomplishments at rome three are
mentioned in the account of the new testament pilate who
served as governor from 26 to 5636 felix who served from 52 to 59
and festus who governed from 60 to 62 of the provinces roman
administrators valerius 15 26 and pilate served for far longer
terms than other governors who could expect a tenure of only a
few years the longer tenure in office of valerius and pilate proba-
bly had less to do with the quality of their service and more to do
with their service transpiring during the period when tiberius was
emperor it was a general practice of tiberius to leave governors
in office for long periods of time throughout all the provinces of
the empire the tenure of roman governors in judea was briefly
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interrupted from 41 to 44 when the emperor claudius rewarded
his boyhood friend herodshernds grandson herod agrippa with the
restoration of herodshernds kingdom including not onlyonlyjudeajudea samaria
and surrounding areas once ruled by herod but also adding to it
additional new lands the very act of ending the existence of a
roman province which at that time judea had been for thirty five
years and reverting its territory into a client kingdom was extraor-
dinary but to take additional lands from other roman holdings to
add to the restored client kingdom speaks to both the confidence
and affection which claudius possessed for herod agrippa 17

benefits of roman rule

once direct roman government had been established in judea
in AD 6 the province benefited not only in terms of freedom from
the internal civil conflict and dissatisfactions which had marked its
history for centuries but also came to enjoy a new prosperity
which strengthened the allegiance to rome of at least those who
most reaped the wealth deriving from the improved economy 18

there were no popular revolts of the sort which had threatened
the reign of herod and brought to an end the rule of archelaus
roman demands on judea were not particularly heavy certainly no
heavier than those placed on other provinces little change would
have occurred in the day to day life of people in judea from the
time of herodshernds rule to the time of the roman governors most mat-
ters relating to jews would have been administered by local jewish
leaders the fact that jesus was subjected to the jurisdiction of
high priest and sanhedrin before that of pilate highlights jewish
leaders involvement in provincial administration alongside the
roman governor discontent among some segment of society
especially groups like zealotszealouszealots sicariisicardiSicarii and others who sought for
political power and control was overshadowed by the relative
peacefulness of the general population

in such a setting unfolded the events of the ministry of christ
and the acts of the apostles after the saviors death christians
who were themselves the frequent target of zealotszealous and sicariisicardiSicarii fol-
lowed christs injunction to render unto caesar accordingly among
christians there is no record of the opposition to rome which is
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found among other judean groups roman overlordship guaranteed
the peace and made it possible for judea to become more com-
pletely a full participating partner in the roman ecumeneumeneec with
the increased economic prosperity which derived therefrom
many jews eager for the opportunities of personal advancement
left judea migrating to other parts of the roman world just as the
hellenistic ecumene had proved an attraction for opportunity
which resulted in the establishment of the jewish diaspora so too
a second diaspora was established as jews settled throughout not
only the eastern but also in the western parts of romes empire
similarly the pax romana provided opportunity for christians to
travel throughout a vast empire to proselyte 19

mounting tensions with rome

with the inception of the reign of gaius caligula in AD 37
an increased level of tension developed in judea stemming from
two sources first as a result of gaiussgainuss policy to increase the
scope and function of the client kings administering romes hold-
ings in various parts of the eastern segment of the empire various
branches of the herodian house began to compete with each
other for increased authority and power this climate of height-
ened political conflict no doubt served in turn to encourage politi-
cal discontent among various groups within judea second gentile
inhabitants of judea along with some jews as a result of increased
emphasis throughout the empire on the maintenance of the cult
of the emperor attempted to erect altars to gaius the reaction of
other jews was one of extreme opposition gaius by then begin-
ning to show symptoms of the mental disorder which brutalized
rome and eventually caused most leading romans to encourage
his murder at the hands the praetorian guard acted in a way
counter to the usual roman tolerance for local religious customs
by ordering a statue of himself to be erected in the holy of holies
of herodshernds temple the imperial legate of syria petronius was
ordered to advance into judea with the legions under his com-
mand to assure that gaiussgainuss order was effected petronius aware of
the protests and deteriorating civil order in judea which the order
provoked appealed to the emperor to revoke these instructions
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for which wise request petronius was instructed to commit suicide
before this could occur all was ended by gaiussgainuss death in 41 20

much of the harm gaius had caused in all areas of the gover-
nance of the empire was set aright by the responsible and con-
cerned reign of claudius discontent in judea was decreased when
claudius restored his boyhood companion and still closeclosciose friend
herod agrippa as king of the realm his grandfather herod had
once ruled regrettably for roman aims in judea herod agrippa
died after ruling only three years upon herodshernds death claudius
intended to bestow the kingdom of judea and samaria on the
kings son also called herod agrippa who was being raised in
claudiussClaudiuss household since the younger herod was only sixteen
however claudiussClaudiuss advisors dissuaded the emperor from his
intention on grounds that so young a man could never effectively
handle the dynastic rivalries raised by his ambitious relatives nor
the political discontentsdiscontents and ambitions of various jewish factions
nor the everyday administration of an area which was becoming
more difficult to rule consequently judea reverted to its former
status as a roman province A roman governor now for the first
time with the title of procurator assumed the administration of
judea the stage was set for the two rebellions which would occur
as several jewish factions each for different reasons sought to over-
throw roman rule

the jewish war against rome

the circumstances which led to the jewish war are thor-
oughly explicated in josephussjosephuesJosephuss history of the same name it is

important to remember that not all jews nor even a majority of
the jews in judea participated in the rebellion indeed many jews
and certainly the christians who fled judea in large numbers to
avoid the atrocities of the zealotszealous directed toward them were as
much the target of the insurrectionists as were the roman and
greek inhabitants of judea one of the most important conse-
quences of the jewish rebellion is that judea ceased to be the cen-
ter of the christian movement christians forced from judea by
zealous jews spread throughout the empire where their proselyerosely
ting engendered the growth of christianity
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the war was successfully prosecuted by rome in two stages
first the siege and conquest of jerusalem by the future emperor
flavius vespasianusVespasianus and following the civil war which brought
about vespasiansvespasianaVespasians accession by vespasiansvespasianaVesp asians son and heir titus and
second after the rest of the country was pacified the siege of
masada by flavius silva the detailed events of the rebellion are
beyond the scope of this study suffice it to say that rome dealt
withwithjudeajudea as it would any subject province where a small segment
of the population had fomented a rebellion violently seizing power
moreover the indiscriminate deaths of many jews at the hands of
the zealotszealouszealots sicariisicardiSicarii and other insurrectionists made the rebellion
in the eyes of rome less a political rebellion than a riot where allanailali

law and order of any kind disappeared from the roman per-
spectivespective her opponents ininjudeajudea were neither patriots nor simply
armed political opponents but merely criminals engaged as much
in pillage and rapine against their own people as attacks upon
romans and greeks in the area rome pursued only those mem-
bers ofjewish factions in rebellion other jews ininjudeajudea were unaf-
fected as were the many jews living throughout the empire As

rome prosecuted the jewish war it not only had to root out the
hidden strongholdsstrongholds of the rebellious factions but also secure
the protection of the general jewish population from raids of the
zealotszealouszealots the war in both its stages lasted from 66 to 74 the time
no doubt would have been considerably shortened if the roman
legions in judea under vespasian had not become involved in the
roman civil war from AD 68 to 70 which was resolved with
the elevation of vespasian as emperor

the result of the war is more important for a consideration of
the province ofofjudeajudea than the events of the conflict millarsbillarsMillars sum-
mary remarks about the effects of the war on judea are instructive

it would be impossible to exaggerate the significance from many dif-
ferent points of view of the great revolt which broke out in judea in
AD 66 and did not end until the suicide of the defenders of masada
in 74 within the jewish community it was marked by internal con-
flicts of unparalleled ferocity and led to the destruction of the
temple the disappearance of sacrifice as a central element ofofjewishjewish
religious practice and the ending of the long linefinebine of high priests 21
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not only did the nature of the jewish entity within judea
change as a result of the war but judea as a place of strictly jewish
identity also disappeared strong roman garrisons thereafter per-
manentlymanent ly occupied the province new settlers were introduced to
the area from throughout surrounding regions of the eastern part
of the empire the province of judea in both a cultural and juridi-
cal sense came to an end once more millarsbillarsMillars remarks are instruc-
tive in aptly summarizing the final result of the jewish rebellion

after the second of those rebellions the province would be given a
new name syria palaestinaPalaestina from which all reference to the jewish
character of its population was lacking it would have a garrison of
two roman legions and be the location of two roman colonicoloniaecolonialae cae-
sarea and aelia capitolina jerusalem the long hesitation of roman
rule was over 22

conclusion

the brief history of the roman province of judea reveals a
fundamental lack of understanding on the part of the romans
about the passions of the jewish people the jews were in part
motivated by religion but certainly were also motivated by per-
sonal ambitions for power material gain or individual prestige at
least in the case of the jewish factions whose struggles against one
another not only harmed their own people but also were instru-
mental in destroying judea rome dealt with jewish factionalism
for over a century by resorting back and forth to rule by local
dynastsdynasty or to direct roman administration often in response to
demands from leading jews for a roman presence rome or indi-
vidual romans may have regretted that they had any connection
with judea a small and poor province hardly worth its cost in
time and material expended on it by rome however once rome
held judea a consequence of filling the vacuum left in the region
when the hellenistic monarchies decayed it had to maintain
judea what worked so successfully for rome in the administration
of myriad peoples throughout its huge empire did not work in
judea accordingly rome was compelled to resort to arms to insure
the peace when all else failed rebellions in the provinces were
extremely rare there simply was not the need to use roman legions
against provincials instead of using them in their assigned role of
protecting the frontiers from the barbarians without however
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the jewish rebellion clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the
legions if they had to be called upon to perform a peacekeepingpeacekeeping
role unfortunately the efficiency of roman arms was disastrous
for all the many factions of jews in judea and even more regret-
tably for the innocent inhabitants of the province who were as
often the victims of injustice at the hands of their countrymen as at
the hands of the romans

john F hall is professor of classics and ancient history at brigham young uni-
versityversity
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the roman army in the first century

william J hamblin

at the time of jesus the roman army was at the height of its
power and prestige in the preceding four centuries roman legions
had raised rome from a small regional city state to master of the
entire mediterranean world barring a few notable defeats such
as during the war against hannibal or the battle of the teutobergteutebergTeutoberg
forest roman arms had proved victorious against gauis germans
iberiansIberians britons mauritaniansMauritanians numidians cartheginians Libyans
egyptians illyriansIllyrians macedoniansMacedonians greeks thracians capadocians
armeniansArmenians persianspersiansslans syrians arabs and judeansjudeaneJudeans creating one of
the greatest military empires of world history 1 the overwhelming
military power of rome was the most important political reality in
judea at the time of christ

organization and numbers

the fundamental organizational unit of the roman army dur-
ing the early empire 5131 BC to AD 195193 was the legion legio 21 in
theory the legion consisted oftenof ten cohorts cahorscohorscohors of 600 men each
composed of six centuries centuria hundred of 100 men giv-
ing a theoretical total of 6000 infantry in a legion 3 to this was
added a small cavalry detachment abaluialala4alal of 120 men for scouting
and communications in practice cohorts were independent ad-
ministrative units that could be detached from legions further-
more units would have had losses from illness or casualties many
legions would therefore have been under strength giving the ten
cohorts an average of approximately 480 men each 5 with 80 men
per century 6 however the first cohort was sometimes a double
strength unit of perhaps 960 men giving a practical total of about

337557357
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5280 infantry in a legion each legion was usually designated by
both a number and name such as the second augustan or the
tenth fretensisFretensis which participated in the siege of masada and

later garrisoned jerusalem
legions were commanded by a legate legateslegatuslegatus usually a

member of the roman senate or aristocracy who was under the
command of the governor of the province in which the legion was
stationed six tribunes roughly equivalent of modernmodem colonels
were assigned to each legion as staff officers they may or may not
have been attached to specific cohorts but could be given ad hoc
assignments by the legate in actual combat the most important
officer was the centurion who commanded the century other
important officers included the senior centurion known as primus
pilus first spear the praefectus castrorumcastrorum camp prefect or com-
mander who was in charge of logistics and organizing formal
camps and the aquiliferaquilifierAquilifer eagle bearer who bore the sacred
legionary eagle standard

during the first centuries of the empire the number of legions
varied between twentyfivetwenty five and thirty according to tacitus in
AD 23 there were twentyfivetwenty five legions in the provincial roman
army giving a total of about 125000 regular legionarieslegionaries 7 in addi-
tion there were 10000 men forming the garrison police force
and imperial bodyguard at rome and another 40000 in the navy 8

except for the cavalry used for reconnaissance duty roman
legionarieslegionaries were exclusively heavy infantry armed with javelins
and swords see below at the time of jesus the approximately
125000 regular infantry legionarieslegionaries were assisted by an equal or
greater number of auxiliary troops auxilia recruited from allied
and conquered peoples bringing the total standing army to at least
250000 men 9 auxiliaries began as non roman allied troops who
served with roman legions during the wars of conquest under the
republic the auxiliaries included a wide range of specialized
troop types the most important was cavalry in which traditional
roman legions were notably deficient A strong auxiliary force of
cavalry was especially important when facing the armies of north
africa or parthia other auxiliaries included lightfighthight infantry archers
and slingers most infantry auxiliaries were organized into co-
horts roughly the equivalent of legionary cohorts but various
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other types of units based on local military traditions from which
the auxiliaries were recruited were also known they sometimes
had specific ethnic identities such as german infantry slingers
from the balericbaldric islands cretan archers or lightfighthight cavalry from mau-
ritania or numidianumidian in north africa although originally ad hoc
units raised for specific purposes or campaigns these auxiliaries
became increasingly regularizedregularizer and permanent as time progressed
at the time of christ there were several auxiliary cohorts sta-
tioned ininjudeajudea see below 10

arms and armor

the arms and armor of the imperial roman army have been
reconstructed in some detail using archaeological artistic and
philological and historical evidence 11 the first century imperial
legionary was a heavy infantryman with fairly standardized equip-
ment an iron helmet with large neck and cheek guards protected
the head legionary body armor was in a state of transition in the
first century late republican armor consisted of a coat of mail
Jorica hamata perhaps ultimately derived from celtic models 12

beginning around AD 20 however the mail coat was increasingly
replaced by the so called lorica segmentatesegmentatasegmen tata segmented plate
armor covering the shoulders and torso with occasionally a knee
length apron or kilt of eight leather straps strengthened by metal
studs protecting the waist and upper thighs scale armor small
roughly two inch rectangular plates sewn in overlapping fash-
ion on leather coats also continued in use among both cavalry
and infantry 13

the protection provided by the armor was supplemented
by a large curved rectangular leather covered wooden shield
scutum reinforced by iron bosses 14 the two major legionary

weapons were the javelin pflumafrumpilumpflum and double edged short sword
designed for stabbing gladius see p341 the javelin was gen-
erally thrown at the enemy just before contact after which the
sword was drawn for close combat the military tunic was gener-
ally white or reddish brown

As noted above the standard roman legions often had in-
sufficient missile and cavalry troops these deficiencies were



roman legionary armor starting ADA D 20 the roman army replaced mail

armor with plate armor scale armor was also inin use about the timetune of masada
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armed roman legionary wearing plate armor the legionary isis also pro
tectedteated by his shield scutum in his hand is his javelin pilum and at his

waist is his gladius a double edged short sword
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remedied by the use of non roman auxiliary troops who were
equipped with a wide array of arms and armor ranging from unar-
mored light infantry and missile troops to heavily armored cavalry
heavy cavalry could be equipped with heavy scale or mail armor a
long about 30 inches cutting sword and a lance

As cavalry became increasingly important to the romans for-
mal cavalry regiments ala quingenariaquingenaria of about five hundred
men were organized equipped with mail or scale armor shields
lances and long cutting swords to some extent the equipment of
early imperial auxiliary infantry cohorts was standardized with a
mail jacket a large oval shield several six- to seven foot long broad
headed spears that could be used for throwing or thrusting and a
short sword 15 As a general rule the equipment of the auxiliaries
during the early empire was inferior to that of the legionarieslegionaries dur-
ing the later empire third and fourth centuries distinctions
between legionary and auxiliary infantry in both equipment and
functions tended to blur

thus although roman legions were quite regular in uniforms
and equipment the presence of auxiliaries would make the com-
position and appearance of each specific roman army unique
auxiliaries could be recruited and armed according to the military
practices of their ethnic group and region mounted archers were
used along the parthian frontier camel mounted troops were found
on desert borders and gallic troops assisted in the roman con-
quest of their british cousins furthermore auxiliaries and merce-
naries from any ethnic group or military type could be found
serving in different parts of the empire at one time or another for
example herod the great had a bodyguard of four hundred gauis
while north african light cavalry campaigned with trajan in
dacia romania

legions also often included various forms of mechanical
artillery ranging from small bolt or stone throwing ballistae and
catapults to larger siege engines some of the smaller machines
could be mounted on carts and moved about on the battlefield
larger machines were used only for sieges 16 roman legions ex-
celled in military engineering and almost always included skilled
military engineers to build roads and bridges to construct camps
and field fortifications and to create siegecraft
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swords the sword is the most frequently mentioned
weapon in the new testament the english word sword translates
two greek terms machairamachaira meaning large knife short sword or
dagger 17 and rompbaiaromphaiarompzomp baiahaiabarndaru meaning large broad sword 18 in the
vulgate often followed by the king james translators both rom
phala and machairamachaira are almost always translated as26 gladius sword 19

the meaning of machairamachaira can range from a knife or dagger
to a short sword 2010 it often translates the latin gladius meaning
sword in a broad sense but often refers more technically to the
short sword of roman legionarieslegionaries the sword of the legionarieslegionaries of
the late republic was the gladius hispaniensis spanish sword
adopted from the iberian steel cutting sword in the third century
BC and measuring about thirty inches long and two inches wide 21

by the early principate however this weapon was replaced by a
shorter gladius a steel double edged weapon ranging from six-
teen to twenty two inches long and from two to three inches
wide designed for either cutting or thrusting 22 this was the stan-
dard roman legionary sword at the time of christ cavalry swords
averaged around thirty inches

however swords manufactured from many different sources
judean nabatean syrian greek or parthian were undoubtedly
available in palestine in the first century and manifested a variety of
shapes and functions furthermore swords used by roman auxil-
iaries could be less standardized nonetheless it is likely that the
machairamachaira mentioned in the new testament generally refers to
weapons broadly similar to the roman short sword double edged
and pointed ranging from about one and one half to two feet
long and two to three inches wide

the romphaiaromphaia refers to a longer cutting weapon than the stan-
dard legionary gladius with somewhat exotic or barbarian overtones
it is said to have originated in thrace in the new testament the
romphaiaromphaia is generally used to designate the swords carried by
angels or other celestial beings 23 the sword of christs mouth is a
romphaiaromphaia rev 116 212 16 1915 21 the sword carried by
the apocalyptic horseman of war is a machairamachaira in revelation 64
but a romphaiaromphaia in revelation 68 since the horsemen of the apoc-
alypse are probably supernatural beings oriorlor metaphorsorlmetaphors the rom
phala as an angelic weapon is perhaps appropriate the saints on
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the other hand are slain by a machairamachaira of the beast rev 1310 14

thus it seems that for new testament writers the word romphaiaromphaia
is reserved almost exclusively as the celestial weapon of angels and
god while the machairamachaira is an earthly weapon of mortals

spears the word loachelogchelogcbj meaning lance spear or javelin
occurs only once in the new testament referring to the spear
which pierced the side of christ 24 the standard spear of the
roman legionary was the pilum a short range armour piercing
shock weapon thrown shortly before physical contact was made
between the roman line and its foe 111525 the pilum was character-
ized by a wooden staff around four feet long onto which was
bolted a thin iron head one and one half to two feet long with a
small arrowlike pointed tip the thin iron shaft was meant to pen-
etrate an enemys shield and then bend on impact making the
shield more cumbersome to use and preventing the enemy from
throwing the pilum back at the romans if the soldier who thrust
the spear into christs side was a roman standard legionary the
weapon used was probably the pilum

on the other hand it is quite possible if not likely that the
soldiers who executed christ were not legionarieslegionaries but auxiliary
infantry the roman garrison of judea at the time of christ con-
sisted of five cohorts of infantry and one ala of cavalry some of
these units were auxiliary comprised of samaritan and greek
troops see below the roman administrative capital was cae-
sarea not jerusalem and the cohort which garrisoned jerusalem
could have been a regular legionary unit or an auxiliary unit the

facingpagefacing page

silvas camp to besiege masada the romans established several camps
outside the wall they built around the base of masada this photo shows
the remains of camp F which housed silva the roman commander
the camp was more than thirty meters away from the siege wall and
had its own stone walls with a gate in the middle of each the small
camp at the top left was built after silva left

roman siege ramp agger because of the cliffs protecting masada on
all sides the romans had to build a ramp to attack the fortress walls
the ramp was about 175 meters long with a slope of about 13 the
ramp was constructed from dirt and wooden beams which shored it up
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presence of pilate at jerusalem however may indicate that he had
brought regular legionary troops with him as a guard

recruitment

in theory all citizens in the roman republic owed military
service as part of their duties of citizenship although the original
roman army was composed of citizen soldiers serving as needed
for a particular campaign before returning to other careers in pri-
vate life by the time of jesus service in the roman army had
become professional with soldiers serving from sixteen to twenty-
five years before being discharged with a pension and other grants

service in the legions was limited theoretically to roman cit-
izens with non citizens serving only in the auxiliaries in practice
however citizenship could be granted to non roman volunteers
who entered legionary service thus as time progressed roman
legions garrisoning the provinces became increasingly composed
not of roman citizens from italy but of provincials who had been
granted citizenship at the time of jesus the legions in judea
would probably have been still partly composed of italian romans
but the number of provincials serving in the legions would per-
haps have been on the rise auxiliaries were enrolled under vari-
ousous terms of service and for different periods of time sometimes
for a single campaign but increasingly on a more permanent basis 26

the roman army in judea at the time of christ

throughout the first century judea was ruled either by client
kings or princes or as a roman province under either roman pre-
fects or procuratorsprocuratoryprocurators appointed by the emperor in either case as a
frontier province at risk from arab desert raiders parthian inva-
sion and internal revolt judea generally had a roman military
presence in the greater roman province of syria which included
judea there were three legions during the reign of augustus27Augustus27 and
four under tiberius 28 though more could have been transferred
there in times of war

there is general agreement that from the reign of herod the great to
the destruction of the jerusalem temple in AD 70 the garrison ofofjudeajudea
comprised one cavalry regiment of Sebasteni ala I1I1 sebastenorumSebastenorum
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referring to its original recruitment under herod at sebastia the hel-
lenisticlenistic name for samaria and five cohorts of infantry among them
at least one cohort of Sebasteni cahorscohors I1I1 sebastenorumSebaste norum 2919

roman military power in judea was not based solely on ro-
man legionarieslegionaries gentile samaritan and jewish mercenaries were
recruited from caesarea sebastia and other hellenistic and jewish
towns these troops might be recruited as full time auxiliaries hired
for a single campaign or made to serve in the provincial armies of
jewish client rulers such as herod and agrippa 1I 3010

william J hamblin is associate professor of history at brigham young university
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16on recruitment in the roman armies see bohec imperial roman army
68 102

27josephus27josephus antiquities 17.28617286
28tacitus annales 4.54545

29michaelmichaei speidel the roman army ininjudeajudea under the procuratorsprocuratoryPro curators in
roman army studies ed M P speidel 2 vols stuttgart franz steiner 1992
2224 A dated but still useful survey is thomas robert shannon broughton
note XXXIII the roman army in the beginnings of christianity partpartipartlpaftI1 the

acts of the apostles ed fredlickfredrickfredrickjohnjohn foakes jackson and kirsopp lake 5 vols
london macmillan 1933 5427 45 also see E mary smallwood the jews

under roman rule leiden brill 1976 146 47
3030fergusfergus millar the roman near east 31 BCADBbaadBCC AD 337 cambridge har-

vard university press 1993 356



artists reproduction of siege tower faced with the seemingly impreg-
nable cliffs and walls of masada the romans built a ramp on the west
ernem side of masada they also built a moveablemoveablymove able tower tall enough to
stand above masadas walls and rolled it to the top of the ramp covered
with iron plates for fireproofing the tower contained a battering ram
and sheltered the roman artillery many of the specialized materials
were transported to masada from the legions home base
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james V garrison

stones at masada

josephus reports that once the romans had completed their
great siege ramp on the west side of masada they brought up an
enormous tower on wheels over one hundred feet high based on
a twenty inch cubit and entirely encased in iron from this tower
roman artillery opened fire on those defending the walls sending
showers of stones and other missiles down on them and forcing
them to retreat into the fortress with this objective accomplished
a great battering ram began the assault on the walls and the fall of
masada became imminent

nineteen hundred years later the excavation team led by yigael
badinyadin found strewn all about masada the remains of this episode
hundreds of rounded stones of the sort fired from roman artillery

the excavation reports indicate that these stones were found in most
areas of the fortress many were piled in the rooms along the case-
mate wall1wallwaliwaiiwalla and were of the size of oranges and grapefruitsgrapefruits 1122

these stones are typical of projectiles thrown by various
roman ballistae catapults and artillery machines 1133 indeed jose-
phus speaks of numerous quick firers and ballistae 1 I4 quick firers
refers to the scorpio or the manuballistamanuballista a small quick firing cata-
pult that shot thin arrows and could be loaded and fired by just
one man the stones found at masada belonged to the ballista a
very versatile and powerful artillery piece that resembled a large
crossbow rather than the conventional one armed catapult the
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versatility came from its ability to fire a wide range of stones and to
be aimed with great precision even at high angles such as those
required to bombard fortress walls this capability coupled with
the powerful force with which it fired stones made the ballista a
dreaded machine 5

the romans were quite selective as to the stones they chose
for the ballista vegetiusVegetius claimed that river stones were optimal
they were round smooth and dense 6 the ballista stones found at
masada were chiseled to be as round as possible

A number of large round stones very roughly dressed of
about half a metres diameter were also discovered at masada
their size weight and the way they were worked suggest that

these were not thrown at masada from ballistae but were pre-
pared inside the fortress to be rolled down on the assailants 5171177

this defense against attacking siege engines could inflict serious
damage other jewish tactics were to throw stones by hand
ex 2118 num 3517 22 23 2 sam 166 13 and by sling 8 they

were also familiar with the catapult around 800 BC king uzziah
made in jerusalem engines invented by cunning men to be on

the towers and upon the bulwarksbulwarks to shoot arrows and great
stones withal 2 chr 2615

stoning in the old testament

another significant use of stones in ancient judaism was largely
unfamiliar to the romans execution by stoning modern opin-
ions of stoning are often tainted with images of mob frenzy and
lynchingslynchings in reality stoning under the law ofmoses was an orderly
and rational procedure carried out with the purpose of leaving a
strong impression on the minds of the participants and conducted
as a court ordered form of capital punishment under the law of
moses death by stoning was specifically prescribed for nine capi-
tal offenses idolatry lev 202 5 sorcery lev 2027 blasphemy
lev 2414 16 profanation of the sabbath num 1531 36 inci-

tation of others to apostasy beutdeut 136 10 worship of false gods
beutdeut 172 7 rebellion against parents beutdeut 2118 21 un-
chastity by an unwed girl beutdeut 2220 21 and sexual relations
with a betrothed woman beutdeut 2223 24 in addition in the case
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roman ballista the ballista was used to bombard high walls it could be
constructed in a wide variety of sizes to handle different diameters of
stone and was powered by twisted skeins of rope and horsehair

of a goring ox the ox itself is stoned ex 2128 32 stoning was
the preferred method of execution in israel and was probably used
in capital cases for which no other method of execution was specified

A typical trialstrial9 was conducted at the city gate before the elders
of the city with at least two witnesswitnesses10witnessesiowitnessesesIOeslo10 to the crime in difficult
cases the elders might refer the matter to a higher court other-
wise they would deliver a verdict based on the testimonies when
the sentence was death the execution would follow immediately

the condemned party was usually led outside the city to be
stoned the area away from the city provided open space and
plenty of stones stray stones would not harm property and the
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defense stones stones like these were likely rolled down on the roman
assailants at about twenty inches inin diameter they were too large to
throw or to serve as ballistae ammunition

town would not risk corpse pollution within its walls but a bride
guilty of entering marriage under false pretenses of virginity was
stoned at the door of her fathers house inside the city beutdeut 22222 211

the witnesses came forward and laid their hands on the head
of the condemned party lev 2414 compare susanna 34 after
which they were charged to cast the first stone beutdeut 13.9139139159 17717 7
this directive had the effect of placing the witnesses in a very
sobering position 12 for it made them specifically liable for a
wrongful execution 51311313 under the law of moses the outcome of the
trial was largely determined by the accuracy of oral testimony so
such safeguards were necessary to deter false or irresponsible wit-
nesses 14 after the witnesses had each cast a stone all the people
were to join in until the condemned person was dead following
execution the body could be hung on a tree until sundown 15

this form of capital punishment allowed israel as a whole
community to put away the evil from among them as they had
been commanded failure to fulfill this duty subjected the entire
community to divine justice consequently all the people were
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responsible to see that capital crimes were properly punished
stoning had the advantage of community participation in fulfill-
ing this obligation moreover public stoning created a strong
deterrent to crime as a moving reminder of the significance of
covenants and the consequences of breaking those covenants
beutdeut 13111511 1713 1920

we can illustrate the mechanisms of judicial stoning through
four cases from old testament times in the cases of the blasphemer
lev 2410 14 and the sabbath woodgathererwoolgathererwoodgatherer num 1532 36 16

the accused were brought before moses to be tried but moses
sought the will of the lord concerning the matters in each case
the lord told moses to proceed with the punishment in regard
to the blasphemer the lord answered bring forth him that hath
cursed without the camp and let all that heard him lay their hands
upon his head and let all the congregation stone him lev 2414
in the third case naboth had refused to sell his vineyard to king
ahab falsely accused of blasphemy he was immediately taken
stoned and his property confiscated they carried him forth out of
the city and stoned him with stones that he died 1 kgsggs 211 13

finally in the story of susanna 17 a virtuous woman was accused of
adultery two corrupt elders falsely accused her placed their hands
on her head and presented their testimonies when the court con-
demned susanna to die she was immediately seized and led out
toward the place of execution suddenly a young daniel stopped the
proceedings and insisted on cross examining each witness alone in
so doing he exposed them as false witnesses susanna was set free
and the two elders were given the punishment susanna would have
received death by stoning 18

stoning in new testament times

not every stoning was legal nonjudicial stoningsstolingsstonings also oc-
curred according to philo lynchinglunchinglynching was a legitimate extralegal
mode of punishing gross religious offenses 19 in new testament
times many stoningsstolingsstonings may have been lynchingslynch ings especially because
the roman government seems to have reserved to itself the power
to approve all capital punishments john 1831 and even if the
romans were to grant the jews permission to conduct an execution
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they may not have allowed stoning to be the method accordingly
scholars generally agree that all new testament stoningsstolingsstonings were
extralegal although not necessarily frenzied or disorderly for ex-
ample the stoning ofjames by the sanhedrin was an orderly affair
even if illegal 20 thus the issue is not whether the stoningsstolingsstonings in the
new testament were legal but whether any formal procedure was
followed in those cases

by new testament times biblical law had evolved in several
respects 21 several jewish sects interpreted the ancient law differ-
ently the sadducees accepted only the written law while the
phariseesPharisees accepted oral traditions as law beginning in the second
century AD the oral law was codified as the mishnah therefore
the mishnah may indicate to some extent the state of jewish law
during new testament times

the mishnahsMishnahs procedures on stoning are found mainly in the
tractate sanhedrin it states that stoningsstolingsstonings were to take place as soon
as the case was decided at an established place of stoning quite a
distance outside the court area 22 when the execution party was
within ten cubitscubias of the stoning place the condemned person
was to confess because any one who confesses has a share in the
world to come 13231123232323 when the party was four cubitscubias from the ston-
ing place the condemned was stripped if a man but not if a
woman 2421 the party then arrived at the stoning place which had
some sort of precipice elevated twice the height of a man the
condemned was taken to the top of this precipice the first wit-
ness seized the condemned by the hips and pushed him or her off
the precipice if he dies from this it is sufficient if not the sec-
ond witness takes the stone and throws it upon his chest if he dies
from this it is sufficient if not his stoning is by all of israel 13251125332525

finally the corpse was hung until sundown
the major motive behind these rabbinic provisions was to

make stoning as merciful as possible precipitation pushing or
throwing down from a high place or precipice would have has-
tened the culprits death the practice may have originated with the
romans who at times used precipitation as a form of execution 2621

another change from old testament procedures involved the
witnesses instead of casting the first stone the witnesses pushed
the condemned from a height and dropped a stone if necessary 27
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deuteronomy 177 required that the hands of the witnesses shall
be first upon him to put him to death see also lev 2414 an
injunction which the rabbis understood to mean that the wit-
nesses must literally place their hands upon the accused to put
him or her to death precipitation was thought to satisfy this re-
quirementquirement because it forced the witness to touch the condemned
as death was inflicted

oddly the rabbinic form of stoning lacked one of the main
elements of the old testament procedure community participa-
tion As blinzler has said only community participation really
merits the designation stoning 51281128532828 but the rabbis minimized the
role of community participation in their rules about stoning

although the mishnah is very clear on its procedures it is
uncertain whether these specific rules were followed during the
new testament period most of the new testament stoning cases
supply little information for example we know only that paul was
stoned within the city acts 145 19 2 cor 1125 still the infor-
mation these cases do provide is occasionally enough to give a dim
idea of what procedure was followed

twice in the temple christ made statements that invoked
rage from the jews who perceiving the words as blasphemy im-
mediately took up stones to cast at him john 858 59 1030 39
this casting of stones is simply a case of stoning by pelting more
interestingly when christ was rejected in nazareth the jews be-
came riledailed up and seized him and thrust him out of the city and
led him unto the brow of the hill whereon their city was built that
they might cast him down headlong luke 429 some scholars
see here an example of precipitation 2919 their view may well be jus-
tified christ was led out of the city to what seems to be a prede-
terminedtermined spot just as the mishnah called for a predetermined
place of stoning and from this point they intended to cast him

down also following the mishnaic procedure
in the case of the woman taken in adultery 3010 her accusers

were not coming from nor going to a formal trial 31 yet they had it
clearly in mind to stone the woman john 85 this all points to an
intended lynchinglunchinglynching when pressed on his view of the matter christ
responded he that is without sin among you let him first cast a
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stone at her32 john 87 clearly assuming the older stoning pro-
cedures of the law of moses where stones were cast first by the
witnesses and then by the people this stance is consistent with
christs general unwillingness to acknowledge the oral laws of
the phariseesPharisees by christs response one should not assume that the
scribes and phariseesPharisees contemplated the same type of stoning in
fact they may well have been leading the woman out to stone her
by precipitation as their oral laws probably required obviously
lack of detail leaves this point open

in the case of stephen an actual trial culminates in his ston-
ing acts 68 760 stephen was brought before the sanhedrin
and accused of blasphemy at first glance the trial has an official
appearance but the jurisdiction of the sanhedrin was questionable
and they failed to render a formal verdict 33 the fury and hurry of
this case draws doubt about the legitimacy of this trial after stephen
declared that he beheld the son of man standing on the right
hand of god a statement that amounts to blasphemy to jewish
ears 3431 these jews cast him out of the city and stoned him based on
the account in acts it is unknown what method of stoning the
jews used scholars generally assume the method was precipita-
tion 3531 which is perhaps the best conclusion some of the evidence
such as the stoning taking place outside the city and the witnesses
initiating the stoning acts 758 could fall either way yet other
evidence points to pharisaic procedures paul who was a pharisee
acts 223 played an official role in the stoning by keeping the

witnesses clothes and consenting in the death acts 758 8811 his
role seems to indicate that the phariseesPharisees controlled this stoning

conclusion

if these procedures in new testament times seem confused
and unpredictable this is fitting for those were chaotic times
and who would know that better than the defenders of masada
we sense their despair in the speeches attributed to eleazar and in
their impression that god had condemned the rebels to die 3631 this
being so might not the ballistae of the romans have had some spe-
cial significance to those jews As we have seen stoning was an
integral part of the law of moses and ofjewishofjewish society conceivably
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many of those holed up at masada had participated in stoningsstolingsstonings so
what would it have meant to them to have the romans shower
them with artillery stones perhaps the words ascribed to eleazar
are revelatory all this betokenstokensbe wrath at the many wrongs which
we madly dared to inflict upon our countrymen the penalty for
those crimes let us pay not to our bitterest foes the romans but to
god through the act of our own hands 1737113737 the occupants of masada
were known as sicariisicardiSicarii or dagger men they had for years terror-
ized jerusalem and its outlying towns raping and pillaging their
own people so according to josephus in their own eyes it may
have been fitting that god should condemn them to death a long
deserved punishment for their many crimes whether that death
came by stoning by roman sword or by their own hand they
might have felt it was merited

james V garrison is a law student at brigham young university

NOTES

yigael yadinbadin the excavation of masada preliminary report israel
exploration journal 15 nos 121 2 1965 45 76 80 the main outer wall of the
fortress had rooms built into it on the inside much like american frontier forts

2yadinadin excavation 76
3foriforor more information see two books by E W marsden greek and

roman artillery historical development oxford clarendon 1969 and greek
and roman artillery technical treatises oxford clarendon 1971 continue
to be the definitive works in the field both present the original writings of the
ancient authors side by side with an english translation followed by extensive
notes analyses and technical commentary also recommended is dietwulfDietwulf baatz
recent finds of ancient artillery britannia 9 1978 1 17 surprisingly very

few ancient catapults have been excavated the first in 1912 baatz gives an inter-
esting summary of the excavations along with details of the reconstructions

josephus jewish war 7.30973097509
rhethe ballista could be constructed in a variety of calibers ancient authors

giving detailed formulas for computing the size of ballista required for a given
diameter of stone vitruvius 10101110.11loliioliloll11 at the siege of jerusalem the romans used a
ballista that could fire a one talent stone two furlongs or more josephus jewish
war 5.2705270 for a gruesome account of the power of the ballista see josephus
jewish war 3.243324332455245 and following

6vegetiusvegetiusVegetius epitome of militaryofmilitary science 4.84848
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7yadinadin excavation 80 see also 86 97
8asaass when david downed goliath 1 sam 174049501740491740 495049 50 reportedly some

soldiers could sling stones at an hair breadth and not miss judg 2016 other
references to casting a stone by sling I11 chronicles 122 2 chronicles 2614 and
proverbs 268 we should not mistakenly assume that the israelites grabbed any
stone in reach rather the account of david and goliath in which david carefully
selects his stones from a brook may indicate that the israelites like the romans
were selective when choosing their stones compare vegetiusVegetius epitome of mili-
tary science 4.84848

mortor more information see donald A mckenzie judicial procedure at the
town gate vetus testamentum 14 no 1 1964 100 104 mckenzie goes
through a mock trial to demonstrate the typical trial under the law of moses

see numbers 3530 deuteronomy 176 1915 and I11 kings 2113 com-
pare susanna 28 29 34 and following see also deuteronomy 2119

see leviticus 2414 23 numbers 1536 and 1 kings 2113 compare
susanna 444544 45 the stoning could also take place right at the gates of the city see
deuteronomy 175 2119 2224

james E priest governmental andjudicialand judicial ethics in the bible and rab-
binic literature new york keavktav 1980 124

1313anthonyanthony phillips ancient israels criminal law A new approach to the
decalogue new york schocken 1970 24 see also josef blinzler the jewish
punishment of stoning in the new testament period in the trial ofjesusof jesus ed
ernst bammel london SCM 1970 150

14another safeguard was the rule that a false witness must receive the pun-
ishment the accused party would have received beutdeut 1916191916 19 thus a false

witness in a capital case would be put to death just such an example the case of
susanna follows

15 see deuteronomy 2122232122 23 the reason for hanging is not certain it was
probably not for a deterrent to crime since the whole community had already
participated in the execution an act which would be an even stronger deterrent
phillips israels criminal law 25 possibly the hanging of the corpse was for
ignominy hyman E goldin hebrew criminal law and procedure new york
twayne 195211952 333433 34 since there is some evidence for this in the old testa-
ment josh 829 1026 27 there is no evidence that hanging the corpse was
mandatory in any way goldin hebrew criminal law 32 34

leviticus 241024101414 numbers 1532361532 36 see also philos accounts of these
trials in on the life of moses 2.1932193 203 213 19 for more information see
J weingreen the case of the blasphemer vetus testamentum 22 no 1 1972
118 23 andandjandaJ weingreen the case ofofthewoodgathererthe woodgathererwoolgathererWoodgatherer vetus testamentum
16 no 3 1966 36164361 64

the17the story of susanna comes from the old testament apocrypha it is nor-
mally found in the thirteenth chapter of the book of daniel although some ver-
sions of the apocrypha place it ahead of the first chapter of daniel the story of
susanna exists in two different greek versions the old septuagint version and the
more dramatic theodotiontheodocionTheodotion version while the two versions are identical in theirthen
main points only the septuagint version indicates the witnesses were executed
by stoning
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apparently the elders were not actually stoned in the sense of pelting
them with stones but rather were pushed down from a height onto stones
sus 62 this method is similar to the stoning procedures established later by

the phariseesPharisees as we will see below
19andand it is well that a charge should be given to all those who have any

admiration for virtue to inflict all such punishment out of hand without any delay
not bringing them before either any judgment seat or any council or any bench
of magistrates but giving vent to their own disposition which hates evil and loves
god philo the special laws 11551.5515555

20seesee josephus antiquities 20.19920199 203 the trial illegal though it was
may well have followed proper procedure for the times the illegality of the trial
came because the sanhedrin had assembled without the permission of albinus
roman procurator of judea josephus antiquities 20.20220202

for more information see blinzler jewish punishment of stoning
14761147 61

12mishnah sanhedrin 66.16161gi 1 apparently the distance was such that a man on
horse was able to stay between the execution party and the city keeping both in
sight this was to allow every possible opportunity for late evidence and hope-
fully acquittal if late evidence arrived the man on horseback could be signaled
from the courthouse to ride out to the execution party and stop the execution

13mishnah sanhedrin 6.26262 if the condemned did not know how to confess
they would give the words to say say let my death be an atonement for all my
sins there are a few examples of confessions in the old testament but none
seem to be part of a legal procedure the best example is the stoning of achan
who took spoils from jericho against an explicit commandment josh 719 26

and joshua said unto achan my son give I1 pray thee glory to the lord god of
israel and make confession unto him josh 719

mishnah sanhedrin 6.3636365 the purpose of stripping the condemned was to
make the death as quick as possible for a woman her embarrassment was an
overriding concern

mishnah sanhedrin 6.46464 the height of two persons was just high enough
to kill the condemned if he or she should fall just right but not high enough to
mutilate the body

26see the twelve tables 8.14814814 23
27maimonidesMaimonides thought precipitation still satisfied the requirement that the

person be stoned with stones because throwing the condemned down on stones
was really no different than throwing stones at the condemned maimonidesMaimonides san-
hedrin 6.46464

blinzler2blinzler jewish punishment of stoning 152
29seesee fred B craddock luke louisville john knox 1990 636463 64 john

nolland word biblical commentary 51 vols dallas word 1982 35a201
1I howard marshall the gospel of luke A commentary on the greek text
exeter paternoster 1978 190 and ray summers commentary on luke waco

word 1972581972 58
john31john 83 11 for more information seeseejleejJ duncan M derrett law in the

new testament the story of the woman taken in adultery new testament
studies 10 no 1 1964 1 26 reprinted in law in the new testament london
darton longman and todd 1970 15688156 88
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31seesee derrett law in the new testament 166 67
31asAs we have already seen the witnesses in casting the first stone took

upon themselves the responsibility for the execution if these turned out to be
false witnesses they would likewise be stoned derrett points out that a false wit-
ness could be either a witness who gives factually false evidence or a witness
who gives accurate evidence yet who is a disqualified incompetent witness
where freedom from sin was one of the requirements for competence so we can
see that jesus statement not only pierces their consciences but also threatens
them with a charge of false witness see J duncan M derrett the woman
taken in adultery its legal aspects studiostudia evangelica no 2 1964 173

33 moreover there is a possibility that in a capital case the sanhedrin had to
reconvene a second time to pronounce the verdict see mishnah sanhedrin 5.55555

if this is the case the sanhedrin failed to follow procedure here
34stephens statement is a declaration that christ whom the jews had

rejected and crucified obtained a place at the right hand of god a statement so
blasphemous to the jews that they cried out with a loud voice and stopped their
ears acts 757 to avoid hearing the words

35seesee MAM E boismardboislardBoismard stephen in the anchor bible dictionary ed david
noel freedman 6 vols new york doubleday 1992 6209 and F F bruce the
book ofofactsacts grand rapids mich eerdmans 1988 15960159 60

31josephus31josephus jewish war 7.32873287528 29 331 33
37josephusjewisbjosephus jewish war 7.332733273527552 33
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after the men had chosen by lot ten of their number who would be
their butchers and when they badhaddad laid down beside and thrown
their arms around their wives and children who lay waiting they
offered themselves up for the slaughter josephus jewish war
7.3957395 authors translation

A gruesome scene confronted the roman soldiers after they
took the fortress of masada according to josephus they found
that all but seven of the defenders had taken their own lives rather
than submit to roman slavery the romans if we can believe jose-
phus might have admired the resolve and courage of their foes
but the modern reader even though separated from the event by
nearly two millennia is often troubled by it while wondering at
the resolution of those who allowed themselves to be killed we
must also try to comprehend those who were able to provide this
deadly service these men did not volunteer rather they were cho-
sen by lot each one running an equal risk either to kill or be killed

the sortition that first chose ten men for the general slaugh-
ter and then chose one of the ten to dispatch the others before
killing himself appears to have been a random method of selecting
men for an unwanted task the idea of making choices by lot how-
ever had a long history in the ancient world and it was a proce-
dure that did not have ethnic or chronological limits to understand
the use of the lot in this instance of group suicide we must first
survey the religious use of lots as a method of divination by then

365
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examining the role of lotteries at the time of josephus we will be
better able to evaluate his treatment of the final events of masada

divination in the ancient world

divination consists either of obtaining information by super-
natural means or of securing answers to questions that are beyond
human understanding in the ancient world many methods were
developed to discern the will of the gods and to receive guidance
with or without elements of religious ceremony often this was done
through observing and interpreting signs in the natural world such
as the flight of birds the frequency of thunder the movement and
pattern of astronomical bodies or the arrangement of organs in a

sacrificial animal divination was sometimes practiced by perform-
ing a seemingly random act and allowing divine intervention to
determine its outcome the casting or drawing of lots falls into this
latter category and divination of this sort is known either aspsephospsepho
mancy drawing of different pebbles or cleromancy drawing or
casting of any type of lot

divination especially the use of lots was a common practice
among the different peoples who surrounded the ancient israel-
ites many examples are found in ancient near eastern texts in
which a god or the gods were believed to effect the outcome of
the action throughout mesopotamia divinersdividersdiviners would frequently
cast two dice one die represented a desirable result and the other
an undesirable answer the Sumerians in the south of mesopo-
tamia appear to have used sticks as lots while the assyrianssyriansAs in the
north frequently used specially made clay dice 1 the canaanitescanaanitessCanaanites
who preceded the israelites in palestine are known to have used
either marked pebbles or specially selected twigs as lots 2 the hit
titesaites in anatolia employed oracles that might have been based
upon lots although their most common forms of divination seem
to have been discerning signs in nature and in the viscera of sacri-
ficial animals 3 in northern arabia the practice was to draw from a

number of headless arrows belomancy each of which indicated
a different answer from the gods 4

elsewhere in the mediterranean lands and in europe the cast-
ing of lots was likewise used to indicate the will of the gods in
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greek oracular centers where prophecy soothsaying and other
kinds of divination regularly occurred the casting of lots was rare
although not unknown 5 before the battle at leuctra in 371571 BC for
instance the spartansspartanoSpartans inquired at the oracle of zeus at dodonnabodonnaDodonna
where a monkey turned over an urn filled with lots 6 plerosisklerosisklin5sisKleposisrosis or
the choice of an official by lot was also used for the appointment
of some priests and other temple officials leaving the choice to
the gods 7

much of roman religion including the arts of divination was
borrowed from the etruscansEtruscans who practiced elaborate methods
of augury discerning signs in nature especially from the flight of
birds or oiharuspicyharuspicyofoi interpretation of various kinds of portents
especially from the size and shape of the internal organs of sacrifi-
cial animals a practice earlier performed by the hittitesHittites 81 never-
thelesstheless at several sites the use of sortescortes or lots was a feature of
italic divination the primary center of this type of divination in
classical times was the famous lottery of fortuna at praeneste
where an innocent child randomly drew a wooden lot to obtain an
answer to a specifically posed question 9 in northern europe the
germans also used lots one method was to mark and throw strips
of branches the first one that a priest picked up indicated the
will of the gods 10 women often played a prominent role in the con-
sultationsultation of lots as seen in the trial of caesarscaesaraCaesars aide C valerius
proculusoculusPr during the gallic wars

divination in ancient israel

despite the prevalence of lot casting in the ancient world the
ancient israelites rejected many methods of divination of neigh-
boring cultures around them because they were associated with
pagan magical practices 12 the primary injunction against such
magical practices appears in deuteronomy 1810 12 which pro-

hibits divination observers of times enchantersenchanters witches and
necromancy nevertheless israelite practice accepted that yah-
weh as the one true god was able to produce signs or influence
the outcome of events just as the surrounding people believed that
their gods did some forms of divination besides direct prophecy
received sanction namely the expression of gods will through
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the ephod the arimurim and thummimThummim and the casting of certain
kinds of lots

the way the ephod a part of the priestly regalia was used in
divination is unclear its use was lost before the translation of the
hebrew scriptures into the greek septuagint in the mid third cen-
tury BC but it probably had a revelatory function because in the
case of the high priest at least the ephod held the breastplate that
contained the arimurim and thummimThummim 13 these latter devices were the
most direct mechanical means available to the israelites for dis-
cerning gods will

although the urimarim and thummim are attested seven or possi-
bly eight times in the old testament 14 there is little agreement in
the academic world as to their exact nature and function at some
time before the babylonian captivity they must have been lost
stolen or moved for it is generally agreed that no postexilic jew
had seen them or knew exactly how they were used 15 in fact the
very meaning of the terms is uncertain although some hebrew
roots for urimarim and thummim have been proposed based upon the
septuagint translation of them as derosis revelation or manifesta-
tion and either ulialiulealetheiatheiutheia truth or teleosis perfection the under-
lying hebrew plurals are commonly postulated to mean something
like lights and perfections 11616

A prevalent theory today is that the urimarim and thummim were
actually lots that like the mesopotamian version of the same
were cast in order to obtain either a yes or no answer from yahweh

this view is based largely on the septuagint version of 1 samuel
1441 which reads then saul said 0 lord god of israel why
have you have not answered your servant this day if the guilt is in
me or in jonathan my son 0 lord god of israel give urimarim and if
you indicate that it is in the people of israel give thummimThummim and
jonathan and saul were taken but the people escaped 31171117331717 such a

practice could account for two otherwise unspecified forms of div-
ination in which a single person was identified by successively nar-
rowing the congregation by choosing first a tribe out of israel
then a clan from that tribe then a family from that clan and finally
a single individual out of that family 18

later in israelite history when the urimarim and thummimthumniim were
either lost or their use forgotten the most common form ofdivination
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was the use oigoralotg6ralotof or conventional lots attested seventy eight
times in the old testament this kind of lot was one of the most fre-
quently used israelite tools and references to its use with sacri-
fices and in the temple indicate that it functioned under divine
auspices 19 for example on the day of atonement aaron cast lots
over two goats to determine which would be sacrificed to the lord
and which would be driven out into the wilderness carrying away
israels iniquities lev 168 10 lots continued to be used through-
out the intertestamentaltestamentalinter period and their use to reveal gods will
appears in the new testament in acts 126 when matthias the
apostolic successor to judas was selected by lot 20

divination in hellenistic and roman times

by the time ofofjosephusjosephus such lotteries were no longer used
only as a means of divination among the greeks and romans for
example sortition or the selection of officials and public duties
according to lot had become standard practice although this
form of selection may have originally indicated that the gods were
making their choice known 21 in fifth century athens the use of the
lot was seen by aristotle as a prime feature of democracy 22 As athen-
ian democracy developed direct elections seemed to favor aristo-
crats since they had the money and name recognition necessary to
garner votes whereas selection by lot from a pool of candidates
kieplerosisklerosiskljr&sisklerosis ekekprokritonprokrit5n seemed to guarantee that any citizen had a
chance for high office 23

even the romans whose balanced political system under the
so called republic tried to limit the excesses of democracy and
afford public positions to the qualified used the lot in the distribu-
tion of tribes in voting the selection of legates and interregesinterreges the
empanelingpanelingem of juries and in the assignment ofprovinciaoiprovincia or spheres
of action to elected magistrates 24 the lot device most frequently
used by the romans was the sitella an urn with a narrow mouth
that was filled with water and small balls marked with either a
name or a province 2521 the mouth was so narrow that only one lot
could float to the surface to be drawn first

although the greeks and romans continued to speak of the
role of tyche or fortuna greek and latin respectively for fortune
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or chance in the decisions reached by lots apparently the use of
lots had begun to be seen as a method of making some decisions
more random or more fair in accordance with greek political think-
ing lots were democratic in that they gave each participant re-
gardlessgardless of station an equal chance

casting lots as a fair means of making a difficult choice might
have been the rationale employed following the unsuccessful de-
fense of the galilean fortress ofofjotapatajotapatajotapata during the early stages of
the jewish war josephus and forty others managed to hide from
the romans in a cave but after some discussion resolved that the
only way out for them was through mutual suicide 26 they decided
to draw lots in order to determine the order of their deaths the
drawer of the first lot was to be killed by the drawer of the second
who was to be killed by the holder of the next lot the use of lots
made the process fair random and if we can use the greek mean-
ing of the term here democratic josephus managed to draw the
final lot and when he and the second to the last participant were
left they decided not to follow through with the suicide pact and
both turned themselves over to the romans rather than die at their
own hands this result of course leads to the suspicion that
josephus had somehow fixed the lots a practice that apparently
has been common as long as lots and other devices of chance have
been used 27

lots at masada

at last we have arrived at the point in our discussion at which
we can consider the use of lots in the mass suicide at masada 28

there is no indication in the text that the defenders of masada nec-
essarilyessarily felt that yahweh himself determined the death order
although the most religious of them might have believed that this
was the case since god was sovereign over all instead the ten
men were selected randomly by lot thereby distributing the
responsibility fairly among them all physical proof of this lottery
may actually exist during the extensive excavations of masada by
yigael yadinbadin twelve ostracaestraca or pottery sherdsshards were found in
room 113 a long narrow chamber running north and south each
of these ostracaestraca had a different name written on it and among
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these was one sherd that bore the name of the leader of the sicariisicardiSicarii
eleazar ben yair 2919 one of these sherdsshards can be discarded as incom-
plete but could the remaining eleven ostracaestraca not be the actual lots
used in that final desperate selection

several problems however arise regarding the suicide at ma-
sada the first difficulty centers on these very ostracaestracaostraca the number
of surviving sherdsshards itself causes suspicion 30 according to jose-
phus the first sortition selected ten men out of the entire number
of adult males on masada thus there should have been numerous
inscribed sherdsshards admittedly many of them might not have sur-
vived but pottery pieces once broken are virtually indestructible
and since all eleven were found together at least some others
should have survived there was a second sortition that chose one
man out of the ten who was to dispatch his nine companions after
the first round of slaughter was completed in that case there
should have only been ten sherdsshards not eleven on the other hand
these ostracaestraca could have been used to elect leaders or if they were
used as lots might as easily have been used for distributing stores

another problem stems from josephussjosephuesJosephuss account of the sui-
cide according to our historian everyone was killed prior to the
roman taking of masada except for two women and five children
who had hidden themselves in a cistern strangely few remains of
the 960 corpses that were said to greet the romans were found
in the fortress itself the romans of course could have cremated
which would have left some traces or moved the bodies

strangely some of the only skeletal remains which yadinbadin
found in his excavations were not in the confines of masada itself
three skeletons were found on the lower terrace of the northern
palace and 25 others were found in a cave part way down the
southern slope yadinbadin supposed that the romans had tossed
the bodies there in order to dispose of them 31 this view has come
under attack one cannot easily get the bodies to the cave from the
fortress above and the question remains as to why only 25 of
960 bodies were placed there A more plausible explanation is that
these 25 jewish defenders tried to flee from the romans and hid in
the cave where they were later found and killed 32 the fact that not
all of the sicariisicardi killed themselves together with the fact that nu-
merous small fires were set in different places in masada such as
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the courtyard rather than the one large fire that josephus claims
that the defenders had set to destroy their goods undermines the
credibility of our historians account of masadas final hours

A third problem revolves around the very issue of suicide
first was suicide against jewish law at the time it was not explic-
itly although it was certainly against the spirit of the law as dem-
onstrated by josephus himself in his speech against suicide at
jotapataJotapata 3331 perhaps the defenders of masada could be exonerated
according to hillalhillul hashem where their suicide can be compared
to the example of phineas in the torah 3431 second did the mass sui-
cide really occur as josephus presented it suicide particularly
under circumstances such as these was accepted in much of the
rest of the ancient world 3531 regardless of the legality or acceptance
of suicide we are not certain that all 960 really died at their own
hands one imaginative argument maintains that the suicide did
not happen at all the romans murdered everyone and josephus
concocted the masada suicide to compensate for the fall of jotapjonap
ata and his own escape from the suicide pact there 36 one strong
argument against this view and for the veracity ofofjosephussjosephussjosephuesJosephuss
account is that it must have happened because there were too
many witnesses both the roman soldiers and the prisoners of war
who had served them would have seen or heard about the carnage
atop masada 37

one of the most important of these witnesses would have
been the roman general flavius silva he was serving as consul
ordinarius in rome in AD 81 just as josephus was finishing his
jewish war one assumes that he would have contradicted jose-
phus if the latter had blatantly fabricated the account neverthe-
less as an educated roman familiar with the standards of the
rhetorical historiography of the time 38 silva could have accepted
an exaggerated account as long as it had some basis 39 ancient writ-
ers of history regularly exaggerated and embellished their ac-
counts for effect and the image of besieged citizens preferring
death to capture was a common historiographic trope 40

another factor in favor of some historical license on the part
of josephus is the excessively close parallel with the situation at
jotapataJotapata the respective speeches given by josephus and eleazar
are similar in form even though they come to different conclusions
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atatjotapatajosephusjotapataJotapata josephus created a speech for himself that condemned
suicide at masada he wrote a speech for eleazar41eleazar41 that praised sui-
cide and publicly confessed that the sicariisicardi had started the war and
that they were being punished for their sins 42 the message here is

subtle but clear josephus submitted but lived the sicardisicarii refused to
submit but died to the last man woman and child

this negative picture of the defenders of masada is supported
byjosephussbyjosephussjosephuesJosephuss overall depiction of them they were after all aistisleistesmistislefleistes
or bandits just like the zealotszealous in jerusalem had been 4313 they had
victimized jewish noncombatantscombatantsnon as well as roman soldiers in
fact contrary to the hollywood glamorization of the defenders of
masada josephussjosephuesJosephuss account of the siege of masada ignores their
supposed bravery or military skill 44 if their suicide can be com-
pared to anything it is to the fruitless suicide of the stoic philoso-
phers in rome who were opposed to the flavian emperors 45 a
comparison that works nicely for these jewish opponents of the
same regime

what actually happened it is probable that some of the
defenders on masada chose suicide over capture others tried to
escape or died fighting nevertheless there was neither opportu-
nity nor unanimity for the kind of mass action described by jose-
phus 46 when the romans entered masada they found many
bodies of those who had killed themselves and they might also
have found some lots lying about those who did take their own
lives and those of their wives and children might have employed
ostracaestracaostraca either potsherdspotsherds specially prepared for this purpose or
existing ones that had been used for distribution and other routine
decisions to determine the order of their death josephus took this
information and embellished it borrowing from classical historiog-
raphy the motif of city defenders taking their own lives

since the use of a lottery in a suicide scene is not found in
any of the greek or roman authors available to josephus it was
enough of an innovation that the involvement of lots does not
seem to have been a literary invention lots were probably used
either at jotapataJotapata or by some at masada it is doubtful that divine
determination whether in the minds of the sicardisicarii or in actuality
had anything to do with the use of the lot here instead the draw-
ing of lots injects an element of chance or randomness which
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reveals a democratic equality in the death of both those who sub-
mitted to death and those who inflicted it the key to josephussjosephuesJosephuss
rendering of the masada suicide scene is then found by contrasting
it with the suicide pact at jotapataJotapata josephus was not glamorizing
the action of the sicariisicardiSicarii rather he expanded the suicide of a few
of the defenders of masada to include almost all of them in order to
illustrate that the entire effort of the sicariisicardi was vain bound for fail-

ure and led all of them equally to death

eric D huntsman is instructorlecturerInstructor Lecturer of classics and ancient history at brig-
ham young university
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suicide at masada and in the
world of the new testament

daniel K judd

one of the most problematic issues surrounding the story of
masada is the reported mass suicide of 960 men women and chil-
dren assuming that the suicides actually occurred were they
expressions of courage selfish acts of cowardice or blind obedi-
ence to authoritarian rule were the inhabitants of masada faithful
and devout jews defending their homeland and families or were
they terrorists using political and religious justifications for their
selfish deeds because the writings of the jewish historian jose-
phus are the only primary sources of information concerning the
events at masada definite answers to these questions are impossi-
ble to ascertain thus the intent of this paper is only to provide
religious and philosophical background information suggesting
possible motives and explanations relevant to the morality of the
reported suicides

historical and religious contexts

late in the autumn of 63 BC the roman army conquered
jerusalem ending a nearly one hundred year period ofjewishofjewish inde-
pendencependence 1 at the beginning of their occupation ofjerusalem the
romans were content to rule through local appointees how-
ever in AD 6 rome responded to jewish requests to bring an end
to the chaos of archelaussArchelauss rule and appointed a roman governor
this more direct rule combined with an increased emphasis on
taxation led to the first jewish revolt against rome 1 I2 A glimpse of
these tumultuous times is given in the new testament writings

378
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of luke concerning an early jewish tax protestor judas of galilee
judas of galilee in the days of the taxing drew away much

people after him he also perished and all even as many as obeyed
him were dispersed acts 537 judas the galilean is identified
by josephus as the founder of a jewish revolutionary movement
that came to be known in later generations as the sicariisicardiSicarii 3 judas has
also been identified as being an ancestor of eleazar ben yair the
leader of the people of masada at the time of their demise 4

understanding the relationships between judas of galilee
eleazar ben yair and the sicariisicardi is essential to understanding the
events and suicides at masada while some modern scholars and
writers have labeled the sicariisicardi as patriots and freedom fight-
ers 5 josephus clearly viewed them as robbers and assassins

it happened thatthatjudeajudea was afflicted by the robbers while all the vil-
lages were set on fire and plundredplunderedplundred by them and then it was that
the sicardisicariiSicarii as they were called who were robbers grew numerous
they made use of small swords but somewhat crooked and like
the romans sicresices or sickles as they were called and from these
weapons these robbers got their denomination and with those
weapons they slew a great many 6

in addition to being the name used to identify this specific group of
revolutionaries the word sicardisicarii also portrays their modus operandi
sicariisicardi comes from the latin sica which means small dagger 177

in the initial period of their existence the sicariisicardi may have
been motivated by a zealous desire to livefive the law of moses by pro-
moting social equality however it is apparent from the historical
accounts that the sicariisicardi adopted terrorist tactics of assassination
and arson and in the end resorted to suicide in carrying out their
fanatical agenda 8 not only did the sicariisicardi engage in acts of vio-
lence against the romans but they also terrorized fellow jews
who willingly submitted to roman rule while the sicariisicardi claimed
to be justified in these acts of aggression toward those whom they
saw as guilty of treason josephus asserted that their accusations
were only a cover for their evil deeds now this claims of treason
against fellow jews was in reality no better than a pretencepredencepretence and a
cloak for the barbarity which was made use of by them and to
colourbolour over their own avarice 9

at the beginning of the jewish war the sicariisicardi under the lead-
ership of menahem son of judas of galilee seized masada from a
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small post of roman guards and took over their arsenal ofweapons 10

with these weapons the sicardisicarii were able to take over the leader-
ship of the revolutionary forces in jerusalem but menahem was
soon killed and his followers fled back to masada where they
were then led by eleazar ben yair josephus records that after the
sicariisicardi fled from jerusalem to masada they had little to do with the
other jewish revolutionary factions and did not participate in the
defense of jerusalem josephus also wrote that the sicariisicardi attacked
the jewish settlement of en gedl a settlement near masada and
killed hundreds of people including women and children 11 these
facts support the argument that the sicariisicardi were more oriented to
their own extreme political agenda than toward defending the
freedom of the jewish people as a whole and to this extent their
suicides should be seen primarily as an act of political desperation
rather than a deed motivated by religious principles or objectives

the fall of masada and the suicide narrative

soon after the fall of jerusalem to the romans in AD 70 ma-
sada became the last stronghold ofjewishofjewish resistance in the winter
of AD 72 flavius silva ordered the roman tenth legion to gain
control of masada one source estimates the roman forces to be
six thousand in number 12 after a siege of several months the
romans finally entered the fortress to find 960 of the 967 inhabi-
tants of masada dead 13 13josephusjosephus reports that as the romans entered
the inner confines of masada

they saw nobody as an enemy but a terrible solitude on every side
with a fire within the palace as well as a perfect silence they
the romans came within the palace and so met with the multitude

of the slain but could take no pleasure in the fact though it were
done to their enerenemiesnies 14

As with much of the story of masada the accuracy of the
information concerning the events surrounding the mass suicide
are dependent on the contested but assumed reliability of the
writings of josephus 1511 josephus reports that when eleazar ben
yair came to the realization that masada was going to fall to the
romans he called his most loyal companions around him to pro-
pose a plan 16 an analysis of the first speech attributed to eleazar
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reveals that his initial argument was threefold 1 eleazar reasoned
that since he and his followers had promised to serve god and not
the romans god had now given them the right to die in freedom
2 he asserted that death at their own hands would be a better

choice than death or captivity at the hands of the romans and
53 he also insisted that killing themselves would be fulfilling gods

will as punishment for their sins

wherefore consider how god hath convinced us that our hopes
were in vain by bringing such distress upon us in the desperate state
we are now in we are openly deprived by god himself of all hope
for deliverance this was the effect of gods anger against us for
our manifold sins which we have been guilty of in a most insolent
and extravagant manner with regard to our own countrymen the
punishments of which let us not receive from the romans but from
god himself as executed by our own hands 17

when eleazar saw that most but not all of his followers were
swayed by his first speech he made a second attempt using a dif-
ferent logic this time his reasoning began with a philosophical
perspective that was more consistent with greek philosophy than
jewish belief

it is life that is a calamity to men and not death for this last affords
our souls their liberty and sends them by a removal into their own
place of purity where they are to be insensible to all sorts of misery
for while souls are tied down to a mortal body they are partakerspartakers of
its miseries for the union of what is divine to what is mortal is
unsuitable souls when the body does not distract them have
the sweetest rest 18

josephussjosephuesJosephuss account of eleazarsEleazars second speech ends by his
returning to the hebrew persuasion that their deaths were nec-
essary because of gods judgments upon them and that death at
their own hands was better than death torture or slavery at the
hands of the romans

but put the case that we had been brought up under another persua-
sion and taught that life is the greatest good which men are capable
of and that death is a calamity however the circumstances we are
now in ought to be inducement to us to bear such calamity coura-
geously since it is by the will of god and by necessity that we are to
die for it now appears that god hath made such a decree against
the whole jewish nation let us make haste to die bravely let us
pity ourselves our children and our wives while it is in our own
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power to shew pity to them for we are bomborn to die as well as those
were whom we have begotten but for abuses and slavery and
the sight of our wives led away after an ignominious manner with
their children these are not such evils as are natural and necessary

19among men

eleazar also detailed some of the torture his followers could
expect at the hands of the romans

some of them have been put upon the rack and tortured with fire
and whippings and so died some have been half devoured by wild
beasts and yet have been reserved alive to be devoured by them a
second time in order to afford laughter and sport to our enemies
and such of those as are alive still are to be looked on as the most
miserable who being so desirous of death could not come at it 20

josephus then reports that toward the end of the final speech
they all cut him eleazar off short and made haste to do the work21work I1

josephus describes the executions of the women and children

while yet everyone of them still retained the natural passion of love
to themselves and their families because the reasoning they went
upon appeared to them to be very just that they were doing what
was best to those that were dearest to them for the husbands ten-
derly embraced their wives and took their children into their arms
and gave the longest parting kisses to them with tears in their eyes
yet at the same time did they complete what they had resolved on
as if they had been executed by the hands of strangers nor was
there at length anyone of these men found that scrupled to act his
part in this terrible execution but everyone of them dispatched
his dearest relations miserable men indeed were they whose dis-
tress forced them to slay their own wives and children with their
own hands 22

after burning all of their personal possessions those who yet
survived selected ten men to carry out the final execution

they then chose ten men by lot out of them to slay all the rest every
one of whom laid himself down by his wife and children on the
ground and threw his arms about them and they offered their necks
to the stroke of those who by lot executed that melancholy office 2313

the ten executionersexecutioners then cast lots to select the final individ-
ual who would in turn slay them josephus records

the nine offered their necks to the executioner and he who was the
last of all took a view of all the other bodies lest perchance some or
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other among so many that were slain should want his assistance to
be quite dispatched and when he perceived that they were allanaliail slain
he set fire to the palace and with the great force of his hand ran his
sword entirely through himself and fell down dead near to his own
relations 24

the logic of suicide

josephussjosephuesJosephuss report ofofeleazarseleazarsofEleaEleeie zarsazars arguments for the deaths of him-
self and his followers are manifold and sometimes contradictory
while this internal tension has led some to question the authentic-
ity ofjosephuss description 25 eleazarsEleazars use of contradictory hebrew
and greek thought may be evidence of his desperate willingness to
use any argument that would justify his own position and persuade
his followers to submit to his desires and die willingly

greco roman perspectives eleazar may have been aware
of several precedents from greek philosophy and history that would
have justified or supported his decision to lead his group to com-
mit suicide greek literature as early as homer contains accounts
of suicide 26 some greek philosophers accepted suicide but their
justifications differed zeno believed that suicide was appropriate
but a person must not kill himself until god sends some necessity
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upon him however such a necessity could be as minor as a bro-
ken finger a toe in some accounts that was a sign from god that
ones work was complete 2717 on the other hand seneca empha-
sized the right to die as evidence that a man is free and cannot be
held against his will

in any slavery the way lies open to freedom wheresoever you
cast your eyes there lies an end to affliction look at that precipice
down it runs the way to freedom look at the sea there the river the
well at its bottom lies freedom are you asking for the road to
freedom take any vein you like in your bodybody2828

greco roman philosophy has had a profound influence on
both hebrew and christian theology one scholar has suggested
that the hellenization of hebrew and christian culture brought
with it a fascination if not preoccupation with suicide 29how29 how
much direct influence these philosophies had on the inhabitants of
masada is unclear but distinct ideas found in eleazarsEleazars speeches
such as the reported enmity between body and spirit the freedom
gained through death and the justification of suicide through
necessity are consistent with greco roman perspectives while

eleazarsEleazars arguments may have been influenced by greco roman
thought another possibility is that josephus in his attempt to
recreate the final words of eleazar used both hebrew and greek
arguments in an attempt to appeal to both jewish and greco
roman audiences

more likely eleazar was familiar with numerous instances in
the hellenistic world when men facing certain defeat and horrible
torture enslavement or death voluntarily killed their women and
children and either committed suicide or charged hopelessly into
certain death in battle one historian has identified sixteen separate
examples of groups under siege 540 35 BC who were reported
to have preferred death to surrender or enslavement in eleven of
the sixteen cases men took their own liveshivesilvesbives as well as the lives
of their wives and children in the other five cases the men killed
the women and children and then died in battle with the enemy 3031

hebrew perspectives another often discussed problem
in eleazarsEleazars arguments for suicide is the fact that the taking of
ones life was strongly condemned in jewish literature 31 it is not
clear however when jewish thought began to take a strong stand
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against suicide in cases such as those faced by the defeated war-
riors at masada

the hebrew bible old testament does not contain a spe-
cific prohibition against suicide but makes the intent of personal
accountability for ones own life clear the book of genesis states
and for your lifeblood I1 will surely demand an accounting NIV
gen 95 the sixth commandment reads thou shalt not kill
ex 2013 in addition to the sanctity of life the hebrew scrip-

tures also portray a reverence for the body ye are the children of
the lord your god ye shall not cut yourselves beutdeut 141411

hebrew scripture contains six recorded incidences of sui-
cide abimelechavimelechAbimelech judg 954 samson judg 1629 30 king saul
and his armor bearer 1I1 sam 314 5 compare 1 chr 104 5 ahi
thopheltheophel 2 sam 1723 and zimri 1 kgsggs 1618 while the people
at masada might have considered these scriptural incidents of sui-
cide as honorable precedents that might make suicide acceptable
under extreme conditions it is important to note that the majority
of the individuals described in these accounts were not faithful to
the covenants they had made with god abimelechs death was
described as gods punishment for his wickedness judg 956
samson while having periods of faithfulness and devotion was
also guilty of serious sins see judg 1419 igl16igi1611 king saul chosen
by god to institute the monarchy was later found guilty of disobe-
dience and lost his divine sanction 1 sam 1522 23 ahithophel
once king davids respected counselor eventually rebelled and
sought the kings life 2 sam 1512 17 zimri became king after
murdering his predecessor 1 kgsggs 1610 and his suicide is de-
scribedsc in scripture as punishment for doing evil in the sight of
the lord 1 kgsggs 1618 19 of the six recorded incidences of sui-
cide in the hebrew scriptures five of the accounts provide ample
evidence that the individuals described have been guilty of serious
sins there is no evidence either way concerning sauls armor
bearer while samson saul and ahithophel demonstrated peri-
ods of faithfulness it appears that each of them died outside their
covenants with god the scriptural evidence suggests that none of
these individuals was worthy of emulation in life or in death

in the ensuing years orthodox rabbinic writers took a strong
stand against suicide asisas is represented in the statement one who
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destroys oneself wittingly has no share in the world to come 2232113132

the only exceptions were in cases of kiddush bashenhashenbasbenhasbenbabben to sanctify
gods name according to the talmud one may accept death
when faced with the alternative of being forced to commit idola-
try incest or murder 33 some scholars have asserted this was the
case for the inhabitants of masada as they were willing to die
rather than be forced to live under roman rule which they con-
sidered to be an act of idolatry 3431

josephus records an incident from his own life that may be
more representative of the hebrew attitude toward suicide in the
first century during the early stages of the roman jewish war jose-
phus was the commander of jewish forces in the town ofofjotapatajotapataJotapata
in galilee josephus reports that he saw little hope in continuing to
fight against the roman troops led by vespasian and thought it
best that they surrender his troops refused jotapataJotapata eventually
fell and josephus escaped to a cave where forty of his soldiers were
already hiding bybyjosephussjosephussjosephuesJosephuss report the jewish soldiers favored a
mass suicide but he strongly argued against it35it31

0 my friends why are we so earnest to kill ourselves and why do
we set our soul and body which are such dear companions at such
variance36variance 36 it is a brave thing to die in war but so that it be
according the law of war by the hand of conquerors now self
murder is a crime most remote from the common nature of all ani-
mals and an instance of impiety against god our creator and do
you not think that god is very angry when a man does insults what
he hath bestowed on him for from him it is that we have received
our being and we ought to leave it to his disposal to take that being
away from us the souls of those who have acted madly against
themselves are received by the darkest place in hades 37

the soldiers ignored the counsel of josephus cast lots and exe-
cuted one another only josephus and one other soldier were left
alive the two of them chose to remain alive as long as possible by
delivering themselves up to the romans 38138311

the contrast between josephus and the majority of his sol-
diers at jotapataJotapata are representative of the differences between most
otherjewsother jews such as the phariseesPharis ees and the sicariisicardiSicarii josephus did not
believe that he had the right to take his own life in all likelihood
neither did the majority of jews believe that one had the right to
take ones own life but believed that the right to give and take life
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was in the hands of god josephus did not regard the acceptance
of roman sovereignty as a sin to be avoided even at the cost of
ones life the sicariisicardi obviously did

A new testament perspective while the writings in the
new testament do not have a direct connection to the events of
masada they represent a contemporary perspective with respect
to suicide the new testament contains only one specific incidence
the death ofjudas iscariot

then judas who had betrayed him jesusocsus christ when he saw that
he was condemned repented himself and brought again the thirty
pieces of silver to the chief priests and elders saying I1 have sinned
in that I1 have betrayed innocent blood and they said unto him what
is that to us see thou to it thy sins be upon thee and he cast down
the pieces of silver in the temple and departed and went and
hanged himself on a tree and straightway he fell down and his bow-
els gushed out and he died JST matt 273 6 39

in addition to lukes account of the apostle paul preventing the
keeper of the prison from committing suicide see acts 1626 3311

the new testament also contains a poignant account of pauls own
thoughts of death

for I1I1 am in a strait betwixt two having a desire to depart and to
be with christ which isisaarfayfarray better nevertheless to abide in thetbefleshflesh
is more needfulneedfulforneedfulforfozfor you and having this confidence I1 know that I1

shall abide and continue with you all for your furtherance and joy of
faith that your rejoicing may be more abundant in jesus christ for
me by my coming to you again philip 123 26 italics added

pauls words show that he was willing to submit his own will to
the needs of others and ultimately to the will of god he was will-
ing to live for god and neighbor as opposed to die for self early
christian theology was compatible with its hebrew counterpart
but was in direct conflict with much of greek philosophy and pop-
ular morality in the roman empire

concluding thoughts

one modern philosopher has written there is but one truly
serious philosophical problem and that is suicide I1 40 not only is
this comment representative of the present philosophical debate
over suicide but it is also indicative of the ideological conflicts
concerning the events of masada 41
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the evidence suggests that although the sicardisicarii at masada
were faithful and devout jewsjews42 they may have taken their devotion
beyond what god had commanded in the words of the book of
mormon prophet jacob the jews as a people were guilty of look-
ing beyond the mark jacob 414 perhaps the intentions of the
jews of masada to live a life faithful to god may have become dis-
torted into a fanatical desire for death the story of the inhabitants
of masada may be if the historical sources are accurate an impor-
tant commentary on the consequences of rejecting god the fol-
lowing biblical prophecy of moses speaks about the consequences
of such a rejection

the lord shall bring a nation against thee from far from the
end of the earth as swift as the eagle flieth a nation whose tongue
thou shalt not understand A nation of fierce countenance which
shall not regard the person of the old nor shew favour to the
young and he shall besiege thee in all thy gates until thy high
and fenced walls come down wherein thou trustedsttrustedst throughout all

thy land and he shall besiege thee in all thy gates throughout all thy
land which the lord thy god hath given thee and ye shall be left
few in number whereas ye were as the stars of heaven for multitude
because thou wouldest not obey the voice of the lord thy god
beutdeut 2849 50 52 62

latter day saint literature also provides insight into what may
have been the early LDS perspective on the events at masada the
july 15151841184 1 edition of the official latter day saint publication times
and seasons included an article concerning the events of masada
editors don carlos smith joseph smiths brother and robert B

thompson wrote the following note preceding the article

the following thrilling account of the self devotedness of the jews
scarcely has its equal on the pages of history Altaitalthoughbough such a
course must be condemned it shows their attachment to their an-
cient religion the god of their fathers and also their abhorrence of
the romans 43

while acknowledging the drama of masada the editors condemn the
actions of eleazar and his followers in the body of the article the edi-
tors also describe eleazar as possesspossessingmg most stubborn fanaticism 44

while the evidence suggests that the suicide at masada was
unjust and possibly the consequence of fanatical religious zeal there
are no definite answers concerning the morality of the motives of
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the individual men women and children who died for some
their deaths may have been acts of selfishness for others their
dying may have been a type of martyrdom only an omniscient
god can judge the prophet joseph smith taught

while one portion of the human race is judging and condemning the
other without mercy the great parent of the universe looks upon
the whole of the human family with a fatherly care and paternal
regard he is a wise lawgiver and will judge all men not accord-
ing to the narrow contracted notions of men but according to the
deeds done in the body whether they be good or evil or whether
these deeds were done in england america spain turkey or
india we need not doubt the wisdom and intelligence of the
great jehovah he will award judgment or mercy to allanaliail nations
according to their several deserts their means of obtaining intelli-
gence the laws by which they are governed the facilities afforded
them of obtaining correct information and his inscrutable designs in
relation to the human family and when the designs of god shall be
made manifest and the curtain of futurity be withdrawn we shall all
of us eventually have to confess that the judge of all the earth has
done right 45

daniel K judd is assistant professor of ancient scripture at brigham young
university
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the reliability ofjosephusjosephusof
can he be trusted

eric D huntsman

the author joseph ben matthias ha cohen like most members
of the judean upper class lived in several worlds at once born in
AD 37 to an aristocratic family of priestly lineage josephus was
ostensibly connected with the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean family that had ruled
judea between 165 BC and 38 BC 1 his native language was ara-
maic although hhee was well versed in hebrew which by his time
was largely a liturgical language he was an observant jew whose
religious interests led him to affiliate with the three major schools
ofjudaism the sadducees essenesespenesEssenes and the phariseesPharis ees

nevertheless josephus was educated in greek literature and
was comfortable with the hellenistic culture that then dominated
the eastern mediterranean he was also familiar with roman civiliza-

tion not only from the romanizingwomanizingRomanizing efforts of the herodiansHerodians and
the subsequent direct roman occupation but also from his own
visits to the imperial capital when he finally wrote the works that
immortalized him he had by some surprising turns of events
become a roman citizen and had taken the name flaviusjosephusflavius josephus 21

an awareness ofofjosephussjosephussjosephuesJosephuss multiculturalmulticultural background is essen-
tial in order to understand his extant writings jewish war jewish
antiquities against apron and his vita or life 5131135333 all of these
works in their final form at least were published in greek rather
than in aramaic or hebrew 4 in addition to writing in greek jose-
phus also closely followed the greek historiographic tradition
adopting many elements of its style and outlook and employing
greek historical methods 5

392
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josephus was also uniquely equipped to be a writer ofjewish
history he had the correct religious foundation knowledge and
background 6 furthermore he had access to the necessary sources
and was an eyewitness for many of the later events especially
those recorded in jewish war such firsthand knowledge was a
qualification that thucydides the first scientific greek historian
thought was absolutely necessary for writing any contemporary
history 7 for all these reasons josephus had such success as a his-
torical author that jerome once called him the greek livy com-
paring him to one of the great latin authors of roman history 8

josephus however was sometimes inaccurate somewhat eva-
sive prone to tangents and even sloppy in his writing 9 the diffi-
culty of working in a second language and the authors own
personality might explain some of these failings even other acknowl-
edged ancient historians such as herodotus who is the earliest
greek historian whose works are fully extant were also known for
their digressions nevertheless when elements ofofjosephussjosephussjosephuesjosephuss works
are contradictory inaccurate obviously fabricated or simply wrong
the modernmodem reader may begin to question josephussjosephuesJosephuss reliability to
understand how an author like josephus could be both a great
writer and at the same time a questionable historian we must under-
stand the difference between history and historiography

first we must realize that our current view of history is quite
a modern concept not until the late nineteenth century did histo-
rians begin to believe that the facts of past events were recover-
able if all the surviving pieces of evidence could be gathered and
weighed 10 students of ancient history during this period readily
adopted this approach particularly in germany where encyclope-
dias and vast collections of evidence were amassed and detailed
histories of the ancient world were written this however was
not the ancient approach to history in antiquity historiography
was writing about history and was a literary genre of its own

to the sophisticated reading audiences of greece and rome
rhetoric was as important as accuracy it was a truism that history
was nothing but rhetoric meaning that the authors tried to per-
suade their audiences that what the authors thought happened or
even what they thought should have happened actually occurred
therefore greek and roman writers of history omitted expanded
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or compressed historical material to suit their own needs freely
appropriated whole passages from other writers and readily in-
vented detail while adorning their narrative to make it more per-
suasive and aesthetically pleasing

how clearly josephus falls into the classical historiographic
tradition is clear from the direct influence exerted on him by pre-
vious greek authors his prologue to the jewish war is immedi-
ately reminiscent of thucydides history of the peloponnesian war
both authors began by asserting that their works would cover the
greatest of all wars 11 josephus also appears to have deliberately
modeled himself on thucydides both in his use of alternating di-
rect and indirect discourse and in the use of other compositional
techniques such as using the first book to establish the back-
ground and to identify the causes of the upcoming war more strik-
ing are the reflections of thucydides plague stricken athens that
one finds ininjosephussjosephussjosephuesJosephuss depiction of jerusalem as famine settled in
during its long siege 12 another model for josephus was polybius
a greek author who lived in the second century before christ like
josephus polybius had watched his homeland the greek city
states of the achaean league fall before the onslaught of rome
both authors sought to explain to their countrymen romes appar-
ently invincible power and they both identified their captors as
the divinely appointed masters of the world 13 from polybius jose-
phus adopted some greek terms commonly used in hellenistic
period such as to theion godly power or being to daimon
divinity or hebi tychetychi fortune and regularly used these expres-

sions where one would expect him to make a traditional reference
to god 14 finally josephus thucydidestbucydides and polybius all shared simi-

lar experiences each was successively an aristocrat a politician a
general and finally an exile from his homeland 15

josephussjosephuesJosephuss other major work jewish antiquities while still

part of the classical tradition of historiography seems to have been
based on slightly different models it is not a history of contempo-
rary events like thethejewisbjewish war or thucydides history of the pelo-
ponnesianponnesian war instead it is a survey of the history of the jewish
people from the time of creation although the influence of poly-
bius is still present in this work josephus seems to have adopted
from dionysius of halicarnassus the same scheme that dionysius
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had employed in his work on roman antiquities 16 remembering
josephussjosephuesJosephuss multiculturalmulticultural background however we are not sur-
prised to find that this work in particular reflects some near east-
ern elements in both its style and purpose

gregory sterling has identified a subgenresubgenre of history writing
that he calls apologetic historiography 17 he sees this as a type of
writing particularly in the hellenizedhellenizer near east in which a local
content the history of a particular people is recounted in a non-
native form adapted from a superimposed dominant culture the
earliest examples of this kind of historical writing are berossos and
mantheonpantheonMantheon a hellenizedhellenizer babylonian and egyptian respectively who
wrote their national histories in greek according to the outward
form of classical historiography 18 josephus engaged in this kind of
apologetic writing when he tried to redefine judaism within the
context of a greco roman world by doing so he hoped to inform
others about his people while defending them and their traditions
from growing antisemitismanti semitism among the greeks 19

the importance of rhetoric is apparent in the regular use of
set speeches by the ancient historians direct speeches in greek
literature developed out of the epic tradition and herodotus sub-
sequently introduced speeches into prose writing 20 thucydides
further developed the speech by using it to convey the intentions
of historical characters and to illustrate other factors that narrative
alone could not although thucydides claimed that he tried to keep
close to the sense of what was actually said in such situations he
admitted that he had his speakers say what seemed to be appropri-
ate for a given situation 21 thucydides rhetorical speeches written
by the historian but placed in the mouths of his characters later
became a standard feature of classical historiography these speeches
often became set or stock pieces for a given situation and never
claimed to be a verbatim reproduction of what a real historical fig-
ure actually said

hence in a famous episode prior to the fall of masada to the
romans josephus composed an elaborate philosophical treatise
for the rebel leader eleazar josephus was not present to hear what
speech if any eleazar actually gave neither were the roman troops
nor for that matter were the masada survivors who by this time
had safely hidden themselves in a cistern 22 the speech like others
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ininjosephussjosephussjosephuesJosephuss works is a literary creation and while it contains views
that eleazar might have shared it nonetheless belongs to josephus

chronological inconsistency is another frequent factor in the
historiographic genre although thucydides made an effort to main-
tain a regular chronology most ancient authors followed the exam-
ple of another writer named ephorus who arranged his material
thematically the latter approach was favored for its clarity even if
it meant that the narrative lost some chronological accuracy

classical historiography also privileged political and military
history and often failed to provide the kinds of material that many
modemmodern historians feel is necessary consequently one must sup-
plement the literary sources with material such as archaeological
evidence inscriptions and numismatics in order to produce social
economic or cultural history for the period accordingly jose
phusschuss jewish war underestimates the widespread apocalyptic
beliefs of his contemporaries and practically omits social and eco-
nomic factors that contributed to the outbreak of the war 23

since ancient history was intended to be didactic its writers
fashioned their narratives for their own purposes subordinating
events that they recounted to their theme while at the same time
creating a new literary work 2421 the purpose of the history affected
authors selection of material determining what they would include
and what they would omit ancient writers were thus subjectively
selective if an event did not support their point they were free to
ignore or modify it

writers of this period were also heavily dependent upon their
own sources for the modern student of ancient history therefore
source criticism becomes particularly important as we try to iden-
tify an ancient authors sources and to assess the reliability of those
sources As mentioned above josephus was an eyewitness to
many of the events in injewisbjewish war in which case he was often his
own source his captivity after the fall of jotapataJotapata in AD 67 af-
forded him time to take notes on what was transpiring and to
reflect upon the course of the war 2521 but as his own ideas regarding
the causes of the war and its final outcome developed his recol-
lections could have been affected

many other witnesses to the events of the war on both sides
would have been available to josephus and they could both provide
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information and verify his account 26 because of his later associa-
tion with the flavian emperors josephus would also have had
ready access to the commentariicommentarii or field reports of vespasian
titus and succeeding commanders as well as to other jewish and
roman archives 27

some ofofjosephussjosephussjosephuesJosephuss sources were in as much a position to
approve or even censure his account as theywerethey were to provide infor-
mation for it josephus tried to bolster the veracity of his history by
soliciting the endorsement of herod agrippa 11II and the flaviansflavianaFlavians
particularly titus josephus reminded his readers that the jewish
war had received the approval of titus and revealed that during
the composition of the history he had regularly provided agrippa 11II

with installments of the work for his review the king wrote jose-
phus sixty two letters confirming josephussjosephuesJosephuss accuracy and commend-
ing him for his efforts 28128211 nevertheless it is apparent that these
political figures were able to influence and even direct his history
insomuch that it has been suggested thatthatt jewish war was a work
commissioned by the imperial government 29 josephussjosephuesJosephuss account
indeed did take the roman point of view since to the jews the
jewish war was actually the roman war

the need to please his patrons provided josephus with an
external bias that imposed limits on what he could and could not
include in his work he regularly praised the roles of both ves-
pasian and titus and worked to legitimize the new flavian dynasty
accordingly josephus emphasized his belief that vespasian was
chosen by god to rule the world noting his own role in prophesy-
ing vespasiansvespasianaVespasians accession before it occurred 3010 even when jose-
phus included questionable actions of the flaviansflavianaFlavians such as the
roman burning of the temple he modified them thus josephus
portrayed titus as anxious to spare the holy edifice and attributed
its destruction to common roman soldiers and jews alike 31

it was josephussjosephuesJosephuss internal bias however that had the great-
est affect on his selection and use of evidence sometimes this bias
was purely personal such as when he exaggerated his own achieve-
ments and skills or tried to justify his surrender atjotapataatjotapataJotapata 32 more
importantly josephussjosephuesJosephuss subject presented him with two seemingly
conflicting loyalties he was at the same time pro roman and pro
jewish josephussjosephuesJosephuss solution to this dilemma was to blame the war
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on neither the romans nor the aristocratic jewish leaders whom
he regularly portrayed as desiring peace and working for accom-
modationmodation instead he held responsible the jewish extremists whom
whether they were the zealotszealous in jerusalem or the sicariisicardi who
seized control of masada 33 he called lesteslistislestislistes or bandits

this shifting of blame however is probably only the proxi-
mate purpose ofofjewishjewish war josephussjosephuesJosephuss ultimate intent seems to
lielleileliefardeeperfar deeper 34 his later works especially antiquities and against
aaionapion were written largely to defend the history and current rights
of the jews outwardly thejewishthe jewish war by shifting the responsibil-
ity of the war away from the body of the jewish people achieved
this same purpose inwardly however josephussjewishjosephvissJosephviss jewish war served
to promote within the jewish community greater openness and
more cooperation with rome 35 the roman empire with divine
sanction had conquered the jewish homeland it was necessary
therefore for the remnants of the jewish people to submit to gods
will and work within the roman system to preserve their way of life

the reliability of the works of josephus suffered even more
after the texts actually left his hands As with any ancient text
those of josephus experienced the usual problems of copying and
transmission unlike the bible for which the textual tradition is

surprisingly and fortunately strong the survival of the works of
josephus is similar to that of other greco roman literature except
for a single fragment of ofjewishjewish war which dates to the third cen-
tury AD the oldest manuscripts date between the ninth and
eleventh centuries at least eight hundred years after josephus first
began to write 36 during that time copying errors were made mar-
ginal notes were accidentally included and interpolations were
willfully injected into the text

this last type of change is particularly significant because of
the popularity that josephus gained among early christian writers
josephus provided a link between the old and new testaments
that furnished the young religious community with a connection
to the more ancient jewish tradition for the christians the de-
structionstruction of jerusalem was a clear fulfillment of the prophecies of
jesus matt 241 2 later when the jewish and christian commu-
nities had clearly split and begun to grow hostile to each other the
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destruction of the jewish state and the further dispersion of its
populace seemed to the christians to be fitting punishments for
the death of christ 37

most importantly josephussjosephuesJosephuss antiquities occasionally provided
corroborating evidence for events in the gospels and the book of
acts the census ofofquiriniusquiriniusQuirinius luke 22 the reported general cru-
elty of herod the activity ofjohn the baptist matt 35 the death
of herod agrippa I1 acts 1220 23 and the existence ofjamesofjames the
brother of jesus are all attested by josephus 3831 in each of these
instances there are some discrepancies between the biblical and
josephanjosenhanJosephan accounts 39 but these may actually strengthen thethejosephanjosephanjosenhanjosephan
references claim to legitimacy since christian copyists or editors
would have been likely to harmonize the accounts completely

many scholars feel however that the mention of james the
lords brother the material about john the baptist and any direct
references to jesus are deliberate interpolations 4010 the most sus-
pect of these is the so called testimonium flavianumFlavianum in antiqui-
ties 18.631863 64 which gives an account of a wise man if one really
should say that he is a man who was christ it then speaks of the
lords trial crucifixion and resurrection and concludes by stating
that the christians have not disappeared to this day

although the historical aim of josephus was to recount the
truth about his people he also endeavored to write beautifully and
dramatically as an heir to the classical rhetorical tradition 41 thus
when using josephussjosephuesJosephuss writings to reconstruct a certain period we
must remember the traditions in which he worked and be aware of
the historical we might occasionally call them ahistorical meth-
ods that were accepted in his own time As with any other literary
source of the period the evidence he presents must be evaluated
critically and used carefully especially when he provides the only
literary account for a particular event

while josephussjosephuesJosephuss writings may not always be completely reli-
able his works can nonetheless be trusted to recreate a dramatic
image of a people and the critical events in their history that have
been important for jews christians and other students of the an-
cient classical world

eric D huntsman is lecturer in classics at brigham young university
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this evaluation of nachman ben yehudasyehudah the masada myth
collective memory and mythmaking in israel will summarize the
books main thrust examine its conceptual framework offer criti-
cisms of the authors argument and method then discuss two
implications of masada for LDS culture

Sunsummaryunary

perhaps to cushion the shock inflicted on fellow israelis by
his debunking of the masada myth nachman ben yehuda pref-
aces his analysis with a confession of the trauma he personally
experienced in 1987 when his own faith was shaken involved in a
group studying political assassinations by jews he read a paper by
david rapoport 1 portraying the sicariisicardi on ancient masada as jewish
terrorists since that portrayal conflicted with what he had learned
in his israeli schooling and military service ben yehuda rushed to
check the main extant source josephussjosephuesJosephuss the jewish war to his
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temporary angst he says he discovered that rapoport was right
and I1 was wrong moreover he recounts

I1 felt cheated and manipulated I1 tried to reconstruct in my own
mind how during my formative years going through the israeli
socialization process I1 acquired knowledge about masada that was
not only wrong but also very biased what was I1 supposed to do
when it turned out that such a major element of my identity was
based on falsehood on a deviant beliefbellef 5

to this personal angle of his investigation into the masada
myth ben yehuda joins a professional angle A sociology profes-
sor at the hebrew university ofjerusalem he has published exten-
sively in the fields of deviance and of social psychology 2 the
books cover and introduction imply that such training and experi-
ence qualify him to explain why and how a deviant belief
entered the memories of many israelis of his generation

As to the story of masada ben yehuda defines a deviant nar-
rative in large part as a retelling that digresses from the only sur-
viving literary source josephussjosephuesJosephuss the jewish war he summarizes
27 43 that text as follows in the context of the jews increasing

resentment at roman rule two distinct groups arose the zealotszealousZealots
extreme phariseesPharisees willing to take up arms against rome in the
cause ofjewish independence emerged about AD 6 over issues of
worship and taxation A half century later there materialized a

more indiscriminately violent faction called the sicariisicardi from latin
sica dagger who specialized in assassinating and robbing jew-
ish collaborators as well as romans in AD 66 under a leader
named menachem the sicariisicardi captured herodshernds fortress on
masada a mesa overlooking the dead sea they went from there to
jerusalem participated in the seizure of the upper city and assas-

sinated the high priest hanania hananiashananianHananias followers retaliated by
killing menachem whose party now led by eleazar ben yair fled
back to masada all this before the end of AD 66 josephus says

that ben yair acted the part of a tyrant at masada afterwards 36
during the next six years the sicariisicardi conducted raids for supplies
and booty against nearby jewish villages they made a particularly
brutal attack on en gedl killing several hundred women and chil-

dren meanwhile the roman army secured galilee in AD 67 cap-
turing josephus atjotapataatjotapataJotapata then besieged and destroyed jerusalem
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in AD 70 roman mop up operations ensued against fortresses
like herodiumherodiusHerodium and macherusmacherasMacherus which the zealotszealous defended fiercely

it was not until late in AD 72 that the romans moved against
the sicariisicardi on masada which they took early in AD 73 so
although josephus does not specify the sieges length his text
implies that it lasted about six months and possibly only four nor
does josephus mention any military forays by the sicariisicardi against the
roman troops it is possible that conflict occurred only when
the roman siege ramp reached masadas wall then rather than
resisting until overwhelmed as did the zealotszealous at jerusalem hero
diumdaum and macherusmacherasMacherus ben yair urged the option of suicide upon his
followers who probably balked at the suggestion for the tyrant
had to make two impassioned speeches to convince them ben
yehuda assumes that the decision was made by men from the
dominant social category on masada the sicariisicardiSicarii and that the men
killed everyone including the women and children the sicariisicardi on
masada left no choice for anyone who may have been reluctant
37 the sicariisicardi then cast lots to select those who would kill first

their colleagues and then themselves by hiding in a cavern two
reluctant women and five children survived the massacre jose-

phus comments on the feelings of the roman troops encounter-
ing an eerie silence after breaching the wall nor could they do
other than wonder at the courage of their the sicariisicardiSicarii resolution
yet josephus expresses disgust at the mass murder suicide miser-
able men indeed they were 4411

in that regard ben yehuda points out 228 32 that ortho-
dox judaism essentially repressed the memory of masada which is
mentioned neither in the talmud codified oral law nor in the
midrash commentaries he speculates that the rabbis omitted it
for two reasons first the incident entails jews choosing death over
life whereas the opposite priority is enshrinedunshrined in jewish law which
forbids suicide as well as murder second masada signifies unyield-
ing fanaticism to the point of communal extinction yet yohanan
ben zakkai and other moderate pharisaic rabbis preserved judaism
after the great revolt by compromising with roman officials who
allowed a sanhedrin to function at yavnehjamniaYavneh Jamnia 3 where the hag
gadah ceremonial text for passover was prepared and the compi-
lation of the mishnah oldest part of talmud begun so the rabbis
preferred jamnia over masada as a symbol for postbiblicalpostbiblical judaism
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in the twentieth century however josephussjosephuesJosephuss account of the
episode at masada was rediscovered by jews 4 some of whom en-
gaged in selective omission and outright fabrication to create a
largely different story what ben yehuda calls the masada mythi-
cal narrative he itemizes 299 301501 the omissions including dis-
tinctionstinctions between zealotszealous and sicariisicardiSicarii the lattersbatterslatters attacks on fellow
jews especially at en gedl their apparent unwillingness to fight
the romans ben yairsbairs two speeches the existence of survivors
suggesting that others would have opted to live had they been
given the choice and so the involvement of murder as well as sui-
cide in the mass death he cites 300 303 as examples of fabrica-
tion these ideas that masada was populated mainly by zealot
veterans from jerusalem who fled there to continue their resis-
tance after the cityscites fall that the roman siege lasted up to three
years that the freedom fighters on masada frequently attacked
the besieging roman forces and that the whole episode repre-
sents a heroic stand deserving to function as a prominent symbol
for judaism and israel

in essence concludes ben yehuda

the masada mythical narrative assumes the following typical com-
posite form the leaders of the great revolt belonged to a group of
jews referred to as zealotszealousZealots the roman imperial army crushed the
revolt and conquered and destroyed jerusalem together with the sec-
ond temple the zealotszealous who survived the siege and destruction of
the city escaped to the fortress of masada a difficult to reach strong-
hold on top of a mountain near the dead sea the romans reached
masada too they surrounded the fortress and put it under siege
after three years of a heroic battle by the few zealotszealous against the
huge roman army the zealotszealous on top of masada realized that there
was no more hope they faced a grim future either be killed by the
romans or become slaves they thus decided to kill themselves a

heroic death rather than become slaves when the roman soldiers
entered masada they found there only silence and dead bodies
13 14 compare another composite version on 302 3

conceptual framework

ben yehuda acknowledges that he is by no means the first to
recognize mythical elements in the tourist media schoolbook ver-
sion of masada he cites bernard lewiss history remembered
recovered invented 1975 as identifying the popular narrative as
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an example of invented history then discusses 14 16 several
other scholarly critics whose work preceded his 5 he therefore jus-
tifies his own extensive research and full volume on two other
grounds first he sets his explanation within a conceptual frame-
work second he explains how that mythical narrative was created
in maximum detaildetail6detailsgig6196 19 so an evaluation of his contribution ought
to focus on these two related claims

ben yehuda identifies three components in his conceptual
framework constructionism in this case why and how a society
constructs a myth the allportailport and postman model of rumor cir-
culationcu and barry schwartzsschwartza reconciliation of continuity and
discontinuity in collective memory by far his most important the-
oreticaloretical referent is constructionism which in his article on moral
panics 1994 he contrasts with objectivism in this juxtaposi-
tion those familiar with social science debates will recognize the
spilling over into sociology of a controversy originating in history
the objectivist disciples of leopold von ranke 1795 1886 asserted
that careful research based on contemporaneous documents could
yield about the reality of past events as objective an understand-
ing as that produced about matter or nature by physical or life sci-
entistsentists benedetto croce 1866186619521952 and other subjectivists
countered that past events cannot be repeated as experiments
much less under controlled conditions and that historical evi-
dence is typically fragmentary and biased they also referred to
the distinction made by immanuel kant 1724 1804 between
objectively unknowable reality and conditioned human percep-
tions of it so they argued that historians can at best offer plausible
but subjective explanations that indulge the changing interests of
successive generations within sociology the likes of max weber
1864 1920 embraced objectivism while florian znaniecki 1882

1958 and others espoused subjectivism or constructivism ben
hudasyehudasyehudahYe intellectual pedigree can be traced through howard saul
becker 1928 back to znaniecki 7

historysHistorys objectivism subjectivism controversy was transposed
in sociology to the field of social problems in his 1994 article
ben yehuda explains that a social problem for example drug craze
witchcraft is viewed by objectivists as an objective concretely real
damaging or threatening condition however he continues to
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the constmctionistconstructionist social problems do not exist objectively they
are constructed by the human mind definitions of social prob-
lems derive from or are produced by specific sociocultural circum-
stances 1281188 so the constructionist investigates not an objectively
real problem but rather the circumstances moods and needs of a

society some of whose members subjectively perceive a problem
ben yehuda used constructionism first in his doctoral dissertation
1977 to explain twentieth century americas myth of the

junkie and then in a 1980 article to explain late medieval europesEuropes
construction of a panic over witchcraft 9 he now draws upon the
same concept to explain twentieth century zionismszionistsZionisms construction
of the masada myth

he does so by exploring the circumstances moods and
needs of the zionist movement and modern israel in brief mod-
ern secular zionism which urged the jews return to eretzaretz yis-
rael deemphasized the inglorious jewish past in the diaspora
rather it sought to bond the immigrants to their ancestors home-
land while overcoming the diaspora image of passive jews in order
to create a new type of hardworkinghard working and determined jews this

new jew had to seek personal freedom and national liberty and
above all to be connected to his or her land ready to fight for it
and if necessary to die for it 75 76

also maintains ben yehuda for secular nationalists zionists
for example their patriotism becomes a civil religion 10 in which
political leaders function as priests while national symbols acquire
sacred dimensions moreover he points out 98 100 131 36 this
was occurring in a context of danger to the emerging jewish
nation associating zionism with european imperialism arabs
were beginning to use violence against jewish settlers in 1932
culminating decades of increasing antisemitismanti semitism throughout
europe the newly empowered nazis launched legal then phys-
ical attacks on european jews

in 1941 when germanysgermanasGermanys afrika korps threatened to invade
palestine from egypt zionist strategists formulated what they
called the masada plan to coordinate a last stand in their last
refuge of eretzaretz yisrael in other words the early twentieth
century holy land represented for zionist immigrants a circum-
stance of nation building and a mood of determination to stand fast
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against nation threatening perils so there existed an urgent need
for a visual symbol of national heroism as well as of jewljewishsh claims
to the land of palestine a symbol that could accordingly function
as a pilgrimage shrine for the civil religion the masada myth
was socially constructed in such a context explains ben yehuda
232 5939 to satisfy that need

he also uses constructionism to explain how and by whom the
myth was constructed identifying 28792287 92 several moral entre-
preneurspreneurs after the hebrew translation ofofjosephussjosephussjosephuesJosephuss the jewish
war appeared in 19231925 yitzhak lamdan 1899 1954 wrote a
poem masada 1927 which contains the famous lines ascend
chain of the dance never again shall masada fall ben yehuda
notes that this book length poem went through twelve editions
and by the 1930s1950s was required reading in zionist later israeli
schools lamdanslazdansLamdans use of ofmasadamasada as a heroic emblem received aca-
demic legitimacy when hebrew university historian joseph klaus-
ner wrote among other works masada and its heroes 19371957
ben yehuda also quotes several passages from a booklet by bar
dromaadroma from the same year including we will recall the memory
of the heroes of masada the last of a war of freedom of a nation
that is rooted in its land 192 in turn historical accounts by
klausner and bar dromaadroma inspired yoseph braslawski to compose
historical novels like when masada fell 19411941 and masada 1944
along with guidebooks such as do you know the land 1950 11

ben yehuda pins the label of most active moral entrepreneur
on shmariasamaria guttman an amateur archaeologist who first climbed
masada in 195519331935 thereafter guttman devoted himself energetically
to promoting the site as a national shrine of heroism he encour-
aged youth clubs school groups and paramilitary units of zionist
political factions to make masada the destination of their pil-
grimage outings for these occasions as well as for the media and
tourism he prepared handouts and guidebooks ben yehuda gives
some credit to guttman for the decision in the mid 1950s by
armored units of the israeli defense forces IDF to hold their
swearingswearinginin ceremonies for new recruits atop masada while tak-
ing their oaths the new soldiers recited because of the bravery
of the masada fighters we stand here today 12 upon learning that
the heroic account disseminated by the IDF in these dramatic
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ceremonies disagreed with the lone historical source one officer
recalled 1 I got it from shmariasamaria guttman we did not read jose-
phus flavius in the original 15455154 55

if guttman was the most active promoter of masada then
perhaps the most influential was yigael yadinbadin 1917 84 initially
reluctant to excavate masada yadinbadin was persuaded to do so ac-
cording to ben yehuda by guttman once israels most famous
archaeologist and natural showman joined the enterprise he en-
dowed the myth with its ultimate degree of credibility ben yehuda
makes two sets of observations about padinsyadins contribution to the
masada myth the first set treats possible light shed by archaeology
on what happened which ben yehuda describes as minimal the
excavations did not confirm or refute many of the important aspects
ofofjosephusjosephus flaviussFlaviuss narrative he concludes

except for the facts that there was a fortress called masada built by
herod that the romans put a siege around it that they built a siege
ramp and that they were effective in winning the questions regard-
ing the sicardisicariiSicarii the suicide elazar ben yairsbairs speeches the massacre
at ein gedl and the length of the siege as well as a few others still
remain unanswered to this day 57

in his other set of observations ben yehuda detects a pattern
mythical assertions he says exist mainly in yadinspadins later popular
writings for example the story of masada by yigael kadin
retoldforretold forhokbok young readers by gerald gottlieb 1969 the archae-
ologists earlier professional publications contain more guarded
language ben yehuda illustrates this pattern by discussing yadinspadins
comments on separate occasions about the discovery on masada
of three skeletons a man a young woman and a child first yad
ins field notes reveal merely an inconclusive discussion with col-
leagues about the possible genders ages and relationships of the
skeletons second in a popular book masada herodshernds fortress
and the zealotslastzealotszealousZealots last stand 1966 he asked editorially could
it be that we had discovered the bones of the last fighter on
masada and of his family finally in a 1971 encyclopedia entry
he asserted the skeletons undoubtedly represent the remains of
an important commander of masada and his family 68 13 with
yadinspadins archaeology it seems as with war stories and sporting tales
certitude and magnitude tend to increase in proportion to distance
from the facts
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to explain precisely that phenomenon ben yehuda uses as his
second theoretical referent a model on the dissemination of rumors 14

allport and postman identify three related subprocesses leveling
sharpening and assimilation in the tendency of rumors to change
while spreading leveling refers to the fact that much of the detail
in the original message gets lost sharpening explains how cer-
tain themes in a rumor message tend to become sharper crisper
and more salient 263 finally the assimilation subprocess molds
the message to the transmitters values and agenda ben yehuda
then shows how as the masada myth grew it was leveled omis-
sions sharpened emphases and assimilated to the agenda of
secular zionism this sociological explanation does make a certain
amount of sense

criticisms

however exploiting the immense theoretical literature on how
myths interact with historical accounts a process discussed at
length in the earliest critique of the masada myth cited by ben yehuda
lewiss history remembered recovered invented would make

at least as much sense if not more than ben yehudahyehudas approach
in that regard I1 acknowledge that there are risks in having a

historian such as myself evaluate a book from a field which its author
calls historical sociology among them is that the reviewer may
not resist the temptation to quibble about issues persisting between
sociology and modem history which are twentieth century branches
from the same eighteenth century trunk including an issue like
appropriate kinds and amounts of theorizing 15 many historians
still view theory as puritans viewed art the simpler the better
whereas some sociologists indulge their tastes for conceptualiza-
tion to a level of baroque splendor ben yehudahyehudas third theoretical
referent schwartzsschwartza reconciliation of continuity and discontinuity
in collective memory exceeds my puritanical tolerance for theo-
rizing and triggers my quibble reflex

in the first place as applied by ben yehuda this reconciliation
theory rests on a misunderstanding of the historiographical issues
briefly he restates the controversy between past oriented objectivism
and present oriented subjectivism within a sociological field called
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collective memory how human societies remember their past
272 a very old sphere of inquiry known to nonsociologistssociologistsnon as

historiography objectivism he says assumes continuity between
past and present whereas subjectivism assumes discontinuity

schwartz claimed that these approaches are not contradictory
and that one may integrate them both into a coherent interpreta-
tion that emphasizes both continuity and discontinuity states ben
yehuda at the outset it is my intention to test barry schwartzsschwartza
integrative hypothesis directly explicitly and meticulously in this
study 22 23 toward the books end he pronounces the theory
confirmed because besides mythical elements representing disconti-
nuity the basic historical facts appear in the mythical narrative
most of the time 297 thus representing continuity

but these basic facts derive from josephus not from some
direct pipeline to objective reality which subjectivists constructionists
like croce znaniecki aandad ben yehuda have branded unknowable if
popular versions of masada contain facts from josephus along with
mythical elements this combination demonstrates fidelity blended
with fabrication in exploiting available source materials not team-
work between objectivism and subjectivism

the status of josephus as the only surviving literary account
does not render it an objective account ben yehuda acknowledges
27 3311 the debate about problematic issues concerning josephus

for example thethejewishjewish war constitutes a self justification forforjoseformosejose
phusschuss defection to the roman side he was unlikely an eyewitness
of masadas siege and fall and in the greek tradition exemplified
by thucydides he very probably fabricated the speeches that he
put into the mouth of eleazar ben yair yet ben yehuda insists that

for my purposes josephus flaviussFlaviuss credibility and reliability are a
side issue the many arguments about the validity and accuracy
of josephussjosephuesJosephuss narrative are simply irrelevant to this work the
analytical puzzle of this work is rather how sosomee modem israeli
interpreters changed and molded josephussjosephuesJosephuss origorigmauiarrativenarrativearrativearrative
2129

so in the second place the theoretical discussion of continuity
discontinuity is also with respect to the purpose stated an irrel-
evant side issue it does more to confuse than to advance the main
argument of the masada myths social construction
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yet in another sense that discussion helps to reveal ben
yehudashudasyehudahYe tactic for although asserting that A historical explana-
tion is always an exercise in constructionism 276 he resorts
to objectivism when it suits his purposes that is he assumes the
pose of an objectivist when summarizing josephus see his chap-
ter 2 the historical events of masada italics added he then
employs his own objective summary as a baseline when now
switching to the stance of a subjectivist constructionist he explains
why and how mythical components arose in the twentieth cen-
tury A mischievous reader or reviewer might insist that ben yehuda
approach josephus from the same theoretical posture from which
he approaches klausner braslawski and yadinbadin besides taking seri-
ously the problems with josephussjosephuesJosephuss account this would entail
acknowledging viability in readings of josephus that differ from
his own

or if indeed every historical explanation is subjective then
we may look for subjective emphases in ben yehudahyehudas summary of
josephus A careful reading of the jewish war whose author was
justifying his defection and flattering his new patrons might yield
the following thesis the great revolt occurred because hotheaded
jewish terroriststerrorists1616 overreactedoverreachedoverreacted to the unwise acts of irrespon-
sible roman procuratorsprocuratoryprocurators in judea ben yehuda creating a foil as
well as a baseline for the zionist israeli heroic myth wants to
expose the sicariisicardi in particular as having been worse than terror-
ists he wants them to have been cowardly terrorists so his sum-
mary teases josephussjosephuesJosephuss data in that direction because the jewish
war mentions no attacks by the sicariisicardi on besieging roman troops
ben yehuda concludes that the sicardisicarii avoided opportunities to
fight and lacked fighting spirit 42 43 although the text indi-
cates that the sicardisicarii captured masada in AD 66 it doesnt say
exexplicitly that they seized it from the roman soldiers stationed
there since herodshernds death 4 BC therefore speculates ben
yehuda anotherjewishanother jewish faction may have first fought and displaced
the romans from the fortress of which the sicardisicarii later gained con-
trol by treachery 328 n 12 ben yehuda complains that yadinbadin
systematically ignores josephussjosephuesJosephuss insistence that the rebels on
masada were the sicariisicardiSicarii yadinbadin uses the term defenders but much
more frequently zealotszealousZealots 585958 59 yet in his chronology of events
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ben yehudasyehudah entry under AD 66 reads the jewish great revolt
begins A group ofjewish rebels takes the fortress from the roman
garrison xix by deciding that rebels not necessarily sicariisicardiSicarii
took masada in AD 66 he subjectively underscores the sicariisvicariisSicariis prob-
able cowardice

it is perhaps to avoid tarnishing his foil that ben yehuda mini-
mizes the contributions of archaeology in piecing together the
ancient story he consequently does not mention that thousands of
iron arrow and spearheadsspearheads were found throughout the area and
that many of these weapons can be traced to a pair of forges the
rebels presumably the sicariisicardiSicarii created atop masada 17 in other
words an alternate interpretation of the sicariisicardiSicarii based ononjosephusjosephus
and on archaeology is that they were tolerably brave terrorists
but it suits ben yehudasyehudah purposes to level sharpen and
assimilate josephussjosephuesJosephuss account in the direction of cowardice

A fuller understanding of his motives for doing so can be
acquired by examining ben yehudasyehudah explanation of the masada
myths decline which is disappointingly superficial he points out
that israels devotion to masada peaked in the 1960s by the 1970s
pilgrimages to the site by israeli youth and military groups were

sharply down and critics were beginning to challenge the myth
later the IDFs armored units shifted their swearingswearinginin ceremonies
to latrunkatrun the site of a crucial battle in the 1948 war by the late
1980s masada seemed to function less as a national shrine of hero-
ism and more as just another tourist attraction

ben yehuda accounts for this phenomenon with growth
metaphors some very major and basic cultural changes were tak-
ing place in jewish israeli society during the 1970s he observes
so israeli society and culture particularly its intellectual elite are
beginning to look at themselves and the society in which they live
in a more mature and independent way 257 287 the myth was
needed during zionismszionistsZionisms youthful nation building phase in other
words but israel outgrew the need so the myth started to wane

in expounding this maturation thesis ben yehuda fails to
apply his constructionist theory as well as he might if a myth is
socially constructed in response to a societyssocietys circumstances moods
and needs stating that things changed constitutes an inadequate
explanation of the myths deconstructionconstructionreconstructionde A more satisfactory
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explanation would spell out how the changes comprised fresh cir-
cumstancescumstances moods and needs that increasingly provoked identifi-
able categories of the society to attack the myth on behalf of their
new concerns ben yehuda does offer some hints in this direction
the masada mythical narrative became an ideological burden and

could no longer be viewed as a completely positive problem free
symbol 291 he also quotes baila shargel by the middle of the
1970s masada has become for many a symbol of what israel did
not want to become 256 but unlike kedar and shargal ben
yehuda devotes very little discussion to the transformation of ma-
sada into a negative image for many and none at all to the many
critics political circumstances moods and needs

such a discussion might be summarized as follows the june
1967 war resulted in israels acquiring control of territories includ-
ing the sinai the golan heights the west bank and the gaza strip
the latter two containing large palestinian arab populations over the
issue of these territories future israeli political culture soon polar-
ized into two general factions the right called for israels perma-
nent control over the territories on two grounds 1 history the
main old testament sites are in the west bank and 2 what
might be called outpost maintenance security because the west
bank and the golan heights provide strategic depth on the east
the left countered by drawing attention to the demographic prob-
lem owing to their much higher birthrate the palestiniansPalestinians may
within a generation constitute the majority within greater israel
the pre 1967 state plus the territories that development would

put jewish israeli society into a situation dangerously resembling
that of the white minority regime in pre 1990 south africa the
left consequently formulated a plan that may be called quagmire
exiting security that is it advocated giving up the territories in
exchange for a negotiated peace such an exchange occurred in the
camp david agreement 1979 israel returned the sinai to egypt
which signed a peace treaty with israel leftists called for the
extension of the lands for peace formula to other neighboring arab
states and to the palestiniansPalestinians

israels right and left have not just expressed conflicting pro-
posals for the territories future they have implemented opposing
policies when in power winning the 1977 elections the right wing
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likudlicud bloc subsidized jewish settlements in the west bank golan
heights and gaza strip the left leaning labour alliance returning
to office after the 1992 elections acted on its concerns by signing
first the land for peace oslo agreement 19951993 with yasser arafats
palestine liberation organization PLO and then a peace agree-
ment with jordan 1994 but arguing that israel needs resolute-
ness rather than concession making the likudlicud bloc won barely
the 1996 elections following which it greatly slowed the peace
process with the PLO and spoke of expanding the jewish west
bank settlements so while the israeli right has not ceased empha-
sizing the need to stand fast against military threats to the nation
the left has stressed the need for compromise and has criticized the
rights inflexibility as one of the main problems facing israel

thus masada persists as a useful positive emblem for the
right wing of israels political culture 18 indeed ben yehuda men-
tions that the myth having now come under attack even the reli-
gious right has begun to espouse it 287 for the left wing
however in these new circumstances masada has come to symbol-
ize unyielding fanaticism to the point of willingness to risk national
calamity quoting henry kissinger general Y harkabikarkabiHarkabi israels ex
chief of intelligence stated in 1981 A wrong strategic doctrine
can lead to disaster harkabikarkabi also said the proponents of the res-
oluteness doctrine do not seem to be aware of this he then cited
the example of hitlershillersHitlers convincing germans that their nation could
not exist without lebensraum additional territory for living
space a policy which led to world war 11II and to catastrophe for
germany the price of a greater land of israel novelist amos oz
told a rightist settler group in 19831985 is that people will go to the
battlefield with the feeling that they were being dragged into giv-
ing up their lives for an issue on which at least half of this nation
sees unlike you a possibility of compromise 19 thus to the israeli
left masada has come to be not a shrine of heroism but a com-
plex functioning as the myths verso side an israeli leader who
sees himself standing on the heights of masada is surely liable to
lose his capacity of seeing reality as it is warned hebrew univer-
sity historian benjamin kedar in 1982

there is yet another danger it is unavoidable that behavior influ-
enced by identification with masada will indeed resuscitate it if the
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entire world is against us then one begins to behave as if we are
against the entire world and such behavior is bound to lead to ever
increasing isolation which in several important aspects will really
resemble that of ben yair and his companions

nineteen hundred years after the fall of masada we would do
well to detach ourselves from the myth and to uproot the complex
an ancient people like ourselves has not a single past to draw sym-
bols from let us choose the book of isaiah rather than the book
ofjoshua 2011

kedar explains baila shargel summarizing the historians earlier
1973 article in hebrew found in ben yairsbairs famous motto to

live free or to die not the transcendent value of liberty but an
eagerness to court death 21

in short israels post 1967 circumstances engendered among
leftists a mood of strategic compromise over the future of the
territories occupied in june 1967 so that political cultures intel-
lectuals including Y harkabikarkabiHarkabi A oz B kedar and lately N ben
yehuda have acted on their perception of this current need by
assailing the masada mythical narrative now associated by them
with the paranoid complex of their rightist opponents perhaps
ben yehuda glossed over such circumstances moods and needs
because he is one of the moral entrepreneurs pursuing the masada
myths deconstructionconstructionreconstructionde

LDS contexts

the israeli discussion concerning the promotion of steadfast-
ness while avoiding suicidal extremism is one of the two contexts
in which masadas symbolism has diffused into LDS culture latter
day saints have experienced and can learn from several of the
same tendencies as the israelis that influence the social and ideo-
logical presentation of historical accounts

in 1841 about two years after the mormonscormonsMormons forced eviction
from missouri times and seasons nauvoo reprinted an unnamed
historians account containing some heroic overtones of
masadas fall the editors don carlos smith and R B thompson
affixed a preface mixing admiration with censure

the following thrilling account of the self devotedness of the jews
scarcely has its equal on the pages of history although such a
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course must be condemned it shows their attachment to their
ancient religion the god of their fathers and also their abhorrence
of the romans 22

more than a century later neal A maxwell explored the same bor-
derland between steadfastness and zealotry he asserted that there
should be no mormon massadasmassakasMassadas but in addition to carthage
there were hauns mill and many other times and places forebear
ers gave everything they had A footnote containing mythical
ingredients explains the reference to masada

masada or massadacassadaMassada was a fortified town on the south end of the
dead sea where the jews after the fall of jerusalem made their last
stand for three years against 10000 romans ending around 72 AD
the zealotszealous killed their wives and children and committed suicide
rather than surrender to the romans who were greeted by a solemn
stillness and an awful silence as they finally entered the fortress 2313

the editors of the infobasesInfobases LDS collectors library on CDROMCD ROM

cross referenced that footnote to james E talmagesbalmagesTalmages account of
jesus calling simon zelotes the zealot to be one of the twelve
apostles so ironically a footnote describing the zealotszealous on masada
in semiheroicsemiheroic terms finds itself juxtaposed to talmagesbalmagesTalmages own obser-
vation doubtless simon had learned moderation and toleration
from the teachings of christ otherwise he would scarcely have
been suited to the apostolic ministry 112424

the second LDS context in which the masada account appears
also somewhat parallels the jewish israeli experience it sets the
scholarly ideal of dealing honestly with source materials against
the temptation to embellish for greater impact perhaps toward
some larger purpose in the jewish experience the overriding
need for a national shrine of heroism justified klausner guttman
yadinbadin and others in exaggerating or misrepresenting josephussjosephuesJosephuss
account of masada A similar larger purpose has justified some
LDS scholars in assimilating the masada mythical narrative to their
own agenda for example jerald johansensjohansonsJohansens masada citadel of
freedoms cry may 1972 ensign even while citing josephus as

its source of information describes the event largely in heroic terms

after herodshernds death masada was commandeered by a roman garri-
son until jewish zealotszealous captured it the dramatic and courageous
defense of masada by those 960 men women and children against
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flavius silvas besieging roman tenth legion has won the admira-
tion and respect of everyone who has read of their valiant effort

may this provide fresh inspiration for liberty loving people
everywhere for death is sweeter than loss of liberty and freedom is
still worth dying for today

perhaps in this case the larger misrepresentation justifying pur-
pose was to reinforce a tendency among some latter day saints to
equate the modern secular nation state of israel with scriptural
spiritual israel 25 johansen and others of this trend have thus pur-

sued for mormonism an objective which the rabbis rejected for
judaism transforming masada into a religious emblem

nevertheless various perceptions of the events at masada are
found in LDS literature for example lamar C berrettsbarrettsBerretts discover-
ing the world of the bible which has been used by thousands of
LDS tourists who have visited the holy land provides a largely
mythical account of masada the version in the 1973 edition of
berrettsbarrettsBerretts guidebook is preserved in the 1996 edition which lists
D kelly ogden as coauthor yet for another recent book jerusalem
the eternal city kelly ogden composed the section on masada
204 23 which scrupulously follows josephussjosephuesJosephuss account and

avoids mythical assertions 26

conclusion

in summary nachman ben yehuda formulates a credible
detailed concept based explanation of why and how the masada
myth entered the memory of secular zionists and modernmodem israelis
it is an explanation however which is irritatingly repetitive over-
loaded with theory devious in overtly rejecting objectivism while
employing it sub rosa and superficial in accounting for the myths
decline if all historical explanations are social constructions then
so is this one by ben yehuda his objective summary ofofjosephusjosephus
includes subjective emphases and his masada myth may be seen
in part as springing from israeli leftists perception of a need to
deconstructreconstructdeconstruct masadas resoluteness associations in the post 1967
circumstances of peacemaking

masada teaches lessons beyond the sites immediate geograph-
ical and cultural settings two of these are especially instructive for
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mormonscormons as well as for jews and israelis first in cultivating stead-
fastness a religious or national community needs to avoid allorall or
nothing fanaticism second in recounting episodes about the
human past latter day saints as well as all good historians ought
to avoid the extremes of exaggeration as well as debunking and to
apply the affirmation that we believe in being honest A ofoffF 13

to their assertions based on historical texts as well as to their deal-
ings with fellow beings 27

arnold H green is professor of history at brigham young university
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jerusalem quarterly no 24 summer 1982 57 63 benjamin kedar the
masada complex in hebrew ha aretz 22 april 1973 16 pierre vidal
naquetbaquet josephus flavius and masada in hebrew zemanikzemanim 13 1983 677567 75
pierre vidal naquetbaquet ibethe murderers of ofmemorymemory in hebrew teioreltel aviv am oved
1991 this article is an adaptation of vidal naquets introduction to his 1976
french translation of josephussjosephuesJosep huss jewish war the book was originally written
in french as les assassins de la memoiremimoire un eichmann de papier et autres
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27 no 2 1986 14764147 64 dan bitanabitan masada the symbol and the myth in
hebrew in the dead sea and the judean desert 1900 1967 ed mordechai
naor idawadaw series vol 13 jerusalem yad yitzhak ben tzvi 1990 221 35
robert paine masada between history and memory paper presented at the
canadian historical association memorial university of newfoundland june
1991 robert paine masada A history of a memory history and anthropol-
ogy 6 no 4 1994 371 409 anita shapira land and power the sword of the
dove in hebrew teitelirel aviv am oved 1992

with reference to the maximum detail part of ben yehudasyehudah objective
one reviewer describes the masada myth as irritatingly repetitive B kraut
university of cincinnati in choice 33 july august 1996 1834

leopold von ranke on the character of historical science 1830s
translated and published in leopold von ranke the theory and practice of his-
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dans la composition historiquehistorique revue de synthiesyntbesesynthse historiqueHistorique 6 june 1903
261 65 benedetto croce history its theory and practice 1916 reprint new
york russell and russell 1960 max weber objective possibility and adequate
causation in historical explanation in zur soziologieSozio logie und sozialpolitik
19240n19240ra19240ra the methodology of the social sciences 1938 reprint new york

free press 1969 164 88 florian znaniecki cultural reality chicago univer-
sity of chicago press 1919 nachman ben yehuda and others howard S

becker A portrait of an intellectuals sociological imagination sociological
inquiry 59 fall 1989 467 89 howard S becker ed social problems A mod-
ern approach new york john wiley and sons 1966

benen yehuda and goode moral panics 151
nachman ben yehuda the myth of the junkie towards a natural

typology of drug addicts phd diss university of chicago 1977 ben
yehuda european witch craze 1 31

lothe concept of civil religion was pioneered by robert N bellah civil
religion in america daedalus 96 winter 1967 112121 and john A coleman
civil religion sociological analysis 31 summer 1970 67 77 ben yehuda

cites charles S liebman and eliezer don yehiyadehiya civil religion in israel los
angeles university of california press 1983

joseph klausner masada and its heroes in hebrew lanoarlaboar library of
eretzaretz israel booklet no 62 tel aviv omanut 1937 3 33 yoseph braslawski
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when masada fell in hebrew teiireitelirel aviv am oved 1941 yoseph braslawski
masada in hebrew teireiieltelfel aviv hakibbutz hameuchad 1944 yoseph braslaw-
ski did you know the land in the dead sea around and around in
hebrew tel aviv kibbutz hameuchads 1955 297 448

shargel evolution of the masada myth 363
13yigael13yigael yadinbadin masada first season of excavations 196319641963 1964 prelim-

inary report in hebrew jerusalem israel exploration society 1965 yigael
yadinbadin masada herodshernds fortress and the zealotslastzealotszealousZealotslols last stand trans moshe pearl-
man new york random house 1966 yigael yadinbadin the story of masada by

yigael badinyadin retold for young readers by gerald gottlieb new york ran-
dom house 1969 encyclopedia judaica jerusalem keter 1971 sv masada
111078 91

gordon W allportailport and leoleojJ postman the basic psychology of rumor
transactions of the new york academy of sciences 2dad ser 8 no 2 1945
61 81 gordon W allport and leo J postman the psychology of rumor new
york henry holt 1947

nineteenth century sociology then still more or less a branch of history
was highly speculative while contemporaneous historians tended to slight the-
ory in favor of digging out the facts and polishing the narrative A joke among
sociologists is that sociology is like history but without the work while history is

like sociology but without the brains the late BYU historian russell B swensen
used to counsel history students only half in jest that the eleventh command-
ment for historians is thou shalt not commit sociology

referring to the zealotszealous as well as to the sicariisicardiSicarii josephus also used such
pejorative terms as brigandebrigandsbrigands wretches who deserved punishment the most
depraved elements and murderers from such language rapoport and ben
yehuda feel justified in using the modem term terrorists 43

jodijodl magness masada arms and the man biblical archaeology review
18 julyaugustJuly August 1992 58 67 compare ehud netzer the last days and hours
at masada biblical archaeological review 17 novemberdecemberNovember December 1991
20 32 and ehud netzer masada in new encyclopedia of archaeological
excavations in the holy land 4 vols new york simon and schuster 1993

3973 85
18benben yehuda cites arthur milnersmilbersMilners play masada which was first staged

during 1990 in canada among the dramas closing lines are these

compromise with the arabs live side by side in peace a jewish
state a palestinian state compromise is for the weak

but if the united states decides its interests are better served
by syria or saudi arabia we will take care of ourselves let the
arabs send their armies against us if we are resolute if we are ready
to sacrifice we shall not be defeated we shall take strength from the
land

yes we want peace and we shall have peace on our terms
we shall choose a never ending war over an israel cut up and
divided if we fight with the courage and determination of the
zealotszealous and if we are willing to die a thousand deaths we cannot
be defeated 220
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ehoshafat19yehoshafat harkabikarkabiHarkabi reflections on national defence policy jerusalem
quarterly no 19 spring 1981 108 19 amos oz02 in the land of israel new
york vintage books 1983 152

20131013benjamin1013enjaminenjamin kedar masada the myth and the complex jerusalem quart-
erly no 24 summer 1982 576357 63

baila R shargel the evolution of the masada myth judaism 28 no 3
1979 357 71 esp 369

22 fall ofofherodioherodioderodio sic machaerusmachaeriusMachaerus masada fate of josephus agrippa
bernice times and seasons 2 no 18 july 15 1841 476 78

13nealneal A maxwell for the power Is in them mormon musings salt
lake city deseret book 1970 50

james24james E Talmatalmagetahnagejesusgc jesus the christ salt lake city deseret book 1988 225
many LDS observers have tended to see zionist immigration to palestine

culminating in the state of israels creation 1948 as fulfilling scriptural prophecy
very early publications included the zionitesZionites millennial star 58 no 32
august 6618965101896 510 11 georgegeorgeq Q cannon the zionist congress millennial
star 59 no 41 october 14 1897 644 45 J M tanner the zionist move-
ment improvement era 3 november 1899 1 8 logic of zionism millen-
nial star 64 no 37 september 11 1902 582 83 and jan M sjodahl
prophecies being fulfilled millennial star 77 no 9 march 4 1915 136 38

more recent pro zionist LDS pronouncements include legrand richards
israel do you know salt lake city deseret book 1954 eldin ricks zionism
and the mormon church in herzl yearbook 5 1963 147 74 W cleon
skousen fantastic victory israels rendezvous with destiny salt lake city
bookcraft 1967 truman G madsen the mormon attitude toward zionism
series of lectures on zionism haifa university may 1981 and michael T ben-

son harry S truman as a modem cyrus BYUbyustudiesstudies 34 no 1 1994 6 27
jeraldjeraldjohansenjohansen masada citadel of freedoms cry ensign 2 may 1972

44 50 the article informs that dr johansen who teaches at the ogden utah
institute of religion adjacent to the weber state college campus has traveled and
studied in the middle east other articles in that same holy land issue of the
ensign make comparable assertions especially W cleon skousen the birth of
modem israel 51 57 eldin ricks judah must return 94 95 and daniel H
ludlow the future of the holy land 9610396 103 yet articles presenting alternate
views for example william E berrettsbarrettsBerretts for the law shall go forth from zion
10510588 and especially rodney turners the quest for a peculiar people 6 1111

suggest that the LDS discussion of zionism has included more diverse and more
subtle positions than that of mormon zionism see also my jews in LDS

thought BYU studies 34 no 4 1994 95 13764137 64 and what mormonscormons have
thought about inter alia the jews forthcoming

16lamar C berrett and D kelly ogden discovering the world of the bible
provo utah grandin book 1996 207 10 david B galbraith D kelly ogden

and andrew C skinner jerusalem the eternal city salt lake city deseret
book1996Book 1996

27 accuracy27accuracy and reliability are of the essence of scholarship all scholars
worth their salt have wrestled long with the questions of what can and cannot
what should and should not what must or must not be said they acknowledge
and evaluate data both for and against their ideas and theories they eschew all
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forms of plagiarism and generously recognize their indebtedness to other schol-
ars they guard on all sides against the covert influences of unstated assumptions
bias and esoteric terminology they describe shades of grey where they exist
they identify clearly their personal opinions as such they avoid material omis-
sions for often what is not said can be as misleading as what is said john W
welch into the 1990s BYUbyustudiesstudies 313 1 no 4 1991 25
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